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ABSTRACT
Introduction: The dawn of 21st century has changed the scene of the world economy and
shifted the Centre of economic growth from Western hemisphere to the Asian Continent. The
global financial crisis of 2008 and European debt crisis of 2010 have exposed inherent weakness of G-7 economies, which are facing the challenges of twin deficits, falling productivity,
rising debts and aging population. In contrast, the emerging economies particularly, China,
India and Brazil, have shown robust economic growth during 2000-2010. China’s fast
economic growth since 1960s was the result of gradual shift in its economic system, open
door policy and its accession to the world trade organization. The institutional reforms and
access to foreign markets has been followed by investment strategies expanded 45% of
Chinese GDP during last 40 years. The consistent vertical economic growth has no precedent
in the economic history of the world. China has increased its share in world trade from 0.5% in
1960 to 10% in 2010 and accumulated foreign exchange reserves of US$3.19 trillion by March
2013. It is not less than a miracle.
Objectives: The objective of this dissertation is to measure the changes taken place in world
economy during 2000-2010 and its impact on assets allocation, employment labour
productivity, poverty, and allocation of resources. For this purpose the author has selected
total 14 countries as a sample and divided them into two groups: G-7 and E-7. The G-7group
Include USA, Ger- many, France, UK, Italy, Japan and Canada while E-7 contains China,
India, Brazil, Russia, Indonesia, Turkey and Pakistan.
Methodology: The methodology used in this research study is to compare different economic
and financial indicators of these two groups of countries in order to obtain desired results.
Mostly time series and cross sectional secondary data, collected from data base of IMF, World
Bank, China Bureau of National Statistics, US Federal reserves, relevant international
research journals and books, has been used. Different statistical and mathematical
techniques h a v e been used to estimate changes in selected variables. OLS method was
used to measure China economic growth while mathematical model was used to measure US
slowdown puzzle. Ratio analysis and content analysis were used to estimate the data.
Our study specific period is spread over 10 years from 2000-2010 but we used data beyond
this period wherever it is necessary to analyze the genesis of existing world economic
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scenario. Total 13 variables have been selected for this study. Among them main variables
are: labour productivity, investment, capital accumulation, exports, R&D expenses, output,
real exchange rate and technological progress. Different tests were applied to test the stability
of the model
Findings: The results of the study are very significant because we found that increase in
national income of emerging economics has brought trickle down effects and reduced poverty
and inequality level in emerging economies. Only in China, about 400 million people have
come out of poverty trap due to rising employment opportunities. The share of E-7 economies
in the world R& D has increased from14% in 2001 to 20.1% in 2007, while the share of G-7
economies has declined by 2.4% during the same period.
In our empirical analysis, the relationship between real gross fixed capital formation that is
used as a proxy to capital and real gross domestic product of China is found positive.
Theoretically and econometrically it is logical and significant because it is statistically
significant at 1 percent level and having more investment in the country will cause of higher
incomes as evident in the case of China. Investment in China has been a source of higher
incomes from 1980s and now it is leading over world economy. Our empirical evidence
shows that almost, 1 percent extra investment in china may raise on average national
incomes by 0.26 percent. Our study found negative relationship between exports and real
exchange rates. On average one percent increase in the real official exchange rate will lower
real gross domestic product (GDP) by 0.07 percent. The negative effect is so small in China’s
case because of tight control over official exchange range but it should not be ignored in
general.
Our results show that traditional production function “AK” and technological progress
production function “R&D” are different. In “AK” production function the input and output
increase in the same ratio as we increase inputs, we will get growth in output in the same
ratio. There is a constant return to scale in “AK” production function. In contrast, in “R&D”
production function diminishing return to scale has been noted during out empirical analysis of
U.S. productivity growth slowdown case because the increase in the number of researchers
and R&D expenditures does not increase output in the same ratio. Our empirical analysis
shows if we increase the number of researchers by 100% we will get only 40 percent output.
The 60 percent output gap is huge. This is one of the main apparent cause of U.S. productivity
slowdown.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Since 1980 some countries restructure their economies and introduced the policies which
led them to fast economic growth. This was new phenomenon in the history of economy.
In order to distinguish from developed, under-developed and emerging markets
economies a new term “Emerging Economies” was developed by the economists to
measure the economic growth of these countries. Interesting, most of the emerging
economies are those which are most populous and about which previously the economists
have dismal view. Accordingly, an emerging economy (EME) is defined as a developing
economy with low to middle per capital income, that have undertaken economic
development and reform programs, in the market-oriented line and have begun to
“emerge” as significant players in the global economy. Such economies constitute
approximately 80% of the global population.
The term “Emerging Economies” is generally used to distinguish those countries which
are growing economically very fast from those whose economies are stagnant and have
no potential to grow. In the 1980s four East Asian economies recorded impressive
economic growth and they were declared “Asian Tigers”. Their fast economic growth
facilitated them to catch up advanced economies. These economies were termed as
“Newly Industrialized Economies (NIEs). But their size and population are so small that
they could not bring any substantial impact on world economy. Moreover, speculative
attack in 1997 on the currencies of Asian Tigers jolted their economies and all gains
achieved during 1980s and 1990s were wiped out within a few months. Since then these
economies lost attraction for researchers and investors.
The decades of 1950s and 1960s were the period of high productivity, high living
standards, high income, high level of economic growth and high employment in the
advanced countries. However, productivity growth was slowdown in 1970s and 1980s due
to oil shocks in 1973 and 1979, collapse of Bretton Wood financial system and US’s
engagement in the Vietnam War as well as Cold War with the Soviet Union. The Soviet
Union was disintegrated as a result of Afghan War in 1980s and consequently the United
States was emerged as a sole Super Power of the World. The dot.com revolution in 1990s
in the United States restored its productivity level for a short period of time.The opening
of economies under world trade organization (WTO) in 1997 and China’s entry into it in
2001 changed the whole world economic scenario. China’s cheap goods replaced costly
16

goods of the developed countries. It brought revolutionary changes in the international
trade. In order to take advantage of the cheap labour, size of big markets and billions of
consumers, the multinational companies of the United States and Europe heavily invested
in China, India, Brazil, Indonesia and other such countries. This stimulus big push and
huge Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) as well as latest technology and human capital
turned these slow-moving economies into fast rising economies.
The dawn of 21st century brings many changes in the world economy. The sole world
Superpower, the United States, and its European (NATO) allies involved in two costly long
wars in Afghanistan and Iraq where they suffered heavy economic and human losses. The
United States attacked Afghanistan in 2001 and till 2013 it has not been able to maintain
peace there or obtain its war objectives. The same scenario is prevailing in Iraq where the
United States and its European allies have failed to attain their political objectives except
getting executing Iraqi President Saddam Hussein. But they had to pay heavy economic
cost of these military adventures. The pre-occupation of the United States and European
countries in these two wars and suffering heavy casualties kept their concentration away
from their internal economic problems. These two wars were involved huge financial cost.
The outcomes were high budget and trade deficits, mounting debts, massive
unemployment and tumbling productivity that resulted in 2008 Global financial crisis and
European debt crisis in 2010. These two consecutive crisis and their spillover effects
exposed the myth of the economic strength of G-7 economies, which is regarded as a
wealthy group of the world. The 21st century has also changed the Centre of economic
growth from Europe to Asia. Within a short span of one decade, many Asian and Latin
American Economies such as China, India, Brazil, Turkey, Russia, Mexico, Malaysia,
Indonesia etc, recorded impressive economic growth. Particularly, China’s vertical
economic growth surprised the whole world. Now it is regarded as the engine of growth
and its growth impact on world economy is stated to be substantial due to its huge size,
unusual openness to trade and investment with the rest of the world. The sum of China's
total exports and imports amounts to around 70% of its GDP, against only 25-30% of India
and United States.
In 2010, China is to account for 10% of world trade, up from 4% in 2000. In the last decade
of 20th century, China was regarded as a poor country of the world by IMF and World
Bank but in July 2010 it has emerged as second largest economy of the world. Now it is
only behind the United States and it is predicted that it is expected to overtake the United
States in 2025. It has left behind all six wealthy members of G-7 countries such as Japan,
17

Germany, France, United Kingdom, Canada and Italy within a short period of ten years
and proved all past predictions about its stagnant economy false. The size of Chinese
economy has multiplied three times during 2000-2010. It has accumulated foreign
exchange reserves to the tune of US$3.35 trillion by March 2013, which is the highest in
the world. It recorded around ten percent average GDP growth since 2000, which is not
less than a miracle. China’s economic growth during last 40 years has been miraculous.
The GDP growth of China has showed an average growth rate of about 8% for the period
1963-1978, in spite of the negative effects of Mao’s “Great Leap Forward” and “The
Cultural Revolution” Policies. Moreover, this momentum was accelerated in the start of
1980s and is continued till 2013 when the average annual growth rate was fluctuated
between 10 and more than 7 percent. This development has no comparison with other big
economies of the world. The vertical growth in the Chines GDP has substantially
contributed into the world GDP because its share in international trade has jumped from
less than 0.5% in 1960 to 10 % in 2013.
There are many factors that have played pivotal role in the China’s economic growth. But
important among them are: savings and investment, which has increased to around 45%
and 35% respectively against 20 percent in 1950s and 1960s. (Chow, 1993), De Long and
Summer (1991), and (1992 argue that capital accumulation has not shown substantial
impact on the improvement of overall productivity. However, after the introduction of
different economic and institutional reforms since 1979 and opening up of Chinese
economy, debate emerged about the contribution of exports in economic growth. It is a
fact that government interventions and institutional reforms were the dynamic process that
transform the whole the economic, financial and social systems during 1962-2010 but the
reforms process was gradual to consolidate growth momentum particularly in case of the
liberalization of the economy and opening it for foreign direct investment. Transition from
planned economy to the market economy has brought tremendous impact on the Chinese
economy and society. This process reached its peak gradually in 2001 when China
entered the World Trade Organization (WTO). It was the major event that shift world trade
paradigm. Although the reforms that took place in the Maoist era were not free from some
shortcomings, but they have provides basis for transition period. In Maoist period, heavy
investment was made in infrastructure, technology improvement, and transport and
agriculture sectors. It laid the foundation for the success of the economic policies following
after Mao. Similarly, the development of heavy industry was another priority of Mao’s
government. It can be assessed from the fact that industrial output in 1952 was 13 percent,
18

which was increased to 33 percent in 1865 42 percent in 1979. On the other hand, light
industry, which represents 52 % in 1952, was reduced from 30 percent to 20 percent in
1979. Bramall (2000) argues that this reflected the posture of China’s industrial policy
before and after reforms period. Contrary to the pre-reform period both domestic and
foreign investment was important, and allowed a steady increase of China’s productivity,
which stimulated international trade particularly exports. But before reform period, no
foreign direct investment was allowed and the economy was closed for foreign investment.
One of the factors that contributed into the success of Chinese economic reforms was
high level of education vis-à-vis least developed countries (Nolan, 1995). China’s years of
schooling in 2010 was 8.16 years as compared to world average years of schooling of
8.12 years. In 1950 about 70 percent population of China was illiterate. To eradicate
illiteracy, China initiated a program of mass secondary education in 1955 and it contributed
in the industrialization of rural areas (Pepper, 1996) mentions that China took a big
initiative to eradicate illiteracy and introduced educational reforms at Secondary Education
level in 1955 and it substantially contributed in the eradication of poverty from the rural
areas. When reforms started in 1978 there was macroeconomic stability, no political and
economic crisis and low public debt. (Bramall, 2000; Rodrick, 1996; Lardy, 1995). After
China, Indian economic growth is also very impressive. Its GDP has almost doubled from
$469 billion in 2000 to $929 billion in 2010. India IT sector has recorded tremendous
growth during this period. Some analysts are ranking India as the fourth largest economy
of the world and its GDP has been calculated of around 30% of the US. It is rapidly
catching up with Japan. In addition, Brazil, Russian Federation, Turkey, Indonesia and
Pakistan also recorded handsome economic growth during 1980-2010 period and on
account of this reason many researches have included these

countries in emerging

economies.
The above stated facts prove that emerging economies have become a reality. The main
feature of this new reality is the change of growth center from advanced economies to the
emerging economies. The result of this shift is the slow economic growth in the advanced
countries from which money and human capital are moving. In this perspective, we have
intended to build our dissertation on the following premises:•

During 2000-2013 economic growth rates was higher in the emerging economies

particularly in China and India as compared to the developed economies Growth rates
from 2000-2013. Most of the economists are optimistic about the continuation of this trend
in future.
19

•

Growth rates in the advanced countries are likely to be muted over next five years.

The economic growth rate in the United States could fall to around 2 to 3 percent due to
debt exhaustion at household level, high level of unemployment, low savings, weak
housing and the consumer’s poor debt-to-income ratio.
•

Emerging Economies have already made a significant impact on world trade.

According to IMF (2012) their exports account for 43% of the world totals and they are
responsible for nearly half of global economic output, besides having around 70% of the
world’s foreign currency reserves.
•

Relative fiscal health and an export boom have enabled emerging economies to invest

in other economies and some of them have changed from debtor to creditor nations. For
example, China is providing soft loans to advanced countries to finance their deficits.
United States and European Union are major beneficiary of the Chinese finance.
•

The fiscal discipline introduced by emerging economies in their macro and micro

policies has improved quality and credibility of the emerging economies bond issues. The
average credit quality of countries represented in the widely followed JP Morgan emerging
markets bench-marks for local bonds is now solidly investment grade.
•

Huge wealth accumulated through international trade by the emerging economies

have enabled them to create sovereign wealth funds. These funds are not playing a vital
role in the world capital market and allocation of new capital. This has increased the role
of emerging economies in the global capital market.
•

Continued vertical growth in the emerging economies will likely to positively affect

the level of profitability of corporate sector. High profitability of corporate profit, in turn, will
increase stock prices in the emerging economies, attracting both local and foreign
investors. Many local companies of China, India, Brazil and Russia have grown to the
status of multi-national companies and now they are engaged in acquisition activities in
the developed countries.
•

According to IMF World Economic Outlook, (April 2010), the ratio of public debt in the

emerging economies is low and localized because their public debt is between 30 and 40
percent of GDP and mostly in local currency. The volume of public debt is likely to be
reduced further in future due to growth momentum.
•

Some of emerging economies particularly China is in a position to follow expansionary

fiscal policy in order to balance economic growth generated by exports and increasing per
capita income of its people. These expansionary steps include concessionary health
insurance for workers living in rural areas and fortifying its pension system as compared
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to advanced economies, where entitlement spending has become a major part (15%) of
their budgets.
•

Spatafora and Jaumotte (2007)have pointed out poverty level in East Asian countries

have substantially decreased particularly in China where over 400 million poor have come
out of poverty trap. In 2010 the population below poverty line was only 2.8 % as compared
to 13% in the United States. This reveals positive growth impact on poverty alleviation in
emerging economies.

1.1

Problem statement

Because the researchable problem is always related to a more general set of problems,
the problem statement is divided into two parts: the general problem (or problematic
situation) and specific problem (or the researchable problem). The researchable problem
must have some means of being addressed. There must be data, analytical procedures
and other elements within which to address the problem. The criterion for the specific
problem is not that it be “small.” But rather that it be precisely specified and capable of
being addressed with available resources. The general problem statement is to provide
the background and or the setting for the researchable problem. It gives the broader
picture into which the researchable problem fits-the context of the problem that the
proposed research addressed. Ethridge (2004) says that “a useful rule of thumb is to
introduce the problem in generalities, then progressively narrow the focus (your own
attention and the attention of the readers) to more specific, precise problems on which
information is needed. For example, when a foreign student is conducting research on the
United States and he is not residing there then it is necessary to provide some description
of the economic, social, political and institutional conditions of the United States. It will
enable the readers to understand the relevant dimension of the problem setting.” The
general problem statement sets the stage for the specific, researchable problem
specification. The specific problem continues to narrow the perspective of the problem to
a set of issues on which knowledge of information is needed. If the purpose of the problem
statement is to justify the objective of research, then the test of effectiveness of the
problem definition is that readers willingly accept the research objective.
Keeping in view the above discussion, we have given a brief profile of G-7 and E-7
economies in which we have studied their economic structure, their policies, their
resources and their economic potential before heading to the investigation into their fast
and slow economic growth. We have studied different variables such as policies, public
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debt, budget deficit, trade deficit, population structure, income inequality, infrastructure,
capital stock, labour productivity and poverty. After that we move towards specification of
our research problem. We intend to restrict our focus on U.S. productivity slowdown visà-vis fast economic growth of China. In other words, our general problem is that why
advanced economies are slowing and emerging economies are growing? Our specific
problem is that why U.S. productivity growth is slowing and why China’s economy is rapidly
growing?

I.2 Objectives of the study
The objectives of this research study are stated as under:●

To study the phenomenon of fast growth of Emerging Economies as well as the slow

productivity of advanced economies.
● To study the factors responsible for policy shift in the Indian and Chinese strategies to
transform their economies from close/semi-closed to nearly free-market economies after
the collapse of the Soviet Union.
● To analyze the Chinese economic fast growth puzzle and the enigma of US productivity
slowdown.
●

To compare the growth trends of China and the United States in terms of Capital

accumulation, productivity, Corporate Profit, Poverty level, income inequality, structure of
population and their share in world trade.
● To study the role of human capital as a demographic dividend in the E-7 economies
and growing demographic burden in the advanced economies due to aging of their
population.
● To investigate into the phenomenon of productivity slowdown in advanced countries in
spite of technological progress, increase in number of researchers, patents and human
capital.
● To illustrate the role of human capital in the economic growth of emerging economies.

1.3 Scope of Study
The scope of the study is very vast because the vertical and horizontal economic growth
of emerging economies and continuous decline of advanced economies is the hot topic
being widely discussed not only by leading independent research scholars at national
levels in different countries but also the staff economists of world financial institutions like
IMF and the World Bank. All monthly and annual reports of IMF and the World Bank have
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been paying special attention on the changes being taken place in the emerging
economies vis-à-vis advanced economies. This has made the topic of the growth of
emerging economies a point of hot debate in the research community, particularly after
2008 world financial crisis which was originated from the United States and taken the
whole world particularly advanced economies into its fold. As this crisis was under
investigation the debt crisis of European Union was emerged on the world economic scene
in 2010.These two crises in the advanced economies have exposed their inherent
structural weakness and their aging economic infrastructure and population. In contrast,
these crises affected the emerging economies on very nominal scale. According to IMF
(World Economic Outlook, April 200) “Many emerging economies have resumed a high
rate of growth and a number have begun to moderate their accommodative
macroeconomic policies in the face of high capital inflows. Given prospects for relatively
weak growth in the advanced economies, the challenge for emerging economies is to
absorb these inflows and nurture domestic demand without triggering a new boom-bust
cycle.” It reveals that growth in the emerging economies in future will continue on moderate
scale as compared to the advanced economies where growth is predicted to be weak. As
this situation presents two opposite scenario different researchers have analyzed it in
different manners. Most of the researchers based their analysis on one or two variables
such as productivity, unemployment or capital inflow. Some paid concentration on
advanced economies while other analyzed emerging economies on limited scale. None of
the study has discussed the whole economic scenario of advanced and emerging
economies in totality or has made comparative analysis of these two groups of economies.
From this point of view, our study is unique from all previous studies and its scope appears
to be vast. Our study also involves policy implications because it helps the policy makers
and economic managers understand how different variables are behaving in two different
economic conditions prevailing in the emerging and advanced economies.

1.4 Study design
As we have mentioned above that we have named G-7 countries as aging economies and
E-7 as emerging economies. We have taken the United States as leader of G-7 and China
as leader of E-7. We will concentrate particularly on these two economies because China
has overtaken six members of G-7 and is moving fast to catch up with the United States.
It is expected that it will come at par with the United States by 2025. We will pay attention
on the ageing economy of the United States as it is losing the status of sole world
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economic and military power. We will also study the rest of six advanced economies such
as Japan, Germany, United Kingdom, France, Italy and Canada as well as six emerging
economies like India, Russia, Brazil, Turkey, Malaysia and Pakistan. We have intended to
examine variables relating to the strengths and weakness of G-7 and E-7 economies and
the compare their different economic and social indicators to draw final conclusion. This
study is purely a descriptive nature. However, we will different statistical and mathematical
tools wherever we feel their needs to highlight the fact and abstract realities.
In chapter 1, which is the introduction in which we will explain the reasons why we have
intended to carry out comparative research on the selected emerging and G-7 economies
and also explain what are the main objectives of our this research work.
In Chapter 2, we will critically examine the literature in order to understand how much
research has been conducted on this topic, what are the results of previous research and
how our study is different from it?
In Chapter 3 we will explain research methodology, research question, study period,
sample, selected variables, data and its source as well as hypothesis of the study and
estimation techniques to be used to measure the change in selected variables.
In Chapter 4 we will examine the economic potential of G-7 countries such as the United
States, Japan, Canada, Germany, France, Italy and United Kingdom. We have divided
this chapter into two parts. In part-I we will analyze the economic potential of every
member of G-7 economies individually and in part-II we will analyze the G-7 economies
collectively in order to measure the economic strength of this group of countries.
In Chapter 5 we study the impact of 2008 financial crisis on G-7 economies. We have
intended to measure the impact of crisis at two levels: Macro and Micro levels. In macro
analysis, we will study how much 2008 crisis has crippled the economies and in micro
analysis we will probe how much the people of G-7 countries have been affected by this
crisis. We have also intended to analyze the political and economic impact of 2008 crisis.
In Chapter 6 we will examine the economic potential of E-7 countries. We will divide this
chapter into two parts. In first part, we will carry out individual study of the members of E7 economies while in part-II we will collectively look at E-7 to measure the economic
strength of this group of countries.
In chapter 7 we will analyze the shifting of economic paradigm , emergence of state
capitalism, end of free market economic system and shifting of economic growth Centre
from western hemisphere to Asian continent. It is interesting to study that the failure of old
assumption that only capitalism ensures growth and accelerate innovation. But existing
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scenario shows that state capitalism and controlled markets are growing against free
markets which have failed to allocate resources efficiently.
In Chapter 8 we will compare G-7 and E-7 economies in general term to draw conclusion
which group of countries is growing and which is facing stagnancy. In this chapter we will
compare the variables such as debt, population, capital export corporate profit, etc.
In chapter 9 we will study the determinants of Chinese economic growth. Chinese rapid
growth is an economic puzzle and we will make its analysis empirically in order to
understand whether theoretical framework coincide with empirical framework.
In Chapter 10 we will make empirical analysis of US economic slowdown puzzle. This is
the phenomenon which needs in-depth analysis and the economists are making efforts to
dig out the cause of US economic slowdown in its real perspective.
In Chapter 11 we will discuss findings and results of our empirical and descriptive
research. This chapter consists of two parts. In part-I we will discuss the findings of the
empirical study of China’s economic growth while in part-II we will explain the results of
the empirical study of US economic slowdown.
In Chapter 12 we will conclude our study and explain whether we have been able to
achieve the objectives of our research. In this chapter we will also make policy
recommendations and set limitations if any.
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Chapter 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

In this chapter we have critically analyzed previous literature in order to understand what
research so far has been made by different researchers on various aspects of this topics.
The literature has been divided into two parts. In part first, different studies on G-7
economies have been analyzed while in part second only those studies that have focused
only on the emerging economies have been examined. The objective of this division of
literature is to identify gap in the literature or to review those areas where the research
has already been conducted by other researchers. In this way, we will be able to
distinguish our study from previous studies.

2.1. G-7 Economies
Hagemann and Nicoletti (1988) analyze the economic effects and policy implications of
aging population in the developed countries. He said that all developed countries are
facing the problem of demographic decline. When compared the existing demographic
situation with the situation of 1950 we find that average population growth in the U.S.A.
was 1.73 percent in 1950 while now it is 0.54 percent. The population growth in Canada
was 2.66 percent in 1950 while it was 0.65 percent in 2011. The population growth rate in
Britain, Germany, France, Italy and Japan was 1.73 percent, 0.78 percent, 1.11 percent
0.39 percent in 1950 respectively. In 2011 the population growth in Britain was 0.9 percent,
0.14 percent in France, 0.65 percent in Canada,-0.57 percent in Germany,-0.22 percent
in Italy and 0.12 percent in Japan. There is a sharp decline in the population growth rate
in all above stated countries during the last 60 years. The friction of population below 16
was substantially reduced 24 percent to 18 percent during the same period. It means that
the working age population has reduced significantly, affecting productivity growth. If we
look at the aging population we find that percentage of population over 67 years age in
the aforesaid seven developed countries was 12.60 percent in 1985, which was increased
to more than 16 percent in 2012. The population falling in this bracket is 21 percent in
Germany, 18 percent in Japan and Italy, 13 percent in the United States and 15 percent
in the United Kingdom. The rapidly aging population has increased the population
dependency ratio in these countries. - Hagemann and Nicoletti (1988).
Finer (1996) says that the population of all industrialized and most industrializing societies
is currently aging. Aging is a multi-faced, multi-caused and multi-causal phenomenon.
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Population ageing persons can be viewed from a number of perspectives in this context.
Demographically, it means that there are more old or elderly people around than there
were before, relative to the size or some or all other age groups in the population. It is
associated with declining personal autonomy and increasing states of dependency on
other. Economically the elderly may be ‘forced to be burden’ to the extent they are obliged
to retire at a stipulated age from fulltime employment; though the extent to which this may
give rise to actual states of economic hardship and dependency will of course depend on
the precise nature of pension arrangement as well as on the earnings patterns which
preceded them. Improved standards of living, coupled with improvements in health and
hygiene (especially at childbirth), are seen as having contributed to increased life
expectancy, among infants and women (e.g.Minois, 1989). Modern population ageing is
regarded as having been an” an invention” of northern and western Europe like industrial
revolution. The share of ageing population in the advanced countries was around 10
percent in 1950, which has increased to about 17 percent in 2010.Population ageing has
been a consequence of post-industrialism rather than of industrialization per se
(Hugman,1994). After second world war, the European countries introduced a dynamic
pension entitlements on “Pay As You Go” basis (Wilson, 1974).This system later on, threw
the European welfare states in crisis to maintain the levels of public and especially social
expenditure in relation to national earning power and international competitiveness, then
the accumulated commitment to old age/retirement pensions was in a sense the biggest
single cause of problem of advanced economies- Finer (1996).
Blanchard (2006) examined the rise and fall of world empires in the light of history. He
argues that since Roman Empire collapse in 1500 A.D. the per capita output growth in
Europe was very little because the large number of working population was engaged in
agriculture sector and there was not possibility of innovations in other sectors of the
economy. Other sectors contribution was nominal in overall production and output. But
output per capita improved but in small ratio during next two centuries and it was nearly
0.1 percent per year which was negligible. During next 120 (1700-1820) years the output
per capita was 0.2 percent. Though the industrialization brought a tremendous change in
the living standard but per capita output was increase with small friction. The period 1820
and 1950 was that in which huge technological advancements were taken place in the
United States but per capita output grew only 1.5 percent. Blanchard pleads that the study
of economic history reveals the fact that economic growth is the twentieth century
phenomenon. Two hundred years record of economic growth reveals that highest growth
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was recorded during the period of 1960-1973. Since then growth has retreating in almost
all developed world. He maintained that the United States could not always be a leader.
History tells us that countries compete the race of economic growth. One country becomes
a leader for a certain period and after touching the potential limit of growth it hands over
the leadership to another country. China was a world leader by 1500 century on the basis
of high level of per capita output. Then leadership moved to Italy and then to Netherlands
and by 1820 the Great Britain emerged as world leader. It enjoyed leadership for about 50
years (1820-1870) and after that the United States has been leading the world by
producing high per capita output. He said that countries moves like leapfrogging, reaching
close to the leader and then snatching leadership from it. It is the same as the process of
convergence in which one country gradually move forward and then come close to the
leader. He assumed that the United States will not likely to remain world leader in future Blanchard (2006).
Hudson (2003) has made comparison of US’s fundamental political and economic
ideologies and policies. The initial ideology led the United States to become world
economic power and attain high productivity as well as enjoy high living standard but its
subsequent divergent policies reduce its economic potential, role in international affairs
and slower productivity growth. He mentioned that US political economist such as E.
Peshine Smith, Henry Carey

and their follower if its economy is saved from the

manipulation of the British and European nations. They felt that the European nations are
the real competitors of the United States and might create impediments in its economic
growth and world leadership. The emphasized that the United States should create a new
society having high living standard, high wages and high per capita income by achieving
higher productivity level. The United States should be a country of resources and wealth
abundance rather than scarcity of resources and low income. They strongly opposed
Thomas Malthus and David Ricardo’s theories who pleaded the controlling of population
and increasing public debt to enhance economic growth. They stressed that the rate of
return on investment both in agriculture and industry should be increased to optimum level
and new moral values should build by improving living standard. They opposed the British
and the European countries on the logic that they had imperial policies, they fought wars
for centuries to capture each other’s’ resources and markets and they wanted to establish
their dominance over the large market of the United States. Therefore, the United States
should not allow the British and the European countries to enter its market. Hudson
continue to argue by saying that the US Republicans also oppose the imperialistic policies
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of establish colonies in abroad and the revenue generated through taxes and import tariffs
should be spent on improvement the living standard of its people rather than wasting
money on wars. These philosophy of the earlier US leaders kept the United States away
from wars. The United States entered First World War in 1917 when it appears that the
Great Britain and its allies were losing wars and US Bankers might lost billions of dollars
lend to pro-US warring nations in case of their defeat. Another reason for joining that war
was business motives rather than political because the United States had supplied arms
and ammunitions worth $12 billion to Great Britain and its allies. If these countries were
defeated the US economy might have collapsed. At the end of that war, all European
countries including United Kingdom had become US debtor and later on, the United States
forced them to cut their defense and social spending to repay the loans. The level of debt
was so high that the European debtors had no capacity to pay shortly. The United States
pressurized the European nations to minimize their role in the world economy and focus
on the improvement of their domestic economy. The United Kingdom arranged Ottawa
conference in 1932 to form Common-wealth tariff preference system to generate more
resources and to phase out its war debt. It laid the seed of World War Second because
almost all European nations bent upon to snatch natural resources from each other. The
scarcity of resources to pay US debt was widen gulf among them and they preferred to
use force rather than mutual consultations and adjustment of their needs. The United
States had desired to see the disintegration of European empires and for obtaining this
objective it manipulated the economic and political weakness of European nations. In spite
of improving their economies, the European nations continued to spend money on
preparation of war to capture resources through wars. They also followed protection
policies which generated economic recession. It squeezed international trade and
decrease national income and employment in the whole Europe. The result was the
occurrence of Great Depression in 1930 that widen Governments’ role under Lord
Keynes’s economic prescription of deficit financing to pull the economy out of depression.
Almost all governments acted upon Keynesian prescription. Hudson claimed that it was
the culmination of laissez-faire. As the government’s intervention in business affairs
increased private capital reduced. Now the European nations have no option but to meet
their budgetary deficits by borrowing loans from the United States, which strangulated
their economic and political freedom. When the Second World War ended, the British
Empire was disintegrated and all European nations became the debiting nations. These
nations apparently were developed but politically and economically they were US
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dependent. The US involvement in the European nations’ affairs were the defying of the
industrial philosophy enunciated by the earlier US political economists. The United States
also denounced the Laisserz-faire ideology by increasing government’s role inside and
outside the country. The policies followed by the United States during 1980s and 1990s
were clear denial of past philosophy. The European nations allowed US investor to
purchase those industries of their colonies which are extractive in nature. It provided the
United States cheap source of raw material for its manufacturing sector. It generated trade
surplus due to US low production cost, earning huge profits to US manufacturers. It
enabled them to buy more and more productive assets all over the world. Hudson has
said that US’s earlier model was enforced for a short period and it could not prolong due
to change in US policies. The United States followed distortionary policies and cut tariffs
of those goods which did not hurt to domestic industrial vested interests and continued to
keep high tariffs on those commodities and goods which were produced cheap in other
countries but costly in the US market. The closing of market for cheap goods and providing
protection to domestic vested interest was the negation of free trade. International Trade
Organization, which was constituted to ensure free trade in the world market, could not
properly play its role due to the US restrictive policies. The United States amassed 75
percent of world’s gold and generated huge surplus in the production of goods and
services. But neither the IMF, World Bank loans nor US investment abroad had capacity
to finance US exports at the prices prevailing in the early years of 1950s. The other
countries had not ability to buy US products as they had no financial resources. Korean
war in mid-1950s and US confrontation with the Soviet Union during 1950-1980s had
brought significant change in the its economic and strategic policies. It turns US budget
and trade surplus into twin deficits because the United States would have finance its
military adventures and foreign aid programs on large scale. Within a short period ten
year, the United States, which had capacity to finance global war expenditure fell into deep
recessionary sea like European powers which set up their colonies abroad in 19th century.
The shifting of resources from social development projects to war activities in abroad was
reduced the productive capacity of the United States. But it also generated a class of
vested interest within the country which vehemently supported imperial policies to
enhance US role and establish its dominance without assessing it huge financial cost.
The continuous involvement in the Gulf and Afghanistan wars changed the status of the
United States from creditor to debtor country. It also brought realignment in world
relationships. The world financial system has reached the point where it might burst at any
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time. The whole world may come under pressure due to US fiscal deficits due to its large
size of GDP and consumption pattern. Now US focusing on developing high tech products
and allowing foreign consumer goods to enter US market because it itself abandoning
their manufacturing. Now the US economy has turned into a bubble economy, less
competitive due to heavy protection to farm sector. Now the external economies like China
and Japan are pumping money into US Stock market to produce artificial capital gains and
asset price bubble while the industrial economy of the United States is sinking(Hudson,2003).
Lingwiler (2004) analyzed capital assets pricing model and investigated into the
continuous decline in return on financial assets in the advanced economies. He empirically
examined the causes of this decline by discussing all available mathematical models. He
predicted the continuous rise of real economy (goods market) and fall of nominal economy
(money markets). His hypothesis is worth reading in the context of our study. Lingwiler
argues that a typical life from a purely financial point of view consists of first accumulating
assets when young and working and then disposing of these assets when old and retired.
He discussed overlapping generation model in which the agents for two periods. They are
called “young” in the first period of their lives and “old” in the second. At each point in time,
an old and young generation is present. The economy functions without capital. The young
produces a consumption good (food), which is not storable. The old are retired and
produce nothing. But the old own a number of green pieces of paper that are of no intrinsic
value. They trade these pieces of paper (money) with the young in exchange of a share
of the food they produce. The young agree to this trade because they are after the green
pieces of paper (money). These pieces of paper-money or more generally financial assets
allow inter-temporal smoothing of consumption. This is essentially the same role that a
pension system fulfills. Without the institution, consumption would be possible only for
those who grow food, that is, the young. The old would obviously die at the beginning of
his retirement (Samuelson, 1958). Lingwiler further argues that a change in the age
composition of the population perhaps result from a demographic shock; can have a
strong impact on the exchange rate between food and money, i.e., asset prices. Consider
an extreme situation when everyone is old and no one work. Assents are worth nothing
and consumption is zero. If everyone is young, on the other hand, assets are worth
infinitely much except that there are no assets to be found. From these extreme cases,
we may conclude that an economy that grows younger should experience rising assets
prices and an economy that grows old should experience falling assets prices. Lingwiler
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pleads that the bullish housing market of the 1970s in the advanced countries when the
earliest baby boomers were in their thirties, was an aftermath of baby boom (Mankiw
&Well). Similarly, the bullish stock market of the 1980s and 1990s was driven by the baby
boomers’ search for investment opportunities in anticipation of retirement (Bakshi & Chen,
1994). But birth control ended the baby boom when the baby boomers start liquidating
roughly from 2010 onwards; they will have trouble selling their assets to the next
generation because the next generation is so much smaller. He concluded that baby boom
and baby burst is a demographic shock that occurred primarily in the industrial countries
of the Western hemisphere. But the world is a large. May be Chinese will buy the assets
of American and European baby boomers? In that case, the meltdown of asset prices
could be avoided and the baby boomers will be bailed out. Perhaps the lurking crisis is a
chance for emerging economies to acquire the capital they need to grow. The scenario
implies radical movements. Capital will flow from the West to the emerging economies.
Accordingly, the advanced economies will run large deficits. Siegel (1998) says it well:”
First they [emerging economies] will pay off their debts, they acquire ownership of their
own capital and eventually buy the assets of the developed world.” In the end the world
will be more equitable place-Lingwiler, (2004).
Colander (2004) is an American economist, argues that “when baby boomers, like me,
retire in 2020 we will stop producing real goods, but will continue consuming real goods.
And given our medical needs, we will likely to consume quite heavily-medicine, travel and
all that good stuff. Real goods must be provided to us. Our social security payments, our
other pensions, our savings will give us significant nominal income to spend. If nominal
income is not matched by significant real production, the quantity of aggregate demand
will exceed the quantity of aggregate supply and the result will be inflation. The problem
is that someone has to produce the goods that we are spending on. That is where you
and your fellow workers come in. Put blatantly, starting in 2020 you must produce not only
enough real goods for yourself and your family but also enough for retired baby boomers.
In other words, the real output per worker must increase but the real consumption of
workers must not increase if the retired baby boomers are to have real goods to consume.
This matching of real production with real expenditure could be accomplished if you and
your fellow workers save a large portion of your income rather than consuming it, if the
government taxes you heavily starting in 2020, so you don’t have income to spend. If
social security recipients choose to save rather than spend their income, or if foreign
saving come in. But some combination of these must occur so that real aggregate demand
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will not exceed real aggregate supply, which would cause strong inflationary pressure and
strong pressure on government to reduce aggregate demand through contradictory fiscal
policy”.He further argued that population control policies in developing countries have
played an important role in discussion of increasing per capita growth rates. Population
among low-income countries has grown an average 1.9 percent a year since 1980,
compared to 0.6 percent for high-income countries. Population growth (high) presents a
problem for economic growth need sufficient capital and education for everyone difficult.
The factors of production have to be shared among more people and the law of diminishing
productivity set in. Workers cannot produce as much as before and per capita growth falls.
Population growth means increase in relative number of dependents (people too old or
too young to work). Each worker must support a larger number of people. China, which
has one-fifth of world’s population, adopted one-child policy in 1980 and enforced it by
harsh penalties, such as job loss for violators. This policy has reduced population growth
rate from over two percent in 1970 to just one percent today. In the United States, where
birth rate is below replacement levels, immigration has provided one source of growth in
population and total output. Immigration in the United States was substantial in the 1990s
and early 2000s, in some years approaching one million per year. This has increased the
labour force and output. However, there is debate whether the greater immigration has
increased or decreased output per capita. Colander (2004) says that the significant
sources of economic growth include: capital accumulation, available resources, growth
compatible institutions, technological development and entrepreneurship. They have so
far not be able to determine how they all fit together to bring about growth. Thus, the
development of actual growth policy prescription is difficult. GDP serves the same function
for government as income does for an individual. It provides measure of much debt and
how large a deficit, government can handle. The economies of emerging markets are far
below their potential level. It has been estimated that about sixty percent public budge
will likely to be utilized to meet the expenditures of social security and health are in 2030
60 as compared to current 35 percent in 2010.Colander (2004) highlights another aspect
of demographic changes brought about by baby boom related to stock market prices.
Stock prices were soaring in the late 1990 as baby boomers moved into their peak earning
periods and through pension system, saved for the future by buying stock. Even with the
fall in stock prices in the early 2000s, stock prices were still higher relative to their long
term trend because of this demographic fact. He predicted that in 1914, when the boomers
start anticipating retiring and selling stock, the effect of the baby boom on the stock market
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will be in the opposite direction. Many elders will be redeeming their stocks as they retire,
hoping to live off the proceeds of their savings. (These forces are the reverse of those that
were pushing the stock market prices yup at the turn of century). As the expectations of
that happening develop, stock prices will likely fall precipitously, and remain low relative
to their long-run trend, and there will be much less there than people thought. In the USA,
an additional year of education increases workers’ wages by an average of 10% against
15 to 20% increase in wages in developing countries. New technology can result
intentionally from R&D and unintentionally from some other activity or simply from
wandering mind (big idea). Investments in R&D take years to pay off-Colander (2004)
Mankiw (2006 P: 424) contends that high public debt may affect a country leading role in
the economy of the world. The reduction in national savings due to high budget deficit
forces the country facing deficit to borrow funds from foreign sources. He argued that the
US fiscal policy has generated huge deficits and reduced savings, which forces the United
States to finance its imports through foreign borrowing. It has made the United State as a
major debtor country of the world because its public debt has exceeded its annual gross
output. The deficit in budget and trade has further deteriorated debt situation. He further
contends that high level of public debt creates multi-dimensional risks that result in the
capital outflow, reduce demand and prices of valuable domestic assets in the world capital
market and lessen the confidence of foreign investors. He argues that the investors have
kept remembered the history that the only option before the government to deal with debt
problem is to declared itself bankrupt as dis the British King, Edward-III, when he was
failed to pay his debt to Italian bankers in 1335. Similar strategy was followed by Latin
American countries when they defaulted international loans in 1980s. The temptation of
default is more attractive when the level of debt is high. The interest of foreign investor is
decreased as the debt of government is increased and they start reducing their holdings
and lessening their lending. When the investors both local and foreign investors loss
confidence in any economy they pull their cash out of this economy as was experience in
Mexico, East and South Asian countries in 1990s. This result in the deterioration in the
value of local currency and increase in interest rates. Financing debt by external borrowing
shatters the image of the country in the world community. Mankiw while quoting the fear
of Ben Friedman in 1988 in famous book “Day of Reckoning” pleads that history reveals
the fact that the creditor countries always enjoy the power and influence. He said that the
United States became a world power only when it had paid out its debt and lent loans to
other nations. Its influence is increases with the increase in the volume of its credit. He
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feared that the United States may lose influence in the world community if it continues to
face deficit problem. He concluded that the United States is continued to survive as the
Superpower of the world in spite of sustaining deficit in the second decade because there
is no other power which can challenge to it after the collapse of Soviet Union. But the
future may be different-Mankiw (2006).
Glyn (2006) contends that the period of 1950s and 1960s were the gold period enjoyed
the developed countries and productivity slowdown was occurred in the early years of
1970s. The policy makers took it as a temporary phase and predicted that output would
increase by 5.6 per year between 1975 and 1980. But the slowdown was continued and
had negative impact on the developed economies during 1970s. He said that the basic
measure of productivity is the output per hours worked which reduced to half in the United
States in 1973. The other countries such as Japan and the members of European Union
also faced the similar situations. Their productivity also decline very fast after 1973. The
main factor to be responsible for the fall of productivity decline is the level of investment.
The quantity of capital stock in Europe and Japan was reduced by one-third during the
period of 1973 and 1990 as compared to the period of 1960s when all developed countries
had made investment to accumulate capital stock at optimum level. The situation of capital
stock in the United States is also declining due to declining profitability in corporate sector.
It is very difficult to measure total effect of slow capital growth on labour productivity but in
the U.S.’s case it is estimated that half of labour productivity slowdown is due to slow
growth of capital stock-Glyn (2006)
Gruber (2009) has analyzed the problem of Japan’s public debt and its impact on its
economy. He said that the public debt of Japan has reached 200 percent of its gross
domestic products. It is the highest among all developed countries. It lost confidence of
the investors who think that Japan’s public debt level is unsustainable. The major cause
of increase in the public deficit is the consistent budget deficit since 1993 due to stagnation
of GDP growth and continuous business recession. The deflation prevailed in the
Japanese economy throughout 1990s has caused low collection of revenue but high
government expenditures to pull the economy out of crisis. However, the interest payment
on the debt is low because of low interest rate. This payment is only 1.2 percent of GDP
for the last twenty years and it is on average very less when we compare it with other
developed countries. Another factor that has averted economic collapse is the trade
surplus that enables Japan to accumulate huge foreign exchange reserves that are
exceeded one trillion US dollars. Gruber concludes that the countries follow deficit policies
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will have to face high level of public debt and in case of high interest rate they will have to
pay high debt services-Gruber (2009).
Toloui, (2010) argues that the standard Keynesian formula to generate artificial demand
and to end recession after 1930 is proving counter-productive because increasing
government expenditure are resulting increase in public debt as well as crowding out effect
on private spending. It has impaired economic growth. The high level of public debt
generate doubts about the credit-worthiness of government. It has to borrow from money
market at high interest rates that leads the economy to further contraction. In addition to
rising public debt coupled with demographic changes and rising entitlement spending are
the core problems that is affecting the fiscal health of developed countries. The financial
crisis 2008 has unveiled inherent weakness of the developed economies and it demands
for quick action to check their deteriorating financial position. It is surprising that interest
rate is low despite the fact that advanced countries are borrowing more and more to
finance their deficit. However, the situation will not remain the same in future. The
downgrading of US credit rating in 2012 is a clear indication that the world is changing and
the developed world should prepare itself to cope with impending economic challenges.
The rising cost of insuring against in the credit default swap market in the advanced
countries is

critical issue to be considered seriously. It is first step towards the

reassessment of country’s creditworthiness in the advanced countries. This trend will have
far-reaching effects on the future economic policy, financial modeling, indexing, credit
rating and asset allocation all over the world. The 2008 financial crisis has not only created
a situation in which the investors do not only assess interest rate risk but also credit risk
before investing in advanced countries. The credit risk is increasing due to increasing the
volume of the debt servicing payment problems in the developed countries. It is visible
from credit default swap market where the insurance payment is increasing against default
all over the developed countries has risen. This market is reacting negatively about the
creditworthiness of advanced countries. The debt problem facing by the developed
countries shows structural weakness in their economies and it could not be resolved
through belt-tightening. Instead, policy initiative should be taken to prevent the situation to
reach at an explosive level. The capacity to absorb economic shocks in future will likely to
be less because of low capital inflow into the developed countries. After the opening of
world financial market the capital is moving around the world without any restriction. The
policy makers in the advanced world have less freedom of choices to manage their
economy through external financing. The Japanese economy survived a long recession
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and high deficit financing in 1990s because the funds for such financing were borrowed
from local source. The investors in advanced countries now think in global framework and
they allocate their resources to invest in different assets on the same line. They are high
return seekers rather than nationalists in their decision making process. It reduces the
lever for the government of developed countries. The policy makers will not be able to
manage economic crisis through traditional tools of monetary and fiscal policy in future
due to changing nature of economic crisis originating from the inherent weak financial
structure of advanced countries-Toloui, (2010)
Weil (2011 P: 252) has also analyzed the productivity growth slowdown phenomenon in
the developing world by saying that the fall in productivity since 1970s is an interesting
puzzle to study. He mentioned that US productivity on average was 1.72% per year in
1890-1971 but after that it fell to 0.86% during 1972 and 1995. This is the mystery that
has dominated not only the United States of America but also the whole developed world.
He said that the main cause of productivity slowdown is the fast technological progress
that has improved the living standard of the citizens of advanced countries, has suddenly
halted. He contended that the productivity and technology are two different thing. It is
undeniable fact that in the long-run productivity growth comes from technological
advancements but in the short-rune it comes from efficiency. He argues that productivity
slowdown during the two decades of 1970s and 1980s did not mean that technological
progress has been stopped completely. But the fact it the efficiency of US economy which
fell during that period. The efficiency fell due to abrupt increase in the prices of oil and gas
twice in 1973 and 1979, throwing the whole economy into an anarchy. The inefficiency
was produced in the energy-intensive industries as their cost was increased abnormally.
It also slower the production in auto and electronic appliances industries, leaving the
capital stock idle. Both unemployment and inflation reached the highest level since world
war second. The Information Technology revolution could not improve the level of
efficiency. The productivity in industrial sector has marred the improvement in information
technology sector. This is the reason that innovations made in the information technology
sector could not bring visible impact on overall productivity level-Weil (2011).
Gordon (2012 p: 413) pleads that future growth of productivity is highly uncertain. The
economic crisis of 2008-2009, including the collapse of profits and stock market, echoed
what happened eight years earlier. Because firms cut costs so drastically, they overacted
in laying off workers more than was justified by the decline in output and measured
productivity growth bounced up. But in 2010-11 productivity growth had slowed sharply
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after th 2009 spurt, just as it did in 2005-07 after the 2005-2007 after the 2001-2004
upsurge. Over a long period 10 or 20 years, future U.S. growth in real income per capita
is likely to be slower than over the 20 years 1987-2007 for two main reasons. First, the
impending retirement of the baby boom generation (those who were born in 1947-63) will
reduce the number of workers relative to the number of retired people. Since hours of work
per person (including the entire population aged from 16 to above 100 in age) will fall, this
means by definition that income per person will grow more slowly than productivity. The
second underlying cause of slower future growth, not just in the standard of living but in
productivity itself, is the end of a century-long increase of an increase in the educational
attainment of Americans. Steadily as elementary education spread in the late nineteenth
century, as high school education became universal between 1910 and 1940, and then
as millions went to college after World War II, the average number of years of education
of the American population marched steadily higher. But this progress stopped around
1990. The average number of school years completed by Americans stopped increasing.
Yet other nations that had long remained behind caught up and surged ahead. Why?
Because US higher education has become a “cost disease” almost as pernicious as that
of medical care. Many elite universities enroll the same number of students as 30 years
ago but at much higher real cost, that is, the nominal cost adjusted for economy-wide
inflation. Among the components of higher cost are faculty salaries, no-teaching leaves
given to faculty as part of faculty recruiting, extra buildings despite the same number of
students and cost of maintaining those buildings. Another reason is the problems that
students and their parents have in financing the higher cost of college education. Federal
aid and scholarships is less generous than previously, and budget problems of state
governments have caused rapid increase in tuition fee. In short, many young Americans
are not going to college because they and their parents cannot afford it, and they do not
want to burden themselves with six-digit students’ loans. As we know that education is an
input into the production function that makes each worker more productive. He concluded
that high cost of education will slowdown in the growth of human capital in the United
States and it will likely to affect negatively the pace of innovation and living standard(Gordon, 2012).
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2.2. Emerging Economies
Herrero and Simon (2003) discussed the role of foreign bank in the emerging economies.
He said that foreign direct investment in the financial sector of the emerging economies
was increased substantially in 1990s. The foreigners’ stake in banking sector in the
Central and Eastern Europe on average was 70 percent while in Latin America it was 40
percent. The growth in foreign investment in the Emerging economies was not to get just
stake in banking sector but also to exploit the profit potential through extending financial
services. As these economies were rapidly expanding there was tremendous potential for
development of financial services. The banking sector of advanced countries possess
greater expertise and they are in better positioning to compete local banks operating in
the emerging economies. They have financial strength coupled with latest information
technology tools which involve low cast financial services. The foreign bank entered the
emerging economies on large scale in the mid of 1990s because till that time there were
sufficient favorable legal environment for foreign investment. The foreign banks played
vital role in settlement of international transactions and claims were doubled than 1980s
and had reached US$1.4 trillion in 1990s. It was around 40 percent of all claims liable to
pay by the emerging economies as compared to just 6 percent in 1980s. The foreign banks
also established their subsidiaries to capture retail business. The deepening of financial
services brought positive impact on the local financial sector by enhancing competition in
provision of better services to customers as well as reaping benefits from large market
and large number of customers. The underlying motive for foreign direct investment in
banking sector was high profit and high return on investment. While the countries offered
incentives to foreign investors to attract capital and latest technology being used in
financial services-Herrero and Simon (2003).
Miles and Scott (2005) has measured the impact of Chinese growth on the world economy
by comparing it with the growth of East Asian economies. They are the view that fast
economic growth of Asian tigers like South Korea, Singapore, Hong Kong and Thailand
did not affect the world economy visibly because of their small size and population. When
we compare the population of Asian tigers with the population of China and India it appears
negligible and unmatchable. For instance, the population of South Korea is 47.3 million,
Hong Kong 6.7 million and Singapore 4.1 million. The combined population of these three
countries is about 58.1 million. In contrast, the population of China is about 1.9 billion and
its working age population is 600 million. The pattern of Chinese growth is the same as
was of Asian tigers 30 years back. China is transforming its economy from agriculture39

based to industrial based and striving to become a knowledgeable economy. China cost
of production is very low due to availability of cheap labour. The Chinese growth originates
from labour productivity and its total factor productivity is still low. Chine, like East Asian
economies, have accumulated a large capital stock. They maintain that the volume of
capital stock has enabled China to produce economic growth for many decades without
depending upon technological progress, total factor productivity. It can improve living
standard of its people by using traditional method of increasing labour productivity- Miles
and Scott (2005)
Henry and Kannan (2006) examined the return on investment in emerging markets vis-àvis the United States. Their period of study is spread over roughly 30 years (1976 to 2005)
and they included 30 emerging economies into their empirical study. They found that
during study period the emerging economies recorded double GDP growth as compared
to the US GDP annual growth. They mentioned that the economic growth in the emerging
economies was 5.1 percent per year while it was 2.5 percent in the United States. They
argue that return on equity investment is far higher in the emerging economies. According
to Harvey (1995) calculated return on equity investment and disclosed that average annual
return in dollar terms is 20.36 percent in the emerging economies as compared to 13.63
percent return in the U.S. market. The high return on equity market in the emerging
economies is attracting foreign investors to take advantage of growing corporate profitHenry and Kannan (2006).
Herrerias, M.J. and V. Orts (2007) analyzed China’s economic growth in the context of
heavy investment made in capital stock and high volume of international trade. They have
to determine whether the Chinese growth is investment-led and export-led. They said that
China has made heavy investment to expand industrial base, develop infrastructure and
to produce vital goods in 1950s.This process was continued till 1979 when China gradually
started opening its economy to outside world and enhance its international trade and
economic ties with other countries. They also included exchange rate and foreign output
in their empirical analysis. They pleaded that a strong foundation was laid down before
1979 which made the economic reforms successful in subsequent period. They found that
there were positive relationship between investment, productivity and exports in the long
run. Their results show that the effect of exports was larger on productivity than investment
and factors contributed to improve productivity were of economies of scales and
technology transfer, proper allocation of resources and competitiveness in the world
market. They noted short-term effect of R&D on investment and productivity. They further
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argue that rapid exports precipitate more productivity than output. It means Chinese
economy has become more efficient due to spillover effects of external trade. They have
identified three channels of Chinese rapid economic growth and these channels are
investment, trade and exports-these three factors expedited productivity growth. The
policies like open door, deregulation and privatization, liberalization of market, increase in
R&D expenditures and proper utilization of resources other factors that indirectly
contributed in sustainable Chinese economic growth during last forty years-Herrerias, M.J.
and V. Orts (2007).
IMF (2010) conducted its survey in April, 2010 to analyzed fiscal challenges to be faced
by advanced and emerging economies. According to this survey, the main challenges for
the developed economies are entitlement spending, high unemployment rate, growing
public debt and falling corporate profit. The entitlement spending is the major issue
because it consumes major chunk of tax revenue and its volume will increase in future
due to aging population and shrinking working population. Similarly, growing
unemployment due to shrinking of industry is another major problem in the developed
countries. This problem is more severe than is expressed in numerical figures because
most of workers who are counted as employed are working for some hours like four to six
hours jobs. While others are working on daily wages, which are purely temporary jobs.
The survey suggests that there is no single tool to measure unemployment rate or underunemployment but data reveals that it may be more than 25 percent in real term.
Unemployment is more dangerous when it becomes permanent and jobless persons is
regarded as an unskilled and unproductive. He only consumes without producing
anything. High ratio of public debt might jeopardize the economic growth and create
management problem for public finance in the advance countries. IMF (2010) survey also
measure the effect of 2008 financial crisis on the emerging economies. They survey says
that when the financial crisis was occurred the quantity of debt of emerging economies
was relatively very low and manageable. This enables these economies particularly China
to continue its expansionary fiscal policy to create balance in growth generated from
internal and external forces. China extended subsidies to different sector of economy to
make them competitive in international market, provide health insurance to farm workers
and widen pension system to improve social safety net for the poor segment of the society.
India and Brazil have less maneuvering potential on account of having high volume of debt
and large public sectors. Their pace of growth and social sector expansion was slow vis-
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à-vis China. However, the survey of IMF concludes that the emerging economies have
better financial health as compared to advanced economies.

2.3 Summary of Literature Review
The objective of reviewing relevant literature is to identify gap existing in the research
previously conducted and to make the new study distinct to some an extent so that some
piece of knowledge may be added to the existing body of knowledge. We have critically
examined the relevant literature and summarize the significant of every study conducted
by different researchers in order to reach the point from which we will be able to make our
research work distinct from them.
Hagemann and Nicoletti (1988) analyze the impact of aging population in the advanced
economies. They mentioned that population growth rate has dropped to less 0.5 percent
or negative in some advanced countries. They predicted the population under 15 years
age would decline significantly from an average 17 percent in 2030. They also mentioned
that overall age dependency ration in advanced countries has been estimated 24.17
percent in 2010. The smaller workforce will have to support a larger dependent ratio and
in this way it will increase tax burden on working population against the old population
which will need more social expenditures for consumption and health care. It will definitely
dampen economic growth in advanced economies in future, they concluded. Finer (1996)
also analyzed the impact of aging population in the advanced countries. He argued that
modern population is regarded as having been “an invention” of northern and Western
Europe industrial revolution. The share of aging population has increased from 10 percent
in 1950 to 17 percent in 2010. The European countries has based its pension system on
“Pay as you Go” principle. He predicted that this system will throw the Europe into crisis
in future when level of social expenditures will increase as compared to their earning
power and it will definitely affect their international competitiveness. Blanchard (2006)
analyzed the rise and fall of Empires in historical context. He argued that the convergence
of OECD countries to US per capita level indicates that the United States will not always
be world economic leader. He also argues that histories looks more like leapfrogging in
which countries first get close to the leader and then overtake it. If history is any guide,
the United States may not remain in the lead much longer, he concluded.
Hudson (2003) the U.S. economic and defense policies vis-à-vis Europe and said that the
U.S. balance of payment and budget deficit problems are the outcome of these policies.
He said that U.S. budget and trade deficits are disturbing world economy. He argues that
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the U.S. economy has become a bubble economy and foreign economies has been forced
to sustain American stock market and real estate bubble in order to generate capital gains
and assets price bubble because the U.S. industrial economy is sinking. Lingwiler (2004)
compared real economy (goods market) with nominal economy (money market). He
argues that bullish housing market in 1970s and bullish stock market in 1980s and 1990s
was driven by baby boomer who looked for investment opportunities in anticipation of their
retirement in 2010. He surmised that economic slowdown in advanced countries is the
result of the end of baby boom that caused the decline of the value of financial assets. He
suggested that the world will be balanced only if emerging economies particularly China
bail out baby boomer by purchasing their assets. Colander (2004) also analyzed the
impact of the retirement of baby boomers. He argues that in 2020 when baby boomers
will stop producing goods and continue to consume real goods heavily including availing
Medicare. It will expedite demand for real goods vis-à-vis supply, creating inflation in
advanced countries. He predicted the stock market will likely to fall in 1914 when baby
boomers will start liquidating their holding and stock prices will likely to remain low as
compared to their long-run trend.Mankiw (2006) said that the U.S. fiscal policy has
switched off the United States from a major creditor to a major debtor in the world
economy. He predicted that the growing deficit and national debt will decrease the
influence of the United States in the world affairs.Glyn (2006) investigated into the causes
of US productivity slowdown and concluded that it was the result of low investment due to
decline in profitability. He mentioned that half of the slowdown in labour productivity growth
is due to slow growth of capital stock.Weil (2011) contended that productivity slowdown in
the advanced economies particularly in the United States is the most puzzling
phenomenon. He said that rapid technological progress hat had done so much to improve
living standards had abruptly come to an end. He maintained that change in productivity
slowdown has an enormous impact on the standard of living. He disclosed that productivity
slowdown during 1970s and 198s was due to the fall of the efficiency of US economy. He
concluded that negative change in the efficiency of production undid the positive progress
in technology.
Gordon (2012) has discussed the role of human capital in productivity growth. He said that
future growth of productivity is highly uncertain. He concluded that high cost of education
will slowdown in the growth to human capital in the United States and it will likely to affect
the pace of innovation and living standard. Herrero and Simon (2003) analyzed the foreign
direct investment in the financial sector of the emerging economies during 1990s and
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disclosed that foreign-owned banks in the emerging economies accounted for 40 percent
of total bank assets. It increased capital flow to the emerging economies and it affected
growth positively.
Miles and Scott (2006) examined the effect of the growth of Chinese economy vis-à-vis
East Asian economies on the world economy. They pleaded that East Asian economies
could not bring any major impact due to their small size But the China’s impact is
enormous due to its large size of population and level of output. They mentioned that
China’s most of growth arises from increase in factor inputs rather than total factor
productivity. They contended that China can generate

growth for many years through

existing high quantity of capital stock rather than depending on technological progress.
They concluded that China would not need to focus on improving total factor productivity
for rising the living standard of its people.Henry and Kannan (2006) discussed the return
on investment in the emerging economies and disclosed that during 1978-2005 average
return in the emerging economies is estimated around 23.75 percent as compared to the
United States where it was 9.5 percent. Hsu, Liao and Zhao (2011) compared the role of
demographic change and technological progress in China’s economic growth. They
disclosed that during 1982-2007 technological progress and economic improvement
resulted in an annual growth of 6 percent, while demographic change only accounted for
only 0.4 percent. They concluded that in future China’s economic growth would depend
on technological progress and efficiency improvement.

2.4 Distinction of this study
Our research study is different from the aforesaid reviewed studies in the following ways:1. To investigate the U.S. productivity growth slowdown in the context of technological
progress. We will examine whether the productivity growth and technological progress
are moving in the same pace or there is difference between their growths. If there is
difference and productivity growth is not increasing in the same pace as technological
progress what is its reasons. Is technology production function is different from
traditional (Cobb-Douglas) production function?
2. To examine the fast economic growth of China in the context of its external trade. In
China’s case, we will see whether the exports are the engine of growth and this
variable has played a key role in the China’s economic growth model.
3. If the exports are the real factor, how much it has brought positive impact on the GDP
of China?
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4. If technological progress in U.S.’s case and exports growth in China’s case is halted
what will be happed to these two big economies of world?
5. Although we have taken a sample of 14 countries, seven from advanced and seven
from emerging economies. We have focused the economies of the United States and
China as leaders of their respective group and then compare them to draw the results.
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Chapter 3

Research Methodology

Cooper et al (2000) contends that “the research method is a puzzle-solving activity. For
the researchers, puzzles are solvable problems that may be clarified or resolved through
reasoning processes. The methods that follow represent one approach to assessing the
validity of conclusions about observable events. They are particularly appropriate for those
researchers whose conclusion result from empirical data. In research, special problems
grow out of the need for concept precision and inventiveness. We design hypothesis using
concepts. We devise measurement techniques by

3.1. Research Question
Ethridge (2004) says that research question is the focal point of research activity. It is a
discrepancy between what is known or understood and what is needed or desired to be
known or understood. Research may provide knowledge and offer prescriptions to solve
this discrepancy.
Our study is multi-dimensional and it has different aspects relating to each other. In other
words, we have many inter-related questions and we have to explore their answers
through systematic research process. For the purpose of clarity, we have developed study
on the premises of different questions. First we have focused on main research question.
Then we have concentrated on other relevant core questions. This appears to be is
imperative to determine what we want to do, what type of problems/questions we are
facing and what methods should be opted to explore the answer of these hypothetical
questions.
Actually, we are facing two economic puzzles, first puzzle is the rapid China’s economic
growth during last four decades while the second puzzle is the enigma of US productivity
slowdown. The two, in fact, are core puzzling questions/problem and the main objective
of this dissertation is to explore.
In addition to above two important question, our focus of research is to investigate the
phenomenon why world economic and financial scenario is changing by comparing G-7
Advanced and E-7 Emerging economies? Another core questions are why are emerging
economies growing at a time when all advanced economies are simultaneously declining?
Is it a natural phenomenon or the result of free mobility of capital and technology? Is it the
end of the monopoly of certain advanced economies on skilled labor, capital and
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technology? Are the emerging economies changing into knowledge-based efficient
economies or advanced economies losing their efficiency of labor and capital? In this
context, we have intended to explore the answer to the following questions as well:1. Why are the productivity of advanced economies (G-7) slowing?
2. What are the factors responsible for this slowdown?
3. Why are the emerging economies (E-7) growing?
4. What are the factors responsible for their fast economic growth?
5. Is the slowdown in the advanced economies (G-7) result of their inherent structural
weakness such as accumulation of debt over the year, aging population and depreciation
of capital and obsolete infrastructure?
6. Is the economic growth of emerging economies (E-7) result of their inherent economic
strengths such as younger population, high productivity, growing income, low debt, high
capital inflow, huge foreign exchange reserves, high output and surplus balance of
payment and newly established infrastructure?
7. Is the growth of emerging economies and slow productivity of advanced economies a
temporary phenomenon or a sustainable reality in the long run?

3.2. Assumptions of Study
As the world economy has been rapidly changing since the dawn of 21st century. Most of
the hypothetical predictions made during 20th century has proved fallacy because the
countries having achieved steady state (golden age) of economic growth in previous
century are facing problem of economic survival due to negative growth. In contrast, the
countries about which predictions were made to be underdeveloped and poor are
recording continuous vertical economic growth from 6 percent to 10 percent per annum.
It reveals that the world economy is dynamic and its axis is variables. The task of
researchers is to measure pace of change in these variables. But when they measure
certain variables at some point of time they hold other variables constant otherwise their
estimates are to be incorrect. The reason is that in world is dynamic, positive and negative
forces are working in opposite directions simultaneously.
In this dissertation, we are also going to measure changes in different indicators
(variables) of world economy as well as change the center of economic growth from
Europe to Asia. We will measure the changes taken place in the variables included in the
study for the specific period. What will be the behavior of these indicators after study period
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is unknown because the future is uncertain? In order to keep our study specific we have
to frame some assumptions. These assumptions are stated in the following:•

The countries having recorded certain level of GDP growth will not deviate from their
development path to maintain level of equilibrium.

•

The countries having accumulated capital stock and human capital will continue to
maintain its existing level.

•

There will be no change in the technology.

•

There will be not mass migration of labor from one region to other.

•

There will be no natural calamities and disasters.

•

There will be no change in the level of natural resources.

•

There will be no wars among leading nations.

•

There will be free mobility of capital and technology.

•

There will be no international economic embargo like OPEC oil embargo in 1973.

•

There will be no new innovations.

•

There will be no change in existing population growth rate.

•

There will be no abrupt change in the real exchange rates.

•

There will be no major change in the world economic and financial system.

•

There will be no major difference in the term structure of interest rates.

•

There will be no further protection measures to be taken by any country to affect the
competitiveness.

•

All economies will operate under comparative and competitive advantages.

•

There will be no economic sanctions on any country included in this study.

3.3. Sample
For our this comparative study of the advanced and emerging economies and their effects
on the changing world economic scenario, we have selected seven countries such as the
United States, Japan, Germany, United Kingdom, France, Italy and Canada, which are
commonly known as G-7 countries. Similarly, we have also selected seven emerging
economies such as China, Russia, India, Brazil, Turkey, Indonesia and Pakistan. We have
named these economies as E-7 group. We have taken the United States and China as
the leaders of G-7 and E-7 groups respectively for the purpose of comparison because
the United States among G-7 countries is the largest economy while China among E-7
countries is the big economy from its GDP size, population and territory and national
income.
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3.4. Study period
The specific proposed period for this study is 2000-2010. However, in general we can go
beyond 2000 in order to investigate the steady state period of advanced economies
(1950s-1960s) and the cause of their slowdown since 1970s due to continuous slowdown
and rising ratio of ageing population we have termed the G-7 group of countries as “aging
economies”. We have to go back to 1980s and 1990s to probe into the economic reforms
introduced by the emerging economies particularly China and India. Thus, we will not
restrict analysis to one decade of 2000-2010. However, we have specified the period
2000-2010 because the emerging economies have recorded impressive growth and
particularly China has overtaken six members of G-7 Advanced economies. This is the
economic miracle of 21st century because in 1980s nobody could think that China would
left behind, United Kingdom, Italy, Canada, Germany, France and Japan and would run
fast to catch up the United States in near future..

3.5 Hypothesis
A hypothesis is a testable proposition. It is a result or outcome that is not yet to be
evaluated or tested. It is tentative assertion of a relationship between factors or events
that is subject to verification or rejection. Kumar (2009) emphasizes that a hypothesis must
be capable of being accepted or rejected on the basis of evidence available. Ethridge
(2004) says that in economics testing hypothesis are on two levels: testing the statistical
significance of individual parameters in the model, testing statistical “fit” of entire model. It
is based on relationship specified partially or fully by theoretical consideration. We have
formulated following hypothesis for our research study:•

Whether the E-7 economies mentioned above are catching the G-7 economies with
fast speed.

•

Whether the E-7 economies have potential to become world economic powers and
come at Par with G-7 economies in future.

•

Whether the slowdown of advanced economies have some valid grounds or a
temporary phenomenon.

•

Whether the world economic scenario is changing rapidly and the Centre of economic
power Is shifting from the Europe to Asia.

•

Whether the growth of emerging economy is a potential reality.
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•

Whether the effect of technological progress is positive and effective.

•

Whether the labor productivity is increasing faster than the capital-labor ratio in the
study period.

•

Whether the export exogenously drives output and productivity in the long run.

3.6 Types of data and sources
We have used three types of data such as time series data, cross-sectional data and panel
data for different aspects of our research work. For econometric analysis, we used time
series data extracted from China National Bureau of Statistics (NBS). The data is
secondary in nature and collected from different sources such as International Monetary
Fund, World Bank, Asian Development Bank, US Federal Reserves, US Bureau of
Economic Analysis, US Bureau of Labour Statistics, China National Bureau of Statistics,
OECD, Robert and Lee database, Wikipedia, United Nations Development Program,
International Labour Organization, Desuche Bank, etc. The specific data relating to the
countries included into this study are collected from their respective central banks, Finance
Ministries/Divisions. Some data have also been collected from international database of
Bloomberg, Associated Press and Reuters. Apart from these sources, necessary data
have also been taken from different books of Macroeconomics, International Business and
trade and relevant international research journals.

3.7. Variables
According to Kerlinger (1986: 27) “A variable is a property that takes on different values.
Putting it redundantly, a variable is something that varies. A variable is a symbol to which
numerals or values are attached. Black and Champion (1976: 34) defines variable as
“rational units of analysis that can assume any one of a number of designated sets of
values.” A concept that can be measured on any four types of measurement scale, which
have varying degrees of precision in measurement, is called variable. Measurability is the
main difference between a concept and a variable. Concepts are mental images or
perceptions and therefore their meanings vary remarkably from person to person, whereas
variables are measurable, though, of course, with varying degrees of accuracy. It is very
important to convert the concepts into variables so that they may be measured through
statistical, econometric or mathematical tools. For example, income is a variable because
it can be measured in dollars or rupees. Similarly, capital stock is also a variable because
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its quantity and value can be measured in number and prices. For our research study, we
have selected the following 10 variables:1. Real Gross Domestic Products (GDP).
2. Employment of labour force.
3. Real exchange rate.
4. Capital stock
5. Exports of goods and services.
6. National debt as percentage of GDP.
7. Foreign Direct Investment.
8. Research and Development Expenditures.
9.

Productivity growth

10. Technological progress.

3.8 Specification of the Model
Generally we will measure the change in all above variables by using different descriptive
statistical tools. But in specific term, in case of China we will focus on five variables such
as GDP,(RGDP) Capital formation (RCAP), labour employment (EMP), Real Exchange
Rate (REX) and Exports (REXP). We have taken GDP as a dependent variable and Real
capital formation, real exports, labour employment and real exchange rate as independent
variable. In China’s case, by applying Ordinary Least Square Method (OLS) we will see
how much independent variables have infuenced dependent variable. In the US case, we
will examine the effect of technological progress, number of researchers, R&D
expenditures and number of patents registered in a definite period on U.S. productivity
growth by using mathematical models. We will analyze why the productivity growth has
been slower despite technological progress, increasing number of researchers and
patents.

In order to measure relationship between different variables we have developed
following model of real gross domestic product:RGDP  f (RCAP, EMP, REX, REXP)

In the above equation, RGDP stands for Real Gross domestic product calculated
in million rupees, RCAP shows Real Gross fixed capital formation in million taken
as proxy for capital, EMP is employment rate of China in percentages taken as
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proxy of labor, REX denotes Real Official Exchange Rate in millions, REXP
indicates real exports of goods of services in millions. In economics, Cob –
Douglas form of production function is widely used to represent the relationship of
an output to input. We have also chosen Cob – Douglas form of the output model
which is engraved as:
RGDP  RCAP REX  REXP EMP e

In the above model,  is output elasticity of capital,
exchange rate, 
employment and



 is output elasticity of

is output elasticity of exports, 𝜌 is output elasticity of
is total factor productivity. To estimate the above model

appropriately, we have to take its natural log. Finally, we have drawn the following
model to be estimated now:
ln RGDP  ln    ln RCAP   ln REX   ln REXP   ln EMP  

RGDPt*   *  RCAPt*  REX t*  REXPt*  EMPt*  t
Where RGDP* is natural log of real GDP,  * is natural log of



or intercept term,

*
RCAP* is natural log of real capital, REX is natural log of real official exchange

rate, REXP * is natural log of real exports, 𝑈𝑁𝐸𝑀𝑃𝑡∗ is natural log of employment
rate and finally

 is error term.

3.9 Estimation Procedures
In regression analysis, least squares which is commonly known as “Ordinary Least Square
(OLS) method” that determined the value of unknown quantities by minimizing the sum of
squares residuals (that difference between the predicted and observed values). The OLS
method is widely used in regression analysis primarily because it is institutively appealing
and mathematically much simpler. This method was developed by German
Mathematician, Carl Friedrich Gause, in 1974. Under certain assumptions, the method of
least squares has some very attractive statistical properties that have made it one of the
most powerful and popular method of regression analysis.
This method can be easily extendable to models involving two or more explanatory
variables. Multiple regression, a time honored technique attributed to Pearson’s 1980 use
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of it, is employed to account for (predict) the variance in an interval, dichotomous or
dummy independent variables. Multiple regression can established a set of independent
variables explain a proportion of the variance in the dependent variable at a significant
level and can establish the relative predictive importance of the independent variables (by
comparing beta weights).
Any array of time and numbers that are associated can be considered a time series,
however, we typically think of a time series as an ordered sequence of values (data points)
of variables at equally spaced time intervals. Time series models are used in an attempt
o make sense of time series. They are used to obtain an understanding of the underlying
factors and theory (where did the data come from? What are the statistical properties of
the data? What trends are present that produce the observed data? The results are then
used to fit these models for predictive forecasting and monitoring. Time series analysis is
the study of these models and is used in many applications of particularly macroeconomic
variables including budgetary analysis, census analysis, economic forecasting, inventory
studies, process and quality control, stock market analysis, utility studies, workload
projections, and yield projections, poverty rate, unemployment, rates, income inequality
rates, GDP, capital formation, etc. There exist many models used for time series, however,
there are three very broad classes that are used most often. These are the autoregressive
(AR) models, the integrated (I) models, and the moving average (MA) models. These
models are often inter-twined to generate new models. For example, the autoregressive
moving average model (ARMA) combines the (AR) model and the (MA) model. Another
example of this is the autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model, which
combine all three of the models previously mentioned. The most commonly used model
for time series data is the autoregressive process, which we use in this analysis. The
autoregressive process is a difference equation determined by random variables. The
distribution of such random variables is the key component in modeling time series.
It is assumed that current values should not be correlated with previous values in a data
series. This is often problem with time series data, where many variables tend to increment
over time such that knowing the value of the previous observation. Spatial autocorrelation
can also be a problem when unit of analysis are geographic units and knowing the value
of the given area helps one estimate the values of adjacent areas. That is, each
observation should be independent of each other observation if the effort terms are not to
be correlated, which would in turn lead to biased estimate of standard deviations and
significance.
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3.10 Statistical Tests
Different tests are used in research studies for analysis of data. The data does not exactly
tells until it is properly analyzed. Statistical tests are used according to nature of study.
Some tests show correlation between the variables and other show how much
independent variable affects dependent variables (cause and effect). We briefly explain
the tests which we have used in this study.
We used Granger causality test in our analysis. This is a statistical hypothesis test for
determining whether one time series is useful in forecasting another. Ordinarily,
regressions reflect "mere" correlations, but Clive Granger argued that causality in
economics could be reflected by some sort of tests. Since the question of "true causality"
is deeply philosophical, econometricians assert that the Granger test finds only "predictive
causality". This phenomenon can be conceived through this explanation. A time series X
is said to Granger-cause Y if it can be shown, usually through a series of t-tests and Ftests on lagged values of X (and with lagged values of Y also included), that those X values
provide statistically significant information about future values of Y. The "correlation
equals causation" fallacy says that one thing preceding another can't be used as a proof
of causation. Consider the claim that "increased education spending leads to better
outcomes for children." A simple correlation of spending on schools versus education
outcomes would lead to a positive result; those that spent more also had better outcomes.
We can control for confounding variables, such as income, at any given time, but current
spending may not affect outcomes until later. The idea of Granger causality is if whenever
there is a "surprise" in the explanatory variable that leads to a later increase in the outcome
variable we call this variable "Granger causal."
If a time series is a Stationary process, the test is performed using the level values of two
(or more) variables. If the variables are non-stationary, then the test is done using first (or
higher) differences. The number of lags to be included is usually chosen using an
information criterion, such as the Akaike information criterion or the Schwarz information
criterion. Any particular lagged value of one of the variables is retained in the regression
if (1) it is significant according to a t-test, and (2) it and the other lagged values of the
variable jointly add explanatory power to the model according to an F-test.
Another test we have used is “Heteroskedasticity Test”. It means “differing variance” or
“different dispersion”. In statistics, a collection of random variables, is heteroscedastic if
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there are sub-populations that have different variabilities from others. Here "variability"
could be quantified by the variance or any other measure of statistical dispersion. Thus
heteroscedasticity is the absence of homoscedasticity. The possible existence of
heteroscedasticity is a major concern in the application of regression analysis, including
the analysis of variance, because the presence of heteroscedasticity can invalidate
statistical tests of significance that assume that the modelling errors are uncorrelated and
normally distributed and that their variances do not vary with the effects being modelled.
We also used Durbin-Watson test to check auto-correlation. In statistics, the Durbin–
Watson statistic is used to detect the presence of autocorrelation (a relationship between
values separated from each other by a given time lag) in the residuals (prediction errors)
from a regression analysis. It is named after James Durbin and Geoffrey Watson. The
small sample distribution of this ratio was derived by John von Neumann (von Neumann,
1941). Durbin and Watson (1950, 1951) applied this statistic to the residuals from least
squares regressions, and developed bounds tests for the null hypothesis that the errors
are serially uncorrelated against the alternative that they follow a first order autoregressive
process. Later, John Denis Sargan and Alok Bhargava developed several von Neumann–
Durbin–Watson type test statistics for the null hypothesis that the errors on a regression
model follow a process with a unit root against the alternative hypothesis that the errors
follow a stationary first order auto-regression (Sargan and Bhargava, 1983).
We also applied another test known as “Breusch-Godfrey”, which is commonly used to
test for autocorrelation in the errors in a regression model. The null hypothesis is that there
is no serial correlation of any order up to p. The test is more general than the Durbin–
Watson statistic (or Durbin's h statistic), which is only valid for non-stochastic regressors
and for testing the possibility of a first-order autoregressive model (e.g. AR (1)) for the
regression errors. In statistics, the Jarque–Bera test is a goodness-of-fit test of whether
sample data have the skew-ness and kurtosis matching a normal distribution. The test is
named after Carlos Jarque and Anil K. Bera. In 1980 the authors published a paper
(Jarque & Bera 1980), which treated a more advanced case of simultaneously testing the
normality, homoscedasticity and absence of autocorrelation in the residuals from the linear
regression model. The JB test was mentioned there as a simpler case. A complete paper
about the JB Test was published in the International Statistical Review in 1987 dealing
with both testing the normality of observations and the normality of unobserved regression
residuals, and giving finite sample significance points.
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Chapter 4

ECONOMIC POTENTIAL OF G-7 COUNTRIES

The G-7 is a group of advanced countries. This group was formed in 1975 at that time its
members countries were six like the United States of America, France, Germany, Britain,
Italy and Japan. In next year Canada was also announce to join this group. In this way, G7 represents developed and advanced economies, comprising around 50.5 percent of
world nominal GDP and 39.3 percent of world GDP in terms of purchasing power parity
(PPP). This group hold about 66 percent of net global wealth that is $223 trillion (Credit
Suisse Global Wealth Report September 2012. This group was constituted to actively
participate in the global economic, financial and political affairs and take corrective
measures to keep the world economic, financial and political system stable and functional.
This group also work for formulation of global economic policies to manage international
problems. This group continued to meet every year at different level from heads of states
to ministerial level. At lower, various committees and departments work throughout year
to finalize the annual agenda of G-7 group. Now we study the individual profile, potential
and issues of the members of G-7 countries. We start from the United States, which is the
leader of the group.

I- Individual profile of G-7 countries
4.1. United States of America
The United States, in fact, is a continent and a large country of North America. It consists
of 50 states and a Federal District where US capital is located. In political term, the United
States is a federation of different states where three types of governments are functioning.
At the top Federal Government dominating the whole economy and managing vital affairs
of the country. At the middle level, States Government are functioning and managing state
affairs. At the bottom, there are Local Governments which are managing local affairs.
Political and economic decision making is decentralized and the people have been
provided full participation in this process through elected representatives. The total area
of the United States is of 9.83 kilometers with estimated population in 2012 is over 303
million. The nominal GDP of the United States is estimated to be $15.7 trillion, which is 22
percent of world GDP in nominal and around 19 percent in term of purchasing power parity
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(PPP). Its per capita GDP in 2012 was around $49,601 (Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
Report, (February 28, 2013.pp 24)).

4.1.1 Demographic Structure
The United States is a country of different nations, cultures, ethnicity and traditions
because immigrants from all over the world rushed to there to reap benefit from abundant
resources and growing opportunities. The United States is assumed to a land of fortune
and people around the world preferred to work and live there. In 20th century it was
perceived by foreigners as land of dream. On account of this reason, the migration from
various parts of the world continued in the United States over a long time. Only in 1990s
about 13 million people migrated to the United States while the number of people
immigrated during 2000-2010 were 14 million. Similarly, a large number of illegal
immigrants are also living there for a long time. More than 10 million illegal immigrants
were awarded legal status in June 2013 under US’s immigrants’ amnesty scheme. Illegal
immigrants particularly from Mexico are the main problem for US law enforcing agencies.
US immigration is attractive for the people not from under-developed countries but from
European countries as well. About 400,000 scientists, engineers and professionals hailing
from different European countries have opted US citizenship. Similarly, during Soviet
Union’s collapse, hundreds of Soviet Scientists and Engineers migrated to the United
States. In other words, we can say that the United States is the host of foreign human
capital. However, it should not be assumed that immigrants are the burden on US
economy. Instead, they have been playing key role in the development process because
they are highly skilled and educated. Half of the number of Ph.Ds in the United States are
immigrants who established more than 40 percent of the 2010 Fortune 500 business firms.
These firms are making innovations and developing new ideas, products and processes.
Among 10 most valuable US brands, seven were developed by the companies established
by immigrants.

4.1.2 Composition of GDP
The United States have a diverse demographic structure having a large portion of
immigrants from different countries. About 13 million people migrated to the United States
only in 1990s while more than 10 million illegal immigrants were granted US citizenship in
June 2013. The immigrants played a vital role in economic growth of the United States.
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The immigrants were not unskilled but most of them were highly educated and skilled.
More than 400,210 certified scientists and engineers from Europe migrated to the United
States in different times. About 15 million immigrants entered the United States during
2000s and these immigrants founded around 41 percent of 2010 Fortune 500 business
firms. They developed seven out of ten most popular brands in the world.
The big sector of US economy is service sector and its share in GDP is 76.7 percent,
Industry 22 percent and agriculture 1.2 percent. The inflation rate in March 2012 was
2.7%.The population below poverty line was 15.1% while Gini coefficient was 45 which
shows high rate income inequality. Total labour force by January 2012 was 154.4 million
(includes 12.758 million unemployed) and the unemployment rate in May 2012 was 8.2%.
About 0.7 % labour was engaged in farming, manufacturing and fishing, 20.3% in
exploration, communication and crafts 37.3%, in professional, managerial and technical,
while 24.2% in sales and office and 17.6% in other services. Average yearly gross salary
in 2010 was $48, 387, the 6th highest in the world, thus making the U.S. as one of the
world's wealthiest nations. The U.S. has three major trading partners in the world such as
Canada, China and Mexico. The country ranked fourth by ease of doing business. Its
annual exports in 2011 was $1.511 trillion while its imports was $2.39 trillion. FDI stock in
2009 was around $2.39 while public debt exceeded $15.61 trillion in2012. Total revenue
in 2011 was $2.302 trillion against $3.601 trillion expenditures. The US productive capacity
is so much high that its total output is more than the combined output of Germany, India,
France and Brazil. In 2009 the United States produced an output worth $2.34 trillion. It
indicates the how much high productive capacity the United States have.

4.1.3 US Competitive Edge
When the United States got freedom from the Great Britain in 1776 after a long civil war,
it was basically an agriculture economy. But within a century it became the biggest
industrial country of the world by producing 25 percent of total world output. The US
economy has passed through many development phases.
During 1890 and 1950 the US economy produced a large number of inventions and
innovations. Innovative technologies and business practices were followed. Prominent
among them Henry Ford’s philosophy of mass production, which is known as “Fordism”.
This philosophy was executed in the United States to produce goods and services on
massive scale to meet growing domestic and foreign demand. At that time other countries
were unable to adopt US mass production and mass distribution strategy because they
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lacked necessary technology, skill and human capital. So the United States enjoyed a
unique and dominant position of high industrial productivity and technological leaders till
1950. There are many factors that facilitated the United States to obtain competitive
advantage in industrial output as compared to other industrialized nations.
The US production process was more capital-intensive with a higher capital-output ratio,
enjoying high profitability due to large US market. Similarly, large amount of natural
resources were discovered during 19th century, which made the United States selfsufficient in basic raw material needed for industrial growth. In contrast, the European
market size was small, language barriers were existing and their production process was
not capital-intensive and earned low profit.The US labour was most efficient and
productive due to dynamic and innovative management style and organizational structure.
The efficiency of labour was the main cause of US high productivity as compared to the
European labour.US promoted science and technology which resulted in the development
of new inventions. The growing profits had enabled the business firms to allocate some
part of their profits on Research and Development (R&D) by establishing laboratories and
employing researchers. It accelerated the pace of technological progress and enhanced
efficiency of labour. In contrast, the United Kingdom and other European countries took
such measures to improve their productivity because they were fighting to capture each
other resources.
The United States was committed to achieve 100 percent literacy by sending everyone to
school particularly in the rural areas where the ratio of illiteracy was high and made
mandatory for everyone to get school diploma. Besides promoting literacy generally the
United States practically encouraged the dissemination of education at all level. These
efforts transformed US raw labour into human capital which was skill, educated,
experienced and innovative. The US education system was research-oriented and source
of the generation of new ideas and products. The US labour force had capability to quickly
pick the ideas, copied them and refined them according to their needs. It has capacity of
fast adaptation.The United States was a large country in term of size and market in the
world. It enabled to resort the strategy of the economy of scale in a way that other countries
could not compete it. Thus, the United States had less dependence on foreign market like
European countries which had small domestic market and faced difficulties to sell their
products.
The United States was endowed with abundant natural resources. Particularly it was rich
in energy-resources. This was the reason that energy-intensive industries were developed
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on large scale. Similarly, those industries were flourished of which raw material was
available locally. So the wealth of natural resources enabled the United States to develop
vital industries, such as steel, automotive, construction, petroleum, aerospace,
electronics, telecommunications and chemicals. In contrast, Western Europe faced
scarcity of resources and were dependent upon foreign supply chains. Their choices in
establishing sources-scarcity industries restricted.
In 19th century the United States did not follow imperialistic policies and concentrated on
its economy on sound footing. The Americans had nothing to do what was happening
around the world. At that time they disliked wars and conflicts with other countries. Even
during first half of twentieth century the United States kept itself away from global conflict.
In contrast, the European nations were killing each other, destroying each other industrial
installations and trying to capture each other resources. They spent their resources on
preparation of wars rather than building industries and infrastructure. These were the
factors that gave the United States a competitive advantage and kept it in leading position
in the world output and technological progress. However, the United States provided
required funds to re-built war-torn European economy during 1950s under “Martial Plan”.
That brought the productivity level and standard of living of the Europeans at par with the
United States. However, there are still difference between the Americans and the
Europeans. The Americans have more things and big residencies but they work longer
hours and enjoying less public services. In contrast, the Europeans work short hours,
enjoy long vacations and better social security and health care system. They also enjoy
handsome public services. But they have less working opportunities and facing difficulties
in living in the suburb localities.
High productivity and innovations made the United States as leading country of the world.
The United States hold 75 percent total world gold reserves in 1950s. In the existing
scenario, 139 US multinationals ranked among top 500 companies of the world. As many
29.7 million small enterprises were operating in the United States in 2010. Out of 321
Britannica’s Great inventions 161 are Americans. About 40 percent of world billionaires
and 30 percent of world millionaires are US citizens. Since its inception the United States
encourage world scientists and engineers to get its citizenship to participate in
innovations-generating activities. I has made the United States as the knowledgeable
economy of the world. As many as 139 US multinationals ranked among top 500
companies of the world. More than 29.7 million small enterprises are working in the United
States. The abundance of wealth in the United States can be judged from the fact that 40
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percent of world’s billionaires and 30 percent of world’s millionaires are US citizens. Due
to official policy of encouraging inventions and innovations the United States ranks top in
innovations. Among Britannica’s 321 inventions, 161 are of the United States and they
include:theaplane,internet, microchip, laser,cellphone, refrigeratoremail, microwave, LC
D and LED technology, air conditioning, assembly line, supermarket, bar code, electric
motor, and ATM. The US per Capita GDP was multiplied from just $8000 in 1929 to more
than $49,000 in 2012.

4.1.4 US Economic downturn
The US economic growth is zigzag on account of different shocks. It rose by an average of
3.8% from 1946 to 1973, while real median household income grew 74% (or 2.1% a year)
during the same period. This was the golden period for the Americans who enjoyed very
highest living standard. After 1973 US economy is facing twin problem- slower growth
(averaging 2.7%), and stagnant living standards. The household incomes rose by 10%, or
only 0.3% per annum. The 2008 global recession was worse because it caused huge
output loss. The GDP was dropped by 5 percent during 2008-2009. In 1957-58 crisis the
GDP was declined by 3.7 percent while during 1973-1979 GDP fell 3.1 percent during oil
crisis. During 1990-91 GDP was dropped by 1.3 percent. The most stable and sustained
periods of growth was 1961-1969, with an expansion of 53% (5.1% a year), while from
1991 to late in 2000 the economy expanded at 43% (3.8% per year). US economy faced
total 11 minor or major recessions from 1929 to 2012. One of the reason of the slowdown
in the US economy is that several emerging economies have started to close the
economic gap with the United States since 1970s. Many US manufacturing companies
moved to those countries where labour was cheap, political situation was normal, tax
incentives were available and profit margin was higher. Similarly, some countries have
gradually learned to produce the same products and services that were previously
monopolized by the U.S. and a few other Advanced countries. The Table 4.1 shows rapid
decline of capacity utilization in the United States that indicates the fall of output
particularly in the 2000s, when capacity fell by 10 percent.
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Table 4.1

US Capacity Utilization of manufacturing sector (%)

_____________________________________________________________________________
1969

1979

1989

1999

2009

_____________________________________________________________________________
87.4%

85.0%

83.7%

81.9%

70.2%

______________________________________________________________________________
Source: Bloomberg May 25, 2010

This has caused slow growth of real income in the United States. This also resulted in
trade deficits with other countries since 1976. Current account deficit was reached $140
billion in 2008-2009. Manufacturing jobs were decreased and this is one the main cause
of high unemployment rate. Presently US economic problem is mounting debt that
includes: household loans ($11 trillion),

public loans ($9 trillion), high corporate debt

($9 trillion), mortgage loajs (over $15 trillion as of 2006), Medicare payment ($30 trillion),
Social Security

($12 trillion),external loans and high trade deficits, drop in the net

investment (−24% of GDP),and high unemployment. The saving rate in

2006

since

1933. These are the economic challenges being faced by US economists and politicians.

4.1.5 Declining Exports
The US exports recorded declining trend in the mid of 1980s due to squeezing
manufacturing activities. Trade deficits started rising after 1992 and gap between imports
and exports increased rapidly. It was highest in 2010 when U.S. exports were $1.3 trillion
and imports were $1.9 trillion. Trade deficit was $634.9 billion. The deficit on petroleum
products was $270 billion, creating balance of payment problem.US total exports is
accounted for 11 percent of total output. Schiller (2003) argues:
“Trade stimulates improvement in productivity. The presence of foreign producers keeps
domestic producers on their toes. To compete in international market, domestic producers
must reduce costs and increase efficiency. In recent years, America’s huge trade deficits
have provoked questions about competitiveness of U.S. producers. The excess of imports
over exports suggests to many people that America is not producing goods of the quality
and value that consumers demand. Productivity may have lagged in some U.S. industries.
And other nations inevitably become more efficient in producing certain goods and
services. But the trade gap is not a general indictment of U.S. competitiveness.
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International trade and capital flows are inter-related, and both are directly influenced by
exchange rates. In the early 1980s, the relative attractiveness of America’s capital markets
led to a surge of capital inflows and a higher exchange rate for the U.S. dollar. Between
1981 and 1985, the world value of the U.S.dollar rose by 50 percent, which made all
American goods more expensive in international market. The resulting increase in the
trade deficit was a product of rising dollar, not of a decline in the U.S. productivity. The
same thing was occurred in 1996-99 and 2002 when both dollar and trade deficit.”

4.1.6 Energy Resources and Consumption
The United States is one of the highest energy consuming countries because of
fast economic activity and transportation. From consumption point of view, it is the
second big energy consumer in the world. The U.S. ranks seventh in energy
consumption per-capita after Canada and a number of other countries. The
majority of this energy is derived from furnace oil. It was estimated that 40% of US
energy is produced from petroleum, 23% from coal, and 23% from natural gas
Nuclear 8.4% and renewable 6.8%, which was mainly from hydroelectric
dams. American dependence on oil imports was increased from 24% in 1970 to
65% in 2005. According to an estimate if existing oil consumption is continued the
US would have to import about 75% oil by 2015. Transport sector consumes 68.9
percent of oil as compared to 55 % used in other countries as per Hirsch Report,
2006. Renewable biofuels have helped to reduce oil consumption in the United
States since 2006.

4.1.7 Gap between Revenue and Expenditures
In the United States, government’s role is increasing day after day due to slow demand,
growing crimes and terrorism, decaying infrastructure and US involvement in war against
terrorism all over the world. Weil (2004:348) mention argues that I n United States,
government spending as a share of GDP grew from 3.9 percent in 1870 to 36.6 percent
in 2005. One of the main functions of the government is to make transfers of income to
people. The largest transfers are old-age pensions; others transfers include
unemployment benefits and welfare payment to the poor. In the United States such
transfers now amount to 12 percent of GDP and their share of GDP has been more than
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doubled since 1960s. The increase in government spending has been funded by an
equally large increase in the taxes that government collects. Taxes are relevant for
economic growth because they directly affected the efficiency with which output is
produced. According to Congressional Budget Office, 2012 data tax revenue was around
17 % of GDP while total expenditures were around 24% of GDP and in that way there was
a 6 % gap between revenue and expenditures. Since 1981 Tax collection was the lowest
between 2009and 2011, which was on average was 14 percent. The main causes of
increase in government spending was that the US Government spending and debt have
increased exponentially during 1977-2010. In 1977 Government spending was $409
(adjusted $1,040 billion) and government debt was $706 billion (Adjusted $1, 0795 billion)
while GDP was 1.974 billion (Adjusted $5.019 billion). In 2010 US Government spending
was jumped to $3.09 trillion (Adjusted ($2.39 trillion) and US government debt was $11.87
trillion (Adjusted $9.247 billion) while US GDP was around $14.50 trillion (Adjusted $11.29
trillion). Government spending and debt were increased with the expansion of GDP.
Adjusted GDP was doubled during 33 years period while Government spending and debt
were increased more than 300% and 1000%. According to NBER data, 2008 financial
crisis has jolted US economy, which led to trade deficits $840 billion in 2006-08 and $500
in 2009 and dipped personal saving as low as only 1 percent in 2008 but it increased to
5% in

4.1.8 US Unemployment Rate
One of the chronicle problem of the US economy is unemployment. The 2008 global
financial crisis further worsen this problem. The unemployment rate was jumped to more
than 9 percent in 2009. There were around 154.4 million were employed in the United
States and it is more than 50 percent of total population. Government employs 22 million
while the small business employ 53 percent of US labour force. The large companies’
employee 38 percent of work force. In total employment, private sector provides
employment to 91 percent workers while government’s share in employment is only 8
percent. The contribution of small business firms in job creation is significant because they
create around 65 percent of total jobs. There are 30 million small business organizations
in the United States. Small business survival rate 55 percent and most of these
organizations become large business firms within a period of five years. Walmart is the
biggest US company employing 2.1 million around the world and about 1.5 million in the
United States.. When we study US labour participation rate, we see very interesting
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picture. In 1950 men labour participation rate was 88% while women participation rate was
around 32% in the same period. Total labour participation rate in 1950 was less than 60%.
While 2010 depicts a different scenario. Men labour participation rate has substantially
declined to 70 percent while women participation rate has increased to 59 percent. Its
mean that men participation rate has reduced to 18% while women labour participation
rate has increased to 29% during the last 60 years. In April 2010, the unemployment rate
was 10%, but the government’s broader U-6 unemployment rate was 17.1%. During 20082010, the number of people working part time for has increased by 4 million to 8.8 million,
an 83% increase in part time workers during that period. Female unemployment was lower
than male unemployment (7.5% vs. 9.8%).The unemployment rate among the young and
African American men

was

18.5% and 34.5%

respectively in October 2009.The

unemployment has specifically affected older workers who are unable to improve their
skills and education due to aging factor.

4.1.9 Wealth and Income distribution
The accumulation of wealth and high economic growth during 19th and 20th century did not
visibly increased the level of the income of lower class and Kuznets’s hypothesis of trickle
down effects has proved wrong. Overall the number of wealthier families is increasing.
When we examines the distribution of income we will find that in 2001 the families in lowest
quintile received less than $18,000 and as a group it received only 3.6 percent against its
20 percent share in total population. But top fifth quintile received $82,000 and some of
them millions of dollars. Half of US total income receives by this group. Although the
number of wealthy people is increasing but wealth distribution is uneven because the
wealthy top class whose population is 20 percent holds 86 percent of total wealth. Their
total wealth is estimated to be $54.5 trillion. There is also wide skewness in assets holding
as top one percent owns 51 percent of total financial assets while bottom 91 percent held
just 15 percent in 2005. The net worth of households was declined about 25 percent ($17.5
trillion) during the period of 2007 and 2009. In 2007 the top US rich class of one percent
population held 35 percent of total US wealth and next 20 percent held 51 percent. It
means that top 20 percent of Americans were the owners of 86 percent wealth of nation.
During business boom period (2002-2007) the income of top quintile one percent was
jumped 10 times more than 90 percent of bottom quintile. About 67 percent income gains
was gone to top quintile during this period. The household wealth was declined from $65
trillion in 2007 to $45 trillion due to world financial crisis. The US wealthy class mostly
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invest in financial assets like stocks, bonds, etc, and realize capital gains while low income
people keep their money in the saving accounts or investment in housing where rate of
return is nominal. The bottom quintile receives only subsistence level income against the
wealthy class which accumulates every type of assets. It is interesting to note that top one
percent of US citizens hold 40 percent of wealth while the bottom quintile of 90 percent
held 75 percent of all debts. It indicates that low income people have to borrow money for
consumption purpose because they have no sufficient income to meet both ends. The US
Gini coefficient that represents income inequality is 41. Five years back income inequality
was not a major issue but people started protest against it and openly demanded for the
change of capitalistic system which postulates concentration of wealth. Thousands of
Americans protested many times and occupied New York Park for many days in the end
of 2012. Similar protests are continued in European countries. US Journalist, Timothy
Noah and the economist, Krugman, declared this phenomenon as “Great Divergence”. US
President, Barack Obama, has set up a committee to look into the matter how the income
of poor class could be increase.
According to Janet L. Yellen, President and CEO of Federal Reserve Bank of San
Francisco, “real hourly wages of those in the 90th percentile—where most people have
college or advanced degrees—rose by 30% or more... among this top 10 percent, the
growth was heavily concentrated at the very tip of the top, that is, the top 1 percent. This
includes the people who earn the very highest salaries in the U.S. economy, like sports
and entertainment stars, investment bankers and venture capitalists, corporate attorneys,
and CEOs. In contrast, at the 50th percentile and below—where many people have at
most a high school diploma—real wages rose by only 5 to 10%.”
The main source of wealth in the United States is home ownership. But the Americans
who do not have collateral, required down payment and high interest rates, could not
purchase a house. The sub-prime loans mortgage crisis emerged in 2008 had immensely
affected Black Americans because they had no money to pay their interest on loans and
consequently they lost their homes. The bank charge them high interest because of their
weak financial position and lack of assets. The income disparity is increasing between
professionals having higher education, skill and experience as compared to low skill, low
education and low experienced. As the United States is highly developed country the
business firms need the persons having high skill and caliber and offer high financial
benefits. The manufacturing sector, which mostly employed medium level educated
workers is shrinking due to globalization and stiff competition.
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4.1.10 Causes of income inequality
Different researchers have explained different causes of income inequality in the United
States. Some important of them are stated as under:-

■

Skilled-biased technological change

Technology brings changes, reduce cost and increase output. But its negative effect is that
it creates income inequality. The skill of old people become obsolete and they become
unemployed while the people having required skill earn high income. The shift in
production technology has increased the demand for skilled workers while decrease the
demand for unskilled workers. Some economists believe that shift in technology has
caused around 40 percent increase in income inequality. While the other factors are
responsible only for ten to fifteen percent of inequality. In 2008 top 15 percent earners are
those who possessed Doctorate Degrees and their ratio in highly educated Americans
was only. 1.5 percent. Among top 20 percent earners are those who hold master degrees
in professional field and their ratio was ten percent. This is the reason that the benefits of
high productivity and economic growth occurred since 1950 were not availed by the middle
class due to low education. The productivity was increased about 300 percent during 1947
and 2011 while real family income was increased 125 percent during the same period.
The increase income was around two times less than productivity growth during 1947 and
2011.
■

Failure of Education system

There is a tremendous flaws in the U.S. education system because it is not as efficient as
the economy is. It did not produce skilled workers in required number. It is evident from
the fact that every American born in 1945 obtained two years more education than their
parent got while the American born in 1980 got only half a year more education than their
parents obtained. According to US Journalist, Timothy Noah’s calculation that the U.S
.education system is responsible of 35 percent inequality since 1980. Richard Perez-

pena, in his article published in New York Time (print Edition) on July 26,2013
titled “College Enrollment Falls as Economy Recovers”, has disclosed :
“The long enrollment boom that swelled American colleges — and helped drive up their
prices — is over, with grim implications for many schools. College enrollment fell 2
percent in 201213, the first significant decline since the 1990s, but nearly all of that drop
hit for-profit and community colleges; now, signs point to 2013-14 being the year when
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traditional four-year, nonprofit colleges begin a contraction that will last for several years.
The college-age population is dropping after more than a decade of sharp growth, and
many adults who opted out of a forbidding job market and went back to school during the
recession have been drawn back to work by the economic recovery. Hardest hit are likely
to be colleges that do not rank among the wealthiest or most prestigious, and are heavily
dependent on tuition revenue, raising questions about their financial health — even their
survival.There are many institutions that are on the margin, economically, and are very
concerned about keeping their doors open if they can’t hit their enrollment numbers,” said
David A. Hawkins, the director of public policy and research at the National Association
for College Admission Counseling, which has more than 1,000 member colleges. Colleges
fear that their high prices and the concern over rising student debt are turning people
away, and on Wednesday, President Obama again challenged them to rein in tuition
increases. Colleges have resorted to deeper discounts and accelerated degree programs.
In all, the four-year residential college experience as a presumed rite of passage for
middle-class students is coming under scrutiny.”

■

Globalization

Globalization has brought negative effect on the US economy and employment
opportunities. For example, the opening up of U.S. marked flooded goods produced in
under developed countries particularly in China where the cost of production is ten times
low than the United States. It has made the U.S. manufacturing industry uncompetitive.
By 2001 US imports from low income countries was as low as just 4 percent of US GDP
but it multiplied many times after 2006. The US manufacturers shut down their plants in
U.S.A. and shifted their capital to emerging economies to take advantage of low wages
and low costs. But it resulted in the unemployment of thousands of U.S. workers. The
increasing imports created about 12 percent income inequality.

■

Immigration

As we have mentioned earlier that the United States is a land of dreams for foreigners and
they prefer to live and work there rather than working in their home countries. The
percentage of population of the foreigners who migrated to the United States during 1970
and 2007 was more than doubled from 6 percent to 12.5 percent. They were relatively low
education and skill than those born in the United States. The migration of low skilled
workers from low income countries negatively affected wages in the United States fell
about 8 percent during 1980-2000. The economists estimate that immigration has caused
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about 5 percent of income inequality.

■

Wage inequality

Krugman (2012) disclosed that there is a big change in the remuneration of corporate
executives. In 1950s and 1960s their annual compensation was normal to $1.2 million.
But during 1990s it was surprisingly skyrocketed to $37.8 million, about thousand time
from common workers during 1980-2005. It is a great disparity in wages. The corporate
executives and Wall Street elites amassed huge wealth causing about 35 percent income
inequality. The low wages demoralized workers and they preferred to get retirement then
to continue work. In 1960s and 1970s age for eligibility of social security benefits was
decreased and benefits were increased. This was resulted the exodus of old workers from
labour market and they got retirement. In single generation the labour force participation
rate of men was halved. In 1950 about 46 percent people above 65 years were working
while this ratio was reduced to 16.7 percent in 2000 (Schiller, 2003 pp.722).According to
Gordon (2012) one of the wage inequality is due to stiff competition between legal and
illegal immigrants for low skilled jobs and illegal immigrants are willing to work at lower
wages.

■

Decline of Unions

The US Bureau of Labour Statistics (2010) revealed the gradual fall of labour union
membership and their role in decision making process. In 1983 the Union membership
was 20 percent of labour force which was reduced to 12 percent in 2008. The main
objective of labour union was to get increased the income and financial benefits of its
members. The union members working at top level earns more and enjoys more influence
over the management decision as compared to the union member working at lower level
and receiving low wages. His influence is also very small. The strength of union has been
decreased during last twenty year and it has given walk over to the employer to use his
discretion in setting workers’ wages without consultation with union members. David Card
(2009) has contended that the decline of labour union has generation about 20 percent
income inequality. Gordon (2012) mention that labour union in the United States is
relatively weak, real wages are low or declining and strong competition between for low
skilled jobs from legal and illegal immigrants.

■

Regressive Taxation

The U.S congress has federal income tax system many times. The top marginal tax rate
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in 1980 was 70 percent which was gradually reduced to 35 percent in 2006. Schiller (2003)
states that US income tax rates explained in the tax code apply to “taxable income, not to
all income. The so-called loopholes in the tax system stems from the definition of taxable
income by Congress. The income tax laws permits tax payers to subtract certain
exemptions and deductions from gross income in computing taxable income. Exemptions
are allowed for dependent children, spouses, old age, and disabilities. Prior to 1986 laws,
deductions were allowed for home mortgage interest, workers related expenses, child
care, depreciation of investment, oil exploration, interest payment, union dues, medical
expenses and many other items. The objective of allowing these deductions and
exemptions were to encourage the economic activities. For example, allowing interest
payment deduction on mortgage loans, was to encourage the people to own their homes
and reduce their financial hardships. But these deductions and exemptions created a large
inequality because the people having high income avert high taxes by claiming large
exemptions and deductions.US Internal Revenue Service discover many cases every year
in which the persons earning more than $1 million income but paying very little or zero tax.
Practically they are not doing anything illegal .They are taking benefits of loopholes
existing in tax laws. In this way the high income people are paying less taxes as compared
to low income people who are paying more taxes. This is against the principle of vertical
equity. US President, Ronald Regan cut taxes on capital gains and dividend income, which
is one of the main source of wealthy class. Similarly tax cut by President Bush also
benefited to top earning class. Krugman (2012) suggests that reduction in tax rates gave
more benefit to high income households rather than low income. Tax rate on high income
households fell from 37 percent in 1981 to 27 percent in 1990.
■

Poverty level

The income inequality has increased poverty level in the United States. In 2000 the
poverty rate was 12 percent which was increased to more than 15 percent in 2010. Then
around 46.3 percent Americans were living below poverty line. The poverty line set in 2012
was the threshold of annual income of $23,050 for a family of four persons, less than
$5000 for each person. It is estimated that about 60 percent of Americans would have to
suffer one year below this poverty line between 20 to 70 years U.S Census Bureau statistics,
September 13, 2011).The poverty level in the United States is highest among developed
countries and the segment of the society which is suffering poverty is black and Hispanic.
Poverty is more in rural and inside the cities as compared to suburbs areas. Different
studies show that mostly children under 5 years of age are facing hunger in 20 American
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States. About 22 percent of youth under 18 years of age are suffering from poverty and
hunger due to lack of income and job opportunities while the percentage of people
between 20 and 64 are 14 percent and over 65 are 9 percent (US Census, 2010).

4.1.11 Public Debt
The United States inherited debt since its inception in 1791 and that was amounted to
$75.46 million. This debt was incurred during US War for independence. The amount of
debt was sharply increased during Civil War and it reached $.2.7 billion in 1860. But World
War I was very much costly for the United States as it had increased public debt to $25.5
billion. Debt-to-GDP ratio was exceeded 100 percent due to social programs initiated after
1030s Great Depression and US’s involvement in World War Second. US public debt was
increased 16 times. In 1950 US debt was increased to $260 billion. During 1981-1989 US
nominal debt was tripled due to increasing defense expenditure and reducing tax rates.
The end result was that public debt as a share of GDP rose from 26.2 percent in 1980 to
41 percent in 1989 while this ratio was increased to 50 percent in the early years of 1990s.
The U.S. attack on Iraq and its initiating war against terrorism in 2001 increased debt-toGDP ratio to 99.6 percent in 2009, a steep 43 percent increase in just one decade.US
government spending was increased to about 25 percent in 2009 against 18.9 percent of
GDP in 2001 while tax collection was declined from 19.5 percent in 2001 to 14.8 percent
in 2009. The ratio of public spending was the highest in the last four decades and ratio of
tax collection in 2009 was the lowest in the last forty years. Medicare, defense, income
security, unemployment benefits, food stamps and social security were the major factors
that caused increased in Government spending. During this period the gross public debt
grew from $5.7 trillion in 2001 to $10.7 trillion in 2008. US President, George W. Bush was
very aggressive in war spending and giving tax reliefs to high income people. This doubled
the amount of public debt. In the first term of US President, Barack Obamas, spending
decreased by 2 percent of GDP but public debt was increased to $15.5 trillion in 2012
while in October 2013, US debt crossed $16 trillion, more than 100 percent of US GDP.
Now every US citizen whether he is a child or old owed a debt of $50,000.The above detail
of fast increasing US public debt reveal the fact that the countries should avoid wars to
avert the increase in public debt because public debt increases with the increasing war
activities.
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4.1.12 Budget Deficit
Gordon (2012) says that a central phenomenon of current US economy is that government
is running a large budget deficit, with government expenditures far in excess of tax
revenue. At the same time, the United States imports far more than it exports, implying
a large international l deficit. How are these “twin deficits” financed? For example, there
was a large budget deficit in 2010 and it was financed by reducing investment (down from
17.6 to 15.5 percent of GDP) and triple the foreign borrowing (up from 1.2 to 3.6 percent
of GDP). During most of the period since 1980, the United States has experienced “twin
deficit,” with a government deficit accompanied by foreign borrowing, was exception rather
than rule. Gordon (2012) explained five causes of high budget deficit.
1. Government expenditures increases generally in war years, with World War-II having a
much greater impact on budget than World War I.
2. Tax revenue exhibit a spike in wartime, but a smaller spike than expenditures, so deficits
increase in war time.
3. The size of government has increased in the years since World War II and average
expenditures increased more than 26 percent of GDP between 1950 and 1989 and 32
percent between 1981 and 2010.
4. Expenditures increased more than revenues during the 1980s, leading to a persistent
budget deficit except for 1998-2001.
5. During 1980s and 1990s tax collection was almost constant at 28 to 30 percent but it
again increased to 33 percent in 2000 and then retreating to only 25 percent 2010.

4.1.13 Downgrading of US credit rating
It was first time in the history of the United State when a Credit Rating Agency, Standard
and Poor downgraded the credit rating of the United States from AAA to AA+ on August
1, 2011. Other credit rating agency Moody also downgraded US credit rating from AAA+
to AAA with negative outlook in 2012. The credit rating was downgraded on account of
high public debt and possibility of US credit default on public debt. That increased risk
insurance on the US debt in Credit Swap Market and the investors demanded high interest
rate on the US securities. The Credit Rating Agencies announced that would further
downgrade US securities in next two years if US financial indicators were not improved.
This incidence hurt US credibility and credit-worthiness in world financial market. In spite
of improving financial health and changing policies the US Administration started
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investigation against these credit agencies to frighten them to take any further action in
future.

4.1.14 Aging population
Charles Kenny (2013) in his article titled “Decline of Population-Reproductive Recession”
published in Bloomberg on February 07, 2013 said:
“Americans just don’t make babies like they used to. The U.S. birthrate is the lowest in
nearly a century, according to a study released last year by the Pew Research Center. It
is a half the level of the Baby Boom years after World War II. American women, on
average, are likely to have fewer than two children during their lifetime, which means not
enough babies are being born to maintain the current population size. Even among new
arrivals, the trend is declining: The birthrate among Mexican immigrants living in the U.S.
has plummeted 23 percent since 2007.This reproductive recession is not unique to
America; it is a global phenomenon. Women just about everywhere are having fewer kids
and having them later in life. The world is about to get a lot older very fast. The burden of
supporting aging populations with a shrinking pool of able-bodied workers threatens the
solvency of governments in advanced economies turn out to be a better place. In 1970
the average woman on the planet gave birth to 4.7 children in her lifetime. By 2011 that
number had dropped to 2.5. Even in sub-Saharan Africa, the fertility rate fell from 6.7 to
4.9 between 1980 and 2010 and births among women under 20 age dropped about
20 percent in the first decade of 21st century. Out of 196 nations for which the World Bank
had data in 2010, 71 saw fertility rates lower than two children per woman. By 2050 the
United Nations estimates that 48 countries and territories out of a world total of 229 will
have smaller populations than in 2010. Nations likely to shrink include China, Russia,
Japan, Germany, Ukraine, Poland, and Cuba. The combination of falling birthrates and
longer life expectancies also means the world is rapidly adding wrinkles. In 1980 the
median age was 23; by 2050, according to the UN, it will be 38. In 1970 about half of the
world’s population was younger than 20; by 2011 that figure had dropped to a little more
than one-third, and the UN predicts it will be closer to one-quarter by mid-century.
Meanwhile, the number of people older than 65 increased from 5 percent to 9 percent
between 1970 and 2011 and will climb to 20 percent by 2050. Despite the global
population being about 2 billion higher, the absolute number of young people at midcentury will be no larger than today. The global elderly will have increased from 648 million
to 1.9 billion. In the U.S. the young-old split will be 23 percent to 27 percent. In Europe the
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proportion will be 19 percent teens or younger vs. 33 percent post-retirement. China is
projected to become just as sclerotic: 17 percent young to 31 percent old. Aging
populations pose some real challenges, especially for industries that provide services
either to the young or the old. About 5 percent of global gross domestic product is spent
on education, for example; dwindling numbers of children could mean a lot of teachers will
be out of work. Expenditures on the old, meanwhile, are sure to skyrocket. Pension
spending in the European Union already equals about 12.5 percent of GDP. Surveys
suggest women usually want to have fewer children than do men. One major reason
women around the world are choosing to have fewer babies is that the kids they do have
are far more likely to survive and thrive. Global under-5 mortality declined by two-thirds
from 1970 to 2011. Education rates, meanwhile, have been rising rapidly, especially
among girls. We are close to seeing every child on the planet complete primary education.
By 2050, the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis predicts, more than four
out of five adults worldwide will have completed junior, secondary, or higher education.
The secret to wealth isn’t more young people, it’s more productive people. Economies can
continue to grow—creating demand and supplying the resources necessary to care for the
infirm—if they focus on increasing the productivity of those fit and keen to work. Globally
the labor supply has plenty of slack. If the rich world as a whole increased immigration
from the still-expanding populations of the developing world, that alone would be a
powerful dynamo for the world economy. In many developing regions, including subSaharan Africa and India, as much as three-quarters of all employment is in the informal
sector, where productivity tends to be abysmal. By providing workers with better education
and moving them into higher-output employment, countries can generate more wealth with
smaller populations. Having fewer young people around may make the world more
peaceful, since youths commit far more violent crimes. Rachel Margolis and Mikko
Myrskylä, in research for the National Institutes of Health, suggest fewer kids might make
for a happier planet. Their analysis of worldwide survey data from 86 countries finds that
childless people are considerably happier than those with children. The gap between
childless adults and parents of four kids is as big as the gap between people living in
middle-income countries and those living in high-income countries.” (An Aging Population
May Be What the World Needs by Charles Kenny Bloomberg, February 07, 2013).

4.1.15 Aging infrastructure
The United States could not rehabilitate its age-old infrastructure due to financial
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constraints and it has been affecting economic development. The Federal as well as State
Government have neglected this sector because it involves huge funds. The General
public and investment funds are reluctant to invest in infrastructure projects because of
their long-term nature and huge amount of required investment. The long highways,
railways and telecommunication are the sectors that need immediate repairing and
rebalancing. According to The American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) Report,2011,
the United States need $2.2 trillion for its infrastructure improvement during next five years
but its existing low ratio of investment in infrastructure projects show a shortfall of $1.2
trillion. The low investment in the infrastructure is due to the following reasons:•

The US infrastructure market is immature and does not offer sufficient incentives to
investors.

•

Historically public has negative perception to invest in infrastructure projects.

•

Absence of a competitive national construction industry.

•

Labour unions’ opposition to privatization of infrastructure.

•

Fragmentation of the market among different states.

•

Infrastructure investment is perceived as too risky.

4.1.16 US R&D Spending
Research and Development is an integral part of an innovative and knowledge economy.
The countries having desire to become a knowledge economy and to make inventions in
basic sciences and developing new ideas and products to achieve competitive advantage
in international market. The advanced countries devote certain portion of their investment
in Research and Development to create ideas, products and process in a systematic way.
The United States is the leading country of the world which spent $ 312. 5 billion in 2005
in Research and Development. The number of researchers in the United States in the
same period was 1334,628 highest in the world. Private sector mostly active in this field
for profit motives but US government R&D spending was 31 percent Weil (2011)
mentioned that profit considerations and creative destruction are the two main
determinants R&D expenditures. If the firm expects high profitability in future it will invest
more. US tradition of making inventions through R&D activities has enabled this country
to sustain its technological edge over other countries. In 2012 US R&D spending was
increased to $424 billion. Battelle and R&D Magazine Report, 2012 revealed that total
global R&D expenditures will likely to increase to around $1.5 trillion. The report disclosed
that growth in R&D spending is due to Asian emerging economies, which are increasing
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their amount of spending year after year. In 2012 the Asian countries increased 9 percent
of R&D expenditures while European Union increased 3.5 percent and North America 2.8
percent. The United States is estimated to increase 2.1 percent spending on Research
and Development. The United States, European Union and Asia are the strongest regions
for R&D spending and their share is 92 percent of total R&D spending. The share of
emerging economies are increasing while US share is decreasing in R&D spending.
However, in monetary term U.S is number one in R&D spending. However, US cut $125
billion from its R&D total amount due to budget constraints. However, the industrial sector
increased its spending by $279.7 billion while academic expenditures were increased by
$12.4 billion. China which became the world’s second largest R&D investor in 2011,
remains noteworthy as well. Driven by GDP growth, its rate of spending will remain strong
in 2012. US’s share in global R&D spending was 32.8 percent in 2010 which was
decreased to 31.1 percent in 2012 while China’s share has increased from 12 percent to
14.2 percent in the same period. Thibodeau (2013) predicted that China may overtake the
United States in R&D expenditures by 2015 because US R&D spending may likely to
either be dropped or be flat while China’s spending will likely to expand rapidly. China's
overall R&D spending is $220 billion in 2013, an increase of 11.6% over 2012, a rate
similar to previous years.

4.2. Japan
4.2.1 Structure of Economy
The size of Japanese GDP in 2011 was $5.85 trillion and its per capita income was
$42,830. The major sector of the economy is services sector which accounts for 75.5
percent and next large sector is industry of which size is 22.8 percent. The exports e size
of agriculture is very small because its share in GDP is only 1.5 percent. About 16 percent
population lives below poverty line while Gini coefficient in 2011 was 38 that indicates high
income inequality. However, unemployment rate in 2011 was low to 4.7 percent. Japan’s
total exports and imports in 2011 were $800 and 794 billion respectively, showing trade
surplus. Japan is the country of which gross debt is very high and it is around $2.24 trillion.
It is 223 percent of GDP. The main cause of rising debt is big difference between tax
revenue and public spending. Total tax revenue in 2011 was $1.63 trillion while public
expenditures were 2.16 trillion, around 53 billion deficit in budget. The Japanese people
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hold private financial assets of $4.6 trillion, which is 13 percent of total world financial
assets. Japan ranks second in holding large number of financial assets. In spite of having
large public debt Japan is capital exporting countries and it has invested more than one
trillion dollars in the US treasuries. Among 500 fortune companies, 68 are Japanesebased.

4.2.2 How Japanese Economy was re-build?
About a decade back Japan was the second world’s largest economy but its rank has
declined to number 3 ss due to fast economic growth of China and expansion of its GDP.
But even then Japan is far ahead from China in term of per capita income and
technological progress. Japan is knowledge economy, driven by high capacity of
innovations and technological advancement. No country so far compete it in the
production of quality Cars, electronic appliances and efficient use of available resources.
Japan was almost destroyed by allied forces and nuclear bombs used by the United States
in the Second World War. But its human capital was so efficient that it rebuilt their country
within short period of two decades. In order to stop resurgence of militarism and Soviet’s
influence in the war torn Japan the United States not only made its large presence of the
territory of Japan but also provided generous aid to assist then Japanese government to
rebuild the economy. In addition to US aid it was the policies of Japanese government
which pulled the country out of crisis. Politicians, Bureaucrats, Entrepreneurs,
Industrialists, Scientists, Merchants and Bankers altogether worked as a group to build
their country. The Bank of Japan supplied loans to City Banks and these banks provided
loans to business firms. In this way, excessive funds were made available for investment
in vital sector. Then the Japanese government followed the policy of building heavy
industries in the country and heavy investment was made in infrastructure, heavy
industries, high tech projects, ships building and power plants.
Japanese Ministry of International Trade and Industry prepared a basic policy framework
that enforced during 1949-1953. Then Japanese Prime Minister, Hayato Ikeda, was the
dynamic leader who transformed Japan into a vibrant and dynamic economy He was the
main who was the architect of Japan’s economic miracle. He followed the policy of heavy
industrialization. The negative aspect of this policy was the practice of excessive loaning
to the industrialists who borrowed loans beyond their paying capacity. It developed
conglomerates business organizations which managed different industrial and business
concerns. These corporations allocated resources efficiently and adopted entrepreneurial
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style that made them internationally competitive. The Korean War benefited to the
Japanese economy because the United States provided a large amount as a special grant,
which was equal to 27 percent of Japanese exports. Japan was included into the GATT
on behest of the United States although the United Kingdom strongly opposed its entry
into that world organization. The Korean War gave two benefits to Japan. First one was
generous financial aid and second was the restoration of Japanese sovereignty under
Treaty of San Francisco. Japanese business corporations, which was known as
“Keiretsu “was not to maximize profits and high rate of dividends like US Corporations.
They focused on the maximization of market shares and payment of loans to banks in
order to reduce their financial costs. The concentration of equity in the hands of big
corporations and banks caused less fluctuation in the prices of their share in Japanese
Stock Market and it gave stability in their internal and external operation. According to an
estimate, only two-thirds shares of listed companies were free float in the market. Thus,
there was low trading low risk and less fluctuation in the prices. These companies under
official policy guidance set long-term goals to enhance productivity and market shares.

4.2.3 The Decade of Economic Miracle
1950 and 1960- were the two decades in which economic miracle was occurred in Japan.
It is regarded as Golden Period of Japan because its economic growth and GDP was
expanded rapidly. In 1965 Japan”s nominal GDP was $91 billion which was jumped to
$1,065 trillion in 1980. It indicates that Japanese GDP was increased more than one trillion
within a short span of 15 years. It was really a miracle. It was the result of Japanese Prime
Minister ikeda’s planned to double national income. For achieving this objective he cut
taxes and reduce interest rates to boost private spending. His government had made
heavy investment in ports, highways, dams, Airports, high speed railways and subways.
It was carried out through managed economy philosophy. His government perused the
policy of intervention in the economy to run it according to plan and save it from
mismanagement and wild fluctuation. However, international trade was liberalized and
imports which were 22 percent in 1957 were jumped to 41 percent in 1961. But the
Japanese industrialists and business firms were against trade liberalization of policy if
Ikeda and termed it harmful for Japanese industry. But his policy was well-thought and he
developed regulatory framework to protect the Japanese firms from the onslaught of
foreign firms. In that way he was the architect of mixed economic model. When he left in
1964 the Japanese national income was growing at the rate of more than 13 percent.
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Japan joined GATT, IMF and OECD during his regime.

4.2.4 Assets Price Bubbles
Since 1950 Japanese central bank followed expansionary monetary policy which caused
increased assets price inflation in the real estate and Stock Market. The investors
borrowed more and more money to invest in land and equities that fare up their prices.
The prices started increased in the early year of 1980s and continued to rise till 1989.

■ Land Price Bubble
During a brief period of six years between 1985 and 1991 commercial land prices were
increased more than 300 percent. The increase in the price of residential land was
increased by 180 percent and the price of industrial land was jumped to 160 percent during
the same period. Tokyo was the hub of business and all business activities was
concentrated there. There was a lack of geographical business diversion. Land in Tokyo
was become very costly and it caused real estate price bubble because there was huge
land demand and Tokyo city was small to fulfill market demand. However, the prices of
land were peaked in 1989 and become stagnant in 1990. About 19 percent fall was
occurred in the prices of residential and commercial land in the early period of 1991. The
prices in Tokyo city fell dramatically causing huge financial losses to the owners of
properties in this district. Thus, asset price bubble was burst in 1991 and officially was
recognized in 1992.

■ Stock Price Bubble
The land price bubble also affected Stock Market prices. The Japan’s Nikkei 225 in 1984
was 11,600 but it steeply rose to 38,957 on December 29, 1989, about 27,357 points or
297 percent within a short span of five years. 1988 and 1989 were the years when stock
prices rose sharply, increasing the asset prices of corporate sector. Unhealthy speculation
gripped the Stock Market and the regulator did nothing to check artificial increase in equity
prices. However, in the mid of 1989 Japan Central Bank abandoned its expansionary
monetary policy and in order to check asset price inflation it gradually increased interest
rate from 2.5 percent to 5 percent. It was a big shock for stock market which reacted
negatively. The Nikkei 225 index was drastically dropped from peak 38,915 in December,
1989 to 14,309 in August, 1992. The decline was continued throughout 1990s and in later
years. On March 11,203 the Nikkei 225 index was as low as 7862 points. This sharp
decline was resulted the wiping out of trillion of US dollars. It jolted the whole Japanese
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economy. But it unveiled weak corporate governance mechanism. Capital was outflow
from Japanese markets and Japanese products become uncompetitive due to rising costs.
A large number of investment companies and banks were collapsed. Japanese
government injected 9.3 trillion yen to save banking sector from collapse. In short, trillion
of dollars were lost as a result of real estate and stock price bubbles.

4.2.5 Loss of two decades growth
The aforesaid two crisis have exerted large negative effect on the whole Japanese
economy which has to face a long recession for more than one and half a decade in which
its GDP growth was either nominal or negative. For example, in 1970s Japanese GDP
grew at an average 4.6 percent, in 1980s it was 4.4 percent, but in 1990s it fell sharply to
only 1.5 percent. But during next decades of 2010s GDP growth was negative around 1.7
percent. In this way, Japan passed two decades without any remarkable GDP growth,
employment and prosperity. Japan’s budget which was 2.5 percent surplus in 1991 threw
into 10 percent deficit in 1998 and public debt was jumped to 100 percent of GDP. Japan
Central Bank kept interest 0.1 percent that is equal to zero for many years in 1990s to
boost economic activity but that policy was totally failed to boost the economy. US
economists, Krugman (2012) argues that Japan lost decade due to liquidity trap because
Japanese Central bank was unable to bring interest rate below zero. The investment in
fixed assets was decreased about 22 percent of GDP during 1990 and 2005 because the
business firms preferred to pay bank loans from their retained earning rather than
barrowing cheap money on zero interest rate. It also slaked business activity. Japan’s
government announced $500 billion rescue package in 1998 to support sinking banking
sector.

4.2.6 Scarcity of Natural Resources
Although Japan is a high tech economy but it lacks basic natural resources to support its
industry, economy and large population. Some minerals are extracted from indigenous
sources but most of vital minerals are imported from foreign source. Japan imports about
70 percent of timbers, 53 percent oil. It has to import uranium to run its nuclear power
plants. Japan meet its energy demand from six sources like Oil 48 percent, coal 21
percent, Gas 17 percent, Nuclear 11 percent and Hydraulic 3 percent. Japan has reduced
its oil consumption from 76 percent in 1973 to 55 percent in 2012. It is the most energy
efficient country.
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4.2.7 Shrinking labour force
Labour force growth in Japan is negative since 1990s and it -0.5 percent in 2000s from
positive 1 percent in 1980 and 0.5 percent in 1990s. In 2008 the number of deaths were
more than the number of child born. It indicates that population in Japan is declining which
is a negative sign for future economic growth. Some economists suggest to adopt proimmigrants policy to lessen the effects of labour shortage. Similarly. Population in Japan
is rapidly aging due to high life expectancy. The aging population needs high health care
expenditures, entitlement and low productivity. It may be one of the cause of Japan’s
economic growth.

4.3. GERMANY
Germany is the most highly developed country situated in the Centre of Europe. Its area
is consisted of 3, 57,021 kilometers with temperate climate. It has federally parliamentary
republic, consists of total 16 states. Its total population in 2010 was 81.8 million and
population density was 225/km. It is the most populous country of Europe. It is the leader
in technology and has been enjoying political power in the Europe right from beginning. It
made tremendous efforts to unite European countries and form European Union. So far
27 countries have joined this Union. It is, in fact, an economic block where its members
are freely trading under one currency Euro.
Germany invaded all neighboring countries and captured most of them in the early years
of 1940s, which caused Second World War. Japan and Turkey supported Germany while
all European countries under the leadership of Great British fought war against Germany.
The United States was also supported the British and its allies in the War. The
advancement of Japanese and German forces were so fast that the British and its allies
were expected to defeat but the United States rescued them by dropping nuclear bombs
on Japan that caused widespread destruction and loss of human lives. It resulted in the
defeat of German, Japan and Turkey in the War and these three countries were occupied
by the Allied forces. After 1945 Germany was divided into two parts: West and East
Germany. West Germany was come under the political and military domain of United
States while East Germany was given under the control of Russia. However, these two
parts were again reunited in 1957.
Germany is a welfare state having a dynamic social security system that ensures people
high living standard. In share 20 percent of total budget of European Union and it ranks
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third among the major contributor of United Nations by providing 8 percent of its total
budge. It is a member of Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD), the group of G-8 countries, the G-20 and also one of the main contributor of IMF
and World Bank. It has evolved close economic and political relations with France since
World War Second. Germany always advocated the integration of Europe in terms of
defense, politics and security.

4.3.1 Economic structure
Germany has innovative economy with high quality human capital and large capital stock.
It has very low corruption level and efficient administrative system. It is the fourth largest
economy in the world in term of nominal GDP and fifth in term of PPP in 2010. The major
sector of economy is services and its share in total GDP is 72 percent while the share of
Industry is 28 percent. The share of agriculture is only one percent. The size of German
nominal GDP in 2011 was $3.57 trillion and in term of PPP it is $3.09 trillion. Its nominal
per capita income was $43,742 while per capita income in term of PPP was $37,, 741.
Germany has less income inequality than other developed countries because it Gini
coefficient in 2010 was 27 while its ranking in Human Development Index was 0.90, that
shows very good social indicators. On this ground, Germany is regarded as a social
market economy. The official unemployment rate in May 2012 was 6.7 percent which was
lowest among developed countries. All part-time workers have been assumed as full time
employed job holders while unofficial unemployment rate was 5.7 percent. Germany was
on the forefront of launching a single currency for the whole Europe and as a result of its
persistent efforts new currency named Euro was introduced on Jan 01, 2002. Germany
follows the monetary policy sets of European Central Bank while its commercial policies
were also dictated by European Parliament. The western part of Germany which is highly
developed and have high per capita income has sacrificed in many ways to compensate
its Eastern part which was in Soviet block and could not equally developed. Even after two
decades of the unification of both parts, the Eastern part of Germany is still underdeveloped and western part has been transferring around $80 billion per annum to Eastern
part to bring its people at par with the people living in Eastern part. The economic
development of Eastern part of Germany is a long-term plan that will likely last in 2019.
German government has earmarked 50 billion Euro to reduce unemployment and to
lessen the effect of 2008 global economic crisis. 37 German companies have been
included in the Fortune Global 500 and 30 German companies have been included in the
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DAX, German Stock Market Index. The world popular German brands are:
Mercedes,Benz, BMW, SAP, Siemens, Volkswagen, Adidas, Audi, Allianz, Porsche, Bay
er, Bosch,and Nivea. Germany has specific expertise in small and medium size business
firms and more than 1000 such firms are global leaders in their specific business fields.

4.3.2 Poor Natural Resources
Like Japan Germany also possess very limited natural resources. It has to meet the
demand of vital resources from other sources. Probably this was the reason Germany had
to fight wars with other European countries in past to snatch required resources because
at that time there was no international trade or market from where a country could be able
to purchase raw material. Agriculture, mining and forestry accounted for only one percent
of German GDP and only 2.5 percent labour force was involved in these sectors. German
agriculture is most efficient sector of economy and meets 90 percent food required of the
country. Germany is regarded as third big agricultural producer in the Europe. In spite of
heavy industrialization, more than 35 percent of German land is covered by Forest which
meets 70 percent domestic consumption of wood and wood products. Germany has
specialization in the production of electronic equipment, chemicals, pharmaceuticals,
ships, aircrafts and automobiles. Germany is the fourth largest producer and manufacturer
of different passenger and transport vehicles. It produced 6 million vehicles in 2012.
German vehicles are sold at premium price all over the world on account of their high
quality and efficiency. About 1500 German companies enjoy rank third in their respective
global market segments. Germany is the leading country in innovations and patenting and
it got registered more than 27000 patents in the European Patent office in 2010. In Nano,
Bio-fast, renewable energy and other technologies Germany is far ahead of many other
European countries. Its three companies such as Siemens, Bosch and BASF got
registered 5000 patents only in 2008.

4.3.3 Energy resources and consumption
Germany is the large consumer of energy and it meets its 35 percent energy demand from
oil,12 percent from bituminous coal, 22 percent from natural gas, 11 percent from nuclear,
11.2 percent from Lignite and 2 percent from hydraulic. Germany is third largest consumer
of natural gas in the world. Before 2011 it was producing 23 percent electricity through
nuclear but it latter shut down eight nuclear power plants permanantly. It has so far
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invested 26 billion Euro in renewable energy, which raised its share in electricity
generation from 10 percent in 2005 to 20 percent in 2011.
The share of electricity produced from renewable energy in Germany has increased from
6.3 percent of the national total in 2000 to over 20 percent in the first half of
2011. Renewable energy main sources of renewable energy were: Wind energy 38.1 %,
biomass 26.2 %, hydropower 16.0 %, photovoltaic (solar)15.6 % and bio-waste 4.1 %.
According to official statistics, 371,000 people are working in the renewable energy sector
comprising small and medium size companies.

4.4. ITALY
4.4.1 Geography and demographic structure
Italy is a country of ancient traditions with highly developed infrastructure and human
capital. It situated in the Southern part of Europe, having an area of 301,338 kilometers
with temperate climate. Its total population in 2012 was 60.8 million while its population
density is around 201/kilometer. Its borders are linked with France, Switzerland, Slovenia
and Austria. Its population growth pattern and distribution is uneven. It had high population
growth in 20th century because it was doubled during that period. The country is divided
into south and north. Its major cities are located in Northern part while its rural population
lives in the Southern part. Most of the population migrated from South to North took for
job or business opportunities during 19500s and 1960s when Italy recorded highest level
of economic growth and economic development. A large number of foreigners migrated to
Italy in the era of modern history and there were 4570,317 immigrants living in Italy in
2011. Italy recorded high fertility and population growth rate till 1970s after that both were
declined rapidly. The fertility decline and increase in life expectancy causes aging
population. At the end of the 2000s, one in five Italians was above 65 years old. But the
massive immigration during last two decades, Italy experienced a higher increase in
fertility rates. The total fertility rate has also increased from 1.18 children per woman in
1995 to 1.41 in 2008. About 19% Italians live in different countries. Today, large numbers
Italians are found in Brazil (25 million), Argentina (20 million), US (17.8 million), France
(5 million), Uruguay (1.5 million), Canada (1.4 million), Venezuela (900,000) and Australia
(800,000). Among total population of Italy, 92.47 percent are Italians while the rest of
people are foreign-origin.
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4.4.2 Centre of Ancient Civilization
Rome, which is the Capital of Italy, has been a center of ancient politics, high level of
educational attainment, ancient western civilization and site of Holy Sea. It was also the
capital of ancient Roman Empire. Then it was a center of high learning and people from
different part of the world travelled to this city to fulfill their thrust of knowledge. It is an
important member of European Union, besides having membership in G-8, G-20, OECD
and military alliance (NATO). It possesses world 3rd largest gold reserves and sixth highest
government budget in the world. Its defense budget ranked 9th in the world because it has
large standing Army in the Europe and contributes substantially in NATO’s nuclear
weapons. The education is free and mandatory from 6 to 15 years of age having primary
stage and secondary stage. The standard of Italian public education is very high as
compared to other advanced countries. Italy has both type of public and private education
system and as per National Science Indicators (1981–2002), Italy has a high standard of
scientific papers particularly in space sciences and mathematics and in other disciplines.

4.4.3 Economic Structure
Italy is a free socialist market economy. Italy is the largest 8th economy (nominal) and 10th
(PPP). Its nominal GDP in 2010 was $2.055 trillion and its per capita GDP (nominal was
$35,435. The composition of GDP is agriculture 1 percent, industry 24.9 percent and
services 73.3 percent as per 2010 data. Its labour force was 25.05 million and this labour
force was engaged 65.1 percent in services sector, 30.7 percent in industry and agriculture
4.2 percent. The unemployment rate in 2012 was 10.2 percent and Gini-coefficient was
36 in 2009. It shows high income inequality but less than the United States. The important
industries are: tourism, communication, machinery, steel, chemicals, pharmaceuticals,
food processing, textiles, automobiles, home appliances, clothing and fashion. Total
exports of Italy was $458.4 billion in 2010 and major exports consisted of engineering
products, textiles, clothing, production machinery, motor vehicles, transport equipment,
chemicals, food, beverages, tobacco, minerals and metals. Main exports destinations are
Germany 12.6 percent, France 11.57 percent, United States 5.92 percent, Spain 5.69
percent, United Kingdom 5.13 percent and Switzerland 4.69 percent in 2009.Total imports
in 2010 was $459.7 billion and important imports include engineering products, chemicals,
transport equipment, energy products, minerals, metals, textiles, clothing, food, beverages
and tobacco. Its major imports comes from Germany 16.68 percent, France 8.82 percent,
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China 6.53percent, Netherlands 5.65 percent, Spain 4.3 percent, Russia 4.12 percent and
Belgium 4.08 percent. On December 31,2010 the FDI stock was $405.1 billion while gross
external debt was $2.223 trillion. Public debt was around 118.1 percent of GDP. Italy is
among those developed countries of which level of public debt is very high and vulnerable.
On account of this reason, Italy opted austerity measures in 2012 to reduce its public
expenditures and increase its revenue. Total tax revenue in 2010 was $960 billion while
total expenditures were around 1.068 trillion. Foreign Exchange reserves on March 2011
were around $165.796 billion.

4.4.4 Re-building the Economy
Italy economy was destroyed during Second World War by Germany and its allied forces.
Its reconstruction was started under US Marshal Plan. It received $1.20 billion under this
plan during 1947 and 1951, which boosted its economy. The Korea War created demand
for Italian metal and manufactured products was a further stimulated industrial production.
In addition, the creation of the European Common Market in 1957 attracted more
investment and increase exports. These favorable developments, combined with the
presence of a large and cheap labour force, laid the foundation for spectacular economic
growth till 1969-70 but after that labour unrest and 1973 oil crisis ended the prolonged
boom. It is estimated that the Italian economy recorded an average GDP growth rate of
of 5.8% per annum between 1951–63, and 5.0% per year between 1964-73.It was second
highest in the Europe and was very close to Germany. Italy owns the world's 3rd largest
gold reserve. Italy left behind United Kingdom In 1987, ranking the fifth big economy in
the world. Italy became the fourth worldwide economic power, overcoming France, with
a GDP of US$ 1.268 trillion, compared to France's GDP of US$ 1.209 trillion and Britain's
of US$ 1.087 trillion in 1991. Italy recorded GDP growth of a phenomenal 18% in 1987.
However it was proved short-lived phenomena because in the latter period its economic
growth became stagnant at 1.23% per annum as compared European averaged of 2.28
percent and both France and United Kingdom again overtaken Italy in 1990s. One of the
reasons of this slowdown is high defense expenditures. Italy is maintaining high number
of Armed forces,293,202 and its total military spending was ranked 10th in 2010 ($35.8
billion-equal to 1.7 percent of GDP. It stored 90 US nuclear bombs at its two Air bases
Ghedi and Aviano. Italy has introduced efficient health care system in 1979 and gradually
increasing health budget and in 2009 it was by 10 percent of GDP, above
the OECD countries' average of 8.9%. However, Italy ranks as having the world's 2nd best
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healthcare system, and the world's 3rd best healthcare performance. Italy had the 12th
highest worldwide life expectancy in 2010.

4.4.5 Effects of 2008 Global Crisis
The 2008 global financial crisis had exerted
was

adverse effects on Italian economy and it

shrank by 6.76 percent during 2007-2011 and its public debt was jumped to 116

percent of GDP, highest after Greece (126.8%). Its GDP growth was minus 5.1 percent
in 2009 and in subsequent two years its GDP growth was positive but was only one
percent. Its budget deficit was around 3.9 percent. Its credit-rating was downgraded and
declared Italian sovereign debt highly risky having negative outlook by both Moody and
Standard and Poor, the world Credit Rating Agencies. Budget deficit, mounting debt, high
government spending and political upheavals badly affected Italian economy during 1990s
and 2010s. Other members of European Union strongly pressurized Italy to cut its
expenditures and refused to provide funding to manage budget deficit.

4.6 Austerity Plan
The government had taken many austerity measures in 2011 to cut its spending and save
124 billion euro. But even the Italian bond yield was dropped to 6.74 percent for 10-year
bonds, reaching a 7 percent level where Italy was assumed to lose access to financial
markets. Italy has planned to reduce a budget deficit of 1.5% in 2012 and 0.1% in
2013.Italy borrowed €27.4 billion from the European Development Fund to invest in
depressed areas of its South region. The stringent labour laws and excessive state
intervention and low spending on R&D (1.1 % of GDP in 2011) and massive corruption
were the other factors of Italian weak economy. Italy economy is dependent on foreign oil
to meet its energy demand. It import more than 80 percent oil and produced electricity of
91.2 % from it. It imports 1000 MW nuclear energy from France. Due to its reliance on
expensive fossil fuels and imports, Italians pay approximately 45% more than the EU
average for electricity. Another negative point of Italian economy is the concentration of
wealth. There is wide income inequality and concentration of wealth in Italy. According to
Forbes 2007, there were 280,000 dollar millionaires in Italy. The richest Italian is Michele
Ferrero, who has a net worth of US$ 9.5 billion. In total, Italy ranks 5th in the Europe in the
number of billionaires.
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4.5. Canada
Administratively Canada has a federal structure. It has a federal government with 10 state
government, three territorial government and thousands of local governments at lower
level. At local level, its decentralization. It has comparatively small population, 33.7 million
spreading over a vast area of around 10 million square kilometers. Due to high dispersed
population Canada is forced to develop large infrastructure and transport system to ensure
smooth movement of its people of goods. Mostly people travelled in their personal cars
but movement of capital goods mostly rely on well-maintained roads, railways and
infrastructure. But the development of large highways, ports, cities and subways require
huge funds. This is the reason the changing demographic trends during 1990s coupled
with urbanization and aging population have created a long of problem for the Canadian
government. The rising health and educational expenditures have left less resources for
the development of infrastructure. Canada is located in North American continent and it is
consisting of ten provinces and three territories. After Russia, it is the second largest county
of the world by area. It extends from the Atlantic Ocean in the east to the Pacific Ocean in
the west, and northward into to Arctic Oceans. It has common border with the United States,
which is the world's longest land border.

4.5.1 Demographic structure
According to

2011 Canadian census, total population was 33.47 million and population

density was at 3.3 inhabitants per square kilometer (8.5 /sq kilometer), which is lowest in
the world. The population grew by 5.6 million, equivalent to 20.4 percent overall growth
during 1990-2010. The major reason for this increase the arrival of immigrants from
different countries. Nearly 80 percent Canadian population lives in urban areas. There are
large number of ethnic groups in Canada. As per the 2008 census, the country biggest
ethnic

groups

are:

Canadian

(32%

of

total

population),followedbyEnglish (21%), French (15.8%), Scottish (15.1%), Irish (13.9%), G
erman (10.2%), Italian (4.6%),Chinese (4.3%), FirstNations (4.0%), Ukrainian(3.9%),and
Dutch (3.3%).Almost one in five (19.8%) were foreign-born, with nearly 60 percent of new
immigrants coming from Asia. The leading sources of immigrants to Canada were China,
the Philippines, India and Pakistan. Canada has one of the highest per-capita immigration
rates in the world, driven by economic policy and family reunification, and is around
240,000 were settled in Canada as new permanent residents in 2012 as compared to
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280,636 settled in 2010. Canada accommodates large numbers of refugees and over one
in 10 of the world’s refugees is living in Canada. Like many other developed countries,
Canadian population is rapidly aging and the number of working younger population is
decreasing.

4.5.2 Economic structure
Canada is one of the most developed country of the world having membership in OECD,
NATO, UNO, G-8 and G-20. It is the 10th largest country of world from nominal and 14th in
purchasing power parity (PPP). The size of its GDP in 2011 was around $1.75 trillion while
its per capita income was about $40,457. Like other developed country, the largest sector
of the economy is services of which share in total GDP is 71.5 percent while the share of
Industry is 26.3 percent. But the share of agriculture is only 2.2 percent. Total labour force
as per 2010 data is 18.53 out of which 76 percent is engaged in services, 13 percent in
manufacturing industry, 6 percent in construction industry and only two percent was
involved in farming. The Canada has a large retail business involving about 12 percent
working population. It is specific small number of stores operating in the form of shopping
malls. The retail business is successful in Canada due to its dispersed population. The
real estate, telecommunication and financial services are the main parts of services sector.
Toronto, Montreal and Vancouver are three main business centers in Canada. The pattern
of economic development in Canada is the same as was of the other developed countries
where economies first transformed into industrialization and then gradually moved to
services sector. In 1944 the share of manufacturing industry in total GDP in 1944 was 29
percent, which was dropped to 15.6 percent in 2009. The 2008 global financial crisis badly
affected the Canadian manufacturing sector which was further squeezed by two percent
during 2010 and 2011 and stood at 13 percent. Unemployment rate was 7.2 percent and
people living below poverty line was around 10.9 percent in 2010. Gini coefficient was
32.1, showing modest income inequality but less than the United States, Italy and France
but more than Germany. Canada is the largest country from territory point of view having
a large number of natural resources particularly energy resources. It is the main exporter
of energy to the United States and its net energy products exports in 2010 were about
three percent of GDP. Technologically Canada is an advanced country because it
produces aircraft, industrial equipment, crude oil, natural gas, electricity, aluminum,
chemicals, fertilizers, wood pulp, timber and motor vehicles and its total exports in 2010
were around $393 billion. Canada’s main business partner is the United States which
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purchases about 80 percent Canadian products. Other major buyer of Canadian product
is the United Kingdom which imports about 4.1 percent of goods from Canada. Canada’s
total imports in 2010 were $401.7 billion. Canada meets 11 percent needs of imported
goods from China, 63 percent from the United States and 5.3 percent from Mexico.The
stock of foreign direct investment was $528 billion while gross external debt was $1.18
trillion in June 2011. It was the lowest among advanced countries. Total tax revenue in
2010 was $219 billion while total expenditures were $274 billion, having $55 billion budget
deficit. The pattern of production in Canada is the same as is in the United States. It follows
the same market-oriented economic structure as is built in the United States. The similarity
in the policies and economic structure of two countries is due to vicinity, similar ethnicity,
political set up and free market economic mechanism. 69 Canadian companies are
included into Forbes Global 2000 list of world largest business firms in 2008 and it stood
5th in ranking. Canada exports about 30 percent of its products as per 2010 data. It
possesses huge natural resources and have ranking in the world in production of vital
minerals like gold, nickel, uranium, diamonds, lead, oil and gas, Its proven oil reserves are
second to Saudi Arabia, besides producing a large quantity of agricultural products. It has
free trade agreement with the United State under which the two countries removed tariff
barriers. It has signed free trade pact with Mexico in 1994. Canada meets 16 percent of
US oil and 14 percent of its natural Gas consumption. In this way, US is dependent on
Canada in energy field. Both the United States and Canada are major investors in each
other countries. Canada’s investment in the United States in 2010 was around $300 billion
while the U.S. investment in Canada was amounted to $325 billion. The U.S. investment
in Canada is around 60 percent of total foreign direct investment while Canada’s share in
total U.S.FDI”s stock was 10 percent in 2010.

4.5.3 Effects of 2008 financial crisis
Canada was also effected by 200d global financial crisis causing rise in unemployment
rate to around 8.7 percent. In some Canadian states, unemployment rate was around 16
percent in 2009. About 162,000 full time Canadian workers lost jobs during 2009-2010.
Total permanent job loss was 224,000. Canadian public debt was jumped to $556.7 billion
in 2011 from $463 billion in 2009. Canadian net foreign debt grew to $194 billion from $41
billion in the same period. Recession swept the whole economy.
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4.5.4 Aging Infrastructure
As mentioned earlier that Canada is the largest country of the world with difficult terrain
and harsh climate. Its population is diversified living in different regions. In order to connect
these demographic regions the Canada have to develop and maintain its infrastructure.
The Federal and Provincial Government made heavy investment in infrastructure projects
during 1960s and 1970s decade .At that time Canada had ample resources due to low
debt, surplus budge and availability of cheap funding from Pension Funds. But slow
economic growth during 1980s and 1990s tightened the economic position of Canada and
it could not allocate required funds for development and maintenance of infrastructure.
Lack of maintenance causes deterioration of highways, ports, airports, hospitals and water
reservoirs. It is estimated that Canada need 50 to 125 billion Canadian dollars for repairing
existing infrastructure projects at Federal and Provincial level and while Municipalities
need 123 billion Canadian dollars. The private funds and investment companies and even
general investors are reluctant to investment in infrastructure projects due to low return,
high risks and their long-term nature.

4.6. France
France is highly developed country of the Europe and second largest country after
Germany. It ranks fifth as the largest economy of the world in terms of GDP and 9 th in
terms of purchasing power parity. The size of its nominal GDP in 2011 was $2.80 trillion
and its nominal per capita income was $45,540. The major sector of economy is services
of which share in total GDP is 79 percent The share of industry is 19 percent while
agriculture share in total GDP is 2.1 percent as per 2011 IMF data. France’s Human
Development Index in 2010 was 0.87, indicating that French Government is giving more
attention to the development of human resources. Tourism is one of the main sources of
France’s revenue because thousands of foreign tourists visit France every year. In 2007
about 81.9 million foreign tourists visited France. These number show how much tourists
have interest in French tourist sites. Paris has great attraction for foreign tourists because
of having beautiful beaches, seaside resorts, and sky resorts. The landscape of rural
France presents peace- tranquility and high living standard. Main industries include:
machinery, chemicals, automobiles, metallurgy, aircraft, electronics, textiles, food
processing and tourism. Total labour force in 2010 was 28.21 million out which 71.8
percent was engaged in service sector, 24.3 percent in industry and 3.8 percent in
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agriculture sector. The unemployment rate in April 2012 was 10.2 percent. In 2010 French
total exports were $508.7 billion which are consisted of machinery, transport equipment,
aircraft, plastic, chemicals, pharmaceuticals, iron and steel, beverages and electronics.
The main export partners are: Germany 15.88 percent, Italy 8.16 percent, Spain 7.8
percent, Belgium 7.44 percent, Britain 7.04 percent, United States 5.65 percent and
Netherlands 3.99 percent. According to 2010 statistics, total imports were $577.7 billion
and they include machinery and equipment, vehicles crude oil, aircraft, plastics and
chemicals and its imports partners are: Germany 19.41 percent, Belgium 11.61 percent,
Italy 7.97 percent, Netherlands 7.15 percent, Spain 6.68 percent, United Kingdom 4.9
percent, United States 4.72 percent, China 4.44 percent. France is the second-largest
trading nation in Europe (after Germany). Its foreign trade balance for goods had been in
surplus from 1992 until 2001, reaching $25.4 billion. However, the French balance of
trade was hit by the economic downturn, and went into the red in 2002, reaching a
US$15bn deficit in 2003. Total trade for 1998 amounted to $730 billion, or 50% of GDP—
imports plus exports of goods and services. Trade with European Union countries
accounts for 60% of French trade.Total foreign direct investment in 2010 was $1.207
trillion while total external debt was $4.69 trillion. The percentage of debt to GDP ratio in
2010 was more than 86 percent. Total tax collection was $1.241 trillion while total public
expenditures were amounted to be $.145 trillion Government spending is 53 percent of
GDP which is highest in the G-8 countries. Government intervention in the economy is
high and it regulates the wages. Government has high stake in the corporate sector. It is
not a free market economy like the United States and United Kingdom. The arms industry
is the biggest it builds warships, guns, nuclear weapons and equipment. French defense
expenditure in 2010 were more than 39 billion euro. France is not only big arms producer
but it also the fourth largest arms exporter in the world. French arms exports mainly go to
the United Arab Emirates, Brazil, Greece, India, Pakistan, Taiwan, Singapore and many
others countries.

4.6.1 Energy Resources and Consumption
France is the leading producer of nuclear energy in the world and it produces 78 percent
of electricity from this source. It focused on the development of nuclear energy since 1973
when Oil embargo was imposed on West by the Arab countries. In 1973 production of
electricity through nuclear sources was only 8 percent. Reprocessing facilities for recycling
of used uranium which are stored there. Due to this reason, France has very low
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environmental pollution among G-7 countries. France also uses another sources of
energy. The percentage of energy from other sources is: Hydroelectric power 11.1 percent,
Nuclear 78.1 percent. Fossil fuel power 9.5 percent, coal 3.9 percent and natural gas 1.1
percent.

4. 6.2 Wealth and income inequality
French is a wealthy society having total wealth of $14 trillion. More than 25 percent of
European wealthy people live in France of which total population is 65 million. France
ranks 4th wealthiest country of the world in terms of household wealth. In 2007 every
French young had $300,000 wealth which was reduced to $290,000 due to 2008 global
financial crisis. Every household possesses $1000 assets. France external debt is very
low as compared to other advanced countries. Personal debt of French household is very
low to 10 percent of their assets. About 2.6 million millionaires live in France (Credit
Suisse's Global Wealth Report, 2010). In the beginning of 21st century, the wealth per adult
was increased substantially and the value of French assets was increased three times
during 2000 and 2007. This increase was taken place due to appreciation of Euro against
US dollar. The rising prices of property has increased the value of households’ assets.
One of the main problem of French society is income inequality. The people having less
or low assets are poor as compared to those who have large assets and accumulating
large wealth.

4.7. United Kingdom
The United Kingdom ruled the whole world for about two centuries and it was the sole
world power in 19th century. About seventy five percent of the world including the United
States was under its dominance. But two World Wars weakened its economic and military
strength and its empire was dissolved after Second World War. Germany and the United
States were the countries which significantly reduced British Empire and turned into a
medium size economy. Although it is still ranked among developed countries but its
political and economic influence in the world affairs is nominal. UK capital, London, is still
the hub of world finance and banking. The United Kingdom has third largest stock of
foreign direct investment as per 2010 IMF data. United Kingdom is the 7th nominal and 8th
PPP world largest economy of which GDP and per capita GDP in 2011 were $2.48 trillion
and $39,604, respectively. The composition of GDP was agriculture 0.7 percent, industry
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was 21.6 percent and services 77.7 percent. Total labour force in 2010 was 31.45 million
of which 1.4 percent was engaged in agriculture, 8 percent in industry and 90.6 percent in
services sector. Population below poverty line was 14 percent in 206 and unemployment
rate in April, 2012 was 8.2 percent. Gini coefficient was 0.36. Total exports were £428.6
while total imports were £477.9 billion in 2010. The exports consisted of manufacturing
goods, fuels, chemicals, food stuff, beverages, tobacco, cloths, cars, weapons, steel,
computer programming, finance, banking, electronic appliances, pharmaceutical products
and machinery. The exports-partners are United States 14.3 percent, Germany 10.5
percent, and Netherlands 8.0 percent, France 7.2 percent, Ireland 6.0 percent, Italy, 3.3
percent, Spain 3.7 percent, China 3.2 percent. Main imports goods were: manufacturing
goods, machinery, fuels, foods products and major partners are Germany 12.5 percent,
China 8.4 percent, United States 7.6 percent, Netherland 7.3 percent, France 6.0 percent,
Norway 5.7 percent, Luxembourg 5 percent, Italy 3.9 percent, and Ireland 3.4 percent. FDI
stock in 2010 was $1.16 trillion while gross external debt was $8.98 trillion. Public debt in
2011 was £977.1 billion 62.8% of GDP. Total tax revenues in 2012 was £592 billion and
total expenses were £682 billion. Foreign exchange reserves were $55.72 billion and gold
reserves were 310.3 tons. UK is the 17th large gold reserve holder in the world.

4.7.1 Economic Structure
4.7.1.1 Automotive Sector
Many world leading automotive companies have established their manufacturing plants in
the UK due to competitive environment and better business and export potential. About
75 percent automotive parts manufacturing companies of Europe also located their
business activities in the UK. The automotive industry has employed over 850,000
workers. Around 8 percent of automotive global industry is operating in the UK and its net
worth is 40 billion British pound as per 2012 data. The share of this industry is 3 percent
while its share into total UK exports is 9 percent. Even then the closure of Ford plant in
UK in 2002 this sector maintained its healthy growth. The UK government has chalked out
a new strategy for “Powering Future Vehicles” by introducing new technology and make them
fuel efficient. Under this strategy the government plan by 2013 the new cars to be sold in the
Britain will consume low carbon and more than 600 buses will also be produced every year
which run with low carbon fuel. For this purpose the government has sought the cooperation
of automotive manufacturers, oil companies and consumer to promote to join hand in the
production of green cars and buses.
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4.7.1.2 Biotechnology Industry
The future area of investment is biotechnology due to innovations in cloning and
bioengineering. UK’s scientists have so far won 20 Noble Prize for carrying out research
and inventions in basic science. Now biotech companies have chosen Britain as their base
of operation due to availability of infrastructure and relevant human capital. In 2013 300
biotech companies and more than 460 related companies engaged in such activities are
based in the United Kingdom which has been promoting partnerships between biotech
industry and financial sector. The attractive for companies involved in bio-tech research is
that the United Kingdom is very close to European market, besides having favorable legal
environment. This industry is developing more products by employing about 310,000
scientists and other workers having skill in this field. Twenty percent of all University
graduates having degrees in basic sciences are working in this industry.

4.7.1.3 Electronic & ICT industry
United Kingdom is ranked sixth among 55 countries having capability to absorb and use
information and IT and more than 30,000 software companies are working in software
industry. Oracle and Microsoft are among them. It is the fast growing industry in UK that
has provided employment opportunities to 0.6 million computer engineers and technicians.
UK Universities have devised curriculum to meet the growing demand of IT industry. The
UK government has committed to make the country as knowledge-based and seek
support Intel, Cisco and Charles Schwab to invest in UK. Microsoft Chief Executive, Bill
Gate, once said that Britain is the best location to do business electronically. There are
250 companies having licensing in national and international telecommunications are
operating in the United Kingdom. Telecommunication is the leading sector with leading
edge technology. The latest mobile communication technologies using 3-G networks have
made possible the watching of TV programs in fast moving trains and video conferencing
in
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UK electronic industry is the fifth largest industry of the world employing more than 400,000
workforce. Major companies operating in UK are Ericsson, Fujitsu, Sony and Toshiba,
Samsung, Compaq, Sharp, etc. The conducive environment provide level playing field for
these companies. The UK attracted semiconductor design companies from the whole world to
reap benefits of collaborative research and development projects.
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4.7.1.4 Aerospace Industry
The aerospace is the third largest industry in the world, employing more than 115,000
directly and 280,000 indirectly with annual turnover of 20 billion British pounds. These
companies include BAE system, Rolls-Royce, EADS and Airbus subsidiary. This industry
produces high passengers and fighter aircrafts and other defense equipment. UK has
highly capital and R&D intensive industry as both industry and business firms invested
total 28 billion British pound. British government right from e the beginning follow the policy
of promoting research and development so that the economy can meet market challenges.
In the field of technology and scientific research other European countries are UK main
competitors. Mostly all European countries are scientifically and technologically developed
and as such they pose serious threat to each other. The British are aware of this
phenomenon. They mainly focus on basic research.

4.7.1.5 Energy Resources and Consumption
United Kingdom possesses 3.1 billion barrels of proven crude oil reserves and no other
European country have such reserves. It is 13th largest natural gas producer in the world.
It possesses 171 million of coal reserves. It meets 38 percent needs from oil, 26 percent
from gas, 13 percent from coal and 11 percent from nuclear energy. It consumed 1.7
million oil barrel per day and 60.3 million tons of coal. On the basis of current coal
consumption it can be estimated that coal reserves will last with next 200 to 300 years.
Before 2004 the UK was meeting its oil demand from its ingenious source but after this
period it has been importing oil to meet growing demand. Similarly, now it is net importer
of natural gas since 2005. World renowned energy companies like British Petroleum,
Royal Dutch Shell and BG Group are operating in the United Kingdom.

4.7.1.6 Wealth and income distribution
United Kingdom is a country where income inequality is less skewed as compared to other
advanced countries because everyone earns more than four pound a day. The
government has taken proper steps to ensure income redistribution and reducing income
inequality. The Gini coefficient is 0.36. In 2009 the nominal income of top and bottom fifth
of households was 73,800 and 5000 pounds respectively. There were 619,000 millionaires
in 2011. The study of income growth during 2004 and 2008 shows that the income of lower
25 percent increased from 10,300 pound to 11,800 pound and income of top one percent
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was jumped from 117,000 to 117,000. It reveals that the income rich class was increased
than the income of lower class. Top one percent owns 21 percent of total wealth while top
5 percent holds 45 percent of wealth in UK. Top 50 percent quintile holds 93 percent of
assets and bottom 50 percent quintile holds only 7 percent of wealth.

4.7.1.7 Aging infrastructure
The infrastructure of the United Kingdom is aging and needs to be repaired on periodical
basis. But financial constraints prevent the UK government to rebalance its infrastructure.
Previously the United Kingdom sufficiently allocated funds s and generated funds through
private-public sector partnership but after 1980s market trends have been changed and
now the private investors are reluctant to invest the infrastructure projects that involves
high risk and low return. According to The World Economic Forum the United Kingdom
ranked fifth in 2005 in infrastructure development but now its ranking fell to 33th and 12th
for overall competitiveness. It is a fact that most of infrastructure projects have short life
because they were used excessively. Now UK infrastructure has become obsolete
because most of British infrastructure was built in 19th century when it was ruling the whole
world and accumulating wealth and resources. For instance, the average age of is 63
years old and London’s water mains are 100 years old and some of its parts are 150 years.

4.8

A collective glance at G-7 Economies

After analyzing the individual profile of G-7 countries, now we intend to make a brief look
at their overall economies in order to know the economic strength and weakness of these
countries.
The G-7 countries are the wealthy nations of the world. Their aggregate size of GDP is
US$ 28,991 billion while their per capita income is the highest on average US$40,024.
Their total population is 741.5 million. They are the most industrialized and most advanced
countries and they are regarded as innovations-driven economies. The size of their GDP
on the basis of purchasing power parity (PPP) is 40 percent of total world. Their manpower
is skilled and their human capital is valuable due to high quality of know-how and
experience. They possess advanced technology and the survival of these economies is
depended upon new inventions and innovations. They have vast industrial structure and
produce goods and services on massive scale. They have a large network of multi-national
corporations operating all over the world and generating billions of dollars income every
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year. However, since 2000 these advance economies of G-7 countries have been facing
multi-dimensional problem such as low productivity, high unemployment, budget and trade
deficits, high volume of debt and debt services, shrinking trade and credit crisis. Their
Aggregate debt-to-GDP ratio is 102.32 which is an alarming level. Similarly, their combined
savings rate is 16.74 percent, which is very low as compared to the E-7 countries. Another
worrying problem of G-7 countries is that their population is rapidly aging and due to this
factor total factor productivity (TFP) and volume spending in the shape of pension, social
security and Medicare are increasing year after year. The poverty level in the United States
has grown to 17% while it is reported to have around 24 percent in the black population.
The women and children are more suffering from the level of poverty. The growing level
of unemployment and poverty rate has made the lives of low-income persons miserable
and they are struggling hard to maintain their living standard. Table 4.1 on next page
shows unemployment rate in G-7 countries during 1970-2012.

Table 4.1

Unemployment Rate in G-7 countries (%)
1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

2012

United States

4.9

7.1

5.6

4

9.6

8.1

United Kingdom

NA

6.8

7.1

5.5

7.9

8

Canada

5.7

7.3

7.7

6.1

7.1

6.3

Germany

0.5

2.8

5

7.8

7.1

5.5

France

2.5

5.6

8

8.6

9.4

10

Italy

3.2

4.4

7

10.1

8.5

10.8

Japan

1.2

2

2

4.4

4.7

3.9

Source US Bureau of Labour Statistics ,July 07,2013
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The policies being followed by the leadership of European Union and the United States to
cut expenditures to reduce budget deficit are creating multi-dimensional problems in these
societies. The key indicators of G-7 countries are given in the following table 4.2

Table 4.2

KEY INDICATORS OF G-7 COUNTRIES-2010

______________________________________________________________________
INDICATORS

USA

UK

Japan

Germany

Italy

France

Canada

Total

______________________________________________________________________
Population

314.7

61.6

1,272

82.2

59.9

62.3

33.6

741.5

(Millions)
GDP

14,256.3 2,183.6 5,068.1

3,352.7

2,118.3

2,675.9

1,336.4

28,991

(US$ billion).
GDP Per Capita 46,381

35,334

39,731

40,875

35,435

42,747

39,669

40,024

3.1

6

4.03

2.51

3.03

1.85

40.98

(US$)

GDP (PPP)

20.46

as share (%) of World total.
Debt-to-GDP Ratio 82.20

68.20

217.6

72.5

115.80

77.40

81.60

102.32

Saving % of GDP

12.60

23.10

22.10

15.70

16.70

18.50

16.74

99.6

100

98.60

98.20

96.

1,118

187

144

8.50

Primary Education 92.00

98.40

99.50

97.96

58

2,075

Enrollment.

Foreign Exchange 129

143

Reserves (US$ billion)
______________________________________________________________________
Source: The author made these calculations on the basis of data taken from Global
Competitive Report, 2010-2011.
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Chapter 5

THE IMPACT OF 2008 FINANCIAL CRISIS ON G-7
ECONOMIES

5. I. Crisis effects at Macro Level
The Financial crisis was originated from the United States in 2007 when Sub-Prime
mortgage loans default and spilled over all over the world particularly in European Union
in 2008. More than 100 leading financial institutions such as Lehman Brothers,
Washington Mutual, American Insurance Group, Goldman Sachs of the United States and
Northern Rock of the United Kingdom were collapsed. The US Government announced
$750 billion rescue package and harsh laws for US Stock Market and financial institutions
were announced. Similarly, the European Union also announced 750 billion Ruro package
to save European currency. Many European countries like Italy, Spain, announced
austerity measures including wage cuts, price freeze, etc, to reduce their budget deficit.
Almost all central banks of the world injected huge liquidity in the capital market to save
their financial system from total collapse. In short, both monetary and fiscal policies played
an active role to save world economy from falling into another Great Depression like
1930s. This crisis has labeled as “Great Recession” by many leading economists like
Krugman(2009b), Almunia et al (2009), Aliginger (2009a), and Romer (2009), The impact
of this crisis on G-7 economies can be assessed from the following tables:Table 5.1 Impact of 2008 crisis on different sectors of G-7 Economies= 2008-2009 (%)
______________________________________________________________________________
Sectors of Economy

Percent

______________________________________________________________________________
GDP

-4.4%

Manufacturing

-20.2%

Exports

-16..8%

Stock Market

-44.9%.

Unemployment Rate

9.2%

Inflation Rate

1.0%
Source: IMF Economic Outlook, 2009

The unemployment was increased to 9 percent while exports were dropped around 20
percent, Stock Market prices were decreased about 45 percent. The fall of manufacturing
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output and exports created unemployment while the drop of stock market reduced the
value of the assets of investors. This created a lot of unrest and reaction among different
sections of society.

5.2 Crisis effects at Micro Level
5.2.1 US Households’ Net Assets worth decline
The subprime mortgage loan crisis emerged in 2007 was badly affected U.S. economy
and its people. As Americans mostly invest their savings in real estate or in stock market
the bearish spell prevailing in these markets brought negative impact on their wealth and
assets. US Federal Reserve survey shows the average net value of U.S. citizens was
decreased from $126,300 to $77,400 from 2007 to 2010. About 75 percent decline was
occurred due to decrease in home prices that have not halt since the bursting of housing
bubble in 2007. The severity of the problem can be judged from the fact that the house
whose market price was $250,000 2007 was dropped to $175,000 in 2010. On average
the net worth of U.S. families was dropped about 40 percent in the aforesaid three years
period. According to an estimate about 16 years savings of the majority of U.S. households
was destroyed by this crisis. In addition to this, average wages were also decreased,
affecting the income of working class. During 2010 average income of workers was
decreased $3000. In contrast, the income and wealth rich people are increasing and rich
are becoming richer. The Fed survey disclosed that net worth of top 10 percent rich class
was actually increased during 2007-2010 and their net worth was increased from $.18
million to $1.20 million. The Statistics of U.S Census Bureau show the fall in the value of
share and home prices had a combine effect of 35 percent decrease in the wealth of U.S.
households. The median family income, which was $126,000 in 2007 was dropped to
&77,400 in 2010. (Reuters, August 23,2012). The decline in the income of the people
threw them into the poverty tram and more than 46 million approached U.S. government
for obtaining food stamps costing treasury $75.7 billion during 2011. Half of those who are
availing food stamps program were small children whose parents have no money to feed
them properly (Bloomberg, Sept 23, 2011).

5.2.2 Unrest in the Middle Class
The falling income and net worth of assets caused unrest and discontentment among the
common people not only the United States but also in Europe. People in large groups
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staged protest campaign throughout western hemisphere. They marched the roads,
arranged gathering in front of White House and other government buildings and
demanded the end of capitalism and replacement it by an economic system that ensured
equitable distribution of income. They held capitalistic system responsible for income
inequality and growing poverty. Many activists group were formed both in the Europe and
the United States. On October 03,2012 the members of distressed class from different
parts of the United States arranged a protest gathering in Washington under the title of
“Take back dream conference”. They thought that the dream of prosperity promised with
them by U.S. past leadership had shattered because common people had got nothing in
return to their struggle of the development of the country. They contended that the people’s
united campaign might save that dream. They argued that the economy of the United
States has failed due to high corruption of politicians and now is the time that people
should lead and the political leaders should follow. This is the only solution to save the
U.S. society from disintegration. The activists further argued that after World War Second
they were promised good job, reasonable wages, cheap food and housing, retirement
benefits and secure living and working environment. But the economic policies followed
badly hurt the lives of women, immigrants and minorities. The discrimination in jobs, wages
and social gathering were common practice. The U.S. leadership did nothing to end the
miseries of common people as did by European leaders. The working class has fallen in
the spell of miseries and there is no hope for improving the situation. The U.S. economy
is only working for the rich and using labour to improve their wealth and profits. About 25
million U.S. workers are looking full-time jobs. Wages are persistently declining. One in
every six U.S. person is in the state of poverty. The wages and allowances of business
executives are constantly growing against the workers having no university degree whose
wages are decreasing and job market is squeezing for them. Business firms have stopped
creating new jobs. Instead they are shifting their business abroad to create jobs for the
foreigners. Half of U.S. workers are not likely to receive retirement benefits, pensions.
Health care and social security budget is being reduced that is causing high cost of
medication and treatment. The amount of students loans have exceeded master cad loan.
Most of the students could not pay loans and as such they are not only defaulting but also
abandoning higher education, which has become very much costly. In such a situation,
one can perceives that U.S. economy is not doing anything positive for common
Americans. It is only serving the financial interest of high class. The politicians have
corrupted economic system and monopoly of big corporations have threatened the
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economic betterment of common U.S. citizens. The large corporations supply funds for
the election of politicians of both parties. The activists asserted that their dream is
eliminate existing political and economic system and have dreamed to build an economy
which will work for the prosperity of common people. The situation demands for the
sacrifice of common people to become future heroes by eliminating existing fictitious
leaders who are working only to secure their own interest. They warned if common people
were not united against vested interest the history would not forgive them.
The existing political, social and economic scenario presents a bleak picture which shows
the U.S. government and U.S. people apart. The demand of the people are an equitable
economic system, clean environment, ending wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, build domestic
economy rather than own and others economies, increasing investment within the country
and formulating a new socio-economic uplift strategy. Introducing progressive taxation,
ensure social security and health care for all. The dominance of Wall Street brokers should
be stopped and the system serving the interest of US majority should be enforced.
Presently the U.S. citizens are disappointed and are not expecting any change without
active struggle. Most of the people have left political parties because Wall Street barons
and corporate tycoons have taken White House into their grip. This has made the future
of common Americans bleak and miserable.
These are the sentiments of the activists who have launched country-wide peaceful
campaign to create awareness among general public and the bleak economic situation of
the country. In parallel, active protests were also seen in different U.S. cities.

5.2.3 Violent Protests in the United States
On November 16, 2011 hundreds of angry U.S. citizens were united at a New York Park
named Succoth that is adjacent to the Wall Street. They forcefully occupied the Park
claiming they had no house to live, no money to survive and no job to work. They are
actually protestors who were getting registered their formal protests by capturing public
park. Their protest was specifically against the growing of inequality and concentration of
wealth and dominance of Wall Street barons on national economy and politics. The New
York Administration instructed these protestors to vacate the Park because it was creating
security problem for those who are working in the New York Stock Exchange building. But
the protestors refused to vacate the park. Police conducted batons charge against the
protestors asking them either to leave or face the arrest. At refusal, hundreds of protestors
were arrested by New York police. New York Police Chief, Ramond Kelly, told that around
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143 protestors were arrested within the part while 55 were arrested outside it. He told that
most of the arrests were made under the law of trespassing and creating law and order
problem. Only those protestors were arrested who offered voluntary arrests. This protest
was late spilled over other US cities like Oakland, Chicago, etc. The arrested protestors
demand the end of people’s exploitation.

5.2.4 Protest in Canada
The protest campaign in the United States also spilled over to other countries particularly
in Canada, which is adjacent to the United States. In Toronto city, thousands of people
were united at City Park and protested against growing income inequality, decreasing
wages and regressive taxation. They demanded that discriminatory policies should be
abandoned and pro-poor policies should adopt to eradicate poverty and income inequality.
The protestors captured the park and stationed there for about 32 days when the local
police took action against them and evacuated them. The local Administration was failed
to persuade the protestors to disperse peacefully otherwise strict action would be taken
against them.

5.2.5 Protest in Spain
The protest in Spain was launched on large scale. The protestors marched on the roads,
blocked traffic and shouted against the economic distortions and manipulation of common
people. This protest was become a permanent feature and on every Friday protest was
staged in the central area of Madrid and thousands of people participated in the protest
rally. This rally was organized to record protest against cut in wages, increase in tax rates
and reducing education and health care budget. On July 20,2012 a violent scuffle was
taken place between police and protestors, who pelted bottles and stones on the police,
which in return, used plastic bullets. Police blocked the roads through containers and
created barriers in the way of protestors. Riot police used baton charge against them when
the protestors put some vehicle on fire and tried to damage property. The protestors were
trying to reach the parliament house which was fully surrounded by security agencies. The
police violent action spread the protestors in the street of Madrid where thousands of
tourists were seeing the battle between police and protestors. At least 10 people were
seriously injured during police baton charge. The protest had become a daily routine after
the announcement of Prime Minister to take austerity measures to save 65 billion euros
($80 billion) to reduce the level of budget deficit. He also announced to cut Christmas
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bonus and also seven percent reduction in annual pay. This enraged the workers
throughout Spain and they came out on the road to protest against this plan (Bloomberg
Oct.14,2012).

5.2.6 Protest in Italy
The Italy is facing serious debt problem, high public expenditures, high debt services and
low revenue collection. Italian Premier, Mario Monti, on November 4,2011 declared radical
steps to cut public spending, increase tax rates, increasing retirement age limit, fight
against tax evasion, and to accelerate economic growth. It sent a wave of unrest among
all sections of Italian society and people at large staged a protest. The budget of local
governments was also slashed which substantially effect social uplifting plan. These
measures were thought imperative to save the country from possible default. As per plan,
the age limit for retirement was increased from 60 to 65 years for wom and 62 to 66 years
for men. The yardstick for award of pension was changed and now only those, who
contribute for a number of years will get pension not on the basis of the amount of salary
at the time of retirement. According to Italian Premier, the huge debt of Italy is the fault of
Italians who spend their lives beyond their means and European countries has nothing to
do with it. In past Italians did not care for coming generations and spent more on their
personal well-being, he added.
The fiscal measures announced by Italian Prime Minister were against the interest of
general public and particularly workers who are working in private and government sector.
Thousands of workers and students as well as union members came on the roads on
Rome and violently protested against government plan. Riots were erupted between
police and protestors which hundreds of police personnel and protestors were injured.
Similarly, police arrested hundreds of people involved in planned protest. The protest
campaign was continued throughout 2012 because the unemployment rate in the use was
around 39 percent due to long economic recession since 1970-.(New York Times,
April,2013).

5.2.7 Growing crimes in the United States
The heinous crime rates are rapidly rising in the society of the United States particularly
after 2007 financial crisis. In past, the New York City was the center of robbery, snatching
and killing but now the crimes have spilled over the whole country. Now the nature of
crimes have been changed and the common people killing other people for money sake,
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they are killing innocent children, school-going youngers and killing the people in
gatherings, celebrities, hospital and military mess and compounds. These killers kill
themselves after committing crimes. The U.S. police and Justice Department could not
detect the causes of these growing serious crimes. But the apparent reasons are
economic hardships and miseries created after subprime mortgage loans crisis. Now
mass killing, robberies and rapes have become daily incidence on account of rising
poverty in the lower segment of society. The United States has on average high rate of
violent crime specifically killing through guns and homicide. According to U.S. police, at
least 5 murders among the population of 100,000 were occurred during 2009. These
numbers increased to 10 in 2010 and 14 in 2011. The criminals used their personal guns
during the murder crime and as such gun ownership has become a hot issue in the U.S.
politics. Documented incarceration rate in the United States is also increased and in the
first quarter of 2009 more than 2.4 million people were incarcerated and more than one
was among each 100 adults. This rate is eight times more than 1980s while the same
rates were increased three times in other OECD’s member’s countries. The number of
people in the United States is the highest as compared to other developed countries. The
criminals used rifles in 358 murders cases whereas handguns were used in 6010 cases,
causing the death of 2012 deaths. High profile personalities in past were killed by rifles.
The incidences of mass killing were occurred at Virginia Tech shootings, Binghamton
massacre, Fort Hood massacre, Oikos University shooting and Tucson shooting during
2011. The similar incidences of mass killing were also happed at Aurora Theater and
Columbine High School in which dozens of people and small children were killed. Crime
rates particularly among U.S. population of having African origins are increasing with fast
speed. Their strength in the prison is seven times the while and three times the Hispanic
males’ rate. The high rate of incarceration in the United States is due to punishment and
drug policies. Capital sentence has been eliminated in about all European countries but it
is enforced in 34 states of the United States. The criminal were executed in military and in
some federal or state crimes. As many as 1010 executions were taken place during 2011,
which were highest in the world after Yemen, China, North Korea and Iran. This discussion
unveil the unrest prevailing in the developed societies about which the people of
developing countries have conviction that these societies are peaceful and following high
moral values and enjoying high living standards with equitable distribution of income and
job opportunities. But these societies are heading towards social disintegration due to high
income inequality, rising gap between rich and poor, government and the people.
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5.2.8 Abandoning US citizenship
Dylan Griffiths in his article published in the New York Time on August 9, 2013 titled
“Americans Giving up Passports jump six fold as tougher Rules looms”, pointed out the
state of affairs among the Americans living and earning abroad. He disclosed that a law
named “Facta” was legislated in 2010 which authorizes the banks to withheld 30 percent
of the money of those depositors who are tax defaulters and are reluctant to disclose their
fair income and assets to tax authorities. The execution of this law was started in 2013.
The underlying objective of this law is to increase tax revenue and to cut budget deficit.
The United States has distinction among OECD’s member countries by introducing this
harsh law. However, this initiative has sent a wave of unrest and discontentment among
the Americans working or doing business abroad. In order to save from severe penalties
and legal implications the Americans living in different countries are abandoning their U.S.
citizenship. More than 1212 Americans quit U.S. citizenship in the second half of 2013 and
surrendered their passport to US embassies situated in the respective countries where
these Americans were living. These numbers are seven times high as compared to 2012.
So far more than 2000 Americans have quit U.S. citizenship since 2010. This rate is likely
to increase after 2013. The abandoning U.S. citizenship is a matter of concern and
indicates that the Americans are not happy with the current situation of the United States.
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Chapter 6

ECONOMIC POTENTIAL OF E-7 COUNTRIES

We have included seven emerging economies such as China, India, Brazil, Russian
Federation, Indonesia, Turkey and Pakistan as a sample of our emerging economies. In
this section we will study the main characteristics of the economies of these countries in
order assess their economic potential. We start our study with China which is the leader
of all emerging economies due to its vertical economic growth since last three decades.

6.1. People Republic of China.
Morrison (2013) argues that China’s economic growth during last 30 years is not less than
a miracle and it is unprecedented in the modern history. During 2000-2012 the GDP of
China was increased on average at the rate of 10 percent per annum and around 500
million people have been come out of poverty trap during this period. China has become
a major global economic power. China today is the world’s largest merchandise exporter,
major manufacturer and foreign exchange holder. China has become number two
economy of the world, leaving behind all advanced European countries. Some economists
predict that China might surpass the United States by 2020. However, it is a reality that
China is still less developed as compared to the United States of which per capita income
is five times more than China.

6.1.2 Size and potential of Chinese Economy
China’s estimated nominal Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in June 2012 was

around

US$7.74 trillion while on the basis of purchasing power parity (PPP) it was around
US$12.46 trillion. Its nominal per capital GDP was US$ 5,184 while on PPP basis it was
US$ 8,394. Its GDP growth in 2011 was 9.5 percent. The composition of Chinese GDP
was estimated in 2010 was 46.8% industry, 43.6% services and 9.6% agriculture. During
2000-2010 Chines industrial sector expanded more rapidly than the services and
agriculture sector. Agriculture sector was squeezed because of surplus labour exit from
this sector to industrial sector. However, the output of agriculture sector and crops yield
was increased due to better farm management. According to 2010 estimate, total Chinese
labour force in 2010 was 780 million out of which 39.5% was working in agriculture sector,
27.2% in industry and 33.2% was engaged in services sector. About 15 million new
entrants are enter in the Chinese labour market every year for jobs.It is great challenges
for the Chinese policy-makers to create required number of jobs. Gross monthly salary
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was US$457 and average years of schooling was 8.16 years (Barro and Lee-2012).
Chinese main industries iron, mining, steel, ore processing, aluminum and other metals,
coal, machine building, armaments, textiles and apparel, petroleum, cement, chemicals,
fertilizers, transportation equipment, automobiles, rail cars and locomotives, ships,
aircraft, telecommunications equipment, commercial space launch vehicles, satellites, etc.
In 2009 around 8% of the total manufacturing output in the world came from China itself
and China ranked third worldwide in industrial output that year (first was European Union
and second U.S.A.). Research by IHS Global Insight states that in 2010 China had
contributed to 19.8% of world's manufacturing output and became the largest
manufacturer in the world after the US had held that position for about 110 years.
In 2011, Chinese total exports were US$ 1.897 trillion which was consisted of electrical,
iron and steel, medical equipment, data processing equipment, textiles and apparels, etc.
Its major exporting partners are: US 20.03%, Hong Kong 12.03%, Japan 8.32%, South
Korea 4.55 percent, Germany 4.27%. China is the second big importers of the world and
its total imports during 2011 were US$ 1.664 trillion. Its major imports comprised electrical
and other machinery, oil and fuels, optical and medical equipment, metal ores, plastics
and organic chemicals. China imports 12.27 % goods from Japan, 10.06 % from Hong
Kong, 9.04 percent from South Korea, 7.66% from USA, 6.84 percent from Taiwan and
5.54 percent from Germany. FDI stock in China in 2010 was $100 billion while its gross
external debt was $406.6 billion. Its public debt in 2011 was 43.5% of GDP. The collection
of revenue through taxes was estimated to $1.149 trillion while total estimated
expenditures were $1.27 trillion in 2010. Its foreign exchange reserves in 2011 were
US$3.20 trillion, which was highest in the world. The public sector still accounts for about
30% of GDP. The Chinese government is focusing on the improving efficiency of public
sector companies. How China has made these miraculous achievements? They are the
result of the policies and economic reforms introduced by the Chinese leadership to
accelerate economic growth and transform their planned economy to semi-market
economy. Chinese economy cannot be termed as a free capitalist economy but it can be
regarded as the new experience of “state capitalism.”

6.1.3. China’s Growth policies and their impacts
6.1.3.1 Pre-reforms Economic Policies (1950-1979)
Soon after getting independence, China immediately eradicated feudal system and under
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land reforms re-distributed agriculture land among the farmers. In 1958, Chinese
Communist Party leader, Mao Zedong, introduced “Great Leap Forward” policy under
which agro-based scattered economy was re-organized and “communes system” was
enforced. Under this system men and women were given specific tasks. Individual family
system was dismantled and the farmers were directed to opt new system of community
kitchens, mess halls and nurseries. Wage rates were fixed as per need and ability of every
person. The focus of Mao’s industrial policy was to promote steel industry so that China
could come at par with western countries. But this policy was not proved successful
because the production of agriculture products particularly grains was substantially
declined and a severe famine was occurred in 1060. Similarly, Mao’s other initiative was
to bring Cultural Revolution by eliminating four old traditions such as old thoughts, old
culture, old customs and old habits. For this purpose, Mao used Universities and Schools
students as his “Red Guards”. They were assigned the task of destroying old traditions to
build Chinese society on Mao’s new thoughts. Chinese Central government made largescale investment in physical and human capital during 1060-1970 to expedite
industrialization in the country. State-Owned Enterprises (SEOs) were encouraged to
establish big industrial units. The end result was that around three-fourths of industrial
output was produced in 1978 by these companies, which used to work under centrally
planned system. Private and foreign companies were not allowed to work. Similarly,
foreign direct investment (FDI) was discouraged to keep the economy closed. The main
objective of Mao’s policies was to make China self-sufficient and independent
economically. Whatever Chinese economy produced during Mao’s period it was for selfconsumption and nor for export. Trade relations with other countries was nominal and
China imported only those goods which could not be produced locally. The “closed door”
policies of Chinese government could not put the country on the path of fast economic
growth and there was widespread stagnancy and inefficiency in the economy. As most of
the business was run by State-Owned Enterprises there were less incentive for profit
earning. Market was uncompetitive and the workers and firms had not incentive to be
competitive. Close relations with the Soviet Union kept China away from the western
countries and international capital markets. The control on prices and production
generated distortions in different sectors of the economy. The living standard of Chinese
people was far lower vis-à-vis other developing economy. Chinese living standards were
substantially lower than those of many other developing countries. China was the most
populous, low-income and one of the poor country of the world at that time. Chinese
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people faced severe problems due to “Iron Curtain policy of government. However, after
Mao’s death in 1976, new leadership came into the power and decided to abandon past
policies. New Chinese leader, Deng Xiaoping, introduced a new policy framework to bring
institutional changes and reforming the economy gradually under free market mechanism.
He enhanced trade ties with the western countries and opened up Chinese economy for
foreign direct investment. Now we examine his policies and their effects on Chinese
economy in 21st century.

6.1.4 Post-Reforms economic policies
6.1.4.1 End of Commune System
When new Chinese leadership came into power after Mao’s death in 1978 the commune
system under which all farmers were working as production team and sharing output. The
crops prices were very low and there was no profit incentives to produce more output.
New Chinese leadership replaced old commune system and replaced it with “The
Household Responsibility system”. Under new system the land was given to the farmers
on lease for a fixed period and were allowed them to produce crops as much as possible.
Free grain markets were established to facilitate the farmers to sell their surplus crops.
The prices of agricultural products were increased to encourage the farmers to produce
more. It resulted about 30 percent increase in grain production while the output of tobacco,
fruits, cotton, sugarcane and other crops have been doubled during a short span of ten
years. The policy of new Chinese government has made agriculture sector more efficient
and productive.
Agriculture sector of China is a big sector of economy and about 300 million workers are
engaged in it to produce agricultural products. The cultivable land in China is only 75% of
U.S.A. but surprisingly the agriculture output of China is 30 percent and livestock than the
U.S.A. According to the United Nations World Food Program (2003), China provides food
to 20% world’s population despite the fact that it had only 7% cultivable area in global
term. Only ten to fifteen percent of total soil is suitable for cultivation in China but even
though China stood first globally in agricultural products output. Half of agriculture land is
unirrigated while the rest of the soil is divided between irrigated and peddy fields. Anyhow,
more than fifty percent population lives in the rural areas and this portion of population is
fed by local produces. Population migration from rural to urban areas is on rampant
because high earning job availability thee. The big farmers are also changing their
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professions and they are entering into light manufacturing, trade and transportation. This
trend has halved the value of rural output. The share of agriculture sector in total GDP war
reduced to 9.6 percent in 2013 due to shifting of rural population to other sectors.

6.1.4.2 Restructuring State-owned Enterprises
Like agriculture, the industrial sector of China was also inefficient and were producing
primary goods. The Chinese leaders, Li Xiannian and Deng Xiaoping, introduced rural
industrialization program under which the agriculturists were motivated to establish “Town
and Village Enterprises” and private investors particularly foreign investors were provided
handsome incentive to maximize their participation in this program. As per China’s 1999
industrial survey, there were 7930,000 industrial units where 24 million people were
working. Most of these industrial units were state-owned enterprises (SOEs). The ratio of
SOEs in 1979 was hundred percent and they were working under centrally planned
system but in 2005 their ratio was reduced to 41 percent and their share in total output
was only 16 percent. Under new industrial policy 159 state-owned companies were
assigned the task of supplying raw material to private sector companies to accelerate and
consistent output. This encouraged private sector expansion there were 10 million small
business enterprise in China in 2010. The distinguished feature of new industrial policy
was that state-owned enterprises were assigned the task of producing heavy machinery
and equipment while private sector companies were encouraged to initiate small and
medium sized business. This is the reason that SOEs’ share in manufacturing sector is
around 35 percent. These companies posted combined net profits of RMB849 billion in
2010 and had total assets of RMB24.3 trillion at the end of 2010.
It is the charisma of Chinese leadership that transformed loss-making public sector
organizations into profit-making entities. These organizations (SOEs) were suffering huge
losses for many years on account of excessive employees, outdated technology and old
production process and they were operating as welfare institutions because they were
providing housing, education and health facilities to their employees and their family
members. Thousands of workers were obtaining financial benefits without performing any
productive job. Very few among them were involved in productivity activities. Under law
their services were secured because their employment was lifetime as well as financial
benefits. Half of SOEs were loss-making organizations but even then they were
functioning as continuing concerns on account of having privileges for obtaining loans
from Banks on priority basis. By 2001 their outstanding loan amount was $205 billion.
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Previously the practice of financing was on grant-basis but after their restructuring it was
loans-based. It is interesting to mention that these companies posted a consolidated net
profits of RMB 849 billion and their total assets were RMB 24.3 trillion at the close of 2010.
There were 58 Chinese companies which were on the list of Fortune Global-500 in 2011.
The Chinese government have 50 percent stake in these 54 companies. This is a big
achievement of Chinese leadership.

6.1.4.3 One Child Policy
China was and is the most populous country of the world. In 2013 its population was
estimated to be around 1.35 billion. Huge population and fast population growth was
consistent problem for China. In order to control fast population growth many family
planning programs were launched. But these programs could not achieve desired results
and population growth could not be controlled. In 1979, Chinese Government introduced
one-child policy and the couples were allowed to have only one child. Both husband and
wife were responsible to implement this policy. Several penalties were proposed. This
policy was proved successful because of its strict implementation and harsh penalties.
(Hsu, Liao and Zhao 2011) disclosed:
“total fertility rate fell from above 6 percent to around 2.9, a 53 percent decline within a
decade (1971-1982) and the fraction of working-age population as a percentage of total
population increased from 56 percent to 64 percent. It was further declined from 2.9
percent in 1982 to 1.5 percent in 2007. The percentage of working-age population
increased to 71 percent in 2007. In 2012, population growth rate has decreased to 0.6
percent, which was the lowest among the developing countries. The survival rate for
children increased from 80 percent in 1957 to 98 percent in 2007 while the survival rate
for the adults was increased from 87 percent to 96 percent during the same period.”
Greenhalgh (2003) mentioned that Chinese Government has achieved the objective of its
one child policy because it has been able to prevent around 400 million of child births
during last from 1980 to 2000, bringing a positive impact on its society and economy.

6.1.4.4 Establishment of special Economic Zones
After lifting “Iron curtain” the Chinese Government established special economic zones in
coastal areas in 1978 to attract foreign multinational companies to establish their business
unites. The government also removed legal barriers, besides providing tax incentives and
building infrastructure. These zones were established in 14 coastal cities and they were
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divided into three regions. The foreign companies were invited to invest in these economic
zones and take benefits from booming Chinese economy. Different legal measures
regarding patenting, property rights and security of investment were taken. Many latest
industries including aerospace, aircraft and automobile manufacturing units were
established there. This created unequal industrialization in China. For instance, Shanghai
economic zone contributes around 8 to 10 percent of China’s industrial output. Similarly,
the economic zones situated in the Eastern coast accounts for about 60 percent of China’s
industrial output. However, pace of industrialization was increased and diversified
industries were developed in china. These industries include pharmaceuticals, software,
semiconductors, electronics and precision. Foreign companies particularly from the United
States, European Union and Japan massively invested in these economic zones and
produced goods both for Chinese consumers and for export purpose.

6.1.4.5 Promoting savings
Chinese government after 1978 took special measures to promote saving in public and
private sector companies as well as among its citizens. It generated huge funds for
investment. Qian (1988) argues that sources of Chinese saving were three: households,
enterprises and government.in 1978 household saving was only seven percent of GDP
while the saving of government was around 15-18 percent of GDP. Between 1978 and
1984, the household saving was increased while government saving was declined.
However, the overall saving rate was remained constant. From 1999 to 2007 corporate
saving was increased from 14.6 percent to 18.8 percent of GDP, the household saving
from 16.7 to 22.2 percent and government saving from 2.6 percent to 10.8 percent.
However, China’s saving rate was jumped after its entry into World Trade Organization
(WTO) and it reached unprecedented level of 53 percent in 2007. It is highest in the world
and China has surpassed Korea, Japan and other East Asian countries in the rate of
saving.
According to Morrison (2013), China maintained high level of saving since 1979 when
households saving was around 32% of GDP has historically maintained a high rate of
savings. The high profitability of SOEs was one of the main cause of China’s high saving
rate. The Central Government of China used these savings for investment to boost
manufacturing, which further increased profitability of Chinese companies as well as
saving. The end result was the increase of saving rate up to 53 percent of GDP in 2008
as compared to the United States where saving rate was only 9 percent in that year. The
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exceeding of gross savings from domestic investment levels generated surplus funds and
enabled China to invest around the world and lend money to the United States, European
Union and other emerging economies. China exported both goods and capital to other
countries and in this way it earned interest on loans and money from the goods sale
proceeds. It strengthens Chinese economy vis-à-vis its trading partners.
The main feature of Chinese economy is the rising total saving and shrinking share of
consumption as percentage of GDP. High rate of saving is the result of both investment,
domestic liquidity, fair distribution of income among households, firms and government,
international trade and capital flows. An interesting picture emerges if we compares
Chinese saving with other emerging economies. For example, in 2008 saving rate in China
was 54 percent, Russian Federation 36.3 percent, India 32.9 percent and Brazil 19.1
percent. These four economies registered steep rise in saving rate against the advanced
economies where saving rate was decline. For example, the saving rate in Japan was
highest 34.4 percent in 1991 but it dropped to as low as 25.2 percent in 2006. But saving
rates in the United States, United Kingdom and France was seen falling during 19802010.A wide gulf in saving rates between China and developed countries was created. In
short, in 2008, China’s saving rate was about 27.2 % percent higher than that of Japan,
38.6 % higher than that of U.S.A. It reflect the financial soundness of China, which was
achieved due to Government solid policies.

6.1.4.6 Investment in fixed assets and infrastructure
Kotz (et al, 2010) has contended that China’s entry to the World Trade Organization in
2001 paved the way its rapid economic growth. The external demand of Chinese goods
provided an impetus to pace of investment, which continued to rise since 2001. The fixed
investment rate was 40 percent of GDP between 2004 and 2010. According to an estimate,
China needs 30 percent per annum investment in order to maintain 10 percent of annual
growth in its GDP. Kotz (et al, 2010) calculated the contribution of exports and fixed
investment in China’s economic growth and concluded that these two factors contributed
69.4 percent of GDP growth. It must be noted that saving and investment rose in 20002012 in China while consumption was sharply dropped from 45.2 percent to 35.6 percent
of GDP. In contrast, households’ consumption in the United States was around 70 percent
of GDP in 2010.Similarly, the share of government expenditures was also dropped from
16.2 percent to 13.4 percent of GDP in China, generating surplus funds for investment.
During 2001-2007 exports played a vital role in generation of surplus funds. For example,
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the share of exports rose from 23.8 percent to an impressive 39.2 percent of China’s gross
domestic products. Exports increased about 21.2 percent per annum while Chines import
was increased around 18.6 percent per annum. The export surplus was 8.1 percent of
GDP in 2007. Another feature of Chinese economy is that mostly investment was based
on self-generated funds and dependence of banks loans was as low as 21 percent of total
investment during 1998-2010. The ratio of self-generated funds to investment rose from
48 percent in 1999 to 65 percent in 2005. In other words, Chinese public sector companies
invested retained earnings. According to China Statistical Yearbook, 2009, the share of
state budget in fixed investment was 3.03 percent in 1995 which was increased to 4.35
percent in 2008 while the share of banking loans was 20.46 percent in 1995, which was
dropped to 14.46 percent in 2008. The share of FDI was 11.9 percent in 1995 which was
sharply dropped to 2.90 percent in 2008 while the share of retained earnings was jumped
from 51.88 percent in 1995 to 64.79 percent. According to IMF (2009) estimates, fixed
investment related to tradable goods and net exports both accounted for over 60 percent
of China’s GDP growth from 2000 to 2009 while its was 40 percent during 1989-1999. It
is far higher than G-7 countries where it was 17 percent, in European Union 30 percent
and Asia 35 percent.
China made huge investment in infrastructure to expedite economic activity. According to
Deutsche Bank Report (2011) “China invested more than RMB 850 billion in key projects
in its Western part .China’s recent RMB 4 trillion stimulus package include RMB 1.8 trillion
earmarked for transportation infrastructure and power grids and RMB 370 billion for rural
livelihoods and infrastructure. Milestones are the east-west pipeline, the Qinghahi-Tibetrailway and the new Xianyang Airport in Xi’an in which Germany AG hold 24.5% stake.
During 1990s and 2000s China invested more than 9% of its GDP on infrastructure while
most emerging economies invested only 2% to 5% of their GDP. The advanced countries
have to required funds to repair old or build new infrastructure and therefore economic
activity is declining there.

6.1.4.7 Promoting Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)
China’s continuous and consistent reforms have won the confidence of foreign investors.
Foreign direct investment has been continuously growing year after year. According to an
estimate there were 445,244 business firms in which foreign investors have substantial
stake. These companies were registered in China in 2010 and have provided jobs to 55.2
million Chinese workers. This is equal to 15.9 percent of urban labour force. Foreign
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companies have viable share in total output. It can be assessed from the fact that their
share in total output was only 2.3 percent in 1999 which was exponentially multiplied to
35.9 percent in 2003. However, it was declined to 27.1 percent in 2010. Similarly, these
companies are also actively involved in China’s international trade. These companies
were involved in 52 percent of China’s exports and 49.6 percent imports in 2011.
The reforms relating to investment and trade and fiscal incentives accelerated FDI in the
early years of 1990s. FDI expedited productivity growth, economic uplift and augmented
international trade. In 2010 as many 445,324 foreign firms were registered in China and
these firms employed 55.2 million work force or 15.9% of the urban labour. FIEs
contributes a significant share of China’s industrial output. That level rose from 3.2% in
1990 to a high of 35.9% in 2003, but fell to 27.1% by 2010.In addition; FIEs also accounts
for a significant level of China’s foreign trade. In 2012, FIEs in China contributed 52.4% of
China’s exports and 49.6% of its imports, although this level fell from its peak in 2006
when FIEs’ share of Chinese exports and imports was 58.2% and 59.7%, respectively.
These companies mostly involve in high tech products exports. There share in high tech
exports was increased from 79 percent in 2002 to 82 percent in 2010. While the firms
totally owned by foreign multinationals’ high tech exports was rose from 55 percent to 67
percent. According to official source, annual foreign direct investment was increased from
just $2 billion in 1985 to $108 billion in 2008.The ratio of inflow has dropped to $90 billion
in 2009 on account of global economic meltdown. But it again rose to $106 and $116 billion
in 2010 and 2011 respectively. However, this slightly dropped to $112 billion.
The major sources of foreign direct investment were five countries that include: Hong
Kong, United States, Japan, Taiwan and Singapore. After the United States, Chines was
the second largest receiver of foreign direct investment in 2012. Total cumulative foreign
capital stock of foreign direct investment by 2013 was $1.3 trillion. The major beneficiary
of foreign direct investment is manufacturing and around 70 percent of total foreign capital
was invested in this sector by 2005. However, this ratio was come down to 47 percent.
However, investment in real estate was jumped from 9 percent in 2005 to 22 percent in
2010. This brought a book in the Chinese real estate business as well prices of properties.

6.1.4.8 GDP Expansion
Chinese government claimed that real annual GDP grew at 6.7 percent per annum.
However, some economists questioned this claim on the ground that China’s economic
data are mostly exaggerated the levels of output on account of a variety of political
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reasons. Economist Agnus Maddison (2007) estimated that
“China’s average annual real GDP during this period was at 4.4% because .China’s
economy suffered economic downturns during Mao Zedong’s era, which led to a massive
famine and reportedly the deaths of tens of millions of people and the Cultural Revolution
from 1966 to 1976 (which caused political chaos and greatly disrupted the economy).
During the reform period (1979-2011), China’s average annual real GDP grew by 9.9%.
This essentially has meant that, on average, China has been able to double the size of its
economy in real terms every eight years. The global economic slowdown, which began in
2008, impacted the Chinese economy (especially the export sector). China’s real GDP
growth fell from 14.2% in 2007 to 9.6% in 2008 to 9.2% in 2009. In response, the Chinese
government implemented a large economic stimulus package and an expansive monetary
policy. These measures boosted domestic investment and consumption and helped
prevent a sharp economic growth decline temporarily. In 2010, China’s real GDP grew by
10.4%, and in 2011 it rose by 9.2%”. In 2012, China’s real GDP growth slowed to 7.8%.
The Chinese GDP growth over the year has been shown in the Table.6.1

Table 6.1
Year

China 's Annual Real GDP Growth:1979-2012

Real Growth %

Year

Real Growth%

1979

7.6

1997

9.3

1980

7.9

1998

7.8

1981

5.3

1999

7.6

1982

9

2000

8.4

1983

10.9

2001

8.3

1984

15.2

2002

9.1

1985

13.5

2003

10

1986

8.9

2004

10.3

1987

11.6

2005

11.3

1989

11.3

2006

12.7

1990

4.1

2007

14.2
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1991

3.8

2008

9.6

1992

9.2

2009

9.2

1993

14.2

2010

10.4

1994

13.9

2011

9.2

1995

13.1

2012

7.8

1996

10.9
Source: Economic Intelligence Unit/IMF July,2013
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6.1.4.9 China’s share in world GDP
China’s share of world gross domestic product (GDP) increased during the past two
decades, from approximately 5 percent in 1990 to 15 percent in 2010. By 2001, China’s
GDP had surpassed Japan’s. As a percent of total world GDP, the United States, Europe,
and Japan each declined slightly over the last two decades, largely because of China’s
growth. The rest of the world’s share of world GDP changed little throughout the 1990s,
but Chinese economy grew steadily from 2000 to 2010. We have found that US’s share
fell from 23% percent to 18 percent, straight drop of 5 percent during 1990-2010. Similarly,
the share of European Union was also decreased from 25 percent to 20 percent during
the same period. Japan’s share in world trade in 1990 was 10 percent which was reduced
to just 5 percent. In short, if we sum total fall in the share of the United States, European
Union and Japan, it will come to nearly 15 percent out which 10 percent share appears to
have been taken by China and the rest of 5 percent by other emerging economies.

6.1.4.10 Expansion of Manufacturing base
As we noted above that China’s share in world trade has sharply increased to 15 percent
and it was mainly due to the expansion of its manufacturing base. We have also noted
that major foreign direct investment was also come in the manufacturing sector because
foreign companies have ample opportunity to reap benefit of more than one billion
consumers market. It is pertinent to mention here that China overtook Japan as the world
number two manufacturer on gross value added basic in 2006 and the United States in
2010. A large number of manufacturing unites in the United States were closed due to high
labour cost and these unit were shifted to China. This was resulted high unemployment in
the United Stated and employment in China. In 2011, the value of China’s manufacturing
on gross value added base was 23.3 percent higher than that in the United States. The
share of China’s gross value added manufacturing was increased to 32.3 percent as
compared to 12.1 percent in the United States and 18.9 percent in Japan .In dollar terms,
the China’s gross value added manufacturing was $500 billion in 2004 which was
increased to five time to $2400 billion in 2011. In contrast, the United States gross value
added manufacturing in 2004 was $1600 billion, which was increased to $1900 billion in
2011, a just $300 billion in seven years period while in China’s case it was $1900 billion in
corresponding period. According to Global Manufacturing Competitive Index, 2013, China
ranked first in manufacturing while the United States ranked third in 2013. It also predicted
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that the United States rank will further scale down to fifth in 2018. We can assess the
productive capacity of China vis-à-vis United States.

6.1.4.11 Human Capital Stock
Human capital was an unexplained variable in the previous studies of economic growth.
All sources of growth were fully explained and tangible but this factor was either
unexplained or neglected due to its contribution into the growth process. But the studies
conducted on U.S. economic development and deep study of the sources of economic
growth around the world unveiled that human capital is one of the major contributing factor
in the growth process. It is the skill of population which plays a key role in economic
development because if the population is unskilled then its productivity will be lower
(Schultz, 1981).
Educationally China was a backward country when it became independent because
seventy percent of its population was illiterate. In order to eradicate illiteracy had launched
a full-fledged campaign to encourage the people to join school in 1950s. In 1986 nine year
primary and junior secondary school was made mandatory for the whole population. This
policy was proved very successful in the urban areas but could not prove fruitful in the
rural areas due to lack of financial assistance and infrastructure. The adult illiteracy rate
fell from 54 percent in 1963 to 17 percent in 1998 (World Bank, 2001). Similarly, the overall
literacy rate was jumped to 99 percent in 2011, catching with advanced economies.
Average years of schooling was increased to 8.6 percent and according to Barro and Lee
(2012) China needs 10.5 years to catch up with the United States. The empirical study of
Hsu, Liao and Zhao (2011) mentioned that the percentage of skilled workers in China was
only 3.12 percent in 1958 which was increased to 11 percent in 1982. This ratio was further
improved to 19 percent in 2007.
Wang and Yao (2002) calculated that after inclusion of human capital into the growth
process total factor productivity contribution was increased to around 25 percent in China
during 1979-2000.The contribution of TFP growth was consistently negative for pre-reform
period-1949-1977. Whalley and Zhao (2010) states the stock of human capital recorded
an impressive growth since 1999. The value of the stock of human capital was 1095 billion
Yuan in 1979 that improved exponentially to 9826 billion Yuan in 2008, improving around
8 percent per annum. This growth was even larger tertiary level of education, from 28
billion Yuan in 1979 to 1713 Yuan in 2008, a growth of 14 percent per annum. There is an
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increased rate of human capital formation for tertiary education after 2002 which is
consistent with China’s higher education expansion after 1999 (See Li et al,2008). Becker
et al (1990) describe two steady-states: “one with large families and small investment in
human capital and one with small families and rising investment in human capital. They
state that a country can switch its steady-state given certain policies and adequate living
standard.”
Subsidizing and supporting public education system can be used to advance higher
investment in human capital (Fanti and Gori 2011, Zhang,(1997). Since private returns to
education at the moment are possibly below its marginal value, as Holz (2008) states,
China has to invest in the education system to further promote the investment in human
capital. To give education more weight may help maintain economic growth. As Holz
(2008) has said:
“If talent is randomly distributed among the world population and if China’s education
system is able to identify the brightest students, the China has a larger pool of talent to
draw from than any other country in the world.” The use of these resources more efficiently
means more innovation are possible and therefore a higher level of productivity and
economic growth occur.
China’s total factor productivity (TFP) growth was higher that the United States. However,
when China’s technological progress approached near to the advanced countries its GDP
growth rate become stagnant and fell below 10 percent average annually. Now China’s
productivity growth depends on its breakthrough in the field of innovation and
technological progress without which its efficiency of economy cannot improve
significantly.

6.1.4.12 Entry into World Trade Organization (WTO)
China joined World Trade Organization in 2001 after developing necessary infrastructure,
manufacturing base and preparing to compete in international market. Well-prepared to
meet open market challenges was the one of the main causes of China’s success. China’s
foreign trade was increased around 30 percent annually during 2002-2005 (NSBC,2006).
Chinese trade policy encouraged the workers in relevant sectors to produce more and
reap benefits from high prices of their goods in world market. The domestic prices
particularly agricultural products were also increased handsomely, increasing the income
of farmers and motivating them to produce more. (Huang et. al., 2003 and 2006). China’s
entry into WTO and liberalization of trade have brought positive impact both on agriculture
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and industrial sector. The employment in both major sector of economy was increased
and consequently the level of poverty and income inequality in China has reduced. The
income of those households who were working in exporting industries was substantially
increased.

6.1.4.13 Low Wages policy to attain competitive advantage
Low wages is assumed to the real competitive advantage of China as compared to
developed and other emerging economies. It enabled China to produce cheap goods and
export in international market. Other countries particularly the advanced countries where
wages were far high to China could not compete it. This was the reason that most of
labour-intensive industries were closed in the advanced countries due to in
competitiveness. The labour cost particularly in the United States, European Union and
Japan was high more than hundred times. However, the competitive advantage of China
in this field is gradually reducing because prices in the Chinese domestic markets are
increasing. For example, China’s average real wages were increased at an average rate
of 11.8 percent per annum. The comparison with other countries further clear the picture.
The average monthly wages in China were $94 in 2000 while in Mexico it were $311 in
the same period. However, in 2012 Chinese average monthly wages were shot up to $625,
which were 32.6 percent higher than Mexico ($459). It means real wages in China were
increased more sharply than Mexico. Similarly, Chinese average monthly wages were 92
percent higher than Vietnam in 2000 but in 2012 they were 434 percent higher. The data
shows that China’s competitive advantage in labour wage is rapidly eroding. US Chamber
of Commerce got conducted a survey of the US companies operating in China to measure
the rising labour cost. The survey reveals that 39 percent respondents feared that labour
costs are the biggest business risk facing the US firms and it has increased from 23
percent in 2011 to 82 percent in 2013. The survey mentioned that rising labour costs are
affecting the profitability of foreign companies. Similarly, 89 percent respondents pleaded
that China was losing its competitive advantage to some an extent. In order to control
labour costs the Chinese government has embarked upon to transform its economy into
innovative economy and concentrating on increasing the level of productivity. In spite of
all these facts regarding the rising wages, China labour costs and wages are still far lower
than those of the United States, European Union and Japan.

6.1.4.14 China’s international trade
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In 1979 China’s economy was closed and there was very low international trade. It was
restricted to certain items of imports which could not be produced locally. So the volume
of international trade was on $14 billion. But after opening Chinese economy the volume
of international trade was multiplied to many hundred times and it was reached to $2.1
trillion in 2012. China was emerged as a major world trading power. China’s annual growth
in exports and imports from 1990 to 2012 were around 18.1 percent and 17.1 percent
respectively. China’s trade surplus was sharply increased from $32 billion in 2004 to $297
in 2008. In 2012 it has been projected to $397 billion. China’s share in world trade was
only 1.80 percent in 1999 while it was multiplied to 11.5 percent in 2012.
In 2009, China supersede Germany to become both the world’s largest exporter and the
second-largest importer (after the United States). In 2012, China supersede the United
States as the world’s largest trading economy. China’s share of global exports was
increased three times during 2000-2012, rising from 3.8% to 11.6%; the World Bank
predicts this ratio could increase to 20% by 2030.International trade surpluses, massive
foreign investment, and purchases of foreign currencies on large scale to maintain its
exchange rate with international currencies have enabled China to accumulate foreign
exchange reserves to the tune of $3.31 trillion by December, 2012.

6.1.4.15 Growing Energy Demand
The economic boom in the Chinese economy has also enhanced the demand for energy.
As the China has a vast base of energy consumer it also affect international oil prices.
According to International Energy Agency (IEA) Report, 2010, China left behind the United
States in 2009 as the world’s largest energy user. According to the US Energy information
Administration (EIA), the level of oil consumption in China was estimated to half of the
world’s oil consumption level in 2011. It predicted that Chinese demand will likely to
increase 30 percent of global energy demand in 2035. It is projected that China will
consume 70 percent more energy than the United States in total term not in per capita
energy consumption, which will be less than half of the level of the United States. China
consumed 9.8 million barrels oil per day in 2011 as compared to 3.9 million barrel per day
in 1997. It is projected that the level of oil consumption will likely to increase 16.9 million
barrel per day by 2035. China’s net oil imports in 1997 was 632,000 barrel per day which
was increased to 5.7 million BDP in 2012. It means China was the number two net oil
importer after the United States. It is projected that quantity of China’s import will likely to
exceed 13 million barrels per day. China has constructed three big dams to exploit hydel
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power resources to generate electricity. These dams were completed in 2012 and their
total capacity is 22,500 megawatt. Total power generation capacity from hydel source has
increased to 25,615 megawatt. It was a big achievement in power sector. In 12th five year
plan, China has set the target of clean energy and many financial incentives and tax
concessions have been given to attract investment in this sector. Presently, China is
producing 90 percent of its energy from coal and furnace oil. It is plan to reduce 15 percent
dependence on this costly energy source by 2020. China is encouraging renewable
energy and has planned to invest RMB 11.1 trillion in energy sector in next 10 years.
According to the Bank of China’s prediction, the power to be produced through renewable
energy will likely be double by 2020.

6.1.4.16 China’s Investment in other Countries
During 1980s and 1990s Chinese strategy was to attract maximum foreign investment and
technology to boost economy and to generate employment. Local companies were
encouraged to expand business, manufacturing base and opt latest technology to
increase their competitiveness. At that time, China was facing scarcity of financial
resources and technology. Handsome incentives were given foreign investors to enter
Chinese market and exploit idle Chinese labour. But after accumulating capital and
building foreign exchange reserves in trillions of US dollars, China changed its global
posture and follows a new “Go Global” strategy. Under this strategy, Chinese State-Owned
Enterprises were motivated to invest in promising markets to enhance returns, to secure
raw material for Chinese economy and to exploit new opportunities. China Investment
Corporation (CIC) was formed in 2007 for investing in foreign business ventures. The
funds initially allocated to CIC was $200 billion and it was just like a largest sovereign
wealth fund. Chinese government itself invested more than one trillion US dollars in US
Treasury bills and now China is number in holding US official assets. Japan is number two
because it also holds more than one trillion US Treasury securities. But this excessive
exposure of China in the US securities can create problem for it in case of meltdown in
US economy and drop in the value of US dollar. China has determined to make its
companies to be competitive and innovative in the global economy. It has been
encouraging them to haunt skilled professional, secure latest technology and
management skills and introduce internationally recognized brands. Under the
government policy, Chinese companies are gradually leaving the production of primary
goods and maximizing value-addition. For this purchase, Chinese companies are active
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international market to seek acquisition and mergers. A Chinese compute company,
Lenovo Group Limited, acquired personal computer division of US IBM Corporation for
$1.75 billion. China’s investment in abroad has increased from just $2.75 billion in 2002
to $84.2 billion in 2012.Chinese multinational companies are investing in joint venture of
Research and Development, manufacturing units and technology-related business.
Sectorally, China has made 51 percent of its investment in oil and minerals, 22 percent in
chemicals, 14 percent in services, 12 percent in industry and one percent in automobile
industry in 2011. Public sector companies (SOEs) has 70 percent share in total Chinese
investment made in acquisitions and mergers in 2011. Chinese major investment went to
four regions such as the United States ($1.8 billion), European Union ($7.6 billion),
Russian Federation ($716 million) and ASEAN economies ($5.9 billion) in 2011.

6.1.4.17. High Corporate Profit
The profit level of foreign enterprises operating in China has been improved 15 times
during 1991-2008 and the share of their income as percentage of GDP was increased
from 14 percent in 1998 to 19 percent in 2009. The privatization of public sector companies
and growth of private sector were the two main factors responsible for high corporate profit
(Jefferson and Su, 2006; Bai et al).
Labour reforms also produced a positive impact on corporate sector. These reforms
include lifting restriction on the mobility of labour, large scale rural-urban migration have
brought healthy effect on corporate sector. Particularly , the migration of rural l labor to
cities on large scale , which was estimated at around 135 million in 2007 (Meng et al.,
2010), has helped maintain low labor costs for business, a major factor behind China’s
emergence as the workshop of the world (Yang et al., 2010). Moreover, China began
implementing a large-scale privatization of SOEs in 1998 with the objectives of improving
corporate governance and maintaining the competitiveness of the state sector in the
national economy. From 1997 to 2003, the share of SOE workers in urban employment
dropped from 54.6 to –26.8 percent as the result of enterprise restructuring (NBS, 1998,
2004). The productivity of the state sector rose, and the competitive pressure also spread
to raise the productivity of the non-state sector.

Corporate saving also increased from

15percent to 19 percent as percentage of GDP in 2009, was also substantially contributed
in China’s exports. During 1999 and 2009, the export growth reached all-time high 26
percent per annum (NBS, 2008). This provided China an opportunity to realize its potential
comparative advantage in trade. Exports coupled with huge flow of FDI as well as the
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imports of latest technologies drive-up firms’ productivity and profits.

6.1.4.18 Capital Market Development
China’s stock exchanges in Hong Kong and Shanghai are among the largest in the world,
ranking six and seven respectively by market capitalization (in H1 2010). The New York
Stock Exchange in the US is the world’s largest stock market by a wide margin, with a
market capitalization of around US$12 trillion; by comparison, the stock markets in Hong
Kong and Shanghai have market capitalizations of US$2.2 trillion and US$2.05 trillion
respectively. The number of domestically listed companies has been increasing steadily
over the last decade and stood at 2,229 as of June 2011. In addition to domestic listings,
many Chinese companies have pursued IPOs in the United States.In the aftermath of
these issues, Chinese companies may increasingly turn to domestic stock markets to raise
capital in the future. China introduced the Qualified Foreign Institutional Investor (QFII)
system in 2002 to permit institutional investors to buy into Chinese equity and debt
markets. The QFII system has already allowed more than 100 foreign investors access to
China’s markets; these investors include banks, trust companies, securities firms,
sovereign wealth funds and pension funds. Institutions that receive approval under the
QFII system are allowed to invest in China’s stock and bond markets up to a quota which
is set for each institution.
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6.1.4.19 Changes in demographic structure
The surprising demographic change was taken place in China during 1966 and 2010.
According to 2010 Census of China’s National Bureau of Statistics, the fertility rate in
China in 1966 was around 6 , which was declined to 1.4 in 2010. The Penn World Table
(2011) revealed that China’s population was increased from 960 million in 1978 to 1.3
billion in 2009. In the same period. Per capita (GDP capita) purchasing power parity (PPP)
grew from $550 to $700 in the same period. In their Report of 2004, the United Nations
Population Divisions predicts the demographic window for China opened in 1990 and will
likely to last in 2025. Li and Zhang (2007) mentioned that a decline of the birth rate by
1/1000 increases the economic growth rate by an estimated 0.9 percent per year in China.
Yu (2011) said that China on average averted 13 million births a year to the dependency
ratio and calculate China’s GDP per capita growth rate with the different numbers through
one child policy. He argued that
“The real GDP per capita would have been 13 percent lower in 1990 without the one child
policy. He calculated that the high ratio of working to non-working population led to higher
savings, higher savings led to higher level of investment and the large capital stock led to
threshold externalities as shown as existing in developing countries. This all together
ended in an economic take off effect. The estimated threshold value of the ratio of working
population and non-working population is 1.8. Chen and Hao (2010) argue that due to the
OCP more women were released to the labour market which added to the working age
population.”
This is also supported by research conducted by Blook et al (2009) who argues that
decreasing fertility rates enhance female labour participation. Cai and Wang (226) and Yu
(211), Family structures in urban China experienced substantial changes in during 1990s
and 2000s. . The average size of the household dropped from 3.5 in 1988 to 2.9 in 2007,
whereas the average age of the household head increased from 43.2 to 47.3, suggesting
the advent of an aging society. The most striking pattern is the sharp decline in child
dependency, which is defined as the percentage of households with children below 16,
from 68 percent in 1988 to 37 percent in 2007. The decline in child dependency is an
outcome of the strict population control policy.

6.1.4.20 Alleviation of Poverty
China was a poor country and facing absolute poverty in 1970s. But the policy of Chinese
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government to improve the income of people living in urban and rural areas through
industrialization and increasing the prices of agriculture crops in 1980s and 1990s brought
a dramatic effect on the level of poverty. According to China National Bureau of Statistics,
the level of poverty in 1981 was 53 percent and 150 million people were spending their
livers on less than $1.25 dollars per day. But as a result of policy initiative the poverty level
was reduced to 2.5 percent in 2005, which was an admirable achievement. No country
has reduced the poverty level in such a way as China has brought it down substantially.
Similarly, other social indicators were also improved substantially. For example, child
death rate was decreased by 39 percent during 1990-2005 maternal mortality rate was
decreased around 41.1 percent. This was occurred due to better health services.
According to World Bank Report, 2006, the poverty level in the rural areas of China was
74.2 percent in 1990. It was reduced to 26 percent in 2005. While the ratio of population
living below poverty line in the urban areas was 34.4 percent in 1990 but it was come
down to 1.7 percent in 2005. If we compare poverty alleviation policies of China, India and
Indonesia, we will find that China’s performance is far better than India and Indonesia.
The success of China’s effort in poverty reduction is more impressive when compared with
those of other developing countries. While the global poverty headcount (using the one
dollar per day poverty line) fell during the 1990s by around 200 million, if China were
excluded, the headcount of the poor in all the rest of the world’s developing countries
actually rose by 100 million (ESCAP, 2003). It is a fact that there has been a sharp fall in
the rate of poverty in China during the 1980s and 1990s, there is less agreement about
the causes. In particular, little is known about the linkage between the nation’s rapid
economic growth and the rate of poverty reduction. In fact, broad trends suggest that it is
possible that macro-economic forces and general economic policy efforts may have been
instrumental in the reduction of poverty in China. There have been many reform policies
that have been implemented. Trade liberalization has changed China from a hermitic
country to one of the more open economies in the world. The patterns of growth have
changed significantly during this time. The share of agriculture in GDP declined from 31
percent in 1979 to less than 13 percent in 2005. The output of rural enterprises rose from
a negligible level in the early 1980s to a level at which they were contributing more than
one third of the national GDP, although the role of state-own enterprises in the economy
declined substantially. Before 1986, special grants funds and initiatives to spur growth
were pushed in poor areas (Park et al., 1996). After 1986 the government aimed a major
set of investments on increasing growth of incomes in poor areas (Rozelle et al., 1996).
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The earliest empirical efforts concluded that most of the rise in productivity in the early
reform years was a result of institutional innovations, particularly HRS (McMillan et. al.
1989; Fan, 1991; Lin, 1992). Since the mid-1980s, technological change has been the
primary engine of agricultural growth (Huang and Rozelle, 1996; Fan and Pardey,
1997).Periods of higher growth rates in agriculture are closely associated with the periods
of poverty reduction. According to NBSC (2003-2006) the poverty rate in rural China in
1978 was 30.7 percent which was sharply declined to 2.5 percent in 2005. It is not less
than miracle.

6.1.4.21 China’s Exchange Rate Policy
In the late of 1993, in the context of trade deficit by 13,3 percent of the export and adopting
a reform model of establishing a socialist market economy, the most comprehensive
reform of the official exchange rate system was adopted since the inception of economic
reform 1979 (Lin and Schramm, 2003). China carried out a exchange rate shock,
devaluing its yuan by 50 percent in Jan.1994. The yuan official and swap market rates
were unified at the swap market rate of yuan 8.7 per US dollar. In line with the devaluation
shock, China implemented a variety of foreign exchange control measures aimed at
setting up a single national foreign exchange market, and at promoting for its international
competitiveness. The foreign exchange retention scheme was abolished and the foreign
exchange swap business for domestic enterprises ended accordingly. Under the new
policy, domestic enterprises were required to sell all their foreign exchange receipts to
designated foreign exchange banks. Foreign exchange controls on imports were also
lifted. The 1994 exchange rate policy impacted immediately on China’s international
competitiveness. The export increased rapidly by 32% and 23% in 1994 and 1995
respectively (ADB, 2010), especially since then the exports of machinery have expanded
rapidly (Uni, 2007). China reversed dramatically from a trade deficit country in 1993 to
trade surplus one since 1994. This success is largely due to the “daring” 1994 yuan
devaluation policy and the exchange rate control measures as well as tight monetary
policy against the rising inflation.
Under the exchange rate policy in the period 1994-2005, the Yuan exchange rate was
allowed to float within a very narrow band of ± 0.3% around the reference rate announced
by the People’s Bank of China (PBC) for inter-bank transactions, given a fluctuation of ±
0.15% for retail transactions. A bilateral monopoly characterized the inter-bank market
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structure. The Bank of China (BOC) controlled the bulk of the retail foreign exchange
transactions and about 70% of inter-bank transactions while the PBC was the largest
buyer of foreign exchange, accounting for about 60 to 70 percent of the total purchase
volume (Lin and Schramm, 2003). The total foreign exchange reserves therefore reached
to 819 USD billion (2005), or 36 percent of GDP from a small amount of 21.2 USD billion
in 1993, or 3.5 percent of GDP (ADB 2010).While the current account was liberalized in
1996, the 1997 Asian Financial Crisis inversely led China to maintain tight controls on its
capital account. Despite the massive devaluation of currencies in Asian neighboring
countries, the Chinese authorities were committed to remain the stability of the yuan
exchange rate. Sufficient foreign exchange reserves, stringent restrictions on capital
outflows and relatively solid fundamentals supported the authorities to successfully
maintain the yuan exchange rate at 8.27 yuan per the dollar until July 2005. Hien, (
2011).China’s capital account liberalization focused on initially on encouraging inflows of
foreign direct investment. Most restrictions in this area have been lifted (Lin and Schramm,
2003). This stable exchange rate policy has created the confidence of foreign investors to
invest further in China and enabled the economy to gain access to modern technological
and managerial resources and enhance its international competitiveness. China has
become the largest recipient of FDI flows in the developing world, stock of FDI in 2009
reached to 473 USD billion, from 63 USD billion in 1993. Even though the Asian financial
crisis impacted negatively on FDI flow, the inward FDI flow still increased in China
(UNCTAD, 2007). As a result, the productivity has improved vibrantly, an annual average
growth of 14.34%5 between 1994 and 2009, especially the high productivity growth of
export of goods.

6.1.4.22 Income inequality
As in case of other advanced countries the increase in economic growth has created
income inequality particularly in urban areas. Some economists have segmented this
inequality into three sources: inequality between the people living in rural and urban areas,
among the people living in urban areas and among rural population. The inequality among
urban and rural residents have brought negative effect on poverty level. On account of this
reason the income gap between urban and rural people have widen during last two
decades. The percentage of rural-urban income has increased from 2.49 in 1990 to 3.34
in 2005, highest since inception of China in 1949. He,Ya, (2008) mentions that Gini
coefficient was 0.30 in 1979 which was increased to 0.45 in 2006. (NSBC, 2007). The
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overall Gini coefficient was 0,30 in 1978 and it was jumped to 0.45 in 2006.
Compared with the urban-rural income disparity, the rising inequality among farmers within
rural areas to some extent indicates that economic growth largely favors of non-poor. Such
a conclusion is consistent with the findings of Riskin (1993) and Rozelle (1996). They
showed that between the 1980s and 1990s those farmers with access to off farm job
opportunities have benefited and it has been unequal access to non-farm income that has
driven the rising within rural inequality.
According to more recent data, it appears as if that is still true; in 2005 those rural
households that are in the highest income brackets earn most of their incomes from nonfarm activities (rural wage earnings and other non-farm earnings, including earnings from
self-employment. In sum, it is clear from this discussion that changes in the incidence of
poverty are not only related to overall economic growth; it also depends on the nature of
the growth, including the sources of income growth and how income is distributed. Jin and
Qian, (1998) estimate that in the early 2000s about half of all non-farm employment were
working in REs (as wage earning workers or as owner-operators of self-employed
enterprises—Zhang et al ( 2006). The data compiled by US Bureau of Labour Statistics
(2009) shows average compensation of the Chinese workers was increased from US$
0.60 to US$1.74, about 114 percent during 2002-2009. The urban worker’s hourly
compensation was increased from US$0.95 to US$2.85, about 195% during 20002-2009
while the hourly compensation of rural worker was increased from US$0.41 to US$1.15,
an increase of around 180%. In 2002 the gap between compensation of urban and rural
worker was 131%, while it was 1.47 %. It means the gap was increased about 16%. The
high wages in urban areas and lower in rural areas is one of main cause of income
inequality in China.

6.1.4.23 Banking system
Like other sectors Chinese Government has tight control over country’s banking system
and all major banks are state-owned. Chinese government’s share in banking assets
are 98 percent which shows the concentration of ownership of public sector. The State
Council is the main body which controls the whole financial system. It operates through
Ministry of Finance and the People’s Bank of China which are two authorities responsible
for regulating banking sector. The People’s Bank of China was constituted in 1950 and it
took over all private banks. It mostly performs the same functions as other central banks
perform in different countries. It controls the issuance of currency, circulation of currency,
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distribution of credit as per budgetary plan and also manage import and export
business.China’s financial sector is dominated by four state-owned banks: the Agricultural
Bank of China (ABC), Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (ICBC), the Bank of China
(BOC) and China Construction Bank (CCB). China’s state-owned banks account for
over half of all banking assets, with the remainder shared between city commercial banks,
privately owned banks and credit cooperatives. Foreign banks first incorporated in China
in December 2006, and by the end of July 2010, 37 foreign banks had a presence in the
country. Some regulations are making the operating environment more challenging for
foreign banks, for example the 2011 deadline to reduce the loan to deposit ratio to 75
percent. In spite of hurdles, the assets of foreign-funded banks in China still increased
from RMB 800 billion in 2006 to RMB1.9 trillion in 2010, representing a compound annual
growth rate of 23.4 percent. China has also introduced reforms in financial sector. The
Chinese government has relax rules for foreign investment in banking sector by allowing
to hold 30 percent equity in the Chinese listed companies. China Securities Regulatory
Commission on July 28,2012 has unveiled the rules under which the foreign investors
have been allowed to invest in the China’s inter-bank money market and bond market.
The objective is to secure long-term investment in China’s capital market. However, only
those investor can invest in the Chinese capital market who hold license issued by the
Regulatory Authorities. In 2011 China issued 25 license to foreign institutional investors
while 37 new license were issued between January and June 2012. In this way China has
gradually eased the rules for foreign investment. But it has not totally opened its financial
sector to foreign investors. It has set certain rules under which the foreign investors
can neither invest in any sector nor withdraw their investment forthwith without the
permission of Chinese government.

6.2. INDIA
India ranked second as the largest populous country of the world after China. Its total
population is estimated to be 1.19 billion in 2012. The size of its nominal GDP in 2001
was $1.67 trillion. In nominal term it is the world eleventh big economy while in terms of
purchasing power parity (PPP) the size of Indian economy was around $4.45 trillion. On
this basis India ranked as third big economy of the world. Its nominal per capita income
was $1,389 but if we measure this income in terms of purchasing power parity it was
$3,694. It appears very low when we compared with other developing countries. On the
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basis of nominal per capita GDP India stood at 140th position in the world. It indicate how
per capital income of India is low and it is due to large number of population and high
poverty level. Three main sectors dominate Indian economy, namely: services sector
accounts for 55.6 percent, industrial sector 26.3 percent and agriculture sector 18.28
percent. Although the share of agriculture sector in total economy is lowest as compared
to services and industrial sectors yet major portion of population is depend upon it for
survival and earning. According to 2010 World Bank data population below poverty line
was 37 percent while Gini coefficient was 36.6 in the same period. Total labour force
in 2011 was estimated to be 487.6 million out of which 52 percent was involved in
agriculture, 14 percent was involved in industry and 34 percent was involved in services
sector. According to Indian
Labor Bureau, the unemployment rate in 2011 was 9.8 percent. Main industries include:
telecommunications, textile, chemicals, food processing, steel, transportation equipment,
cement, mining, petroleum, machinery, software and pharmaceuticals. Indian ranking in
World Bank’s “Ease of doing business index” in 2012 was 132. It indicates and that it is
very difficult for a foreigner to do business in Indian society due the existence of heavy
restrictions and social taboos. Government’s control over the economy is also strong.
Indian consumers are also nationalists and have less preference for foreign-made goods
and supply chains. The MacDonald and KFC restaurant were attacked and burnt in India
after the arrest of an Indian diplomat in the United States.
Total exports in 2011 was estimated to be $303 billion which include: petroleum products,
previous stones, machinery, iron and steel, chemicals, vehicles and apparel. Major export
partners are the United States 12.6 percent, U.A.E. 12.2 percent, China 8 percent, Hong
Kong 4.1 percent. Since liberalization, the value of India's international trade has
increased sharply, with the contribution of total trade in goods and services to the GDP
rising from 16% in 1990–91 to 47% in 2008–10. India accounts for 1.44% of exports and
2.12% of imports for merchandise trade and 3.34% of exports and 3.31% of imports for
commercial services trade worldwide. Total imports in 2011 were estimated to US$488.6
billion that include crude oil, precious stones, machinery, fertilizer, iron and steel and
chemical. Major imports come from China 12.4%, UAE 6.5%, Saudi Arabia 5.8%, US
5.7%, Australia 4.5% (2010). Total FDI stock in 2011-2012 was $36.5 billion while gross
external debt was $267.1 billion on December 31,2011. Public debt was estimated to
be around 62.43 percent while budget deficit in 2011-12 was about 5.9 percent of GDP.
Total tax revenue in 2011 was $218.7 billion while total expenditures were $311.2
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billion. Total foreign exchange reserves as on February 2012 were around $295 billion.
India received total economic aid $2.10 billion in 2008. In 2003, Goldman Sachs
predicted that India's GDP in current prices would overtake France and Italy by 2020,
Germany, UK and Russia by 2025 and Japan by 2035, making it the third largest economy
of the world, behind the US and China.

6.2.1 Adoption of Soviet-Style Economic system
Before Indian independence from Great Britain, Soviet Union fully supported Indian
freedom movement and disseminated marks political philosophy among the Indian
leaders. It resulted in the generation of hatred about British imperialism, capitalist
philosophy and free market mechanism. After independence in 1947, Indian political
leadership was under the influence of Soviet economic philosophy. First Indian Prime
Minister, Nehru, introduced Soviet-style economic policies and encouraged heavy industry
supported by public sector subsidies. This policy was widely criticized by western
economists including Milton Friedman because Indian economic posture was pro-Soviet
Union, which was then an arch enemy of western countries. Indian leaders accepted low
economic growth and negate free market economic policies due to having communist
ideas. It resulted in poor economic growth, which was flat from 1950 to 1990. During four
decades, 1950-1990) India was isolated internationally from the world markets to protect
its economy from western intervention and to achieve self-reliance goal. Heavy tariffs were
imposed on foreign trade, besides imposing export tax quota system. Foreign direct
investment (FDI) was restricted to equity participation. Nobody could start business
without government permission and there was a “License Raj” in India. Foreign companies
were reluctant to invest in India and US energy giant, Enron debacle was its example. The
company was bankrupted due to Indian policies. India’s exports were stagnant for the first
15 years after independence due to general neglect of trade policy followed by the
government at that time.

6.2.2 Opening up of Economy
Indian policies before 1991 was an intentional isolation from the world economies to protect
its economy from external capitalistic environment to build its economy on Soviet’s
economic philosophy of self-sufficiency through indigenous resources. Heavy tariffs were
imposed and foreign direct investment was restricted. There was almost totally banned on
technology transfer, foreign collaboration, and joint venture. All business activity with
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foreigners were subject to the approval of government. The result of these restrictions were
that FDI flew to India between 1985 and 1992 was only 200 million per annum which was
very low keeping in view the huge market size of Indian economy. Indian exports were
almost remained at the same level during 1947 and 1970.
The disintegration of the Soviet Union and increase in oil prices created huge balance of
payment problem for India and India reached on the verge of default on international loans.
It rushed to International Monetary Funds and sought $1.8 billion rescue package. The IMF
lend that amount ot loan to India but with certain conditional ties of opening the economy,
reducing budget deficit, allowing foreign direct investment, eliminating licensing practice
and introducing other economic reforms regarding free market economy. India gradually
opened its economy in the start of 21st century and took many initiative to encourage private
sector to join hand with foreign companies. India also opened its financial sector for foreign
investment and concentrate on the development of social sector. India Human
Development Index (HDI) was improved by 34 percent during last 22 years since 1990.

6.2.3 Public Debt
India is highly indebted country among the emerging economies. As of 2011, its public
debt stood at 62.43 percent of GDP. Similarly, the rate of inflation is another problem of
Indian economy. In April, 2012 the inflation rate in India was 7.23 percent. The main
reason of Indian high level of public debt is budget deficit, high defense expenditures,
massive subsidies given to industrial sector and tax evasion. India could not expand its
tax base due to high level of poverty and people low capacity of paying taxes. Low
productivity is another reason of rising public debt. The administrative cost is also high.
India’s border dispute with China and Pakistan has forced its keep standing army
equipped with latest armaments. High level of debt may pose a serious problem in future
if efforts are not made by Indian leaders to contain its further growth.

6.2.4 Economic Structure
●

Industrial Sector

India focuses on developing heavy industry right from the beginning. Every Indian
government has paid special attention on the industrialization of country for reducing
unemployment and expanding country’s industrial base. In 2012 the share of industry in
Indian GDP was 28 percent and the percentage of labour force working in this sector is
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about 14 percent. In 1991 different economic reforms were introduced in industrial sector
to make it efficient so that it might be able to compete in international market and to attract
foreign direct investment in this sector and to modernize it. Under these reforms this
sector was opened for foreign investment with certain restrictions. Infrastructure was
improved and many public sector industries were privatized. Special focus was given to
expand the industrial base of consumer goods to meet indigenous and foreign demand.
During 2004-2008 heavy investment amount to US $27 billion was made in this sector to
enhance the level of output.
India faced severe competition in domestic and international markets after entry of China
into WTO because Chinese products were cheaper as compared to Indian products. In
order to meet this challenge India rationalize its strategy by reducing products costs, using
cheap labour, introducing latest technology and bringing efficiency in management. This
strategy, however, reduced the process of employment generation because the small
manufacturing firms, previous depending on labour-intensive production process, shifted
to mechanization by reducing their reliance on labour. Textile is the large manufacturing
sector of India, which employees 21 million labour and producing 21 percent of GDP. It is
the big employer of labour force after agriculture sector. In order to modernize textile sector
and to capture the opportunities produced after opening world market under WTO regime
India made huge investment of US $27 billion during the period of 2004 and 2008.

● Services Sector
Services sector is the largest employer of labour force and it employs about 23 percent of
labour force and is expanding rapidly. Its growth rate in 1952-82 was only 4.6 percent per
annum but it jumped to 7.5 percent during the decade of 1990s. Its share in total Gross
Domestic Products (GDP) in 1950 was only 15 percent which exponentially scaled up to
56 percent in 2008. India has made a great stride in the field of information technology
and this sector grew around 36 percent during 1998-2008 and its share in total exports is
estimated to be 25 percent. The fast growth in information technology sector was the result
of the availability of skilled man power required by foreign IT companies. Presently 15 are
ranked top world IT firms that are dominating the world and among them seven are Indian
firms. It indicates how India is making headway in IT sector. Indian software industry is
earning huge foreign exchange for the country by developing latest software and exporting
them.
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6.2.5 Foreign Direct Investment
After China India is a big consumer market and has tremendous attraction for foreign
companies. There are a large scope of investment in Indian information technology, Auto,
chemicals, pharmaceuticals, textiles and Jewelry because these are the growing sector. In
past these sector could not attract foreign investment and technology due to restrictive
economic policies of India and they remained under-developed. However, in the early
years of 2000 India gradually opened its economy for foreign investors and under new
policy the foreign investors were allowed to acquire hundred percent equity. Similarly, the
bottlenecks in the way of foreign investment in industrial sector were also removed. Foreign
direct investment and technology were encouraged to inflow into India. In the first quarter
of 2005 India changed its rules regarding foreign direct investment and opened different
sectors such as construction, infrastructure, educational institutions and health sectors for
100 percent equity holding. It generated boom in these sectors. But India maintain
restriction of investment by foreigners in insurance and retail sectors because domestic
firms were active and having monopoly on them. India received US $24.5 billion foreign
direct investment in 2009, which was 26 percent higher from 2008. The manufacturing
sector has not only been expanded due to foreign direct investment but it also modernized
due to transfer of technology by foreign firms. Now Indian share in world trade has
increased to 1.5 percent as per WTO (2008) data. Indian economy has become one of the
largest manufacturing and exporting countries. The major source of earning after exports
is remittances sent by Indian working in different countries. In 2010 India received $49.90
billion, which is highest in the world, from Indian migrants working abroad. However the
ratio of foreign direct investment is as low as one percent of GDP.

6.2.6 Growing Middle Class
As we know India is one of the most populous country of the world and has a big consumer
market. Retail business is the main characteristics of Indian economy and its share is
around 16 percent in total GDP. The size of Indian retail market is calculated to be US $455
billion and is regarded as one of the five big retail markets of the world from economic point
of view. The size of middle class is more than 300 million people whose income rapidly
increasing and they are trying to improve their living standard. Different retail chains are
working in India and they include of mom and pop shops, genera stores, handcrafts shops
and convenience stores. Fast Food business is rapidly flourishing and MacDonald and
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KFC have opened their restaurants in all big Indian cities. This sector would have been
developed more if the government has allowed foreign direct investment in retail business.
Every retail store will have to get license for starting business and it has to face strict antihoarding rules.

6.2.7 Energy Resources and Consumption
As the Indian economy is rapidly expanding the demand for energy is also increasing day
after day. India ranked 4th in the generation of electricity and petroleum products and also
one of the biggest importer of coal and oil. The total consumption of coal and oil is about
69 percent. India meets 25 percent of the consumption of oil from its domestic sources
and import 75 percent of its oil needs from other countries. Total proven oil reserves of
India in 2009 were 780 million metric tons while gas reserves were at 1075 billion cubic
meters. These reserves are very insufficient to meet growing fuel demand. India has been
spending billions of dollars on the import of oil every year. In 2010 it imported oil worth
$95 billion. India generates 66 percent electricity from thermal source, 21 percent from
hydel 11 percent from renewable sources and about 3 percent from nuclear power. India
possess large coal reserves which are being used to produce electricity. The size of Indian
coal reserves is around 106 billion tons. India has also planned to use its large thorium
sources, which are more than 26 percent of world, to produce nuclear energy in future. In
past India had very few uranium reserves to build its nuclear energy sector but now it is in
comfortable situation. In 2011 on the occasion of US President, Barak Obama, a bilateral
agreement between India and the United States was signed under which the United States
was pledged to supply uranium to India for generation of nuclear energy. India has also
signed the similar pact with Canada. Through such agreement and building hydel power
houses India is bent upon to produce huge energy from domestic sources. At the moment,
India is producing 186.2 Giga Watts (GW) electricity.

6.2.8 Education and Literacy Rate
India one of the main problem is low literacy rate. Its half of the population was illiterate
till 1999 due to widespread poverty, lack of educational facilities and poor trend among
the people to get education and improve their skill. This was the main hurdles in India’s
low productivity and flat economic growth during 1950 and 1990. However, after 1990
Indian government took initiative to enhance literacy rate and took various measures for
this purpose. For example, Indian government introduced 86th constitutional amendment
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in 2001 under which it was made fundamental right of every person to get education. The
government also took different and administrative measure to provide free education to
every children without any discrimination. These measures improved the literacy rate to
around 75 percent in 2011, which was still lower when we compared with other emerging
economies such as China and world average. The reason for slow improvement in the
literacy rate was high rate of students’ dropout. Another reason was the discrimination
between different social groups like urban and rural, males and females and cost system
as well as income inequality. These impediments have kept a large proportion of Indian
labour force as poor, illiterate and unskilled which consequently affected productivity
growth.

6.2.9 MAIN CHALLENGES
Level of Poverty
Poverty is one of the chronicle problem of India inspite of hectic efforts India has so far not
been able to reduce it substantially. As per world Banks (2006) data about 76 percent
population was still living on one US dollar per day (PPP) and in addition to this 28 percent
population was living on 1.25 per US dollar per day. As per Indian government data issued
in 2010 the percentage of population living below poverty line is 36 percent. These figure
shows the bleak situation of poverty prevailing in Indian society. Times of India reported in
April, 2010 that
“The majority of Indian population had a per capita space equivalent to or less than a
100 square feet (9.3 m2) room for their basic living needs, and one-third of urban people
lived in homes too cramped to exceed even the minimum requirements of a prison cell in
the US.The average living capacity is 103 sq ft (9.6 m2) per person in rural areas and
117 sq ft (10.9 m2) per person in urban areas. Around half of Indian children are
malnourished. The proportion of underweight children is nearly double that of SubSaharan Africa.”
Different Indian governments launched different development projects in different periods
to eradicate poverty but they could not be succeeded as yet. The objective of the most of
these programs were initiated under centrally planning, aiming at enhancing the
production of agricultural products so that food shortage might be averted. India’s main
problem in the past and present is to feed its growing population and avoid hunger and
famine. This is the reason more concentration was paid to enhance grain production rather
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increasing people’s income. In 1980s various projects were launched to encourage the
unemployed youth to participate in generation of productive assets and building rural
infrastructure. In 2005 Indian parliament legislated a law named “Rural Employment
Guarantee Bill” under which it was ensured to provide 100 days of minimum wage
employment to every rural family in the whole India. The Federal Government did not
accept the plea of Provincial Governments that they had taken proper measures to reduce
poverty and on this ground set aside their request to cut subsidies and retrenching labour.
The refusal was made in the context of growing poverty and unemployment. For example,
as per NSSO survey made in 2005, about 9 percent Indian population was unemployed
while this ratio was 7 percent in 1993. The unemployment rate was higher among urban
population where job competition was higher due to continuous migration of population
from rural to urban population. The sectors which are generating jobs are Information
Technology and tourism while job growth in other sectors is stagnant for many years.

• Balance of Payment problem
Balance of payment is another chronicle problem of India since independence. India
balance of payment has been remained negative to high volume of imports and low
exports. As Indian economy was closed till 1990 there was no major foreign direct
investment, no export earnings and low incentives to improve productivity. India would
have to approach International Monetary Fund to borrow money to bridge gap in the import
and export, tax revenue and total expenditures. However, after liberalization of economy
the situation has improved to much an extent. In 1990 Indian exports were covering 66
percent imports and this ratio of imports coverage was increased to more than 81 percent
in 2003. However, it was again drop to 62 percent in 2009 due to global economic
recession. Indian large import bill is the main cause of its current account deficit, which
was US$118.2 billion in 2009. It was 9.7 percent of GDP. The major portion of Indian
import bill consisted

oil, which

was amounted to US$82.2 billion in 2010. The 2008

global economic meltdown badly affected Indian economy. Its exports was declined 29.3
percent while imports was reduced 39.3 percent in 2009. India exports

are dependent

upon two major economic zone. For example, 61 percent of its exports are gone to the
United States of America and European Union. The economic recession occurred in these
two regions after 2008 brought a negative effect on Indian exports. However, in 2011
Indian exports again started improving its monthly exports touched high level of US$26
billion in June 2011 while the import level was US$41 billion. The gap between imports
and exports was still substantial. India’s debt services ratio to total revenue was 36 percent
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in 1990, which was substantially reduced to 5 percent only in 2009, showing impressive
improvement in public finance. Indian foreign exchange reserves were only $5.7 billion in
April, 1990 while it were jumped to $284 billion in 2009. It indicates how much Indian
economic position has improved in the first decade of 21st century vis-à-vis 1990.
●

High Unemployment Rate

The unemployment rate is highest in India due to high population growth rate, lack of job
opportunities and concentration of industry in public sector and monopolized market.
Similarly, India has less resources to develop living standard and create job opportunities
in required number. There is a wide-spread unemployment and poverty in India. The
unemployment rate is higher in the rural rather than urban areas. Like other developing
countries, Child labour is the problem for India. Due to low income, poverty and high
population growth the parents in India preferred to send their children to work rather than
to study in the schools and colleges. It was also wrong policy of the government which
has more focused on higher education rather than promoting school education. It kept the
dropout ratio high, in addition to benefiting high income group to reap benefit from higher
subsidized education. Under international pressure Indian government has initiated many
programs to eliminate child labour. It has started primary education for 250 million children
and gradually increasing budgetary allocation. In 2007 the fund earmarked in the budget
were $21 million, which were increased to $50 million in 2010.

● Population Growth Rate
India is among those developing countries whose population growth rate is high. This is
the reason Indian population is increasing rapidly and it has exceeded 1.19 billion in 2013.
The population growth rate is more in the rural areas rather than in urban areas. The main
causes of high population growth rate is high rate of unemployment and low job
opportunities in the rural areas. The income of rural population is low because of the
concentration of land in the hands of big feudal. Indian government has enforced a series
of agricultural reforms since independence to diversify land ownership but these reforms
could not be succeeded due to corruption in administrative structure and social set up.
Indian government has provided different types of subsidies to agriculture sector due to
which the productivity of this sector could not be improved. According to the World Bank
(2010), excessive regulations has enhanced agricultural product costs, price risks and
uncertainty and official intervention in credit, land and labour market has further
deteriorated the situation. More than 70 percent land holding is less than one hectare in
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size. Water shortage is another major issue. In 2010 the ration of cultivated land by
irrigation water was only 39 percent. The rest of the land is dependent on rainfall for
cultivation. Out of 1.19 billion population, around 6100 million people are not availing
electricity and only 45 percent of rural population have deprived of electric connection.
Electricity stolen is a common practice and it is estimated that about half of total electricity
is stolen and on account of this reason power sector has been suffering losses. The power
theft in China is only 3 percent. The Indian government has taken policy initiative to
improve its social indicator. It resulted impressive improvement in different social sector
particularly supply of clean water which has improved from 65 percent in 1990 to 92
percent in 2002 in rural areas and from 83 percent to 97 percent in the urban areas of
India.

● Corruption
Corruption is widespread in the whole society of India and it has been eating Indian
economy like white aunt. As India adopted policy of establishing public sector monopoly,
keeping industrial and service sector under strict control and doing all development
projects under planned economic system, it created distortions and rent-seeking in the
economy. The Licensing practice for establishing every industry and even small shop has
resulted in wide-spread corruption in all walks of life. According to Transparency
International Report, 2005 it has been mentioned that majority of those, who got
employment in government offices, paid bribery or used political influence to secure a job.
It placed India at 87th ranking of the transparency of business while World Bank has placed
India on 132 ranking in 2010 as an ”Ease of Doing Business”. These poor ranking is due
to high rate of corruption. Institutional inefficiency and corruption are the two main causes
of poverty, low income and low productivity growth. The parallel economy running on black
many is huge size. According to Swiss Banking Association Report, 2006, the Indian black
money earned through corruption and deposited into Swiss Banks is amounted to $1,587
billion. The amount of this black money is 14 times of Indian external debt and shows
volume of illegal money. The Transparency International Report also mentioned that
around 26 percent official teachers and 42 percent health workers were found absent from
their jobs.
Indian Government has taken several steps to reduce corruption. It enforced “The Right
of Information Act, 2005 under which the people have right to get all relevant information
from government departments and in case of denial the respective officer or official will
have face severe punishment. The government has computerized official record to reduce
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chances of changing records and theft of files. Vigilance commissions have been
established at Federal and Provincial level to check the practices of corruption. It has
considerably reduced corruption level.
●

Weak Infrastructure

India inherited

a large infrastructure from the British who built Indian infrastructure

according to their political and economic needs and interests. There was a wide disparity
between Indian southern and northern parts due to this reason from development and
poverty point of view. India will have to create balance in its infrastructure development.
But it needed huge funds which were not available soon after independence. Indian
government could not allocate required funds to develop its infrastructure. The budgetary
allocation kept India’s infrastructure inefficient and consequently low economic activity and
growth. The neglected sectors were construction, telecommunication and transportation.
India allocated $31 billion in 2002, which were 6 percent of its GDP. In order to accelerate
development, India invited foreign direct investment in infrastructure projects by partially
opening it up. Except Railways, most of the infrastructure projects are being built and
maintain by private sector.

6.3. RUSSIAN FEDERATION
6.3.1 Transition from planned to free Market Economy
Russia is the biggest country of the world from territory point of view because it has spread
over any area of 17 percent of the world. The endowment of natural resources, advance
technology, high level of human capital and strong scientific and technology base, a huge
reserves of oil and gas, gold and other precious metals are the main characteristics of
Russian economy. Russia’s economic and political philosophy is totally opposite to
western political and economic philosophy. Total economy was under public control before
1990s and all industries and government functionaries were working under centrally
planned system. The Russian government was following Marx’s communist philosophy
and was an arch enemy of the western free market mechanism. Russia and the United
States were emerged as two superpowers of the world after Second World War and a cold
war continued between two countries till 19906. The whole world was divided into two
blocks: Soviet and the U.S. The Soviet Union focused on developing heavy industries and
promoted science and technology under official umbrella. But the Soviet Union would have
to pay heavy cost for invading Afghanistan in 1979 and suffering defeat. It withdrew its
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forces in 1988 from Afghanistan but that war destroyed its whole economy, which was
collapsed in the mid of 1990s. Various states like Ukraine, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan,
Georgia,etc, were emerged as independent countries. The remaining part of Soviet Union
was renamed as Russian Federation. The Russian Federation had no money to run the
state. It defaulted on international loans because it was faced to meet its international
obligations. The heavy capital flight has created scarcity of financial resources. In order to
manage the situation the Russian would have to approach International Monetary Fund
and sought loans. It had to open up its economy and follow economic reforms under IMF’s
loans conditional ties. But the opening of economy and introducing economic reforms was
proved disastrous for the Russian economy, which was almost collapsed, throwing
millions of people into poverty traps. There was so much high level of uncertainty which
precipitated capital flight about $15 billion per year. This failure was occurred because
Russia had no team of professionals having experience of running the economy under
free market mechanism of demand economy. The Russian had bureaucrats who were
working under centrally planned system for the last four decades and they had no
experience of private sector economy. The Russian economy which was regarded as the
most strong and one of the big economy of the world turned intro low income economy
due to massive mismanagement. The size of Russian GDP in 1990 was $1.2 trillion which
was reduced to $900 billion in 1996. Then the Russian President, Yeltsin’s wrong
decisions created anarchy and chaos in the economy and Russian currency, Rubble, was
drastically dropped and become worthless due to hyperinflation. However, the new
Russian President, Vladimir Putin, took effective measures to improve the economy and
restore stability. His relentless efforts put the country on recovery path and the size of
Russian economy was grown to US$2.3 trillion in 2009 from a very low of $900 in 1996.
The Russian economy was fully recovered in 2011 when its GDP has increased to $2.40
trillion. The following Figure 6.1 shows ups and downs in the Russian economy during
1990 and 2011.
Figure 6.1 Russian Federation GDP Growth, 1992-2011.
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The Russian leader, Vladimir Putin, was the source of economic stability during this period.
However, external environment also helped Russian to improve its financial indicators. Oil
prices were jumped from $20 per barrel in 1996 to $100 per barrel in 2008, which
substantially contributed in improving the health of Russian economy. Russia hold eighth
largest oil and second largest coal reserves in the World. It produced two times high oil
output, 69,603 barrel per day than 28,083 barrel per day produced by the United States.
Similarly it has large petroleum industry in the world. The increase in oil and gas prices as
well as prices of other commodities precipitated the inflow of foreign capital, increasing
foreign exchange reserves to the level of $513 billion in January,2012. Russian paid all IMF
and the United States in order free the conditional ties and undue pressures.
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6.3.4 Size of Russian Economy
In 2012 the Russian Federation ranked 9 th in the economy of world. The size of Russian
economy in 2012 was $1.886 trillion nominal and $2.373 trillion PPP. GDP per capita
was $13,236 nominal while $16.687 PPP. The GDP is composed of three main sectors
such as services 58.9 percent, industry 37 percent and agriculture 4.2 percent. Total
labour force was estimated in 2010 was 75.55 million out which 58.1 percent was
involved in services sector,31.9 percent was in industry and 10 percent was engaged in
agriculture sector. Unemployment rate was 6.3 percent while population below poverty
line was around 14 percent in 2011. Although inflation was the main problem of Russian
Federation in 1990s yet it was controlled and was nearly to 3.7 percent in February 2012.
Main industries include complete range of mining and extractive industries producing oil,
gas, coal, chemicals and metals, all types of machine building from rolling mills to highperformance aircraft, space vehicles, and defense industries including radar, missile
production and advanced electronic equipment, shipbuilding, medical and scientific
equipment. Total exports in 2011 were $498 billion and it includes: Petroleum and
petroleum products, natural gas, metals, wood and wood products, chemicals and wide
variety of civilian and military equipment. Commodities, particularly oil, natural gas,
metals, and timber comprise 80% of Russian exports. According to World Bank,
Russian Federation was ranked 120th

as “Ease of Doing Business”. Russian main

exporting countries are Netherland 10.62 percent, Italy 6.46 percent, Germany 6.24
percent, China 5.69 percent, Turkey 4.3 percent and Ukraine 4.01 percent in 2009.
Russian imports are far less than exports and this is the reason it has been recorded trade
surplus for many years. In 2011 total Russian imports were $310.1 billion and importing
goods comprised by machinery, vehicles, pharmaceutical products, plastic, semi-finished
metal products, meat, fruits and nuts, optical and medical instruments, iron and steel.
It imports come 14.39 percent from Germany, 13.98 percent from China, 5.48 percent
from Ukraine, 4.84 percent from Italy and 4.46 percent from the United States. Russian
gross external debt in 2010 was $471.6 billion and public debt was only 36.0 billion, which
was 2 percent of GDP in 2011.Total tax revenue in 2011, was $382.8 billion against
total expenditures of $376 billion, which means tax revenue was $5 billion more than total
expenditures. Foreign exchange reserve on December 31, 2011 was $513 billion.
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6.3.5 Industrial structure
Russia is the most high-tech industrialized country. Right from the beginning it did not only
developed resources based industries also built heavy capacity industries particularly in
heavy machinery and equipment. The civilians and fighter planes and other defense
industries are among them and these industries does not only competitive in the world
market but also Russia enjoys competitive advantage over many advanced countries.
Defense industry is the biggest one employing about three million people and providing 20
percent manufacturing jobs. After the United States, Russia is the second largest exporters
of defense equipments. The most popular types of weaponry bought from

Russia

are Sukhoi and MiG fighters, air

defense systems, helicopters, battle tanks, armored

personnel

fighting

carriers and infantry

vehicles.

The

research organization

Centre for Analysis of Strategies and Technologies ranked the air defense system
producer Almaz-Antey as the most successful company in 2007.Aircraft manufacturing
is an important industry sector in Russia, employing around 355,300 people. The Russian
aircraft industry offers a portfolio of internationally competitive military aircraft such as
MiG-29 and Su- 30, while new projects such as the Sukhoi Superjet 100 are hoped to
revive the fortunes of the civilian
belonging

to

the United

aircraft

segment.

In

2009,

companies

Aircraft Corporation delivered 95 new fixed-wing aircraft to

its customers, including 15 civilian models. In addition, the industry produced over 141
helicopters. It is one of the most science-intensive hi- tech sectors and employs the largest
number of skilled personnel. The production and value of the military aircraft branch far
outstrips other defense industry sectors, and aircraft products make up more than half
of the country's arms exports.
Space industry of Russia consists of over 100 companies and employs 250,000 people.
The largest company of the industry is RKK Energia, the main manned space flight
contractor. Leading l a u n c h v e h i c l e p r o d u c e r s a r e Khrunichev and Ts SKB
Progress.

Largest s a t e l l i t e developer i s Reshetnev I n f o r m a t i o n S a t e l l i t e

S y s t e m s , w h i l e NPO Lavochkin is the main developer of interplanetary probes.
Automotive production is a significant industry in Russia, directly employing around
600,000 people or 0.7% of the country's total work force. In addition, the industry supports
around 2–3 million people in related industries. Russia was the world's 15th largest car
producer in 2010, and accounts for about 7% of the worldwide production. In 2009 the
industry produced 595,807 light vehicles, down from 1,469,898 in 2008 due to the
global financial crisis. The largest companies are light vehicle producers AvtoVAZ and
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GAZ, while KAMAZ is the leading heavy vehicle producer. 11 foreign carmakers have
production operations or are constructing plants in Russia.

6.3.6 Economic Growth after Transition
After transition from closed economy to market-based economy the real economy of the
Russian Federation was expanded 7 percent per year between 2000 and 2009 and its
GDP was ranked 6 largest in the world on the basis of purchasing power parity (PPP).
Russia per capita GDP was $14,918 in 2010. During the era of President, Putin, Russian
economy was expanded 75 percent, investment was jumped to 125 percent and industrial
and agricultural production was improved many folds. Average labour wages were
increased from $85 to $650 and real income was increased two times. The size of middle
class was expanded from 5.5 million to 56 million, which was an increase of more than 7
times. The poverty rate was decreased to 12 percent in 2010 from more than 31 percent
in 1999. However, most of the growth was commodity-price-driven due to rise oil and other
commodity prices in the world market. Russian GDP was increased from $1.28 trillion in
2007 to $3.47 trillion in 2013, an increase of about 170 percent. During crisis period the
loss making industrial unites were merged into profit-making industries to reduce losses
and creating efficiencies in industrial sectors. Many units were privatized. But after gaining
financial stability Russia made many acquisitions. Russian companies entered world
market for mergers and acquisition. About 13,834 transactions of mergers and
acquisitions valuing $615 billion were made by Russian companies during 2000s. Total
such transactions completed during 2010 were 3,670 which was 15 percent higher than
2009. The amount of these transactions were $100 billion.

6.3.7 Close trade ties with China
Russia and China had the same economic system and political philosophy. Both developed
their economies under centrally planned economic system. China initially was poor and the
Soviet Union fully supported it financially and militarily. But it is a strange event in history that
in 1990s Soviet economy was collapsed but Chinese economy was recorded impressive
economic growth. In 1990s the Chinese economy was half of the Soviet economy while in
2010 Russian economy was half of the Chinese economy. However, in 2010s the two
economies were recorded rapid economic growth and sustain political and economic stability
vis-a-vis western economies. Similarly, two countries establish close economies ties and
enhance bilateral trade relations. Trade volume between two countries reached $29.1
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billion in 2005, an increase of 37.1% compared with 2004. China’s export of machinery
and electronic goods to Russia grew 70%, which is 24% of China’s total export to Russia
in the first 11 months of 2005. During the same time, China’s export of high- tech
products to Russia increased by 58%, and that is 7% of China’s total exports to Russia.
Also in this time period border trade between the two countries reached $5.13 billion,
growing 35% and accounting for nearly 20% of the total trade. Most of China’s exports to
Russia remain apparel and footwear. Russia is China’s eighth largest trade partner and
China is now Russia’s fourth largest trade partner. China now has over 750 investment
projects in Russia, involving $1.05 billion. China’s contracted investment in Russia
totaled $368 million during January– September 2005, twice that in 2004.Chinese
imports from Russia are mainly those of energy sources, such as crude oil, which is mostly
transported by rail, and electricity exports from neighboring Siberian and Far Eastern
regions. Exports of both of these commodities are increasing, as Russia opened the
Eastern Siberia–Pacific Ocean oil pipeline's branch to China, and Russian power
companies are building some of its hydropower stations with a view of future exports
to China. Despite all this Russia still exports more to China by amount of 21.23 billion
US dollars in comparison to an import of 17.52 Billion in 2009.

6.3.8 Wealth and Income inequality
Russia has witnessed unprecedented economic growth and increase in national income.
The wealth generated as a result of this economic growth was tremendous and created
income inequality. The people attached with exporting industries earned huge profits and
earned wages as compared to the people working in other sectors. The difference was also
noted in their living standards and consumption. The gap between the rich and poor was
widened. The income of the rich was increased from 15 to 18 times than the poor’s’ income.
The Russian wealthy class has so much accumulated wealth that the billionaire living in
Moscow are more than the billionaire living in New York. The most effected segments of
this income inequality are pensioners and unskilled workers who could not reap the benefits
of economic growth and expansion of national income.
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6.4. Brazil
Brazil is the big economy of Latin America having an area of 3.29 million square miles and
8.51 million square kilometers and ranking as sixth by nominal and seventh by purchasing
power parity as the largest economy of the world. Its territory is equal to the size of the
whole Europe and 2.5 times big of India. It is over 35 times of Britain. It is modest free
economy having GDP size in 2009 was $3.143 trillion and its nominal per capita income in
2011 was $12,916 while its per capita GDP in term of Power purchasing parity (PPP) was
$11,845.Its GDP is composed of three main sectors such as services 67.0 percent,
industry 27.5 percent and agriculture 5.5 percent in 2011. The ratio of population below
poverty line in 2011 was 8.5 percent. Gini coefficient was 49.3 percent, which shows
high income inequality. Total labour forces in 2010 was 103.6 million out of which
66 percent were engaged in services sector, 20 percent in agriculture and 14 percent in
industry. The unemployment rate in February 2012 was 5.7 percent. Main industries
include petroleum, steel, coal, machine building, textile, armament, aero planes, cement
and apparel, soybean, food processing products, chemicals, consumer products,
locomotives, automotive, satellites and tourism. It is highly regulated economy in which
government has strong control and its ranking in the World Bank’s ease of doing business
is 126th.
Total exports of Brazil in 2011 were $256.0 billion and the export goods include: transport
equipment, machinery, steel, aero plane, paper, electric machinery, iron ore,
soybeans, footwear, coffee, autos, automotive parts and machinery. Major export partners
are China 17.3 percent, United States 10.1 percent, Argentina 8.9 percent, Netherlands
5.3 percent and Japan 3.7 percent. Total imports of Brazil in 2011 were around $226.2
billion and import items include machinery, electrical and transport equipment, chemical
products, oil, automotive parts and electronics. Main import partners are U.S.A. 15
percent, China 14.5 percent, Argentina 7.5 percent, Germany 6.7 percent, and South
Korea 4.5 percent. Gross external debt was $310.8 billion. Public debt is around 41.4
percent of GDP in 2010. Total revenue collection in 2011 was $1,005 billion while total
expenditures were $926.8 billion. Revenue is more than expenditures and it means that
budget is surplus. Brazil international trade was also surplus to the tone of $30 billion in
2011.Foreign exchange reserves in March 2012 were $365 billion.
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6.4.1 Economic Reforms
In 1990s Brazil introduce different reforms in taxation, social security, public finance, trade,
banking, industry and other sector to make the economy dynamic and pull it from long
stagnancy
Structural informs were enforced to make the administrative machinery of country efficient
and policies were rationalize to promote investment, trade and industry. In order to check
inefficiency and wastage of resources a specific law of fiscal responsibility was
implemented at different governmental levels. It reduced its high level of debt to half
through exchange rat-lined certificates.
It opened its economy for foreign direct investment in manufacturing sector which resulted
growth of exports by 20 percent per annum. Brazil kept the exchange rate stable by
accumulating foreign currencies and increasing its foreign exchange reserves to
comfortable. It ruled out the possibility of liquidity crunch faced by the country in 1980s.
The inflation was low to 4 percent due to stable exchange rate and domestic prices. As a
result of a long consistent policy initiatives Brazil achieved trade surplus after 12 years.
Brazil cut 30 percent tax on manufacturing sector to boost its output and widen its role in
international trade. Similarly, Brazil invested $8 billion in infrastructure projects to fasten
the mobility of people and goods. The policy thrust was to promote industry, foreign trade
and technology. Special focus was given to develop pharmaceutical, Software,
semiconductor and capital goods. For this purpose, a large number of mergers and
acquisitions were made. During 1993 and 2010 total 7012 mergers and acquisitions
valuing $707 billion were made by Brazilian firms. Such transactions of worth $115 billion
were executed only in 2010.
Brazil is among those countries which rapidly increased their world competitiveness in
1990s by making its economy efficient, by using resources properly and implementing
reforms in all relevant sectors that booted economic growth. Brazil secured 8th position in
competitiveness and left behind Russia and closing gap with India and China, which are
regarded as three top BRIC countries. The economic reforms provide better environment
to private sector to grow. In sophisticated sector Brazil also make a good mark in the
production of submarines, aircraft and space satellites. It is the only country in South
America which has a satellite launching center. It has also constructed the international
Space Station, besides being pioneer in Ethanol technology and its largest producer.
Brazil in collaboration of Mexico developed many multinational companies to play active
role in international business. After accumulating sufficient resources now these
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multinationals are investing in different countries around the globe and making handsome
profits. Brazil has specialization in the fields of deep water oil exploration and it has been
extracting about 73 percent of its oil demand through this source. Brazil has a large
consumer market and modest per capita income attracted about ten international
automobile companies to set up their plants there. Brazil is the tenth large market of the
world with population of 190 million and ample natural resources. In the ranking of the
number of billionaires in the world, Brazil ranks 8th and it is ahead of Japan in this respect
as per the Forbes, 2011 Report. The size of economy can be judged from the fact that
Brazil produces million tons of steel, 26 million tons of cement, 70 million cubic meters of
petroleum, 3.5 million television sets, 3 million refrigerators annually.

6.4.2 Economic Structure
● Agriculture Sector
Brazil population was 51 million in 1950 and it rapidly grew to 190 million in 2009, an
average more than two percent increase per annum. In order to feed this growing
population special concentration was paid to develop the production of agriculture sector.
The agriculture land was divided into zones and allotted to farmers on the size of their
family. Necessary finance and equipment were provided to encourage the farmers to
produce more. Cattle rearing and crop raising activities were encouraged. The use of new
technology in agriculture field was encouraged. About 800,000 agricultural families were
assisted under special credit facility, research and extension programs. The credit facilities
were particularly women and young farmers to develop entrepreneurial skill among them.
Under land reforms, one million families were allotted agricultural land and through this
program about two million jobs were created. Total 600,000 km² of land was divided
among the farmer’s families. Brazil is the top producer of Soybean oil with production of
more than 50 million tons. It is the fifth largest producer of packaging and its share in
the global export of raw cane and refined sugar is 25 percent. The
agricultural reforms has transformed Brazil as most productive country of the
world. About 40 percent of Brazil population lived in the urban areas and this ratio was
increased to 56 percent in 1970 and 78 percent in 1999. Brazil is the most urbanized
country of the world. It was occurred due to rapid migration of population from rural to
urban areas. The share of agriculture in GDP was 28 percent in 1947, which was
substantially reduced to about 10 percent in 1990s.
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● Industrial Sector
Brazil made economic miracle during 1968-1973 by recording average annual GDP
growth rate of 11 percent. How that growth momentum could not be maintained due oil
crisis and GDP growth rate was recorded 6 percent during 1974-1980. However, industrial
output continued to grow vis-à-vis other sector of the economy. The share of industry in
GDP was 20 percent which was increased to 36 percent in the end of 1990s. The heavy
industrialization was resulted in the production of 2 million cars and buses, 26 million tons
of steel in 1997, 39 million of cement in 1998, about 7.7 million televisions and 3.8 million
refrigerators in 1999. Its sixty percent exports comprises of manufacturing goods. It
generated 58,000 megawatts of electricity in 1998. During 1990s ten percent population
has come out of poverty trap, which was a good achievement.

● Service Sector
Brazil has is a vibrant service sector particularly banking sector. Banking sector share in
total GDP is around 16 percent. It shows the size of this sector. Various reforms were
introduced in this sector in 1990s and new technology was introduced. It resulted the
expansion of financial services in the economy and widen outreach of these services.
U.S.financial companies also entered Brazil to exploit its potential and to generate profit.
This sector was opened to foreign investor and on May 2008 the merger of the São Paulo
Stock Exchange (Bovespa) and the São Paulo-based Brazilian Mercantile and Futures
Exchange (BM&F) were taken place. It created BM&FBOVESPA, one of the largest stock
exchanges in the world. Insurance sector was opened to third party companies to lessen
the monopolistic situation in reinsurance business. Transport and telecommunication
sector is also rapidly expanding in Brazil.

6.4.3 Economy of High inflation
In 1980s hyperinflation gripped the economy and it was mounted as high as 500 percent
in Feburary 1986. To control rising inflation government introduced economic reforms
under “Cruzado Plan”, introducing a new currency (Cruzado), stopping change in discount
rate and freezing wages and prices. Initially it plunged to near zero as a result of strict
economic measures but it again surged to 100 percent by enthusiastic consumer spending
in 1998. Brazil government initiated austerity plan and negotiated the debt rescheduling
with International Monetary Fund. High inflation and deep recession hard hit Brazialian
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economy. In 1990 then Brazil President, Collor freezed bank deposits to stop capital flight,
import tariffs were significantly reduced, cut fiscal deficits which was the main problem of
Brazil. He took administrative measure to control prices and wages and closed overnight
market. Under IMF conditional ties tight monetary policy was followed in 1992. The GDP
was reduced to just 1.5 percent in 1992. Hyper-inflation continued to grip Brazilian
economy and it peaked to 2700 percent in 1994. The government introduced a new
currency, privatized state-owned industries, cut tariffs, end wage-inflation indexing and cut
budget and trade deficits. It brought down inflation to only 6.9 percent in 1997 and was
remained under control since then. During this crisis and the currency crisis of East Asian
economies and collapsed of Soviet Union created a severe uncertainty Brazil lost about
$50 billion reserves due to consecutive capital flight in 1998. IMF provided a loans worth
$18.2 billion with a $12.6 billion supplementary Reserve facility. It was the part of financial
package of $41.5 billion announced by G-7 countries. But this financial support could not
stop currency crisis in Brazil, which devalued it 8 percent on January 15, 1999 and the
Brazilian currency was made free float, ending its pegging with US dollar. The currency
lost about 45 percent of its value after de-pegging it from dollar. However, the GDP
recorded positive growth 0.2 percent in 1998 and 0.8 percent in 1999 and inflation
remained under control ranging between 3.2 to 4.9 percent. However, Brazil foreign debt
was multiplied and debt services rose to 113.1 percent of export earnings in 1999 against
76.2 percent in 1998. But the consecutive value made Brazilian products competitive in
international markets and exports were increased rapidly. The rising export earnings
brought down the percentage of debt services 90.8 percent in 2000 and78.5 percent of
export earnings in 2001. GDP grew 4.5 percent in 2000 due to high volume of exports.
IMF approved another loan of $30 billion in September 2001 to enable Brazil to manage
its public finance and currency fluctuations and to avert loan defaults. The Brazil’s
economy started improving in 2003 and government announced to achieve 4.25 percent
primary fiscal surplus.

6.4.4 Expansion of GDP
Brazil GDP growth was phenomenal during last six decades except 1990s. During 19501959 average GDP growth was 7.1 percent and during next decade-1960-69 GDP
growth was 6.1 percent. During 1970-79 GDP growth rate was 8.9 percent, which was
highest in the history of Brazil because in the following two decades GDP growth was
dismal. For example, average GDP growth during 1980-89 was 3.0 percent while during
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1990-1999 it was only 1.7 percent. This period was very difficult for Brazil its economy
recorded hyperinflation, foreign debt was increased to unaffordable level and Brazil had
to approach IMF for bail out. However, economy came out of financial mismanagement
during 2000 and 2009 and average GDP growth was returned to 1980s level and it was
3.7 percent.

6.4.4 Energy resources and Consumption
In past Brazil was oil-deficit country and it had to import around 72 percent of oil to meet
domestic needs of different sector. But in 2008 Brazil became self-sufficient in oil
production due to discovery of oil reserves. Another important achievement of Brazil is
huge power generation by utilizing its hydel resources, which meets 90 percent
requirement of energy demand. The electricity generation from hydel source is 260,000
megawatts. It shows the highest producing capacity of hydroelectric power. Brazil is
regarded as the world leading producer of hydro power. It constructed two world largest
dams, one at River Parana and other at River Tucurui in jointly produced 19,990
Megawatts. Three nuclear power plants, Angra-I, II and III have been built with
generation capacity of 9000 megawatts. Brazil is working on the construction of another
19 nuclear power plants by 2021 to utilize this cheap source of energy generation on
maximum scale.

6.4.5 Inequality reducing policies
International Monetary Fund in its Report “Job and Growth: Analytical and operational
considerations for the Fund” dated March 14,2013 stated that
“In the past, Brazil has suffered long periods of low growth and very high inequality. But
starting in the early 1990s, and particularly during the past decade, improved
macroeconomic stability, the commodity boom, and targeted social policies have
contributed to high growth accompanied by substantial reduction in poverty and income
inequality within a relatively short time frame. From 1990-2009, GDP growth per capita
followed a strong upward trend, while inequality as measured by the Gini coefficient
declined substantially. Reducing income inequality has been an important goal of the
Brazilian government. For this, the government used well-targeted and innovative social
policies, among other policies. One popular scheme, called Bolsa Familia, has gained
worldwide recognition as a tool for reducing (primarily rural) poverty at relatively low
fiscal costs. This scheme features a direct cash transfer to poor families conditional
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on children’s school attendance and their receiving basic health care. A study finds that
one fifth of the decline in inequality during 1994-2005 can be credited to this program
(Medeiros et al.,2006). Moreover, regulatory changes in favor of micro businesses have
also contributed to promoting formalization in the labor market and reducing inequality.
Formal jobs now

account for more than half of all employment, an increase of 10

percentage points since 1990.

6.4.7 Poverty Alleviation
Brazil policy makers devise economic taxation policies in such a way that they reduce
poverty level and improve the living standard of lower segment of the society. While
framing growth policies they kept in mind the results of policies followed during 1960s and
1970s when economic miracle was occurred and high economic growth was recorded but
its benefits were not distributed in equitable way due to concentration of wealth in the hand
of upper class. Brazanil leadership launched a comprehensive multi-billion dollars poverty
alleviation plan in 2011 to eradicate absolute poverty from the country by 2014. The poor
segment of the society was targeted through cash transfers, education, health and
infrastructural projects. Initially half a million people were included into this program. The
program name was Sem Mi-Seria (Brazil without misery). Government legislated an Act
to empower the administration to search for the poor families who are not availing the
benefit of the program due to lack of information or living in remote areas. The Ministry of
Social Affairs was made responsible to implement the program efficiently. The UNDP in
its report 2011 has recognized the efforts of Brazil for reducing social inequality and
increasing the income of poor class significantly during 2000s as compared to the decade
of 1990s. The innovative anti-poverty model of Brazil is being followed by other developing
countries as well. In the budget announced in 2013, government has increased minimum
wages from R$622 (US$305) in 2012 to R$674.96 (US$331), besides increasing
allocating 10 percent of GDP to education during next 10 years. Brazilian government also
enhanced budgetary allocation for health and social welfare and infrastructural projects.
World Bank Report (2010) pointed out that poverty in Brazil has reduced remarkably from
21 percent in 2003 to 11 percent in 2010. The Brazilian Institute of statistics in its report,
2012 also mentioned that the wealth of the richest 20 percent of upper class has been
decreased during last decade due to high tax rates payment and the income of lowest 20
percent quintile has been increased from 2.6 percent to 3.5 percent in the same period. It
shows that the income of lower class is increasing while the wealth and income of upper
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class is decreasing and this is the main reason the 10 percent population have come out
of poverty trap in a short span of just seven years.

6.4.8 Infrastructure Development
Brazil started an ambitious program of infrastructure development since 2007 in phase wise
under the title of “Growth Acceleration Program”. Under these programs 12,000 public and
private infrastructure projects were initiated in the fields of transport, highways, bridge,
dams and the projects relating to the World Cup and Olympics. The booming commodity
prices in the world market and rising exports has enable Brazil to make ample funds for
these projects. The Figure 6.1 shows the rising investment in infrastructure by private and
public sector. In 2003 the total investment was more than R$59 billion which was jumped
to R$ 160 billion in 2011.
Figure 6.1 B r a z i l ’ s investment in Infrastructure during 2003-2011 (R$ bns and %)
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6.5. TURKEY
In twentieth century Turkey was a world leading power under the name of Ottoman
Empire. But it last power due to its involvement in first and Second World War It was
disintegrated into different states and many Arab tribes revolted against it and joined the
camp of British Empire. After Second World War it reduced to a low income country. But
gradually it came out of the orbit of low income, low productivity and depressed
economy. Now IMF and World Bank have declared it a newly emerging industrialized
economy on the basis of its high economic growth wince 2000. Turkey has got the status
of being a largest producer of textile, electronic, automobiles, construction materials,
transportation equipment, home appliances, etc. In 2010 Turkish GDP in 2010 was
$1.116 trillion and its GDP per capita was $10,106 nominal while $15,687 was PPP.
In 2010 Turkish GDP growth was 9.0 percent which was highest in the region. The GDP
is composed of 64.7 percent services, 25.9 percent industry and 9. 4 percent agriculture.
Total labor force in 2010 was 25.3 million out of which 45.8 percent engaged in services
sector, 24.7 percent in industry and 29.5 percent in agriculture. About 1.2 million Turks
worked in abroad. The unemployment rate in 2011 was 8.8 percent and Gini coefficient
was 39. Major include: Textile, Food processing,, electronics, tourism, auto, mining Coal,
Copper, chromate), petroleum and construction. Turkey total exports in 2010 were $143.93
billion. Main exports item were: apparel, foodstuffs, textiles, metal manufactures and
transport equipment and main export partners were Germany 9.6 percent, France 6.1
percent, and U.K. 5.8 percent. Italy 5.8 percent, Iraq 5 percent. Total imports in 2010
were $235.49 billion. The major items of imports were machinery, chemicals, semifinished goods, fuels, etc. Main exports come from Russia 14 percent, Germany 10
percent, China 9 percent, U.S.A. 6 percent, Italy 5.4 percent, and France 5 percent.
Gross external debt in 2009 was $274 billion. Turkey ranks 71 as per World Bank’s
Ease of doing business. The debt of Turkey was 48.5 percent of GDP which is lowest if
we compared it with its neighboring European countries. However its revenue is less than
its expenditures and it is facing budget deficit. Total collection of revenue in 2011 was
$145.3 billion and total public spending was $180.6 billion. In this way it is suffering a wide
budgetary gap of $35 billion. In April, 2011,total foreign exchange reserves of Turkey were
to the tune of $92.17 billion. As many as 28 billionair es live in Turk ish capit al,
I st anbul as per r eport of For bes Mag azine, Mar ch 2010. T hese num ber 34
in 2009. I t shows t he q uant it y of wealt h accum ulat ed by Turk ish wealt hy
class.
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6.5.1 Natural Resources
Turkey is rich in natural resources and currently it produces 60 different materials. The big
deposits are of boron salts and Turkish reserves are 73 percent of total world reserves. Coal,
gold, uranium, mercury, barite, borate, limestone, marble and many other valuable minerals
are available here.Oil and Gas are also available in Turkey but their quantity is not so much
large that it can meet country demand. Presently it is net importer of both gas and oil. However,
new oil and gas discoveries have recently been made in the northern and eastern part of the
country will likely to make Turkey self-sufficient in this field.

6.5.2 OIL and Gas Pipeline Network
Iraq and Central Asian states have built pipeline in order to export their oil to other
countries through Turkey. Prominent pipeline network consisted of 1738 kilometers long
for crude oil, 2321 kilometers for petroleum products and 708 kilometers for natural gas
pipeline that was built in 1999. Baku-Tibilisi-ceyhan pipeline, the second largest pipeline
in the world was opened in June 2005.This pipeline take oil from Caspian Sea basin to
the port of Ceyhan on Turkish Mediterranean coast, from where it is distributed through
oil tankers to international market. Another pipeline named Nabucco also pass through
Turkey and supply natural gas to the members of European Union from Caspian Sea
basin. Russia also supplied natural gas to Turkey through Trans-Black Sea gas pipeline
since 2005. Iran has also built gas pipeline in the name of South Caucasus pipeline in
2006. These pipelines will supply Iranian gas to Europe through Turkey. This shows that
Turkey is a gateway for supply of oil from Gulf States to Europe.

6.5.3 Economic Structure
● Agriculture sector
The agriculture sector plays a key role in the economy of Turkey by providing 29.7
percent employment to labour force in 2009. Right from the beginning, Turkish formers
have been geographically diversified. About of 87 percent agriculture land holding is
below 10 hectares and 57 percent of these holdings are divided into more noncontiguous small plots. Turkish government has launched an ambitious agriculture
development plan by constructing 22 dams, 19 hydraulic power plants and building water
reservoirs for 183 million hectares of land. The cost of this program is estimated to be
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$32 billion. The power generation capacity of these hydraulic plants is estimated 7476
megawatts. Turkey is self-sufficient in grain production.The total installed capacity of
power plants is 7476 MW and projected annual energy production reaches 27 billion
kWh. The physical realization of G.A.P. was 72.6% as of 2010.

Turkey is the world's largest producer of hazelnut, cherry, fig, apricot, quince and
pomegranate; the second largest producer of watermelon, cucumber and chickpea; the
third largest producer of tomato, eggplant, green
fourth
beet;

largest
the

sixth

pepper, lentil and

pistachio;

the

producer of onion and olive; the fifth largest producer of sugar
largest

producer of tobacco, tea and apple; the seventh largest

producer of cotton and barley; the eighth largest producer of almond; the ninth largest
producer of wheat, and grapefruit.

● Industrial Sector
Turkey has a large and growing automotive industry, which produced 1,024,987
motor vehicles in
in

2006, ranking

as

the

7th

largest

automotive

producer

Europe; behind Germany (5,819,614), France (3,174,260), Spain (2,770,435),the

United Kingdom (1,648,388),Russia (1,508,358) and Italy (1,211,594), respectively. In
2008 Turkey produced 1,147,110 motor vehicles, ranking as the 6th largest producer in
Europe (behind the United Kingdom and above Italy) and the 15th largest producer in the
world. The automotive industry is an important part of the economy since the late 1960s.
The companies that operate in the sector are mainly located in the Marmara Region. With
a cluster of car-makers and parts suppliers, the Turkish automotive sector has become
an integral part of the global network of production bases, exporting

over

$22,944,000,000 worth of motor vehicles and components in 2008. Turkey is one of the
world's leading shipbuilding nations; in 2007 Turkish shipyards ranked 4th in the world
(behind China, South Korea and Japan) in terms of the number of ordered ships,
and also 4th in the world (behind Italy, USA and Canada) in terms of the number of
ordered mega yachts. Turkey has many modern armament manufacturers. Annual
exports reached

$1,09

billion

in

2011. MKEK, TAI, Aselsan,

Roketsan,FNSS,Nurol, Otokar, and Havelsan are major manufacturers. On July 11, 2002,
Turkey became a Level 3 partner of the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter (JSF) development
program. TAI builds various aircraft types and models,

such as the F-16 Fighting

Falcon for the Turkish Air Force. Turkey will build new military/intelligence satellites
including a 0.8m resolution reconnaissance satellite (Project Göktürk-1) for use by the
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Turkish Armed Forces and a 2m resolution reconnaissance satellite (Project Göktürk-2)
for use by the Turkish National Intelligence Organization. Other important products
include the Altay main

battle tank, TF-2000

class AAW

frigate, Milgem

class

corvette, TAI Anka UAV, Aselsan İzci UGV, T-155 Fırtına self-propelled howitzer,
J-600T missile, T-129 attack helicopter, Roketsan UMTAS anti-tank missile, Roketsan Cirit
laser-guided rocket, Panter Howitzer"Howitzer, ACV-300, Otokar Cobra and Akrep, FNSS
Pars 6x6 and 8x8 APC, Nurol Ejder 6x6 APC, TOROS artillery rocket system, Bayraktar
Mini UAV, ASELPOD, and SOM cruise missile.

●

Service sector

Telecommunication, banking and tourism are three major service sectors that are providing
services to Turkish customers. Telephone connections provided to the customers in 2009
were 17,503,000 and Turkey ranks 18th while the number of mobile phone users were
65,623,000 and Turkey ranks 15th in this service. Private companies are providing internet
services, mobile phone and long distance calls services. Satellite is being used widely to
expand outreach of this services in the far flung areas. Turkey, Russia, Italy, Greek, Israil,
Bulgaria and Romani have been linked through Sea-Me_We-3 submarine cable and by
submarine fiber-optic cables in the Mediterranean and Black Sea. The number of internet
uses have exceeded 30 million.Turkey is the most favourite site for the tourists who used
to visit this beautiful country from all over the world. As many as 11 out of 100 best hotels
in the world are located in Turkey. In 2008 more than 30 million tourists from different
countries toured Turkey. The revenue generated from tourists during 2009 was amounted
to $22 billion. Tourists from Europe and Asia mostly tour Turkey and enjoy beautiful people
who have mix culture of Asia and Europe.

6.5.4 Turkish Stock Exchange
Turkish Stock Exchange was set up during the regime of Ottoman Empire in 1866 and it
is the oldest stock exchange of county. In 1986 sole stock exchange of Turkey was
established at Istanbul. It is located at the same site where ancient building of stock
exchange and Ottoman Central Bank were locating in the mid of 17 th century. The
Istanbul Gold Exchange was also established in 1995. The market capitalization of
Turkish Stock Exchange is estimated by World Bank at $1.65 trillion in 2005.
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6.5.5 Banking Sector
Before 1991 there were restriction on the opening of Banks in private sector.
But Turkish government granted permission to five business families to
establish five commercial banks in October 1991.Later on in 1994 and 1995
more licenses were given for opening of commercial and investment banks in
private sector. Drastic amendments were made in banking laws to relax the
restrictions in the operation of banks in private sector. But it created
monopolies of certain business groups to siphon out money For example there
were total 72 banks in 1998 mostly owned by construction companies that used
them to transfer financial assets to their other companies. The weak financial
government created two financial crisis during 1999 and 2001 when some
banks were failed, jolting the whole economy and Turkish currency lost value
in international market substantially. Complete financial breakdow n was
happened in Turkey the number of existing banks was reduced from 72 to only
31. About 41 banks were bankrupt.
After 2001, banking sector was strengthened through banking reforms and
prudential regulations introduced by Turkish Central Bank. Now the situation has
been improved largely and Turkish banking sector has emerged the strong sector in the
Middle East, Central Asia and Eastern Europe. Turkish currency, Lira, has turned into a
stable currency because Turkish economy has been expanding rapidly since 2002. Five
public sector banks have been restructured and political interference in these banks have
been minimized. Many foreign and Arab banks have been allowed to work in Turkish
market. Arab banks are operating under Islamic mode of profit and loss.

6.5.6 Policy measures to counter 2008 Financial Crisis
Like many other countries 2008 global financial crisis also affected Turkish economy.
Turkish government in 2009 introduced many economic policies to lessen the effects of
global crisis. It reduced tax rate on automobiles, durable goods, electronic equipment and
housing. The end result was the increase 7.5 percent in the production of durable items
despite decline in the production of automotive. The reforms brought healthy effect on
Turkish Stock Market and credit rate of the country. International credit rating agencies
like Moody and Standard & Poor upgraded Turkish rating with a notch. The credit rating
agency Fitch upgraded Turkey’s sovereign bonds by two notch to BB+ on 8 January 2010
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International credit rating agency Moody's upgraded Turkey’s rating with a notch.
Turkey is among few countries whose credit rating has been upgraded by two notches,
which indicates that turkey economy is rapidly growing economically.

6.6. Indonesia
In the group of G-20 Indonesia is the third largest emerging economy, which is rapidly
expanding by reducing its external debt, increasing exports, cutting public spending,
strengthening corporate government to improve banking sector and reducing its
vulnerability through expansion of their capital base and tight regulatory control. It has
introduced multi-dimensional reforms in different sectors and implementing them through
coordinated efforts. Now Indonesia, after China and India is fast growing economy in the
world.

6.6.1 Natural Resources
Indonesia possesses abundant natural resources that include gold,oil, coper, nickel, coal,
silver and other large number of valuable minerals. Coal production in 2011 was 376
million tons out of which 80 million tons were exported. Under law all produced coal could
not be exported because it has to meet around 25 percent of domestic demand. The coal
was extracted as a result of joint venture between British firm, British Petroleum and
Indonesian firm, Rio Tinto. The U.S. based two companies operate three gold and copper
mines while a Canadian and a British company made substantial investment in nickle and
gold mines. The value of gold and copper produced during 1998 was amounted to $1
billion and $843 million respectively. Indonesia earned around $3 billion from the export
of coal, gold and copper. India’s Tata Group also made heavy investment in mineral sector
of Indonesia in 2011.

6.6.2 Economic Structure
Indonesian GDP in 2010 was $1.0 trillion by PPP and its per capita GDP was $4,200.
The GDP is composed of three main sectors of the economy: industry 47 percent,
services 37 percent and agriculture 15.3 percent. GDP growth in 2010 was 6.1 percent.
Total labour force is 116.5 million out of which 48.9 percent is involved in services sector,
38.3 percent in agriculture and
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12.8 percent in industrial sector. Population below poverty line in 2008 was 13.3 percent
while unemployment rate in 2010 was 7.1 percent. Main industries include petroleum and
natural gas, textile, apparel, footwear, mining, cement, chemical fertilizers, plywood,
rubber, food and tourism. Indonesia ranks 129th as ease of doing business by World
Bank ranking. Total exports of Indonesia in 2010 were $158.1 billion and export goods
include oil and gas, electrical appliances, plywood, textiles and rubber. Main export
partners are Japan 16.3 percent, China 9.9 percent, U.S.A. 9.1 percent, Singapore
8.7 percent, South Korea 8 percent, India 6.3 percent and Malaysia 5.9 percent.
Indonesia’s total imports in 2010 were $127.4 billion and import items include machinery
and equipment, chemicals, fuels and foodstuffs. Main import partners are China 15.1
percent, Singapore 14.9 percent, Japan 12.5 percent, U.S.A. 6.9 percent, Malaysia 6.4
percent, South Korea 5.7 percent and Thailand 5.5 percent. Gross external debt on
June 30, 2011 was $223 billion and the ratio of public debt to GDP was 25.7 percent. Total
tax revenue in 2011 was $119 billion and total expenditures were $132.9 billion. Total
foreign exchange reserves in 2011 were $105,7 billion. There were six million Indonesian
working in different countries and earning foreign exchange for their country. Indonesia
received $7 billion remittance in May 2011. The Indonesian economy passed through the
following phases:-

6.6.3 Political Upheavals
In past, political instability badly effected Indonesian economy. In 1960s Indonesian
economy faced downturn due to political instability because the Sokarno’s government at
that time opted nationalization policy which causing uncertainty, capital flight, poverty and
resources deficiency. The inflation reached 1000 percent, exports were dropped steeply,
investment was fallen at low level and productivity of manufacturing sector was drastically
reduced. It resulted the downfall of President, Sokarno’s government. New government,
which took over power in the mid of 1960 introduced discipline in the economy, focused on
enhancing imports, reducing public debt, stabilizing currency, controlling inflation and got
rescheduled external debt, encourage foreign direct investment and sought foreign aid to
manage its public finance. It accelerated economic growth. Indonesia reaped benefit from
rising oil prices during 1973-1979 and its oil export revenue was multiplied. It generated a
comfortable fiscal environment for Indonesia. The Indonesia recorded an impressive
economic growth of average 7 percent per year during the period of 1968 and 1981. Per
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capita GDP was increased by 545% during1970s- 1980s due to oil price increase in the
world market.

6.6.4 Economic Reforms and Expansion of GDP
In 1980s Indonesia has introduced new reforms and regulatory framework to expedite its
growth process. Private domestic and foreign direct investment was encouraged to pour
into the economy and generous financial incentives were announced for foreign
investors.US investors took keen interest in the Indonesian oil and gas and other mining
projects. US multinationals also invested heavily in the Indonesian banking, services and
manufacturing sector. Japan, United Kingdom, India, Netherland, Singapore, Qatar,
Taiwan, Hong Kong and South Korea also made heavy investment in different sectors of
Indonesian economy. The attraction for foreign investors was the availability of cheap
labour force in ample quantity, big consumer market, abundant natural resources and
efficient communication system. But fall oil prices and strict regulations hurt Indonesian
economic growth which was around 4.3 percent per annum during 1981-1989. In order to
pull economy out of stagnancy the government introduced new series of reforms by
devaluing currency to make export competitive in the world market, deregulate financial
sector, and expanded fiscal incentives for foreign investors. It increased external flow of
capital into the manufacturing sector related to exports. The GDP was expanded 7 percent
per annum during the period of 1989-1997. However, the grow could not be sustained due
to inefficiencies in the economy, wide-spreading corruption, increased in public debt,
wealth concentration, mismanagement in financial sector, fast depletion of natural
resources and favoritism to business class. Transparency International declared
Indonesian President, Suharto as the most corrupt world leader. The weak judicial and
enforcement system made the execution of contract and recovery of debt very difficult.
There were excessive violation of prudential regulations that hampered growth in financial
sector. Rent-seeking in public sector institutions was a common practices. It created
economic distortions. Corruption causes 51.43 trillion Rupiah or 5.6573 billion US Dollar
loss annually, which was equal to 1.4% of GDP loss per year.

6.6.5 1997 Currency crisis and its impact
Indonesia faced serious hardship when currency crisis erupted in the whole economy of
East Asian countries in the second half of 1997. Indonesia made its currency free float,
increase discount rate and adopted tight monetary policy. Indonesia approached
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International Monetary Fund to seek loans to bridge budgetary gap. In October 1997 an
agreement was signed between IMF and Indonesia under which the later had pledged
to introduce reforms dictated by the former. President Soeharto was forced to resign to
reduce his favoritism to his family members who were involved in large business
activities. All policies followed by previous Soeharto was abandoned.
New Indonesian President, Abdur Rehman took power in October 1999 and a new loan
accord was signed with IMF in January,2000. Under this program new structural reforms
were introduced at different levels but the effect of currency crisis was severe.
Indonesian Rupiah was deteriorated rapidly, public debt was shot up to the level of
US$60 billion. Real GDP was contracted by 13.8 percent in 1998. The GDP growth was
lowered to 0.3 percent. Inflation rose to 78 percent in 1998 but fell to 2 percent in 1999.
The parity of Indonesian currency fell against US dollar from Rp2600 in 1997 to Rp
11,000 in January 1998. However, spot rate was prevailed 15000 to a US dollar for a
short period. However, it was stabilized in the end of 1998 when its value was improved
to 8000/US$1. The unhealthy fluctuation in the Indonesian currency badly effected its
economy and generated uncertainty.

6.6.6 Capital Market Development
After 2006 the performance of Indonesian economy was improved very much. GDP rose
5.1 percent in 2004 and 5.6 percent in 2005. Domestic consumption was the main driver
of GDP growth. It was expanded to 75 percent of total gross domestic products. Strong
economic fundamental created price spiral in the Indonesian Stock Market. The Jakata
Stock Exchange was declared best in Asia by Asian Development Bank because its market
capitalization and market index was grew by 42 percent. The Stock Exchange was
recorded boom due to Government’s policy initiatives that resulted 6.3 percent GDP
growth, decline of unemployment rate to 8.46 percent and reduction of poverty level from
17.8 percent to 16.6 percent in 2007.
Total 341 companies were enlisted at Jakara Stock Exchange and their combined market
capitalization in June 2010 was US$269.9 billion. Most of investment in the Stock Market
was of foreign investors as the ratio of domestic investors was only one percent of total
Indonesian population. Two-third of equity investment was foreign-origin. Total 3,760
mergers and acquisition transactions were taken place during 1999 and 2010. The value
of these transactions was $137 billion. About 610 transactions of mergers and acquisitions
worth US$17 billion were recorded in 2010, which were highest in the Indonesian history.
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6.6.7 Energy Resources and Consumption
Indonesia is the only non-Arab country which is the member of the Organization
Petroleum

of

Exporting Countries (OPEC). In 1999 the production of crude oil was 1.5

million per barrel per day. The share of Oil and Gas sector in total GDP was around 9
percent. But decline was noted in this sector because of low investment and aging of old
fields. The domestic consumption was substantially increased by 5.6 percent per annum.
The rising domestic demand made Indonesia a net oil importer in 2006 when it spent $1.3
billion on the import of oil from other countries. The new discoveries were slow because
of foreign companies will have to invest in the field and share production during leased
period. They will have to spend money on all exploration, production, refining and
development of the areas where they were operating. These conditions discourage foreign
investors to invest their money in this sectors. The Indonesian government owns
proprietary rights over all fields and foreigners could only share in profit for certain period.

6.6.8 Managing Budget Deficit
Indonesian public finance underwent vital changes in macroeconomic policies in the light
of currency crisis. After one decade prudent policies have enabled Indonesia to avert
such a crisis. It was happed on account of keeping budget deficit low and in manageable
limit. Government in 2001 executed the plan of decentralization of two-thirds of public
spending through local governments.

Policy thrust was social sector which was

neglected in past and the government was determined to bring the depressed social
segment to affluent segment. The next generation reforms were introduced to develop
infrastructure, rationalize allocation of resources and reduce corruption in the use of
allocated funds. Transparency in the spending of public funds was the main issue in
Indonesian politics. Education sector was the focus of public spending because 17
percent of budget or 3.0 percent of GDP was allocated to promote literacy and high
education in 2006 as compared to only 2 percent of GDP in 2001. However, the
allocation of public fund for health sector was only 1 percent of GDP. The funds equal
to 3.5 percent of GDP were allocated for infrastructural projects.

6.6.9 Income inequality
The economic policies following during 2010s brought prosperity in Indonesian society,
which attracts foreign investors due to having young working population, stable
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democracy and a large consumer market. But the “trickled down” effect of economic
growth is uneven across population groups and different regions of the country. The
social gaps in the Indonesian towns and cities is rising. Poverty in the lower segment of
society is absolute and this is the reason child labour is rowing in Indonesia. About
230,000 children were involved in begging on the roads in 2010. On the one hand, poverty
is increasing and on the other hand, car sales have been doubled and 40 top business
tycoons have accumulated wealth equal to 10 percent of annual GDP. It is surprising to
note that Indonesian economy has been expanding 5.2 per cent per year between 2000
and 2010 but it did not affect Gini coefficient which remains at 0.35 since 1980. The
official statistics speak different story, stating that per capita incomes have increased
three times and poverty rate has reduced to half. The reason of difference in the official
statistics and private statistics is that in most of the countries, Gini co-efficient is
calculated on the basis of house-holds expenditures while in Indonesia the national
household survey is calculated on the basis of commodity prices. It counts basic
expenditures of rural households but overlook non-food expenditures of wealthiest class.
The unobservable expenditures are of rich class. The other reason of poverty and
inequality is that most growth has been taken place in capital-intensive industries while
labor-intensive sector has grown slowly. This has worsen the issue of inequality in
Indonesia in at least medium term.

6.7. Pakistan
At the end of Second World War a wave of freedom movement was swept throughout
British Empire. In Sub-continent there were two nations: Hindus and Muslims, who were
in majority and were striving for independence from Great Britain. Indian Congress Party
was fighting for establishing a secular state while the Muslim under the leadership of All
India Muslim League headed by Quaid-i-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah. The objective of
Indian Congress was to establish a state in which all minorities including Muslim should
live together along with Majority Hindus. But All India Muslim League was fighting for
establishing an independent Islamic State where the Muslim of sub-continent could live
according to their faith and enjoy economic and social freedom. After a long struggle of
Muslim League Pakistan came into existence on August 14, 1947. It was first independent
state whose ideology was based on religion. It was consisted of two wings: East Pakistan
and West Pakistan.
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Pakistan faced a difficult economic and social scenario right from the beginning because
it leaders had to face a complex task of building solid institutions, an effective
administration and a good team of technocrats to frame country’s economic policy and
execute it effectively. Pakistan neither had proper institutions nor required human capital
to manage newly born country. Pakistan started its history with a net outflow of “human
capital”,(Noman,1994) as skilled Hindu businessmen and technical workers migrated to
India, with virtually no indigenous industrial base and entrepreneurial class that could
expedite industrial expansion. The economic and social dislocation generated tremendous
problems for the planners. However, about 6.5 Muslim populated migrated from India to
Pakistan, which was skilled and educated, helped to float the administrative structure of
the country.

6.7.1 Resources Endowments

● Land
Pakistan covers an area of 310,403 square miles, 183,840 of which in the north and west
is mountainous terrain and tableland, and remaining 12,563 make up a flat gradational
surface, including a large area of desert. The Himalayan and Hindus Kush mountains
define the north-west contours of the country, while a desert defines much of its common
eastern boundary with India. In southern and western parts, a series of plateaus and plains
provides a topographical contrast to the structure of the northern part. The major
agricultural areas lie within the basin formed by the Indus River and its tributaries, which
ru in a general north-west/south-west direction from the points where the rivers enter
Pakistan to the mouth of Indus at the Arabian Sea east of Karachi. One of the four cradles
of civilizations in ancient times, the Indus had defined the agriculture structure of Pakistan.
The productive agriculture area of Pakistan located in the Punjab, watered by five rivers:
Indus, Chenab, Jhelum, Sutlej and Ravi. The Indus Basin agro-climatic zone provides a
very fertile alluvial plain for agricultural production (World Bank,1969). Out of total land
area of Pakistan, half is composed of mountains and deserts, a quarter is accounted for
by towns, roads, water areas and wasteland, leaving over a quarter for agricultural
cultivation. Out of total agricultural area, which is about 804,000 square kilometers or 79.6
million hectares, 20.8 million hectares (roughly 26 percent) is cultivated, of which 11.5
million hectares lies in the Punjab and 5.4 hectares in Sind Provinces. Pakistan inherited
from British was the substantial irrigation network that had been developed during a long
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span of a century during British regime. It has contained a network 38,000 miles of canals
and a series of river barrages and canal head works which control the diversion of river
flow into the canals (World Bank: Water and Power Resources of Pakistan, 1969). This
canals network irrigate

35 million hectares area, which produce major crops such as

wheat, cotton, sugarcane, etc. However, there are non-irrigated area including barani
(rain-fed) which is about 1.5 million hectares.
●

Water Resources

Pakistan has an abundant system of water resources to supply its agricultural sector. The
total water supplies available to agriculture within Indus Basin Rivers system derive from
three sources: rainfall which occurs directly on the cropped land, surfaced water from the
River Indus and its tributaries, and usable groundwater from the aquifers underlying the
Indus plains. Since rainfall has historically been inadequate to supply Pakistan’s
agricultural sector with water, the sector has become dependent on world’s largest
irrigation networks. The irrigation system is supplying more than three-fourths of total
agricultural land, The production of three main crops, cotton, rice and sugarcane, is
virtually confined to 19 million hectares of canal irrigated area, and wheat is dependent for
more than three-fourths of its productivity on the canal irrigation system. Since
independence, the irrigation system has been greatly expanded, particularly along the
main stem of Indus. Some nine million acres area have been added to the canal command
area and new link canals have been built to transfer water from the Jhelum and Chenab
to the River Ravi and Sutlej. Average annual irrigation diversions have increased from
about 67 MAF in 1950 to 106 MAF in 1995. An overall increase of 62 percent in water
availability has taken place since 1947. This development has increased the extent of
irrigated lands, but the increased water input and lack of proper drainage have contributed
to an increase in waterlogging. Due to absence of major storage reservoirs, the system is
based entirely on natural river flows. Unfortunatedly, given the seasonal variation in
rainfall, with majority falling in summer, there is an inadequate supply of water for most of
the year (Hussain, 1999).
●

Human Resources

Pakistan has one of the largest populations in the world, currently estimated 185.00
million. Out of this population about 60 percent is engaged in agriculture sector. This rural
population is dependent on the land for its direct subsistence and employment. A high
proportion of population has settled in the irrigated areas, where climate is favourable to
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agricultural production. With labour force participation rates fluctuates between 25 percent
and 30 per cent. About a quarter of labour force is working, the rest of labour is dependent
upon agriculture sector. In spite of this strong endowment of human resources, seasonal
unemployment and localized shortages have presented a few problems for the sector.
One factor that affects productivity in Pakistan is low rate of literacy. Currently literacy rate
is about 67 percent. In a study of total factor productivity (TFP) in Pakistan during 19551985 period, it was found that a 10 percent increase in rural male literacy increased total
factor productivity by 2.7 percent, while gains in the area under irrigation and gains in the
share of high-yielding varieties caused smaller increase in TFP (Faruqee,1994). Low
literacy rate is due to low educational spending and primary school enrolment.

6.7.2 Economic Policies and their impact
The mixed initial endowment of resources and rudimentary institutions provided the critical
background for Pakistan’s attempts at nation-building. However, because the enactment
of constitution and establishment of political institutions were the main priorities in the early
years, macroeconomic management and economic policies were given less importance.
From 1947 to 1958, the Pakistan’s economy had an average annual GNP growth rate of
3.2 percent, a sluggish rate that showed the structural weakness of the economy.
However, manufacturing grew at an impressive 9.6 percent and construction at a strong
6.8 percent. By contrast, agriculture lagged considerably, growing at only 2.8 percent. The
reason for low performance is that the economy was dependent on agriculture whose
contribution was more than 50 percent at that time. The East wing of the country, East
Pakistan mainly produced Jute while West wing produced cotton.
An analysis of the economic policy during 1947-1958 shows a series of ad hock reactions
to crisis (Ahmad and Amjad, 1984). After refusal to devalue the rupee in 1949 had led to
a severing of trade links with India. However, Korean War in 1954 proved a huge blessing
for Pakistan for causing an upsurge in demand for its goods, mostly raw cotton and raw
jute. A post war recession led to a re-analysis of policy and rigid system of import licensing
was instituted to prevent Pakistan from having balance of payment difficulties and foreign
exchange constraints (Islam,1981). The practices of licensing was initiated to curtail
imports to establish equilibrium in balance of payment.
The administrative control and licensing system had paved the way for flourishing import
substitution industry in Pakistan. In order to develop local industry the government
provided manufacturing sector with generous fiscal incentives, heavy protection,
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preferential access to foreign exchange allocation for imports of capital goods and credit
at low, controlled interest rates. A new class of industrialists developed who had
accumulated huge fortunes during Korean War boom and who benefited from these
concession and collected sizable rents. Public policies according priority to infrastructure
in public expenditure and a business-friendly environment also helped them. These
importers used these rents to invest in industry, reaping huge windfalls in the process
(Noman, 1994). The state’s capacity to tax these profits was virtually non-existent as the
institutions had not been put into place. The simultaneous coexistence of large pockets of
private wealth and low tax revenue had its roots in the 1950s.
The period from 1958 to 1969 was dominated by the military rule of General Muhammad
Ayub Khan, a leader whose regime was characterized by paradoxical combination of the
biggest growth rates in Pakistan’s history and large increase in income inequality, interregional differences and the concentration of economic power. During this period the
economic indicators were extremely positive. Agriculture grew at a respectable rate of 4.1
percent over the period, while remarkable rates were achieved in manufacturing 9.1
percent and trade 7.3 percent. GNP growth rates hovered around 6 percent throughout
the decades. Economic growth was very strong on all fronts, especially in comparison to
past decade. In sectoral terms, agriculture shrank to 41.5 percent of the GDP, while
manufacturing increased to nearly 15 percent. The large-scale manufacturing sector
doubled in importance as the economy moved on high growth rates. The key priority of
the Ayub’s regime was to achieve rapid rates of economic growth and develop Pakistan’s
industrial capacity. Ayub choose to center his strategy on private sector vis-à-vis Indian
policy of promoting public sector. In order to achieve this goal, the Second Five Year Plan
(1960-1965) envisaged the removal of administrative controls and maintenance of
monetary discipline and price stability to provide macroeconomic environment conducive
to private investment. Pakistan Industrial Development Corporation (PIDC) was formed to
spearhead the industrialization drive by providing the critically-needed capital and then
withdrawing in favour of private sector, which lacks the skills or finances to undertake very
large projects. However, private sector’s high industrial profits, which had been common
in 1950s, continued unabated through 1960s. In order to facilitate industrialization, Ayub
instigated a series of reforms to alter trade regimes. The most significant reform was
introduction of the Export Bonus System (BS), which gave a premium to exporters and
introduced a system of multiple exchange rates favoring manufactured exports.
Furthermore, preferential access to credit and a series of fiscal incentives were part of a
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policy package to give Pakistan’s exports international competitiveness. The export sector
responded dramatically to these policies. Ninety percent of the exports growth in 196s was
due to increase in manufacturing exports which grew at an annual rate of 20 percent. The
strength of industry is revealed by the fact that even before the xport bonus scheme was
introduced, had become competitive enough to export at the overvalued exchange rate
(Noman, 1994). Equally, Ayub’s government paid attention on the development of
agriculture sector. High-yielding varieties of rice and wheat and mechanization and
diffusion of technology among agriculture producers enhanced output. The Green
Revolution, characterized of mid-1960s, provided a big boost to agricultural production. In
contrast to above achievements, the negative aspects Ayub’s regime were income
inequality, wage stagnation, neglect of human capital and increasing dependence on
foreign capital inflows
In 1970s Pakistan suffered different setbacks, first one was the separation of East Wing
as a result of separatist movement. The second was the defeat in war with India and third
one was departure from market economy to control economy. At the end of 1971 war,
Mr.Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto came into power. He was a popular leader, having socialist ideas.
He introduced radical reforms to restructure Pakistan’s industrial and agriculture sector.
His all reforms were socialist-oriented. In order to stimulate economy, Bhutto’s
government devalued Pak Rupee in 1972 and this decision led to a phenomenal increase
in exports as Pakistan found new market to replace the loss of East Pakistan. Around 40
percent growth was recorded in the first two years after devaluation. The government
liberalize trade by simplifying the import system and removing the export bonus scheme
to unify exchange rates.
The most dramatic decision of Bhutto’s regime was the nationalization of large private
manufacturing and financial institutions. In 1972, all private banks, insurance companies,
and large number of manufacturing unites were nationalized with the objective of reducing
concentration of wealth and diluting the power of private industrialist. The Bhutto’s
government assumed that nationalization would permit more efficient allocation because
the absence of competition in many industries was perceived to have led to a form of
monopoly capitalism that was detrimental to the economy. Bhutto’s ideology was to
establish a strong public sector that could play a vital role in the economy and accelerate
pace of industrialization. Big push strategy by public investment was the focal point of
economic policy of Bhutto’s government. The effect of new industrial strategy on
investment was striking and resulted in a dramatic reversal in investment mix (Naqavi and
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Aarmad,1984). The composition of investment changed dramatically, with private sector
share in total investment decreased from 51.3 percent in Ayub’s era to 33.8 percent in the
Bhutto’s period. Private investment fell from Rs.700 million in 1971 to 183 million in 1975.
While public share accounted for two-third of total investment. The fall in private
investment was perhaps the bitterest legacy of the Bhutto’s regime. It discouraged both
local and foreign investors. The large scale manufacturing sector performed sluggishly
having growth rate of only 3 percent. Inefficiencies proliferated as inexperienced
managers operated public enterprises. The hallmark of the Bhutto’s regime was the
replacement of centralized economic planning and its technical/institutional competence
with a highly personalized and ad hoc approach to planning (Burki and Laporte, 1984).
The Planning Commission was bypassed and the Ministry of Finance became more
important. The levers of economic management shifted and economic decision-making
became more politicalized.
To reduce income inequality and unjust land tenurial arrangement, the Bhutto’s
government introduced land reforms in 1972 and 1977 under which the rights of tenants
were safeguarded. However, these reforms were not proved successful due low quantity
of land coverage (only 1.3 million acres), the small number of beneficiaries (76000), weak
implementation and a series of transfers of land to non-existent relatives that helped many
landlords avoid reforms (Khan M.H.Et al,1989). However, it was first time in the history of
the country a government tried to reduce the power of feudal and diversify ownership in
agriculture sector. One of the most positive features of the 1970s was the emigration of a
large number of Pakistani workers to Arab countries and consequently flow of huge
remittance. These remittances were increased exponentially from $136 million in 1972 to
$1,744 million by 1980 and it was huge blessing for the economy. The Arab countries
relaxed regulations and welcomed Pakistan’s workers due to having close relations with
Bhutto’s government. The flow of remittances helped Pakistan to finance trade gap
between imports and exports and alleviate the problem of the balance of payment. It also
reduces dependence on foreign loans and financing to meet budgetary and trade deficits.
In 1977 Bhutto’s government was removed by General Zia-ul Haq who took power to
restore political stability and Islamization of the society. The prime economic objective of
Zia’s regime was to reverse nationalization policy of Bhutto’s government and restore the
confidence of private investors. Gen Zia restored the power of Planning Commission to
guide the economy. The international macroeconomic environment was much more
favorable to Pakistan in 1980s than it had been in 1970s. The collapse of oil boom and
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the upswing in world trade in the late 1970s led to an appreciation of Pakistan’s exports.
On key decision of Gen Zia’s government was to put Pak Rupee on the managed float
system, thus making the active use of exchange rate a major policy instrument. As the
overvalued rupee depreciated, export performance received a big boost, averaging a 10
percent growth rate of most of the decade. The United States and World Financial
Institutions provided loans and aids generously. Aid inflows reached $2 billion annually by
the mid-1980s. These flows initially helped Pakistan to improve its balance of payment,
credit worthiness and freedom of decision-making. However, these flows changed
substantially over time from grant-type assistance to loans and credits that increased the
volume of foreign debt. The 1980s were the golden years of Pakistani remittances inflows.
Averaging about $3 billion per year for most of the decade, these remittances accounted
for 10 percent of GDP and 45 percent of current account receipts, eclipsing revenues from
merchandize exports. However, one factor which surfaced in the 1980s to partially weaken
the impact of the remittance inflow on the balance of payments was the flight of capital
from Pakistan. It was estimated that deposits of Pakistani residents in foreign banks
increased from $700 million in 1981 to $1.7 billion by 1987. This capital flight was to defy
tax net and conceal illegal money. It was resulted the widening fiscal deficits, which
averaged 8 percent of GDP in the second half of 1980s. In short, the 198s were a period
substantial macroeconomic stability and revival of private investment, as well as significant
structural changes in agriculture and industry, but burgeoning trade and budget deficit did
not bode well for the economy in the subsequent period (Hussain, 1999).
The period 1988-1999 was the revival of democracy and difficult transition to civilian rule
after a long period of military dictatorship. In spite of strong political differences between
Nawaz Sharif and Benazir Bhutto governments there was a fundamental consensus on
basic economic policies. However, administrative adhockism and policy reversals and
adventurous economic initiatives failed to cash the advantages of economic policy
consensus. Instead, the two governments used these mechanism to establish political
power and supremacy. During these regimes, deregulation, liberalization and privatization
were opted as policy options to attract investment. By 1995 about 90 public units were
privatized and an amount of $3 billion was realized. Reforms were introduced in financial
sector and 10 new commercial banks were allowed to operate. Previously nationalized
banks were privatized. This created competition and efficiency in banking sector which
introduced technology and innovations to improve their services. In 1998 Pakistan tested
nuclear device in response to Indian nuclear blast and in that way it was emerged as an
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atomic power. However, it faced economic sanctions from the western countries, which
stopped the flow of capital and aid. Another notable event the eruption of Kargil war with
India in 1999. These two events put the country under severe economic pressure.
Hussain (1999) argues that the economic policy formulation has been in the right direction
but actual implementation has been erratic, inconsistent and poor. The external sector
and particularly the management of debt has put the economy under severe pressure. It
forced the Nawaz Sharif’s government to freeze foreign currency account. This act was
all of a sudden stop foreign capital inflow. The cumulative imbalances of fiscal and current
accounts combined with the decay of key institutions and rapacious governance have
neutralized the liberal economic policy regime. In 1999 General Pervez Musharaf was
came into power by removing elected government of Nawaz Sharif, who removed him
from the office of the Chief of Army Staff when he was on foreign tour. His regime was
started with severe political and economic turmoil. However, the terrorist attack on US
World Trade Centre in New York and Pentagon in Washington DC changed the scenario
of world politics. Osama Bin Laden was held responsible for this tragic incidence in which
more than 1000 US citizens were killed. The United States sought Pakistan’s help to
dislodge Taliban government in Afghanistan. General Musharaf joined US war against
terrorism. He provided logistic support to the United States to enable to supply arms and
food to its Army in Afghanistan. Similarly, he allowed the American Air force to use certain
Pakistani Airbases for its air operation in Afghanistan. In return Pakistan’s $12.5 billion
bilateral debt owed to the Paris Club creditors on very soft term. This rescheduling allowed
a relief of between $1.2-1.5 billion annually in payment of debt servicing on external debt
during 2001-2005. Actual debt was write off by many friendly countries and it was an
extraordinarily fortuitous situation. The United States was also provided budgetary support
to the tone of $700 million per annum. Pakistan’s foreign exchange reserves, which were
$2.77 billion in 1999, rose to $7.07 billion in 2002. The reserves were further increased to
$11.48 billion in 2003. There were two another factors that enhanced the volume of foreign
exchange reserves. The first was the increase in exports to $10 billion and next was
remittance from overseas Pakistan living in the United States, European Union and other
countries. The Stock Exchange broke all previous record by touching 15000 points first
time in the history of Pakistan. Musharaf Government provided generous incentives to
foreign investors, prompting them to invest in promising sector. The Arab investors made
heavy investment in banking sector particularly in six newly formed Islamic Bank. A U.A.E
Company, Ittesalat, purchased Pakistan Telecommunication Ltd through privatization.
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The availability of liquidity with banking sector brought down interest rate from 15 percent
to 4 percent level. Banks offer loans to general consumers on soft term. It created huge
demand in auto and construction sector. Huge amount was spent on the development of
infrastructure particularly roads, bridges and motorways. It generated boom in transport
sector and accelerated economic activity. The ownership of cars has increased 40 percent
per annum since 2001 and total capacity of newly manufacturing cars has been booked
by local customers from 2004 to 2013. Another sector which got huge investment is natural
gas. Pakistan has the largest fleet of vehicles running with natural Gas. Presently, there
are more than 4000 CNG stations working in 90 cities and towns of country and providing
employment to 60,000 persons. The excessive use of natural gas by transport and power
sectors has created its shortage and now Sui Northern and Sui Southern Companies are
managing the supply of gas through three days weekly shutdown and providing gas to
different sectors in rotation.
The telecom industry has grown exponentially after its de-regulation. The use of mobile
phone is increasing day by day and it is most attractive business in Pakistan. The number
of mobile phone subscribers have reached 125 million in 2012, which is 14 times more
than 2001. There are about six million landline subscribers in the country. The country
exchequer is receiving hundreds of billions of rupees in the form of general sales tax,
activation charges, etc. The government charged Rs. 22/- on every 100 from mobile users.
In order to exploit tremendous potential, world renowned telecom companies entered
Pakistan. Presently, there are six foreign companies operating in Pakistan and providing
telecom services. These companies include: Mobilink formed by Orascom Telecom
Holding, Egypt, Ufone, formed by PTCL (Etisalat, U.A.E., Telenor established by Telenor
Company of Norway, Warid formed by Abu Dhabi group/SingTel, UAE/Singapore, World
call, owned by Oman Telecom and Zong owned by China Mobile. Since the liberalization,
telecom sector received more than $9 billion foreign investment and its share in annual
total foreign direct investment is estimated to be 30 percent. This sector has created
80,000 direct and 500,000 indirect jobs. IT sector has also developed rapidly and total
number of IT firms is estimated 1306 and size of IT industry is estimated to more than $3
billion. Pakistan is earning hundreds of million dollar every year by exporting software to
different countries. Banking is another sector in which many acquisition were made by
foreign multinationals. For example, Singapore based company, Temasek Holding
purchased PICIC Commercial Bank by paying $339 million while Standard Chartered
Bank took over Union Bank for $487 billion. ABN Amro Bank took over Prime Commercial
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Bank for $228 million. In telecom sector, China Mobile purchased Paktel for $460 million
and Etisalat of UAE purchased PTCL for $1.8 billion. Philip Morris International acquired
56.7 percent stake in Lackson Tobacco Company. All these deals were made during
General Musharaf’s period.
The consumer products demand has increased very much due to increase in per capita
income. The middle class whose income is increasing is estimated to about 20 million or
11 percent of total population. This segment of society is spending its earning on durable
goods and appliances of which demand is rapidly increasing. According to the president
of Uniliver Pakistan, the demand for its products have been so much high that even after
increasing production capacity twice it has so far not been able to meet the growing
demand. The same situation is being faced by Auto, Food, Cosmetics and electronic
products producing companies. It shows that the economy is booming due to increasing
the income of middle class. The social indicators of Pakistan has also been improved to
much an extent. Poverty rate has declined to 24 percent in 2010 as compared to 35
percent in 2001. Life expectancy has increased to 64 years to due availability of better
health care. Population growth rate has declined to 1.8 percent per year. Literacy rate has
increased to 67 percent. Pakistan has been facing acute power shortage and the
government has taken various policy decision to increase power generation. A huge
deposits of coal in Thar of Sindh province has brighten the chance of producing electricity
by using this 175 billion tons of coal reserves. The government has also launched a project
of 2200 MW nuclear energy project in Karachi in November 2013. It is likely that in future
the productivity capacity of Pakistan will increase due to availability of ample power supply.
Pakistan has been receiving about US 12 billion every year from seven million overseas
Pakistanis and this huge amount is one of the main sources of investment in housing and
Auto sectors. It also helped to smoothen balance of payment.
Despite the fact that Pakistan’s economy was boosted due joining US war against
terrorism but its economy has suffered `huge financial and human loss. According to
official estimate, the country has paid cost nearly $8 billion per annum due to loss of
exports, FDI, destruction of infrastructure. According to former Finance Minister,
Mr.Shaukat Tareen, Pakistan has suffered a loss of $35 billion during 2001-2011. It is a
huge financial cost. Similarly, about 40,000 people have killed and more than 100,000
injured during a series of suicidal bombing. Many anti-US militant groups were emerged
which targeted armed forces installations only because Pak army has been supporting the
US war against terrorism in Afghanistan. Now Talibans, who were fighting against the
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United States and its allied forces in Afghanistan, now launching terrorist attacks on Pak
army and police personnel. It is a serious internal threat facing by Pakistan due to its proUS policy.

6.8 A Collective look at E-7 Economies
Some of the emerging economies like China, India, Russia, Brazil, Indonesia Pakistan
and Turkey included into our sample of study have recorded vertical economic growth
during 2000-2010. These seven economies are the biggest economies of the world if their
total population is taken into account. Their aggregate population is 3,364 million, which
is around three times more than those of G-7 countries. Although, the size of their GDP is
less two times of the G-7 countries but the share of their GDP (at purchasing power parity)
of world total is steeply rising and has increased to 28.01 percent. Their overall debt-toGDP ratio is also moderate and it is 38.42 percent. Their aggregate saving rates are
around 27.15 percent, which is far ahead from the G-7 countries. The individual saving
rates of China, India and Indonesia is 52.30, 37.50 and 32.90 percent respectively. The
Chinese foreign exchange reserves have crossed $2.65 trillion by September, 2010, which
is highest in its history and now China stands number one in the world for accumulation
of reserves through their consistent exports growth. Four emerging economies such as
China, Russia India and Pakistan are declared nuclear powers and have latest missile
technology. The huge population, which was regarded as a burden on the economies of
E-7 countries in past has transformed into a valuable human capital, which is regarded as
one of the factor of production and its share in total factor productivity is to have estimated
around 13 percent.

6.8.1 Unprecedented Growth in major economic indicators
The emerging economies recording unprecedented growth in world share during 19902010. For example, in 1990 the share of world oil consumption was 40 percent which
was increased to 55 percent in 2010. Similarly, the share of emerging economies in steel
consumption was 50 percent in 1990 which was exponentially grew to 78 percent in
2010. Their share in foreign direct investment was only 18 percent in 1990 but it rose to
50 percent. The emerging economies hold 80 percent of world foreign exchange
reserves in 2010 against 40 percent in 1990. The stock market capitalization was only 5
percent in 1990 but jumped to 40 percent in 2010. Their share in world fixed investment
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in 1990 only 20 percent but it increased 150 percent (50%) by 2010. Their share in world
exports have increased from 22 percent in 1990 to 50 percent in 2010. Similarly, their
share in world imports also increased from 23 percent in 1990 to 45 percent in 2010.
These facts have been highlighted in the Figure 8.8.
Figure 8.8 Change in economic indicators of the Emerging Economies during 1990-2010
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6.8.2 Economic Strength of E-7 countries
●

Growth rates from 2007-2010 have been greater in emerging economies particularly in

China and India than in the developed economies and this trend is predicted to continue in future.
●

Growth rates in the developed economies are likely to be muted over next five years. The U.S.

growth could fall to around 2 to 3 percent due to debt exhaustion at household level, high level of
unemployment, low savings, weak housing and the consumer’s poor debt-to-income ratio.
●

Emerging markets are already making a significant impact on world trade. According to IMF,

their exports account for 43% of the world totals and they are responsible for nearly half of global
economic output. They also hold some 70% of the world’s foreign currency reserves.
●

Relative fiscal health and an export boom have resulted in a build-up of foreign currency

reserves among emerging economies. Accordingly, creditor nations such as China are now
financing the debt of industrialized nations including the United States.
●

Many emerging market economies run disciplined fiscal and monetary policies, which have

produced a steady increase in the credit quality of emerging market bond issue. The average credit
quality of countries represented in the widely followed JP Morgan emerging markets bench-marks
for local bonds is now solidly investment grade.
●

The accumulation of wealth in certain countries is creating new pools of capital such as

sovereign wealth funds. These funds are playing an influential role in global markets and are likely
to drive new capital allocation trends.
●

The likely higher growth for emerging economies is likely to higher corporate profits, which is

likely to drive up stock prices of emerging market companies, making them more attractive for local
and foreign investors.
●

According to IMF World Economic Outlook, April 2010, the public debt problem in emerging

economies is more localized-as a group, these economies public debt ratios are about 30 to 40
percent of GDP and it can be reduced further due to growth momentum.
●

Spatafora and Jaumotte (2007) disclosed that “between 1981 and 2001, the number of people

living in extreme poverty has declined dramatically in East Asia (by over 400 million in China lone).
The population below poverty line in China in 2007 was only 2.8 % as compared to 13% in the
United States. This reveals positive growth impact on poverty in emerging economies.”
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6.8.3 Economic weakness of Emerging Economies
There are many serious challenges (weakness) of emerging economies. Some of them are stated
as under:1. Low per capita income and high level of poverty are the two main problems of the emerging
economies. As the population growth rate is high it eats away the whole economic growth.
In order to check population growth rate the emerging economies will have to follow China’s
one child policy and severe penalties like loss of job.
2. Income inequality is another problem of the emerging economies. As the income is rising
rapidly due to expansion of exports of goods and services the wealth is concentrating into
the exporting sector. This concentration can be reduced through taxation.
3. In the emerging economies, more than 40% population is still engaged in agriculture, which
is a subsistence sector. Policy initiatives must be taken to shift surplus labor from agriculture
to industrial and services sector. This can be done through fiscal incentives. It will not only
accelerate the pace of industrial growth and raise the level of the income of migrants. It will
also help make the agriculture sector more efficient and increase output.
4. In emerging economies, as population is moving from rural to urban areas for employment
in industrial sector, which is mainly located in urban areas, it has created multi-dimensional
socio-economic problems. The governments of emerging economies will have to build new
houses, provide healthcare, education, transport and other facilities to accommodate the
migrants and spend a substantial portion of their budget on infrastructure. For this purpose,
these governments need sufficient resources that can be generated by levying taxes on high
income sector.
5. As the level of literacy and education is low in the emerging economies one can question
the quality of human capital. The quality of human capital can be improved through
education, training and learning by doing. The emerging economies will have to provide
these facilities to improve their level of human capital, otherwise, they will not be able to
maintain their competitiveness and improve their productivity level.
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6.8.4

Key Economic & Financial Indicators of E-7 countries

The key economic and financial indicators of E-7 countries, given in the following table 6.8, are selfexplanatory.
Table 6.1

INDICATORS

KEY INDICATORS OF E-7 COUNTRIES-2010

China

India

Russia

Brazil

Indonesia Pakistan Turkey

Total

______________________________________________________________________________
Population (million)

1,345.80

GDP (US$billion)

4,909.00 1,238

GDP Per Capita

3,678

1,198

1,031

140.9

193.7

230

180.2

74.8

3,364

1,229.2

1,574

539

166.5

615.3

10,271

8,694

8,220

2,329

1,017

8.723

(US$)
GDP (PPP) as share

12.52

5.06

3.05

2.87

1.38

0.63

1.25

28.01

16.90

73.10

8.50

48

31.10

46.2

45.20

38.42

(%) of World total
Debt-to-GDP(%)
Savings (Rate) to GDP

52.30

37.50

21.90

15

32.90

14.80

16.4

27.15

Primary Education

99.50

89.8

99.80

94.2

95.70

94.7

66.1

91.4

300

497

287

93

17.1

76.82

Foreign Exchange

2,648

Reserves (US billion)
Source: The author made these calculations on the basis of data taken from Global Competitive
Report, 2010-2011.
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3,914.3

Chapter 7

IS WORLD ECONOMIC PARADIGM SHIFTING?

Some economists have expressed apprehension about the viability of capitalistic economic system
in the long run because in the past two centuries it has facilitated accumulation of wealth while on
the other hand it has generated inequality. Due to its purely materialistic approach it has overlooked
the social aspects of human being. The economic growth recorded in the advanced countries during
last 50 years has not brought any positive impact on the lives of lower segment of this society. It
indicates that there are structural weakness in the system of capitalism. In this chapter, we will
examine how other researchers have analyzed the performance of capitalism in order to understand
the growing unrest in the advanced economies.
Stilwell (2005) argues that “political economists have long considered the recurrence of economic
crisis to be capitalism’s ‘archiles heel’. Marx thought this tendency to crisis would create the material
conditions in which radical change of the system would be both possible and necessary. Keynes
agreed that, left to its own devices, capitalism would not ensure continuous full employment, although
he envisaged the possibility of significant repair. Institutionalisms have also emphasized the need for
economic regulation to deal with systematic instability. The problem evidently persists. An economic
system that cannot consistently reproduce itself and expand-lapsing instead into periodic recessions
with large-scale unemployment, and financial turmoil-necessarily has an uncertain future. So it is
worth reflecting on the nature of the structural contradictions underpinning this system instability.”

7.1 Structural Weakness of Capitalism
Stilwell (2005) has mentioned some structural weakness of capitalism which we briefly explain here:-

● Problem of disproportionality
Does the increased complexity of industry make more likely the possibility of structural imbalances,
as Marx anticipated? Without central planning, incompatibility between production decisions of firms
in the different sectors of the economy producing capital and consumer goods is always likely. The
resulting gluts and shortages have the potienal to trigger generalized recession. This is a specific
manifestation of a general problem arising from the ‘anarchy of capitalist production’.

● Tendency of falling profit rate
Whether the economic crisis associated with the tendency rate of profit to fall are likely to recur is yet
more contentious. To the extent that industrial expansion leads to higher organic composition of
capital, as mechanization continues and the capital-labor ratio arises, then one may infer that there
will be a long-term tendency for the rate of the profit for capitalist industry as whole to be squeezed.
Politically, it buoyant profits (and their distribution to corporate executives via inflated remuneration
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packages share-ownership) that fuel anti-capitalist sentiments-not a tendency to falling profits. But
the relentless process of capital accumulation, particularly in a period of labour-displacing
technological progress, continues to generate fundamental tensions.

● Unemployment
Unemployment is the most obvious manifestation of the structural contradictions of the capitalist
economy. Neither Marxist nor Keynesian economists find anything surprising about that. Marxists
have always argued that the existence of a reserve army of labour is integral to the accumulation
process. Keynesians have consistently emphasized that there is no inherent tendency towards a fullemployment equilibrium and the rejection of Keynesian policy by neo-liberals more concerned with
balanced budgets adds further to the likelihood of recurrent, if not persistent, unemployment. The
problem now assumes increasingly troubling forms. The tendency towards ‘jobless growth’ brings
into question the future of wage-labour as the principal means by which income ‘trickle down’ to the
bulk society and social stability is maintained under capitalism. Can the economic system be adapted
in such a way that work is more evenly distributed? The French Government has made important
attempts to do so imposing a limit on the permissible length of working week. The alternative is a
society increasingly polarized between those who benefit materially from the capital accumulation
process and those who have a marginal attachment to the mainstream economy.
●

Under-consumption

The problem of under-consumption is related issue. In so far as wage incomes are pushed down and
up or made more unequal, then the issue of who will buy the outputs of the production process
become more problematic. Of course, luxury consumption by capitalists and the minority of the
workface in well-paid positions provides one avenue for the absorption of the economic surplus, as
does consumption and investment expenditure by the state. Veblen drew attention to these aspects
of consumption spending a century ago, and they have frown spectacularly since then. However.
The capacity of the system to continue matching the growth of productive capacity with a
corresponding growth of effective demand for goods and services is more troubling at a time when
global competition between the downward pressure on wage rates.

●

Consumerism

Waves of new product development, based on new technologies, have made electronics equipment,
personal computers, mobile phones, and so forth, the focal points for growth of production and
consumption. Consumerism, promoted by commercial advertising, consumer goods, continue to
spread. Contemporary political economists, such as Sweezy and Galbraith, have addressed the
issue, the pointing to the vast resources ‘propping up’ the economy in this way. Yet therein lie further
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tensions and resources of potential crisis. Catering to the contrived wants of a consumerist society
becomes more patently unsatisfying. As Esterlin puts it, the ‘triumph of economic growth is not
triumph of humanity over material wants: rather; it is the triumph of material wants over humanity’.

●

Casino Capitalism

Consumerism also generates enormous social wastes, partly in the sales promotion process itself
and partly in the built-in obsolescence of the products. To the extent the accumulation of capital
depends on the proliferation of credit, it also means that the system become ever more vulnerable to
crisis emerging from financial institutions: “casino capitalism” is an inherently unstable system.
Modern capitalism also makes rapacious use of the physical environment: as such, it is inherently
unsustainable system. Of course, if economic policies could switch the focus from aggregate
production and consumption to redistribution and restructuring for sustainability, one could be more
optimistic about the prospects of dealing with these tensions. However, as we have seen the current
structure of political economic power are ill-suited to the management of such progressive
transformations. An economic system based on production for profit has its internal dynamic, but it
is not one conducive to social equality, economic security or ecological sustainability.

7.1 Emergence of state capitalism
The crisis of Western liberal capitalism has coincided with the rise of a powerful new form of state
capitalism in emerging markets. This model is being developed on basis of state multinationals
being flourished under the umbrella of the emerging economies. Adrian Wooldridge in her article
title “Emerging Market Multinationals: The rise of state capitalism” published in The Economist in its
January 2012 print edition argues that:
“During the last 15 years t h e h e a d q u a r t e r s o f C o r p o r a t i o n s h a v e e m e r g e d l i k e b i g
c i t i e s w h e r e h u n d r e d s o f p r o f e s s i o n a l a r e wo r k i n g . T h e b u i l d i n g i n w h i c h t h e s e
h e a d q u a r t e r s a r e l o c a t e d a r e w o r t h - s e e i n g . F o r e x a m p l e , China Central Television's
building resembles a giant alien marching across Beijing's skyline; the 88-storey Petronas Towers,
home to Malaysia's oil company, soar above Kuala Lumpur; the gleaming office of VTB, a banking
powerhouse, sits at the heart of Moscow's new financial district. These are all monuments to the
rise of a new kind of Hybrid Corporation, backed by the state but behaving like a private-sector
multinational. The growth of capitalism under the dictate of state is not a new idea and history is
full of its example. The British East India Company is the best example of paving the way for the development
of British Empire. This is the repetition of history and emergence of old wine in a new bottle. Almost all
existing emerging economies multinationals were operating like public departments in 1990s and it
was assumed that they would either be closed or privatized when the economy took a positive turn.
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But their role have changed as the emerging economies strengthen and gradually they have been
expanding their feathers. The world top ten big oil and gas companies are all public sector entities.
The state-owned companies have 80 percent stake in Chinese and 62 percent of Russian Stock
Markets. They aggressively capturing new markets and new industries. For example China Mobile
customer’s base is more than 600 million. Public sector companies of emerging economies have 30
percent share in world foreign direct investment in 2010. Some economists contend that way of the
operation of these companies is not they are heading towards liberalization but it is a new economic
and business model. Now these companies are striving to make it successful so that it can be
introduced in all world economies. The Brazilian Government, which was following privatization
program, now compelling small firms to merge into big firms so that they unitedly compete with their
rivals in the world market. It is yet to be seen whether the “state capitalism model” is sustainable.
Its supporters advocate that it has inherent strength to bring stability as well as growth.
The wild privatization by Russian under Boris Yeltsin in the 1990s alarmed many emerging
countries and encouraged the view that governments can mitigate the strains that capitalism and
globalization cause by providing not just the hard infrastructure of roads and bridges but also the
soft infrastructure of flagship corporations. So Lee Kuan Yew's government in Singapore, an early
exponent of this idea, let in foreign firms and embraced Western management ideas, but also owned
chunks of companies. The leading practitioner is now China. The new model bears little
resemblance to the disastrous spate of nationalizations in Britain and elsewhere half a century
ago. China's infrastructure companies win contracts the world over. The best national champions
are outward-looking, acquiring skills by listing on foreign exchanges and taking over foreign
companies. And governments are selective in their corporate holdings. Overall, the Chinese state
has loosened its grip on the economy: its bureaucrats concentrate on industries where they can
make a difference.
Yet a close look at the model shows its weaknesses. When the government favours one lot of
companies, the others suffer. In 2009 China Mobile and another state giant, China National
Petroleum Corporation, made profits of $33 billion—more than China's 500 most profitable private
companies combined. State giants soak up capital and talent that might have been used better by
private companies. Studies show that state companies use capital less efficiently than private ones,
and grow more slowly. In many countries the coddled state giants are pouring money into fancy
towers at a time when entrepreneurs are struggling to raise capital. Those costs are likely to
rise. State companies are good at copying others, partly because they can use the government's
clout to get hold of their technology; but as they have to produce ideas of their own they will become
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less competitive. State-owned companies make a few big bets rather than lots of small ones; the
world's great centers of innovation are usually networks of small start-ups.
Wooldridge (2012) argues that the successes of free market theory has stopped working and the
recession which eaten up Lehman Brothers has gradually taking the whole rich world into its fold.
Greek is the weak western country which has already facing chaotic situation due to recession
and financial mismanagement. Even the income US workers is contracting since 2009. The
Canadian Institute (Fraser), which has competency to measure economic freedom for the last
forty years disclosed that global freedom index steeply rise to 6.7 in 2007 from 5.5. in 1980 but
afterwards it started retreating. The credit crisis of 2008 has given the way for emergence of state
capitalism as alternative economic system. This system is not only using state power but also
manipulating corporate powers. Now the emerging economies are also exploiting capitalistic
instruments by getting enlisted public sector companies on equity markets to take benefits of
globalization. State capitalism also emerged in different regions of the world in past. It dominated
German economy in 1870s and Japan in 1950s. But it was not on such a large scale as it is
expanding in the emerging economies such as in China, India, Brazil and South Africa with latest
economic tools.
The scope of

state capitalism can be judged from the fact that the Chinese government is the

majority shareholders in 150 big companies, besides having stake in hundreds of small
companies. China‘s economy has been growing at 9.5 percent per annum and its international
trade is rising 18 percent per year for the last 30 years. In just one decade, China’s GDP has
grown three times to 11 trillion. Chinese government does not only managing its currency cleverly,
supporting its companies operating in other countries and providing subsidies to business firms
operating in the domestic markets. Almost all multinationals have strong resources base. For
example 13 world large firms having command over 75 percent of world oil resources are of state
control companies. The success of these companies is not restricted to one sector. It is making
headway in different fields. For example, China Mobile has captured 600 million customers,
Russian Sberbank is the Europe third large bank, Dubai Ports is working as a big player in
operation of ports and its rank is third. In chemical sector, Saudi Basic industries Corporation
ranked among top chemical company of the world. State capitalism is rising with strong financial
strength. It is flushed with cash and liquidity. It has established sovereign wealth funds which are
manipulating markets from New York to Tokyo. The state is advancing while private sector is
retreating all over the globe. The state capitalism is spreading with fast speed due to the following
reasons:■

It is growing on large scale. It is not growing alone, but together.
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■

China and Russia both are pushing state capitalism jointly.

■

The emerging economies possess most latest business weapons.

■

On average they are growing 5.5 percent per year vis-à-vis 1.6 percent by advanced world.

■

The governments in the free capitalist world are following the steps of state capitalism. For
instance, French government has also established a sovereign wealth fund to play in the
global markets.

■

State capitalism is appeared as a new trend and has attraction for the young world to opt it.

The young economists at world banks are discussing emerging trends in the context of state
capitalism.
State-owned China’s National Offshore Oil Corporation and had made efforts to take over US
Company, Unocal in 2005 and Dubai’s ports have purchased many US ports. Most of
Globalization economies theories have proved faulty because they could not work in the emerging
economies. For example, Kenichi Ohmae’s claimed that “nation state has eliminated” has proved
wrong. Milton Friedman’s contention that “the government should only disciplined market as it had
not business experience” has proved an idea not workable in the 21 st century. Naomi Klein‘s
conviction that “large corporations are large than government” has met its fate as the government
is now dominating than the corporate entities. Francis Fukuyama’s assertion that “democratic
capitalism has established its victory all over the world” appears to be a fallacy. The fact is that
government is establishing its grip over market while autocracy is establishing its dominance over
the democracy all over the world.

7.2 End of Free Market
Dr.Ian Bremmer, in his book “The End of Free Market- Who will win the war between States and
Corporations” Published in May 2010 in the U.S.A. by Publisher Portfolio, stated the strategies
being used by the emerging economies to exploit the market for their political goals. He argues that
invisible hand working behind free market is become visible in the shape of state capitalism. The
international economic infrastructure is in a state of recession and the free market economies of the
world are among the hardest hit. Consequently, many

have

posed

the

question:

is

the

free market a failed economic system? Dr. Bremmer pleads that ‘state capitalism,’ a term
that he defines as “a system in which the state plays the role of leading economic actor and uses
markets primarily for political gain,” is the single most imminent threat to the existence of free
market democracy. The book begins with Bremmer explaining the history of state capitalism and
how it rose from the ashes of mercantilism, which is the practice of economic nationalism for the
purposes of establishing a wealthy and powerful state. He then explains how recent state
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capitalism came into existence from post-Communist authoritarian

governments

who

experimented with the free market, not for the purposes of having a flourishing economy, but in
order to have leverage over the citizenry of their respective states. Bremmer then elaborates on the
different tools that modern state capitalist governments utilize to maintain power. The list includes
direct influence over national oil and gas corporations (NOCs), various state owned enterprises
(SOEs), privately owned national champions, and finally, sovereign wealth funds. Next, Bremmer
carries out in-depth case studies on countries that currently practice state capitalism. Among them
are Saudi Arabia, whose royals survive by using the kingdom’s massive oil revenues to buy political
allegiance; United Arab Emirates, where each Emirate has its own state-owned oil company;
Algeria, with over one thousand state-owned companies; Ukraine, where the government owns all
agricultural land and hold majority stakes in railroads, telecommunications, electricity, chemicals,
heavy machinery, and civil aviation; Russia, which has applied restrictions in foreign investment
to certain strategic sectors; India, which involves itself in politically sensitive products like food,
fuel, fertilizer, electricity, and water; Mexico, Whose government owns an oil company ranked
31st on the 2009 Forbes Global list of top companies by revenue; and China, which provides great
financial assistance to companies who are
key

economic

interested

in

foreign

investments

in

sectors? Throughout the book, Bremmer presents statistics that would make

even the most confident banker on Wall Street sleep uneasy. These statistics include a report
from the Forbes Global 2000 list of the world’s largest companies, 117 of which are state-owned
from Brazil, Russia, India, and China (also known as the BRIC countries). Meanwhile, a total of
239 American, Japanese, British, and German companies—privately owned—dropped off the list.

7.3 New Future Growth Centre
The World Bank in its Report “Global Development Horizons, 2011: Multi-polarity: The New
Global Economy” predicted that “The coming decades will see global economic growth increasingly
being generated in emerging economies. By 2025, global economic growth will predominantly be
generated in emerging economies. Over the past two decades, the world has witnessed emerging
economies rise to become a powerful force in international production, trade and finance.
Emerging and developing countries’ share of international trade flows has risen steadily, from 26
percent in 1995 to 42 percent in 2010.Much of this rise has been due to an expansion of trade not
between developed countries and developing countries, but among developing counties. Similarly,
more than one-third of foreign direct investment in developing countries currently originates in other
developing countries. Emerging economies have also increased their financial holdings and
wealth. Emerging

and developing countries now hold three-quarters of all official foreign
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exchange reserves ( a reverse in the pattern of previous decade, when advanced economies held
two thirds of all reserves), and sovereign wealth funds and other pools of capital in developing
countries have become key sources of international investment.
At the same time, risk of investing in emerging economies has declined dramatically.
For example, borrowers such as Brazil, Chile and Turkey now pay lower interest rates o n t h e i r
s o v e r e i g n d e b t s t h a n d o s e v e r a l E u r o p e a n c o u n t r i e s . As i n v e s t o r s a n d
multinational companies increase their exposure to fast-growing emerging economies, international
demand for emerging-economy currencies will grow, making way for a global monetary system with
more than one dominant currency.”
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Chapter 8

COMPARISON OF G-7 AND E-7 ECONOMIES

8.1 Rising Vs. Declining Debt
The existing level of debt of G-7 countries which has exceeded 100 percent of annual
GDP has posed a serious threat to world economy. Many economists has expressed
their apprehension that if the advanced countries do not reduce their existing level of
debt and one of them is defaulted it bring horrible consequences for the whole world
economic system. The 2007 subprime mortgage loans crisis erupted in the United States
and debt crisis ensued in the European Union unveil the severity of inherent weakness
in the economies of G-7 countries. The reason for the growing level of debt is that the
people of G-7 countries are living beyond their resources and spending more than their
income. Similarly, G-7 governments are also not reducing public spending and continue
to opt deficit-budgetary policies that has created imbalances in their public finance,
which has now become unmanageable. The financing of China and Japan in their public
debt has provided a temporary breath and economic stability. The lending countries
themselves are not in favour of G-7 countries and are bailing out because the default of
any advanced country will have a severe negative effect on their economy as well. Now
the world economy has been integrated after globalization and now country can escape
from the negative development and economic crisis erupted in other country. Currently,
the capital surplus countries like China, Japan and Arab countries are investing in the
sovereign debt of G-7 countries and availing twin benefit of earning interest on their
investment and selling their surplus goods by financing the imports of advanced
countries. But this practice has exceeded G-7 countries’ debt to the amount equal to
120% of annual GDP, which is alarming situation. IMF and other world agencies have
warned the advanced countries to cut their debt level. In contrast, the debt level of the
emerging economies is within the manageable range and it is indigenous nature. The
existing debt level of emerging economies as per IMF (2012) calculation is roughly 38
percent and it is likely to reduce by 30 percent in the end of 2014. The debt level of China
is very much low to only 16 percent. This is one of the reasons of strong economic
fundamental of China due to which it is growing very fast as compared to other emerging
economies as well as advanced economies.
Jose Vinals, Director of IMF”s Monetary and Capital Market Department, in an interview
on June 17, 2011 in Sao Paulo, that “the United States and debt-ridden European
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countries are playing with the fire unless they take immediate steps to reduce their budget
deficits. They cannot afford to have a world economy where the important decisions
are postponed. They have now entered very clearly into a new phase of global crisis,
which is a political. A first-ever US default would roil markets and even a technical default
would jeopardize the country’s AAA rating.”

This is serious warning and the

developed countries should take it seriously.

8. 2 Capital deficit versus capital surplus economies
In the international trade, the countries producing surplus goods and services export
them to those countries having shortage of these goods and in this way they generate
trade surplus. In the same way, the countries having surplus capital exports it to deficitcapital countries. This phenomenon explains the fact how capital is moving from one
country to another, which country has surplus capital and which country is capital-deficit.
IMF’s World Economic Outlook Report, March-2010 reveals that seven advanced
economies import 70.7 percent of capital while other economies import only 29.3 percent
of capital. The United States, Spain and Italy are three major importers of capital with
their share 41.7%, 7.3% and 7.0% percent respectively. Interestingly, these are three
major indebted economies in advanced countries. This fact is highlighted in the Figure 8.1.
Figure 8.1 Countries that import capital
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In contrast, among the net exporters of capital, China is the number one with 23.4 percent,
Germany is second with 13.3% and Japan is third with 11.7 percent. Out of 13 net
exporters of capital with total share of 82 percent in the export of capital, five countries
such as Germany, Norway, Switzerland, Sweden, Netherlands belongs to western
hemisphere and their collective share in capital export is 26.4 percent. While the rest of
8 countries belong to Asian continent and they include China, Japan, Russia, South
Korea, Kuwait, Singapore, Malaysia and Taiwan and their total net share in capital
export is 54.8 percent. If we exclude Japan, which is a member of G-7, the share of
the rest of Asian economies in net capital export is around 42.1 percent. It indicates that
economic growth is likely to be continued in Asian countries in future rather than in debtridden European countries or the United States. The countries that are exporting capital
and their relative share in total capital export is highlighted in the Figure 8.2.
Figure 8.2 Capital exporting countries
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8.3 Highest versus lowest return economies
Emerging markets like China, Brazil, India, Mexico, Korea and Indonesia, Turkey and
Pakistan are very attractive from their return and strong economic fundamentals. The
difference in terms structure of interest between advanced and emerging economies is
another factor contributing the flow of capital from advanced economies to the emerging
economies. The rate of return on investment is higher in emerging economies as
compared with the advanced economies. This can be noted from the Table 8.1 on next
page.
Table 8,1
G-7 COUNTRIES

Comparison of Banks Return on Equity (%)
2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

1.United States

13.2

12.4

12.3

7.8

0.4

0.9

2. United Kingdom
3. Japan
4. Germany.
5. Italy
6. France
7.Canada

10.9
4.1
4.2
9.3
10.6
19.5

11.8
11.3
13.0
9.7
11.8
17.1

8.9
8.5
9.4
14.3
14.0
21.8

6.2
6.1
6.6
12.8
9.8
20.1

-10.3
-6.9
-7.7
4.8
-1.0
9.8

-2.0
4.9
…..
…..
----9.0

Average

10.08

11.01

11.6

9.9

-1.5

3.3

E-7 COUNTRIES

(EMERGING ECONOMIES)

1. China

13.7

15.1

14.9

16.7

17.1

------

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

20.8
22.1
22.8
14.0
20.3
20.3

13.3
29.5
16.7
10.9
25.8
24.2

12.2
27.3
16.2
19.1
23.8
26.3

13.2
28.8
17.8
19.6
15.4
22.7

12.5
15.3
13.4
15.5
7.8
13.3

12.5
13.0
35.9
18.8
8.6
4.9

15.88

19.35

19.97

19.17

13.55 15.61

India
Brazil
Indonesia
Turkey
Pakistan
Russia

Average

Source: The data was collected from IMF Financial Stability Report, April, 2010.
Table 8.1 shows maximum return on investment in the G-7 advanced economies during
2004 2009 was 10.08 while minimum return was negative 1.5 percent in 2008.In contrast,
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in the emerging economies the maximum return on investment was 19.97 percent in 2006
while minimum return was 13.55 in 2008. It is pertinent to note that the emerging
economies offered highest return of 13.55 percent in 2008 (vis-à-vis minus 1.5 percent
in advanced economies) when the whole world was in the grip of financial crisis. Moreover,
there is no negative return on investment in any year from 2004 to 2009. The highest
return has attracted foreign investors to invest their money in the emerging economies.

8.4 Aging versus younger population
Kremer (1993) says that endogenous growth of knowledge predict that technological
progress is an increasing function of population size. The reasoning is simple: the larger
the population, the more people there are to make discoveries, and thus the more rapidly
knowledge accumulates. Romer (2001) says that the basic source of Kremer’s prediction
is the idea that the rate of increase in the stock of knowledge is increasing in population:
innovations do not arrive exogenously, but are made by people. This theory is applicable
to China and India which are the two biggest populous countries of the world. The
abundance of human capital i s an important plus point of emerging economies. It is the
main driving force behind productivity growth. According to the European Commission,
61% of the world’s population of 8 billion will be in Asia by 2025. Table 8.2 highlights the
trends in the working-age population over the past 60 years, with estimates going out to
2030 in the developed and emerging economies, showing healthy growth of potential
workers in emerging economies over the next few decades.
Table

8.2: Working Age Population in G-7 countries (In 1000)

________________________________________________________________
Countries

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

2012__

United States

137,085

167,745

189,164 212,577

237,83

243,284

United Kingdom
Canada
Germany
France
Italy
Japan

NA
14,528
46,094
36,980
40,279
78,616

42,582
18,032
49,848
40,601
43,860
89,078

44,717 56,085 49,726
20,852 23,687 27,250
53,438 69,365 70,978
44,152 46,871 50,294
48,016 48,029 51,311
100,656 108,120 110,881

50,473
27,922
71,274
50,782
51,729
110,752

________________________________________________________________
Source: US Bureau of Labour Statistics, June 07, 2013
Moreover, the population in the G-7 countries are aging with the passage of time.
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Hagemann and Nicoletti (1988) have mentioned that population under 15 was 21.8
percent in the G-7 economies in 1980 which has declined to 14.2 percent in 2010. The
population over 66 years age in G-7 countries was 12.52 percent in 1980, which has
increased to 15.5 percent in 2010. The percentage of old population in the United
States and UK in 2010 was 12.6 and 14.5 percent respectively. The overall age
dependency ratio in these countries is estimated to be 24.17 p e r c e n t i n 2 0 1 0 . It
indicates that pension and healthcare spending in 2010 were about 15 percent the
budget advanced economies and they may increase of about 23 percent in 2050.
Figure 8. Pension and Health Expenditures in Advanced countries

Source: IMF World Economic Outlook, April-2010
It is estimated that working age population (15-64) year are around 500 million in the
developed economies as compared to 3000 million in the emerging economies. It means
that the ratio of this population is five times more in the emerging economies vis-à-vis
advanced economies. The working age population is the non-institutional population
generally 16 years and over, or the potential population available to work. For more
information on working age population, see the technical notes. The United States working
age population was more than twice as large as the next largest country compared
(Japan). Between 2006 and 2012, the working age population in the United States grew
faster than in Japan and in all European countries compared, but grew more slowly than
in the remaining countries.
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6.7 Rising versus Shrinking Middle Class
On account of fast economic growth a significant portion of the population of emerging
economies have come out of poverty. This part of population which is increasing day after
day is known as “Middle Class”. Now the middle class has grown to so much high number
and it has been improving their living standard because their net income is increasing
gradually. The World Bank has estimated that the global middle class is likely to grow from
430 million in 2000 to 1.2 billion in 2030 and its level of income is between US$ 10-20 per
day (a range of average incomes in Brazil and Italy). The middle class of China and India
accounts for two-thirds of total global middle class. The household’s annual disposable
income is between $5,000 and $15,000. About 50 percent growth has been recorded in
the income of Russian middle class during 2000-2010. One of the reason for increasing
the size of middle class is high population growth rate in the emerging economies. The
labour force between ages of 15-64 will increase to three billion in 2020 from 2.7 million in
2010 and it will be account for 68 percent of total population in 2020. China, India,
Indonesia and Pakistan, which are the most populous countries of the world has great
potential and assumed to be the drivers of world economic growth. The middle class with
net income of $5000 and $15000 were 31.7 percent in China, 14.6 percent in India and
35.7 percent in Indonesia. This number will reach 46.5 percent in China, 41.1 percent in
India and 58.3 percent in Indonesia in 2020.
The increase in the size of middle class in emerging economies offers great business
opportunities for the world consumer market. The demand for consumer and durable
goods are likely to increase tremendously in the emerging economies in future because
the middle class whose net income is increasing will buy higher-end consumer goods,
better healthcare and quality education. Thus, these three sector will grow in future. The
average per capita consumer expenditure in emerging economies is likely to rise from
$4,381 in 2010 to $6,590 by 2020. In China and India per capita consumer expenditures
were increased

by 8.6 percent and 7.1 percent, respectively. In contrast, the middle

class in the advanced economies are shrinking due to falling income, rising tax rates and
increasing unemployment and level of poverty.
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8.8 High versus low labour productivity
It is generally assumed that the labour in advanced countries is more educated, more
skilled and more experienced having adequate mechanical and technological tools and
equipment to work efficiently and produce more output in a given work hours. But it is
surprising to note that labour productivity was dropped almost in all advanced countries
during 2005-2009. For example, labour productivity in the United States was decreased
from 2.4 percent per annum in 1995-2004 to 1.5 per annum in 2005-2009. Similarly, the
labour productivity in Japan was decreased from 2.1 per annum to 0.8 per annum during
the same period. In Euro area, labour productivity was declined from 1.4 percent to 0.5
percent per annum during the mentioned period. The labour productivity in the United
Kingdom was dropped from 2.2 per annum in 1995-2005 to 0.9 per year in 2005-2009.
The productivity decline has been shown in the Figure 8.4.
Figure 8.4 Labour productivity growth in advanced countries, 1995-2009

In contrast, the labour productivity was sharply rose among the emerging economies
during 1995 and 2009. For example, in China labour productivity was 6.7 percent in 19952005 which rose to 9.6 percent in 2005-2009. Similarly, labour productivity in Brazil, was
increased from only 0.3 percent in 1995-2005 to 2.6 percent during 2005-2009. It reflects
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high productivity growth in Brazil during second half of 2000s.In India the productivity
growth was one percent while in Russia the labour productivity was flat during the study
period. In short, Russian Federation is the only economy where labour productivity is
stagnant but maintained. There was not declined during the study period. The remarkable
productivity growth was noted in China and Brazil, indicating that these two economies
rapidly heading towards fast productivity growth due to efficient use of labour and
expansion of capital stock. The productivity growth in the aforesaid emerging economies
can be seen in the Figure 5.
Figure 5 Labour productivity growth in the Emerging Economies, 1995-2009

The analysis of the labour productivity growth of advanced and Emerging Economies
show that the emerging economies are rapidly growing economically due to high labour
productivity growth while the advanced economies are declining due to falling labour
productivity. In some advanced countries such as Japan and United Kingdom, the labour
productivity is negative during 2005-2009.

8.9 Mounting Households’ debt
Households’ debt is the loan which are barrowed by households to maintain their living
standards. We find sharp contrast when we compare households’ debt in the advanced
and the Emerging Economies. For example, in the Emerging Economies household’s debt
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was only 21 percent of GDP while it was 120 percent of GDP in the United States, 101
percent in the United Kingdom, 82 percent in Canada, 73 percent in Japan and 53 percent
in the Euro area during the period of 2007-2008. This indicates that

households in the

advance countries are living beyond their means and maintaining their existing level of
living standard through barrowed money. It also indicates that the level of per capita
income is declining gradually due to continuous recession and job stagnancy. It forces
them to borrow more to meet their growing expenditures. This fact has been reflected in
the Figure 8. 6.
Figure 8. 6

Households’ debt in the advanced and Emerging Economies, 2008.

8.10 High versus low unemployment
Unemployment is assumed to be harmful for the economy because it brings negative
effects in many ways. The unemployed portion of labour force cannot participate in
productive activities due to lack of employment opportunities. But it consumes resources.
It is dual economic loss. Since 2007 the advance economies have been facing the problem
of growing unemployment. In 2003 the unemployment rate was seven percent which
reached all-time high around 9 percent in 2009. This level of unemployment was continued
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till 2012, which means that nine percent population of advanced countries was remained
idle and they found not productive work to do but they continued to consume goods and
services during the same period. Their unemployment, in fact, was output loss which these
economies suffered due to their inability to create jobs for them. In contrast, in the
Emerging Economies, the unemployment rate was around 8 percent in 2003 but the
increase economic activity brought down unemployment rate to around just 6 percent in
2011 and 2012. It shows that employment opportunities are increasing in the emerging
economies and this is the main reason for declining level of poverty and rising per capita
income in the emerging economies. The Figure 8.7 shows a comparison of unemployment
rate prevailing in the period from 2003 to 2012 in the advanced and Emerging Economies.
Figure 8.7 Unemployment rate in Advanced and Emerging Economies.
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The key indicators of advanced and emerging economies and their comparison are given
in the Table 8.3. It will help the readers to measure the strengths and weakness of these
two groups of countries.
Table 8. 3 C o m p a r i s o n of the key indicators of G-7 and E-7 Economies
_____________________________________________________________________
Indicators

G-7 economies

E-7 economies

______________________________________________________________________
Debt-to-GDP (%)

102.32

38.43

______________________________________________________________________
Budget Deficit

-5.28

-4.21

______________________________________________________________________
Saving Rates

16.74

27.15

______________________________________________________________________
Return on Investment

3.3

15.61

______________________________________________________________________
Level of Productivity

4.31

4.0

_______________________________________________________________________
F. Exchange Reserves (%)

20.73

39.14

______________________________________________________________________
Population (%) world total

10.82

49.14

______________________________________________________________________
GDP as share of world

40.98

28.01

______________________________________________________________________
Unemployment (%)

7.88

7.27

______________________________________________________________________
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Chapter 9

China’s Economic Growth Puzzle-An
Empirical Analysis

9.1 Theoretical Framework of Economic Growth
Classical economists, such as Adam Smith (1776), David Ricardo (1817), Thomas
Malthus (1798), Frank Ramsey (1928), Joseph Schumpeter (1934) and Frank Knight
(1944) were the founders of the latest economic growth theories. Their thought link to the
vital theory of competitive behavior and dynamics equilibrium, the role of declining profits
and its relations to human and physical capital, the interaction between population growth
rate and per capita GDP, the effects of technological progress in the form of growing
expertise of labour and discoveries of new products and methods of production, and the
role of monopoly power as an incentive for technological progress. The modern growth
theory was started from the classical article of Ramsey (1928). Ramsey’s inter-temporally
separate utility function is as widely used today as the Coo-Douglas production function.
His model was not accepted by the economists till the 1960s. Harrod (1939) and Domar
(1946) made efforts to co-relate Keynesian theory with the determinants of economic
growth.

Their approach was that capitalist system is inherently unstable and their

suggested production function has no substitutability among the inputs. The Solow (1956)
and Swan (1956 was the core contribution because this model is the neoclassical form of
the production function that postulate constant returns to scale, declining returns to each
input, positive and smooth elasticity of substitution between the inputs and a constantsaving rate to generate simple general equilibrium model .These model predict conditional
convergence that states the faster growth rate depends on lower the starting levels of per
capita GDP, relative to the long-run or steady-state level. It further states that countries
having less capital per worker relative to their long run capital per worker tend to have
higher rates of return and higher growth rates. The convergence is conditional due to three
reasons: (i) Population growth rate, (ii) Capital and output depends on saving rate, (iii) and
the of the production function. The work of Romer (1986), Lucas (1988) played a catalytic
role in the research on economic growth which got attention of the Economists since
1980s. In their work, they have given a central place to human capital to perpetuate
economic growth. According to them, human capital helps slower the process of
depreciation and declining return on capital stock.
The difference between 1960s research and 1990s research on growth is that the former
is theoretical in nature while the latter is data-based empirical analysis. The applied
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research was used to establish relation between theory and data. However, old theories
such as endogenous growth theories were tested by applying empirical techniques. This
approach is known neoclassical growth model of conditional convergence. The focus of
1990s empirical research was assessment of the robustness of the kinds of estimates, the
role of increasing returns, R&D spending, human capital, and technological progress. The
question facing by the economists is that whether an economy can enjoy positive growth
rates forever on the basis of increasing saving and investment as well as accumulating
capital stock. A cross-country data for the period f 1969- 2000 indicate that the average
real per capital GDP growth per annum for 112 countries was 1.8 percent and average
ratio of gross investment to GDP was 16 percent. However, empirical results for 38 subSaharan African countries are quite different where the average growth rate was only 0.6
percent and the average investment ratio was only 10 percent. The results for nine East
Asian “tigers” showed that there was an average 4.9 percent growth rate and the average
investment ratio was 25 percent. These observations suggest that growth and investment
rates are positively related (Martin et al, (2004)
The study of most economies reveals that certain factors such as investment in capital
stock, infrastructure, Research and development, human resources development
accelerate economic growth. Other factors like legal environment, intellectual property
rights, and fair distribution of income also play a key role in economic development.
Different factors play different roles in different times. For example, investment is needed
for capital accumulation, its replacement, rehabilitation and its rebalancing. It is possible
only when there is an adequate level of savings in the economy. Similarly, infrastructure
facilitates the movement of goods and human being within the shortest time. If
infrastructure is poor or weak, it creates impediment in the way of mobility. Research and
development is useful when we have researchers, engineers and scientists as well as
relevant tools for inventions and innovations. Human capital is vital because without it
nothing can be done. All types of efficiency depends upon the efficiency of human capital.
If human capital is inefficient machine and equipment will also be inefficient because
machines and equipment are run by human beings and not human beings is run by
machines. Intellectual property works only if the economy is developing new ideas,
products and process. Fair distribution of income enables the people to improve their living
standards by purchasing durable goods. Firms and business people work hard with
confidence where legal frameworks to be strong and just and has capability to enforce
contracts. The role of policies is also vital because it generates environment in which all
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factors contribute their due role in economic growth.
When we study China’s economic growth we will find that China has focused on two policy
initiatives. The first was that to savings on the cost of reducing domestic consumption. The
rate of domestic saving was high to more than 50 percent. The second one was to
encourage exports by producing more and more goods through cheap labour and
subsidized capital. The high rate of saving has enabled China to make high investment and
to accumulate more capital stock. This expanded productive capability of China vis-à-vis
other developing and advanced countries. The opening of world markets after WTO has
provided golden chance to China to export as much as it can. China has been exporting
goods and services and even capital since 2001 without any restriction. The study of Young
(1992) reveals the fact that in past only those countries, which made more investment,
grew very fast and in this respect best example is of East Asian countries which grew
very fast in 1900s. But the investment effect to enhance productivity disappears if
institutional factors, which play fundamental role in the stability of economic growth, were
not existing. It means that investment is not the sole determinant of economic growth.
Total factor productivity, human capital, openness and research and development
precipitate growth process. Some economists like Robert Solow (1956) and his followers
believe that capital formation is one of the main contributing factor of economic growth
and international trade is the second one that stimulate growth intensity. Solow developed
its model on the basis of productive factors that equally deal with initial “AK” and “R&D”
models. If technology of capital stock remains the same for long period of time and
management style is not changed then it is not possible to maintain growth in the long
run. It is the technology which improve the products and differentiate it from other
competitors and is vital to obtain competitive advantage. Technology and dynamic
management, in fact, sustain competitive advantage. In the ear of 21st century the
management play a key role in shaping innovations, differentiating products and
accumulating rare resources to push back the competitors. These two factors make the
other factors of production more productive and efficient. Thus, the investment plays an
important role in accelerating economic growth in the short run. Both endogenous growth
model and neoclassical growth models support this idea. However, De Long and Summer
(1991 and 1992) differ with this idea emphasizing the importance of investment in capital
stock for attaining high economic growth. Joseph Schumpeter ‘s endogenous growth
model states that long –run growth can be achieved through continuation of innovation
and capital accumulation. In this type of model, the relationship between investment in
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capital stock and R&D spending have a positive role in promoting output and sustaining
growth .As per conventional growth model, savings and investment have key
determinants of economic growth.
The research so far made on China’s economic growth mainly focus on the role of capital
accumulation in the economic growth. The concentration of research appears adequate
by logic that states the country having low capital stock will produce low output and
country having large capital stock will produce large output. The difference between the
income of advanced and under-developed countries is the difference of capital stock
because it enables the workers to produce more output. Its share is significant in output.
Weil (2009) reveals that average share of capital in most of the countries is around 35
percent in national income with some exceptions. In the United States the share of capital
is between 0.25 and 0.35 since 1935. Chow (1993) highlighted the role of capital
accumulation in economic growth of China during1950-1980. There was no technological
progress in that period. But Chinese firms become more productive and more competitive
when they dealt with foreign firms during the export of their products. Their interaction
with foreign firms enhanced their efficiency and productivity. They passed through a
process of learning by exporting effect which was positive and lasting and it facilitated
Chinese firms to improve the quality of their product. Thus, exports have brought very
positive impact on the productivity of Chinese firms.
The evidence of our study show consistency with the previous empirical studies
conducted by Shan and Sun (1998) on the export-led growth t h e o r y , and their
research apparently s u p p o r t the assumption. B u t t h e i r f i n d i n g s f o u n d
bidirectional relations between exports and output in China. This finding is also consistent
with findings of Liu et al. (1997). However, there are slight specification differences. But
the study of Hsiao and Hsiao (2006) were exceptional because their results do not support
general hypotheses relating to the key role of export in China’s economic growth. On the
basis of this difference of opinion among the researchers we can safely say that empirical
literature on the role of exports in the China’s economic growth is yet be matured and
needs further research.

9.2 Empirical Framework
We start now our empirical study to analyze the data in order to understand the interaction
and behavior of selected variables. The behavior and relationship of the variables will
enable us to unveil the hidden forces operating behind China’s fast economic growth. In
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this study we have used annual data for the period of 1980-2011 extracted from China
National Bureau of Statistics. The period 1980-2011 was chosen because it has less
economic fluctuation, more stable and recording fast economic growth and development in
China. This period was specific in the economic history of China because of the
transformation of economy from closed economy to market economy, from concentration
of domestic market to world market and from production for domestic consumption to world
consumption. Large foreign direct investment was entered China’s economy that enhanced
labour productivity, efficiency and reallocation of resources to different sector, generating
huge employment opportunities and reducing poverty level.
We have selected five variables such as GDP (RGDP), Capital formation,(RCAP),
Employment (EMP), exports in FOB terms (REXP), and the real exchange rate (REX)
for our empirical analysis. All variables are in logs and real terms, and have been
deflated by the GDP deflator. We have calculated real exchange rate between Chinese
Currency and US dollars on the basis of their exchange rate in international market in
2012. We have taken average of the exchange rate of two currencies, US$/Renminbi.

9.3 METHODOLOGY
9.3. I. Data Sources, Type and Range
The authors have collected time series data for the periods from 1980 to 2011 from
Chinese economy. Data sources are official websites and documents published by
government of China that is World Development Indicators.

9.3.2. Model description
The present study pursues the following model of real gross domestic product;
RGDP  f (RCAP, EMP, REX, REXP)

In the above equation, RGDP stands for Real Gross domestic product calculated in million
rupees, RCAP shows Real Gross fixed capital formation in million taken as proxy for
capital, EMP is employment rate of China in percentages taken as proxy of labor, REX
denotes Real Official Exchange Rate in millions, REXP indicates real exports of goods of
services in millions. The economists mostly used Cob – Douglas form of production
function to explain the relationship between output and input. We have also chosen Cob
– Douglas form of the output model which is engraved as;
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RGDP  RCAP REX  REXP EMP e

In the above model,  is output elasticity of capital,



is output elasticity of exchange

rate,  is output elasticity of exports, 𝜌 is output elasticity of employment and  is total
factor productivity. To estimate the above model appropriately, we have to take its natural
log. Finally, we have drawn the following model to be estimated now;
ln RGDP  ln    ln RCAP   ln REX   ln REXP   ln EMP  

RGDPt*   *  RCAPt*  REX t*  REXPt*  EMPt*  t
Where RGDP* is natural log of real GDP,  * is natural log of  or intercept term,
*
RCAP* is natural log of real capital, REX is natural log of real official exchange rate,

REXP * is natural log of real exports, 𝑈𝑁𝐸𝑀𝑃𝑡∗ is natural log of employment rate and finally



is error term.

9.2.4. Estimation Procedures
To explore the impact of capital, exchange rate and exports on economic development,
we have followed autoregressive models.

RGDPt*   *  RCAPt*  REX t*  REXPt*  UNEMPt*  AR(1)  t
Where AR (1) is an autoregressive term. In the presence of autoregressive term, our D.W
Statistics will be inapplicable; we can utilize Breusch – Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test.
For detection of Heteroskedasticity, we may exercise Breusch – Pagan – Godfrey Test.
Normal Distribution of the residuals has been examined by Jarque Bera test. For Causal
relationships among each set of two variables, we will bring into play Pairwise Granger
Causality Test using the following equations.
p

q

i 1

j 1

Yt  a1   bi X t i   ri Yt  j  e1
p

q

i 1

j 1

X t  a 2   ci Yt i   d j X t  j  e2
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9.2.5 Results and Discussions
In the table 1 given below, results are presented which are estimated by Ordinary Least
Square method by including Autoregressive term. This table shows the names of
variables, values of coefficients, standard errors, t – statistic and probability values
respectively in 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th columns. Values of R – squared, adjusted R –
squares, Probability of F – statistic and Durbin Watson statistics are given at the end of
table.
With regards to real gross fixed capital formation that is used as a proxy to capital, results
illustrate positive relation with real gross domestic product of China. Theoretically and
econometrically it is logical and significant because it is statistically significant at 1 percent
level and having more investment in the country will be cause of higher incomes as evident
in the case of China. Investment in China has been a source of higher incomes from 1980s
and now it is leading over world economy. Almost, 1 percent more investment in china
may raise incomes by 0.26 percent on the average. These results are consistent with the
Solow Model (1956) which states that “ a country’s steady-state level of output per worker
will depend on its investment rate. If a country has a higher rate of investment, it will have
a higher steady-state level of output.” (Weil,2009 p:63).
Real official exchange rate is also another important variable of higher incomes in open
economy. As China is now operating in an open economy and exporting their products to
all over the world economy. Negative and significant sign of this coefficient is proof that
whenever there will be any increase in real official exchange rate, real income of China
will decline. Due to increase in real exchange rate, real exports will decline and it will
adversely income. On the average, one percent increase in real official exchange rate will
lower real gross domestic product by 0.07 percent. The negative effect is so small but it
takes an importance in the economy of any country.
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Table 9. 1: Results of Ordinary Least Square Method with Autoregressive term
PROBABILITY

VARIABLE

COEFFICIENT STD. ERRORS T-STATISTIC

Constant

10.46646

1.554476

6.733110

0.0000

0.266339

0.036712

7.254834

0.0000

-0.074332

0.035605

-2.087702

0.0472

Real Exports

0.058032

0.029658

1.956693

0.0616

Employment rate

0.005482

0.027942

0.196180

0.8461

AR(1)

0.985477

0.008565

115.0535

0.0000

R-squared

0.999757

Adjusted R-squared

0.999720

Prob(F-statistic)

0.000000

Durbin-Watson stat

1.736021

Real Gross Fixed
Capital Formation
Real Official
Exchange rate

Note: Dependent variable: Real Gross Domestic Product, Log – Log model

As expected from economic theory that real exports will always lead to higher real
gross domestic products, this study has also found the same positive relationship
from the analysis. Real gross domestic product will increase by 0.05 percent due
to one percent increase in real exports of china. This variable is statistically
significant at 5 percent level as well. An important variable of Solow growth model
that is labor force, the study uses employment rate as a proxy of labor force. As
expected it is positively contributing to the real gross domestic product of China
but with insignificant coefficient value. Autoregressive term is turned out to be
positive with significant coefficient value. Effects of other variables (that are not
included in the regression model) are also positive as indicated with the sign of
constant. Probability of F – statistics is demonstrating that overall model is
significant at 1 percent level. The values of R – square and adjusted R – square
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are giving an idea of one of the econometric problems that is Multicollinearity. But
it does not exist in this case due to not having few significant t – ratios.
Table 9. 2: Test for Autocorrelation
Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test
F-statistic

1.181995 Prob. F(2,23)

0.3246

Obs*R-squared

2.889280 Prob. Chi-Square(2)

0.2358

Table 9. 2 presents the results of Breusch – Godfrey Serial Correlation LM test that is
used to detect autocorrelation problem because value of D.W is inapplicable whenever
we include autoregressive term in our regression model. The results confirm the absence
of Autocorrelation from this model and may not reject the Null Hypothesis (There is no
problem of autocorrelation) of this test.

Table 9.3: Heteroskedasticity Test
Heteroskedasticity Test: Breusch-Pagan-Godfrey

F-statistic

0.847969 Prob. F(4,26)

0.5078

Obs*R-squared

3.577456 Prob. Chi-Square(4)

0.4662

Scaled explained SS

1.867491 Prob. Chi-Square(4)

0.7601

Breusch – Pagan – Godfrey test utilized to identify the problem of Heteroskedasticity in
table 9.3. The values of result confirm that there is no Heteroskedasticity problem in the
regression model.
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Figure 9. 1: Normality test
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Series: Residuals
Sample 1981 2011
Observations 31

7
6

Mean
Median
Maximum
Minimum
Std. Dev.
Skewness
Kurtosis

5
4
3

7.02e-12
-0.000135
0.013204
-0.009951
0.005886
0.359270
2.605305

2

Jarque-Bera 0.868109
Probability 0.647877

1
0
-0.010

-0.005

0.000

0.005

0.010

0.015

Figure 9.1 is the evidence that errors of regression equation are normally
distributed about the mean values. It is also confirm by the value of probability of
Jarque – Bera test. On the basis of probability, the researcher may not reject the
Null Hypothesis of this test (Errors are normally distributed) and confirm this
evidence of normal distribution.
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Table 9.4: Lag Selection Criteria

VAR Lag Order Selection Criteria
Lag

LogL

FPE

AIC

0

164.8486

1.62e-11

-10.65657

1

378.6752

5.68e-17

-23.24501

407.2025

5.22e-17*
-23.48017*

2
* indicates lag order selected by the criterion
FPE: Final prediction error
AIC: Akaike information criterion

Granger Causality test among the set of variables is applied in the paper to examine the
direction of causality. For this we need to determine the appropriate lag length. We have
examined the appropriate lag length by using VAR test and finalized 2 as an appropriate
lag for Granger Causality test in table 9. 4.
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Table 9. 5: Granger Causality test
Pairwise Granger Causality Tests ( Lags: 2)
Null Hypothesis

F-Statistic

Probability

LRGFCFCH does not Granger Cause LRGDPCH

4.61519

0.0197

LRGDPCH does not Granger Cause LRGFCFCH

6.47133

0.0054

LROEXR does not Granger Cause LRGDPCH

1.27054

0.2982

LRGDPCH does not Granger Cause LROEXR

8.45015

0.0016

LREXPTUS does not Granger Cause LRGDPCH

0.75855

0.4788

LRGDPCH does not Granger Cause LREXPTUS

3.65771

0.0404

LEMP does not Granger Cause LRGDPCH

2.83504

0.0777

LRGDPCH does not Granger Cause LEMP

7.40742

0.0030

LROEXR does not Granger Cause LRGFCFCH

0.61733

0.5474

LRGFCFCH does not Granger Cause LROEXR

7.08846

0.0036

LREXPTUS does not Granger Cause LRGFCFCH

1.06460

0.3600

LRGFCFCH does not Granger Cause LREXPTUS

4.09788

0.0289

LEMP does not Granger Cause LRGFCFCH

1.21478

0.3137

LRGFCFCH does not Granger Cause LEMP

7.79084

0.0023

LREXPTUS does not Granger Cause LROEXR

8.30484

0.0017

LROEXR does not Granger Cause LREXPTUS

4.95467

0.0154

LEMP does not Granger Cause LROEXR

2.56000

0.0974

LROEXR does not Granger Cause LEMP

2.78063

0.0812

LEMP does not Granger Cause LREXPTUS

1.93385

0.1656

LREXPTUS does not Granger Cause LEMP

8.53361

0.0015

The results of granger causality test are arranged in table 9. 5. On the basis of probability
values, we can decide about the direction of causality. This outcome explains the bi –
directional among real gross fixed capital formation and real gross domestic product.
There is uni – directional causality between real gross domestic product and real official
exchange rate of China. Uni – directional causality is also found from real gross domestic
product to real exports. The study also finds uni – directional causality that runs from real
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gross fixed capital formation to real official exchange rate. Bi – directional causality is
found among employment rate and real gross domestic product. It is also significantly
proved that real gross fixed capital formation does granger cause real exports. One – way
granger causality is found from real gross fixed capital formation to employment rate and
from real exports to employment rate of China. Two – way granger causality is found
among real exchange rate and real exports and employment rate and real official
exchange rate of China.

Table 9.6 China’s Economic Growth, 1980s-2010s (in US$ billion)
Variables

1980’s

1990’s

2000’s

RGDPCH

12.30

67.36

162.69

RGFCFCH

0.467

3.22

9.51

ROEXR

2.28

11.88

65.96

REXPTCH

206.52

102.45

108.80

EMP

95.94%

97.17%

97.59%
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CHAPTER 10

THE ENIGMA OF US PRODUCTIVITY
SLOWDOWN

I-Theoretical Analysis
10.1- Importance of Growth
Gordon (2012) says that by economic growth we usually mean the growth rate of real GDP per
person (or per capita). The achievement of rapid growth is one of the most important distinguishing
features of a successful economy. The fact that U.S. economy grew more rapidly than those of the
industrialized nations of Europe during the century between 1850 and 1950 allowed Americans to
enjoy a higher standard of living than most residents of Europe throughout the postwar era. How
economic growth affects standard of living one can understand this phenomenon by looking the
economic history. In 1870, average real GDP per person in the United Kingdom, was 37 percent
higher than in the United States. But in 2010 average real GDP per person in the United States was
32 percent higher than in the United Kingdom. How was this possible? Faster economic growth,
meaning a higher average annual growth rate of natural real GDP per person, allowed the United
States first to catch up to the United Kingdom in 1906, and then from 1916 to 1950 to move ahead
of the United Kingdom. Although the United Kingdom kept pace with the United States after 1950,
but it was never able to close the gap. This was a race between the tortoise and the hare, in which
the tortoise never caught up. The gap between the average real GDP per person in two countries
makes an enormous difference in their relative standard of living.

10.2 Growth differences between US and EU
The comparisons are made in a way that holds constant the prices of goods and services in the two
countries. US economic growth between 1870 and 2010 : 1.81 percent per year for the United States
as compared to 1.40 percent for the United Kingdom. Minor differences in economic growth rates
sustained over a long period build up into substantial differences in relative living standards. The
table shows comparison of the level and growth rate of per capita GDP of G-7 countries.
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Table 10.1

Growth Rate of Per Capita Real GDP in 2010 Dollars for G-7 (1870-2010)
Level in 2010 U.A.dollars

Average annual growth rate in percent
1870-

1870-

1913-

1955-

1870

2010

20101

1913

1955

1973

United States

3,714

47,133

1.81

1.8

1.72

2.37

Canada

2,598

39,844

1.95

2.24

1.56

2.91

U.K

5,038

35,660

1.4

1.01

1.14

2.36

Japan

1,133

34,176

2.43

1.47

1.69

7.87

France

2,926

33,770

1.75

1.44

1.36

4.04

Germany

2,905

34,226

1.76

1.59

1.1

4.03

Italy

2,412

30,108

1.8

1.25

1.41

4.57

__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Source: Robert J. Gordon (2012) Macroeconomics (12th Edition), Pearson Education Inc.
New Jersey, U.S.A.
This Table shows not only the process of economic growth that rises the standard of living decade
after decade, but two types of short-term movements. The first of these is wartime destruction which
is clearly visible in the sharp drop in the living standard of Germany and Japan from 1940-1950.
Making up for wartime destruction explains much of the rapid economic growth in these two
countries in 1950s and 1960s. The second type of short-term economic change is the business
cycle. The data for each country are annual, so that alternation of business recessions and
expansions is visible, most notably during depression years of the 1930s. It also displays the unique
nature of the Great Depression in the United States and Canada, where per person real GDP
declined much more than in other countries. The Table also highlights the slow growth of G-7
economies after 1973. Although different factors such as saving and investment, technological
change, level of education, human capital, etc, yet growth would grind to a halt without a continuing
stream of new invention, and maintaining the flow of inventions and new ideas requires incentives
to inventors to make the large, up-front investment needed to create new computer chips, smart
phones, software, medical technology, drugs and other novel products.
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10.3 Differences between Economic and Productivity Growth
Economic growth refers to an improvement in the standard of living, defined as output per capita or
member of the population. Labour productivity is defined as output per hour of work (Y/H). The
growth rate of the standard of living is y-n (output minus population growth rate), while the growth
rate of labour productivity is y-h (output minus hours).The difference between the rate of standard
of living and that of labour productivity is
y-n-(y-h) = h-n
When hours grow faster than population (h>n) , the standard of living grows faster than labour
productivity. As shown in the above Table European countries still lag well behind the United States
in their output per capita, but several of the leading European nations have almost caught up the
United States in their level of labour productivity or output per hour.

10.4 Productivity Slowdown: Europe versus United States
The reason that productivity in Europe has grown faster than the standard of living is clear from the
above equation-hours of work in Europe have grown more slowly than the population. Over two
decades before 2007, Europeans choose to take longer vacations than are typical in the United
States, their average unemployment rate rose, and their labour-force participation rate declined.
Europeans retire at earlier ages than Americans. These events prevent the European standard of
living from catching up to the United States even as the productivity gap has vanished for some
European nations. For Western Europe as a whole, by 1995 productivity had reached 91 percent of
the United States but since then has dropped back to about 78 percent in 2010.
Gordon (2012) argues that there are two reasons: The first centered on differences between and
service industries in Europe and the United States, and the second related to the very different
responses of European labour markets to the Global Economic crisis after 2007. The new research
has identified the service sector in Europe as the source of Europe’s ongoing failure to catch up to
the level of U.S. productivity. The European problem centers on wholesale and retail trade, where
the United States has achieved big productivity gains as large new stores (called big boxes) have
been constructed in suburbs and at freeway interchanges by Wal-Mart, Target, Home Depot, Best
Buys, and other nationwide retailers. The European retailing industry has not participated in the “Big
Boxes” productivity boom because of differing European institutions. European zoning or land use
regulations are much more restrictive than in the United States. European firms responded very
differently to manage the falling productivity. In place of the mass layoffs in the United States, which
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cut labour input relative to output and raised productivity, in Europe mass layoffs were avoided,
particularly in Germany, the largest European country. To create an incentive for forms to retain
workers, the government encouraged firms to reduce hours of workers, say from 40 to hours per
week. Yet the worker’s salary was not cut in half but was largely maintained, thanks to government
subsidies to this “work-sharing” set of policies. By avoiding mass layoffs, Germany and some other
European countries have avoided much of human tragedy of long term unemployment that has
afflicted the United States, but at the cost of stagnant productivity.

10.5. Why U.S. Productivity slow down?
What are the causes of US productivity slowdown? To illustrate this phenomenon, it is pertinent to
note that both technology and productivity are the same. Mostly productivity originate from
technology development in the long run. But in the short-run efficiency also affect productivity.
During 1970s and 1980s the productivity growth slowdown was not due to the falling of technological
progress but it was due to slackness in efficiency. It were external shocks that disturb the developed
economies. For example, abrupt increase in oil prices in 1973 and 1979 brought instability in about
all advanced economies. Two sectors such as energy and transportation were the main victims of
these oil shocks and production of auto and power sectors were sharply dropped (Nordhaus 2004).
Besides affecting these two sectors specifically, oil shocks caused two major recessions during 1974
and 1981 during which the capital stock was lying idle significantly. Unemployment and inflation
were increased. Thus, the increase in technological progress was offset by slowdown in productivity
growth. But 1990s decade was better from productivity point of view because during this period the
productivity level was improved due to vital technological changes in information technology and
telecommunications. A new economy based on information technology was emerged. But the
information technology sector was very small as compared to manufacturing sector and therefore
no major breakthrough was noted in the economies of advanced countries. It did not affect the
productivity growth substantially as was observed in industrial sector due to technological
advancement.

10.6 Difference of Technological Progress
Mostly the economists build their model on the basis of technological progress by treating
“technology” was a single major factor causing productivity growth. But when we analyze the impact
of technological development on different sector we find different result because technological
development in various sectors is different. A major technological breakthrough have been
witnessed in telecommunication and electronic sectors. In these sectors, many new industries were
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developed and these industries captured world markets. But no major innovations was seen in
traditional service professions such as academia. Even today, teachers use the same methods of
teaching which their grandfathers used a century back. Similarly, barbers use the same tools which
they used some time in past. This is the reasons that the remunerations in these two professions
are still high. In contrast, prices of goods of those sectors where technological progress have been
occurred, were fell substantially. For example, the sharp reduction in the cost of electricity has
brought a large change in the economies because it has been used by all major sectors and brought
a positive impact on output. It must be remembered that if technological progress is taken place in
big sectors of the economy it bring visible change in economic growth. But if it were occurred in
small sector it will not affect the overall economy and no visible change will be taken place. Thus,
the difference of technological advancement is measures in its impact on total economy not on a
single sector. We highlight this fact through two examples.
EXAMPLE 1: BREAD AND CHEESE.
Suppose bread and cheese are being produced in an economy and these two goods are perfect
complements and their consumption is in a fixed ratio because both are eaten jointly. When one buy
cheese he will also buy bread so the production of these goods will always be equal. Also suppose
that these two industries faced various rate of technological development. Technology improves in
bread industry, increasing the output of bread sector by 4 per cent per year while the output of
cheese sector remained the same due to lack of technological progress. It means that the production
of bread will increase 4 percent per year while the production of cheese will remain unchanged.
Practically, this was not taken place because it would cause more production of bread than cheese.
The capital and labour will move from bread industry to cheese industry. The movement of factors
of production from high level productive industry (bread) to slow level productive industry (cheese)
and minimize the effects of technological advancement in bread industry. If we analyze this scenario
in the long term we can see that bread production will increase to abnormal level and the resources
allocation will be negligible to this sector and more resources will be deployed in the cheese sector
to improve its production to match the production of bread industry. The shifting the capital and
labour from bread industry to cheese industry every year will not increase total output in the
economy and the economic growth will be zero.
So the movement of resources from one small sector to another small sector will not enhance
productivity level of an economy.
EXAMPLE 2: BUTTER AND MARGARINE.
In this example we take two goods that butter and margarine which are perfect substitutes for each
other. The consumer will consume any one which will be cheap. Imagine that rate of technological
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advancement are different. Technology improves 2 percent per year in margarine sector but no
technological development was occurred in butter sector. We suppose butter is cheaper than
margarine in the beginning and the consumers prefers to consume only butter. We also suppose
that technological innovations were occurred in margarine industry and the prices of margarine falls
drastically. It becomes cheap than butter. So the people will start buying margarine due to its less
prices. Overall economic growth will increase because technological progress was occurred in
relevant sector which was perfect substitute. The outcome of this example is quite different from
first example because in that case the technological growth was stopped while in second example
it was accelerated over time and brought a large effect on the overall economy.

10.7

Relationship between Technology level and
Speed of Technological Progress

Today technological development has cumulative nature. Sometimes Research and Development
brings positive effects but sometimes its effects are negative. If we deeply study the R&D process
we will find that present researchers have more knowledge and possesses more research tools than
their predecessors. We assume that today researchers will be more productive and efficient than
past researchers. But the fact is that present researchers are facing multi-dimensional problems in
generating new ideas, creating new products or developing new technologies because radical
inventions have been made in past. Now the researchers are making incremental innovations. In
other worlds they are improving past inventions. This is the reason that the speed of technological
advancement is substantially slow. The economists call it “Fishing out” effect because all big fishes
have been brought into net. Now hectic efforts are needed for innovations and inventions. As the
level and speed of technological advancement is slow so the productive growth is also slow.

10.8

TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRESS IN REAL WORLD

10.8.1 Goods versus services
When we carry out comparative analysis of the growth of goods and services we will find that all
major innovations have been in taken place in manufacturing sector. Major resources were allocated
to increase the output of goods to meet their growing demand due to increasing in population growth
and market size. We also find that little innovations have been made in services sector during last
50 years. This is the reason that prices of goods have been sharply fallen while the remuneration of
services have either been remained constant or moved upward. The difference between a pair of
jeans and woman’s haircut was about 13 times in 1927 but it was reduced to 3 times in 1998 due to
fall in the prices of jeans. If we study the consumption pattern of US citizens we find that total
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spending on services in 1950 was 40 percent which was increased to 60 percent in 2008. This
shifting of spending from goods to services, where productivity level was slow, have affected the
economy negatively. For example, the cost of education has increased substantially in the United
States and Robert Gordon (2012) has called it “cost disease” which is preventing the students to
get higher education.
Manufacturing production in many OECD economies has declined in recent decades so that, on
average, services now account for about 70% of OECD GDP. In fact, in the United States and the
United Kingdom, employment in manufacturing industries is now less than 10% of total employment.
As part of this general decline, the scope and nature of manufacturing has changed so that what
was once dominated by skilled trades and vocations, machine operators, assembly line workers,
etc., now relies increasingly on service occupations and service inputs. This reflects the increasing
use of technology in production, international sourcing of more sophisticated intermediate inputs
and a range of social factors (such as the changing skill composition of populations).
Measuring trends in the interdependence of services and manufacturing industries is not easy.
However, the contribution of services activities relating the production of goods has increased
largely recently. Data on occupations show that in the last decade there has been a steady increase
in the share of employees in the manufacturing sector who are employed in occupations that can
be considered as services-related, such as management, business, and finance and legal
professionals. In 2008, on average, the share in the OECD area had reached about 35% although
it varied between 18% (Poland )and 52% (United States).
Estimates based on OECD’s “harmonised” input-output tables can reveal the amount of services
embodied in one unit of final demand for manufactured goods. The contribution of services value
added needed to satisfy demand for manufactured products varies between 10 and 30% – again
highlighting the symbiotic nature of the two sectors. Between 1995 and 2005, significant increases
in total services embodied in manufacturing were evident in Poland, Turkey and the United States.
Such changes over time may reflect a shift in industrial structures towards manufacturing products
that are more service intensive.
We can conclude from the above discussion that economic growth has been stopped. No, because
tremendous efforts are underway to make technological advancement in services sector such as
banking and education. If these efforts are proved fruitful we will witness dramatic change in these
two sectors. Banking and education sectors throughout world are embarked upon to bring vital
changes in their operations through induction of technologies. Internet banking and expansion of
distance learning or online teaching are best examples.
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10.8.2 Information Technology and its impact
A second application of our analysis of differential technological progress is the information
technology industries, the most dynamic part of the economy today. Here rapid technological
advance has been reflected in plummeting prices. For example, the prices of computers fell
drastically. The price index for computer fell at an average rate of 15 percent per year between 1981
and 2006. About 20 years back the price of computer was very high and very few people can afford.
But today its prices are normal and now middle income person can easily purchase it. Similarly, the
prices of cell phone were very high 10 years back and only elite class can afford to purchase it. But
now the situation is quite different. Now even lower income people are also having Cell phone and
enjoying its facilities. So we can say that the production of computers and cell phone has increased
many times in number but the amount of their sale might not be increased.
The same fact has been highlighted in the Figure 10.1 on next page.
Figure 10.1 Purchases of Computers and its Price Deflator, 1963–1999

Source: US Bureau of Economic Analysis
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Figure 10.1 show that the prices of computer and quantity of purchase in US dollars terms during
1963 and 1999. It also shows that the quantity of computer was increased but total amount spent
on the purchase of computer was almost remained constant. The reason is that total amount of
investment in computers and its auxiliaries was nominally higher in 2006 than the amount of money
invested in 1981. It is fact that in spite of innovations in computers and software technology and
improvement in the efficiency of computers and cell phones during last 20 years their prices were
not increased in the same proportion. In contrast, their prices were dropped significantly, making
these products more cheap and affordable for common people. Thus, the information technology
sector cannot increase its share in total GDP due to low prices of its products.
Some analysts compare inventions in information technology sector with the industrial inventions
taken place in 19 and 20th centuries and surmised that the information technology revolution would
be proved as beneficial as industrial revolution. It appears not correct. The inventions such as
electricity, steam engine, Radio and Television, movies,etc, brought a vital change in the structure
of world economy. This causes rapid increase in productivity growth during 1912 and 1973. This
was the golden period in terms of high living standard enjoyed by US and European citizens. It
means that spillover effects of industrial revolution was very much large as it defused to every sector
of economy. Conversely, the spillover effects of computer and telecommunication products was only
12 percent and its impact on the rest of 88 percent economy is found absent. According to Gordon
(2012) the revival of productivity growth due to information technology in the United States economy
was transitory because it has again slowdown in 2000s due to absence of innovations in major
sectors of the economy. We may conclude that fast economic growth during 1913-1973 was the
result of multi-factor productivity growth which sustain for a long period of time.

10.8.2.1 Declining Returns in Computer industry
Weil (2011) enumerated differences between computer and earlier inventions occurred during
industrial revolution. The first one is the steep fall in the prices of computer. This decline was
occurred despite the fact that computer efficiency was substantially increased. He argued that major
declined was occurred during transition period that started in 1950s and ended in 1980s. The initial
computer which is known as mainframe computer was very much costly but its transition to personal
computer causes decline in prices. If the prices remained at previous level the majority of the people
could not afford it. But intensity in the decline of the prices of computer was noted between 1987
and 1994 before internet invention. Gordon (1990, p. 239) has estimated the computer prices were
dropped 35 percent per year during 1972 and 1987. He has pleaded that technical advancement in
information technology sector may not be as important as it perceived at initial stage. The speed of
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technological progress has exceeded than the demand of computer. This fact has been highlighted
in the Figure 10.2, showing the demand and supply of computer.
In this figure the price of computer has been shown on vertical axis while demand of computer has
been displayed at horizontal axis. When the price was P1 the supply was S1 but when price fell to
P2 the supply was increased to S2. It means that the demand was less increased vis-à-vis price
decline because of excessive supply of computer in the market.The horizontal supply curve shows
consumer surplus as suggested by Brynjolfsson (1996, p. 290), Gordon (1990, p. 46) and Sichel
(1997, p. 17). It also shows that computer memory, speed and fast performance did not affect
marginal cost of enhancing the production of computer. The Figure 10.2 shows that there is not
major shift in demand curve. We can conclude that the pace of technological advancement in
computer technology has negatively affected the demand of computer and its prices.
Figure

10.2

Supply and demand of computer

Source:Unpublished series provided by Christian Ehemann of the Bureau of Economic Analysis.
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Weil (2009) further argues major innovations during information technology revolution was occurred
in computing and telecommunications which were small sector. The impact of these innovations on
other sectors of economy is insignificant. This is the reason that these innovations has not brought
a significant effect on total factor productivity. The data for the period 1987-1999 plotted in the Figure
10.3 reveals this fact. It shows that IT sector has only 1.4 percent share in total US GDP during the
same period.
Figure: 10.3

Share of information technology in total GDP

The Figure 10.3 shows that the nominal share of ITC sector was almost remained the same during
1987-1999 with minor fluctuations. While price index was fell about 25 percent per year for straight
17 years in 2001, showing drastic decline the marginal productivity of computer capital.

10.8.3 Slowing process of innovations
Patents are assumed to be the output of R&D and it plays very significant role in incremental
innovations and economic growth. During 1992 and 2003, the number of patent application filed in
Europe, Japan and the United States were increased by more than 40 percent. Business firms and
public sector research organizations use patents to protect their inventions. It has accelerated the
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process of innovations in different sectors of economy. A new wave of inventions in scientific and
technological breakthroughs were taken place particularly in Information and telecommunication
and biotechnology fields. These innovations were not the result of individual efforts of human being
but it were taken place due to increasing interaction among the firms operating in different regions
of globe. As the business of firms were increasingly globalized they need legal protection and
patenting for the safety of their investment in Research and Development. Efforts were made to the
legal framework and patent laws standardize and operative. Software and biotechnology products
were included in patenting regimes. These measures increases exponential growth in the number
of patents. More than 850,000 applications were filed in the United States, Japan and Europe in
2002 as compared to 650,000 filed in 1993. These figures shows the growth in the research and
development activities of business firms all over the world. But this speed of the developed of
innovations was badly affected by 2008 financial crisis. The business activities were slowdown all
over the world and it badly affected their R&D activities and pace of patent generation. The data
given in Table 10.2 show the number of patents applications filed in 2001-2010 period in the United
States, European Union,Canada and Japan. We are very much surprised that the number of patent
applications was halved from 38036 in 2004 to 18925 in 2010 in the United States. Similarly, the
number of patent applications were reduced from 61288 to 41266 in 2009 in the European Union
while in Japan their number were decreased from 23616 in 2006 to 15063 in 2010. Likewise, In
Canada the number of patent applications were dropped from 2893 in 2006 to 1942 in 2010. The
decreasing number of patents all over the world indicates the slowing the process of
innovations.(See the Table 10.2).
Table 10.2

Number of Patents applications filed during 2001-2010

Countries 2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006 2007

2008

2009

2010

U.S.A

33777

35311 36036 38036 39504 36947 33958 32030 31441 18925

European

53806

53883 55422 58147 61288 61405 58988 58998 41266

Japan

21559

22546 23616 22436 22006 23616 21451 19334 19767 15063

Canada

1970

-

Union
2214

2346

2681

2893 2887

2756

2587

2687

1942

Source: OECD, August, 2013
Some economists like Weil (2009) doubted the perfectibility of the patents as measure of
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technological advancements. Industries are different in how likely inventions are to be patented as
compared to being protected by other means. For example, a survey of the managers of R&D labs
found that pharmaceutical industry is the most important where patenting is made to protect the
copying of medicines. This is the reason that Switzerland is the country where patent protection is
largely practiced by pharmaceutical firms.

10.8.4 Falling Quality of Patents
Another surprising fact revealed by OECD (2011) data is that the quality of patents has dropped
during 1990-2010. It has become practice that the firm apply for patenting of even minor
improvement in its product or services which large number but low quality. It has slower pace of real
inventions that is needed by the advanced economies to maintain the momentum of their economic
growth. The Scoreboard of Science, Industry and Technology, 2011 showed that the quality of
patents has decreased on average 22 percent during 1990-2010. This pattern was seen almost in
all countries where patenting is going on. The OECD has conducted this survey to asses which
country is doing good job in the creation of innovation. The survey reveals that the United Kingdom
was best in semiconductor and environmental technology, South Korea is best in ICT technology
and Germany was best solar energy. The patents produced in the United States, Germany and
Japan were high quality because the business firms of the countries focus on radical innovations to
create incremental innovations. The share of these countries was 70 percent in top ranking of
patents in 1995 which, now, has declined to 55 percent in 2010. In contrast, the share of
Scandinavian countries, South Korea, India and China are rapidly increasing since 2005. Now China
ranks 8th number in the globe.

10.8.5 Growing Number of Researchers
The United States, with nearly USD 400 billion of intramural R&D expenditures in 2008, performs
the most research and development (R&D). It is followed by China with nearly one third of that value
(in current purchasing power parity terms), just ahead of Japan. The combined European Union
accounts for nearly three quarters of the US R&D total. The emerging economies share in world’s
Research and Development, counted in terms of total number of researchers and budgetary
allocations is increased (See Table 10.3). The major portion of Research and Development outlays
is spent on the salaries and allowances of the researchers because their strength is large and it
needs huge funds for their personal activity. This illustrates the close relationship between number
of researchers and R&D expenditures as a percentage of GDP as a percentage of total employment.
Finland exhibits the highest research intensity on both measures. Variations can be related to
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differences in the price of R&D inputs, such as researcher costs, the pattern of R&D specialization
and the requirements in terms of capital expenditure, and the possibility that some countries may
be developing their research infrastructure for future use. The number of researchers in different
countries have been shown in the Table 10.3. It shows the growth of researchers will be rapid only
in two countries such as the United States and China.
Table: 10.3 Number of researchers in different countries during 1990-2010
Table 10.3

Full time R&D Researchers
1990

1995

2000

2005

2010

CANADA

65730

87380

107967

136768

148483

FRANCE

123439

151248

172070

202506

234201

GERMANY

241869

281128

257874

272148

327500

ITALY

77876

75536

66110

82488

15846

JAPAN

582815

673421

647572

680631

655530

USA

981659

1035995

1293582

1375304

1412638

CHINA

471400

522000

695062

1118698

1152311

UK

127000

145673

170554

248593

235372

610357

506420

464577

442071

15854

23083

39138

64340

RUSSIA
TURKEY

11225

Data Source: OECD Economic Outlook,2012
R&D (research and development) expenditure is an investment aimed at new knowledge, products
or processes. Funding may come from government or business. Government-funded R&D aims
mainly at producing new fundamental knowledge or satisfying social needs such as health or
defence and is not expected to affect productivity as currently measured. Business-funded R&D is
typically oriented towards new processes and new products and is expected to increase productivity
when successful. It is normally mildly pro-cyclical, i.e.it is affected by the business cycle, as it is
subject to financing constraints (the availability of cash limits R&D expenditures, as high risk and
little collateral make financial markets reluctant to fund R&D). The most recent data show that
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trademark activity has been strongly affected by the economic crisis, with a marked drop in financeand insurance-related trademarks at the US Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) from mid-2007.
Goods and other services trademark activity turned down with the cycle and then up with the cycle
at the beginning of 2009.

10.9 Falling Productivity growth
The dramatic reduction in the growth of productivity in the United States started in the 1970s. During
the period of 1890-191 the productivity growth on average was 1.72 percent per year which was
surprisingly decreased 0.86 percent per annum in 1972-1995. The productivity slowdown which
prevails among all developing economy is enigma, which has so far not been solved by the
economies in spite of their hectic research efforts. Many economists have view that fast
technological progress made to develop living standard has almost stopped. Similarly, the fall in
productivity growth has added the negative impact on the living standard. During 2008 financial
crisis, productivity was become negative. However, it was improved in 2010 but again it was dropped
in 2011. Figure 10.1 shows the wide fluctuations in the US productivity growth during 2008 and 2012
period.
Figure: 10.1 . US Labour productivity during 2008-2012

10.10 Four phases of U.S. Productivity Growth
Gordon (2012 P:409) maintains that the rapid advance in the U.S. standard of living in the first half
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of the 20th century was fueled by growth in labour productivity that averaged slightly below 2 percent
per year. This period of half century was 1900-1950. Next decade, e.g.1960s productivity was better
and it reached around 2.7 percent. The period of slow productivity growth between 1.3 and 1.6
percent was between 1976 and 1995.Then productivity growth trend exhibited a strong revival,
reaching 2.4 percent in 2002 before slipping back to 1.8 percent in 2006-2010. The four era of
productivity growth as "fast," "slow," "fast" and "uncertain."

10.11 Sources of Productivity Growth Slowdown
Gordon (2012) summarized the sources/causes of the productivity growth slowdown in the United
States in the followings:♦ Demographic change.
The 1970s and 1980s witnessed large increase in the population of teenagers and of the share of
females who had jobs instead of staying home. The influx of these relatively inexperienced workers
reduced the average efficiency of the workforce. Furthermore, because their wages were less,
labour become cheap relative to physical capital. Growth in capital stock slowed, growth in the
labour force, and the result was much slower growth in the ratio of capital to labour (K/N).
♦ High Energy consumption and rising cost
Higher energy prices induced firms to use less energy, and this reduced the productivity of the other
factors of production, capital and labour. More recent research by William Nordhause (2004) of Yale
University identifies particular energy-dependent industries that bore the brunt of the slowdown in
productivity growth, including oil and gas extraction, motor vehicles, electricity generation, pipelines
and air transportation.
♦ Weak Infrastructure.
Infrastructure is assumed to be an important source of growth. Rich nations differ from poor nations
by spending more on education, sewers, highways, airports and other types of infrastructure
investment. Of particular importance was the timing of the construction of interstate highway system
between 1958 and 1972, overall a period of high productivity growth. Once the basic interstate
system was completed in the early 1970s, there were no longer further benefits equivalent to the
one-time-only improvement in productivity that came from substantial increase in the speeds at
which truck drivers could travel.
♦

Productivity of more output with fewer employees.

The productivity growth revival was witnessed during 1999 and 2004 was due to two factors: one
was the production and use of computers on massive scale by different sectors of economy and
other was the collapse of the stock market and of profits in 200-2002 led business firms to cut costs
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more vigorously than in previous postwar recession. Layoff were severe, and employment continued
to decline in 2002-03 even after output had started to recover. With output growth and jobs shrinking,
productivity (output per hour) soared. Third factor was hypothesis centers on intangible capital,
types of investment that are not included in the government's definition of computer and software
investment. While the use of the Web was introduced in the late 1990s, computers di not become
truly effective until old business practices were changed and employees were retrained to use the
computers in new ways. In short, benefits of the invention of internet spilled over from the late 1990s
into 2001-04 periods even though the government's measure of computer investment declined
sharply.
♦ Pessimism about future productivity growth.
Over the years 2005-07, economists become pessimistic about future productivity growth. They
suggested that the post-1995 revival had come to an end and was by its nature a "one-time-only"
event rather than the start of decade after decade of rapid productivity growth. One argument was
that the mid-1990s marriage of the personal computer and communication, resulting in the internet
and the World Wide Web, clearly stimulated productivity in the late 1990s but could only be invented
once. A second argument is that, while invention continues with the iPod, iPhone, iPad, and others,
these are mainly beneficial to consumers and have relatively small impact on business productivity.
A third argument is that the apparent causes of productivity boom in 2001-04 were inherently
temporary. The crash in the stock markets and profits caused extreme cost cuts and job layoffs that
temporarily boosted productivity growth, but once hiring resumed productivity growth declined
sharply. Similarly, the intangible capital hypothesis holds that the benefits of the 1990s computer
investment boom were delayed, but only for so long.
♦

Uncertain future growth productivity

As late 2010, the future growth of productivity is highly uncertain. Optimists point to the sharp upturn
in the productivity in 2008-09 but pessimists view the parallel with 2001-04. The economic crisis of
2008-09, including collapse of profits and stock market, echoed what happened eight years earlier.
Because firms cut costs so drastically, they overreacted in laying off workers more than was justified
by the decline in output, and measured productivity growth bounced up. But 2010-11 productivity
growth had slowed sharply after the 2009 spurt, just as it did in 2005-07 after the 2001-04 upsurge.
♦

Slowing Real income per capita

Gordon (2012) predicts that over a longer period of 10 or 20 years, growth in real per capita is likely
to be slower than over the 20 previous years 1987-2007 for two main reasons. First, the impending
retirement of the baby boom generation (who were born in 1947-63) wil reduce the number of
workers relative to the number of retired people. Since hours of work per person (including the entire
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population aged from 16 to above 100 in age) will fall, this means by definition that income per
person will grow more slowly than productivity. The second underlying cause of slower future growth,
not just in that standard of living but in productivity itself, is the end of a century-long increase of an
increase in the educational attainment of Americans. Steadily as elementary education spread in
the late nineteenth century, as high school education became universal between 1910 and 1940,
and then as millions went to college after world war second, the average number of years of
education of the American population reached steadily higher. But this progress stopped around
1990. The average number of school years completed by Americans stopped increasing. Yet other
nations that had long remained behind caught up and surged ahead.
♦

Slow Growth of Human Capital

Why are other nations catching up and surging ahead of the United States? There are two basic
answers:. The first is that American higher education has a "cost disease" almost as pernicious as
that of medical care. Many elite universities enroll the same number of students as 30 years ago
but a much higher real cost, that is, nominal cost adjusted for economy-wide inflation. Among the
components of higher cost are faculty salaries, no-teaching leaves give to faculty as part of faculty
recruiting, extra buildings despite the same number of students, and costs of maintaining those
building. The second reason is the problem that students and their parents have in financing the
higher cost of college education. Federal aid for scholarships is less generous than previously, and
budget problems of state governments have caused rapid increase in tuition at state universities
that previously charged only modest tuition. In short, many young Americans are not going to college
because they and their parents cannot afford it, and they do not want to burden themselves with sixdigit student loans.
Gordon (2012) further argues that education is an input into the production function that makes each
worker more productive. The slowdown in the growth of human capital in the United States since
1990 is one of several reasons to be pessimistic about future growth in the standard of living, even
if the pace of innovation remains as rapid as it was over the past two decades. Thus, the retirement
of baby-boomers and rising cost of higher education are the barrier to the creation of human capital.
He proposed that partial solution to falling ratio of the population of working age relative to the
population of retired people who are not working is encourage immigration of young people,
particularly those with high skills. The rising relative cost of higher education calls for policies to
retrain the cost of disease, which is difficult to achieve since many of the universities with rapidly
rising costs are private institutions with their own large endowments.
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II.

Empirical analysis of US Productivity slowdown

10.2. 1

One country Model; Relationship between Technology
and growth

We have intended to examine relationship between technology and growth. We take one country
model. Specifically we ignore the role of both physical and human capital, so the only input to
production is labour. Let Ly be number of workers who are involved in producing output. Similarly,
let LA be the number of workers who are involved in creating new technologies Total size of labour
force is L, and because producing output and creating new technologies are only activities that can
occupy workers, we have the equation
L = Ly + L A.
Define ʏA as the fraction of the labour force engaging in R&D. Stated mathematically,

ʏA

LA
L

=

In traditional production function ʏ is generally stands for the fraction of output invested in new
capital. Here we use it to mean something else, but it is intended to be analogous. We can thus
express the number of workers involved in producing output as

Ly

=

A (1- ʏA ) L

Because we assume that workers are the only input into producing output- that is, we ignore the
role of physical and human capital- the production function is simple. Total output is equal to the
number of workers involved in producing output multiplied by the level of productivity.
Y =

AL y.

Combining the previous two equations, we can rewrite the production function as

Y = A (1-

ʏA

)L

Or in per-worker terms,
Y

= A (1- ʏA )

This equation says that the level of output per worker is higher when the level of productivity A is
higher and, for a given value of A, when smaller fraction of labour force is involved in doing R&D. At
first it may seem paradoxical that having fewer people doing R&D would raise the amount of output
produced. To resolve this apparent paradox, not that if fewer people are doing R&D today, more
people are producing output today-but if fewer people are doing R&D today, the level of productivity,
and thus output, will indeed be lower in the future.
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Now we turn to the process of productivity growth, that is, to the creation of new technologies. We
assume that the rate of technological progress is a function of the number of workers who are
devoting their time to R&D. Specifically; we model technological progress as being determined by
the equation.
LA
µ ,

Ȃ =

( 1)

Where, a hat ʌ over a variable indicates its rate of growth. Thus Ȃ is the growth rate of productivity,
On the right side of this equation, LA is the number of workers engaged in R&D, and µ is the “price o”
of a new invention, measured in units of labour. In other words, µ tells us how much labour is
required to achieve a given rate of productivity growth. The larger µ is, the more labour must be
devoted to R&D to achieve a given rate of technological growth.
We can rewrite the equation for technological progress as
Ȃ

=

yA L
( 2)
µ
To analyze the behavior of this model, we begin with the case in which the fraction of population
engaged in R&D, ʏA, is constant, Looking at the production function in per-worker terms, Equation
1 , we see that as long as YA is constant, the level of output per worker, y, is just proportional to the
level of technology, A, Therefore, the two variables must grow at the same rate, that is
Ŷ

=

Ȃ

Combining this equation with the equation for the growth rate of technology, Equation 2, we get
Ŷ = Ȃ = yA L
µ

(3)

This equation says that increase in the fraction of population involved in R&D, yA, will increase in the
growth rate of output. It also says that growth will be higher if the cost of new invention is lower, that
is, if µ is smaller.

10.2.2 Technology Progress Model
Technology production function is a function in which the output is new technologies and the inputs
are the things we use to create these new technologies. In modern economy, the inputs to the
technology production function are the labour and human capital of researchers along with the
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capital (laboratories, computers and so on) that they use. Weil (2009) disclosed that number of R&D
scientists increased during 1950-1999 by a factor of 10. Using the data to compare inputs into and
outputs of technological production function, a startling fact emerges: The input to technological
progress has grown substantially over time, while the growth rate of technology has not. Why? This
is the question which is yet to be solved by the economists. United States is a knowledge economy.
Its growth depends on new ideas, new products and innovations. Whenever US economy stops
inventions its growth is slowed down despite the fact the number of researchers are increased as
compared to past.
In order to understand the implication of the phenomenon of the change of technology we have to
understand nature of technology production function. This production function is different from
Cobb-Douglas production function which postulates constant return to scale. The law of diminishing
return is applied on this production function. We are going to investigate what will be happened if
the amount of labour engaged in R&D is increased? Will the output be increased in the same ratio.
Let us study this phenomenon through simple mathematical model.
Â

= LA
µ

Where LA is the labour force devoted to R&D, a hat ^ over a variable indicates its rate of growth.
Thus Â is the growth rate of technology, µ is the “price” (cost) of new invention, measured in units
of labour. There are two potential problems with the formulation of the technology production
function: first, a negative effect of the level of technology on the growth rate of technology (the fishing
out effect), and second, decreasing returns to scale. A simple way to model the fishing out effect is
to raise the level of technology, A, by a negative coefficient and multiply it by the other terms on the
right side of the equation:
Â

=

LA A- Φ, 0 ˂ Ф ˂ 1.
µ

This equation, says that, holding constant LA and µ, technological progress will be slower, the higher
the current level of technology. The value of ϕ determines the strength of this effect. For example if
ϕ= ½ then quadrupling the level of technology would reduce by half the growth rate of technology
produced by a given input of R&D. If ϕ = 1, then quadrupling the level of technology would reduce
by three quarters the growth rate of technology produced by a given input of R&D.
We can incorporate decreasing returns to scale into our technology production function in a
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somewhat similar manner: we raise the input into R&D, LA,, to some power less than 1:
Â

LA A- Φ, 0 ˂ ʎ ˂ 1.
µ

=

This equation says that if the R&D effort (that is, LA) is constant, then the growth rate of technology
should also be constant. And if the R&D effort rises, the growth rate of technology a should also
rise. However, because of duplication of efforts, an increase in LA will raise the growth rate of
technology less than proportionally. For example, if ʎ =1/2, then raising LA fourfold will only double
the rate of technology growth.
Combining both of these effects produces the following technology production function:

Â=

L AA A

1

-ϕ

µ

Using this improved technology production function, we can calculate the relationship between the
growth rate of R& D input on the one hand and technology on the other hand. If the growth rate of
technology, Â,is constant, then it must also be the case that the product of L AA A - ϕ is constant.
Writing this equation,

Χ = L AA A

-ϕ

Where Χ is a constant, Taking logarithms and differentiating with respect to time, we get
0=ʎĹA -ϕÂ
Finally, rearranging this equation yields
Â

=

ʎ ĹA
ϕ

If we know the value of ʎ and ϕ, we could use this equation to determine what rate of technological
progress would be consistent with a given growth rate of the R&D and labour force. Alternatively,
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we can use the equation, along with data on technological progress and growth of the R&D labour
force, to learn about the parameters ʎ and ϕ themselves, For example, suppose that the growth rate
of technology is 1 percent per year and that the growth rate of the number of researchers is 5 percent
per year. This would imply that
ʎ

=

Â
ϕ

=

0.01
ĹA

= 0.2
0.05

This equation says that if we use 100% inputs in technology production function, we will get only
40% output. The true value of ʎ and ϕ is unknown and without additional data we cannot calculated
their separate value. In the preceding example, it is possible that ʎ = 0.2 and ϕ = 1, that ʎ =0.1 and
ϕ = 0.5 and so on. Thus, it has been proved that the growth rate of technology will not increase in
the same ratio of the increase in the number of researchers. In this scenario, the US productivity
slowdown is still a puzzle and need further research to dig out its exact cause.
Weil (2009) while discussing diminishing return on technology argues that “one result of
technology’s non-physical nature is that while conventional factions of production are rival in their
use, technology is non-rival. If a piece of physical capital such as hammer is being used by one
person, it cannot be used by another. Similarly, a piece of human capital such as an engineer’s
technical training can be used in only one productive task at a time. Exactly the opposite is true of
technology. One person’s use of a piece of technology in no way prevents others from using it just
as effectively. Often, because of non-excludability, the person (or a country) who has created a new
technology will not reap most of the benefits from its creation. This fact diminishes the incentives for
creating technology. The quality of non-rivalry means if several people (or groups of people) are
trying to create the same piece of technology, then the efforts of most of them will ultimately be
wasted. After the first person has created the knowledge or technology and shared it (or patented
it), the efforts of all of others who were trying to create that piece of knowledge or technology will
have been in vain. Similarly, when R&D is conducted on the parallel track, the researchers often
create parallel solutions to the same problem and develop parallel standards (the HD DVD and Bluray formats of high-definition optical disks, for example). The more effort that is devoted to R&D, the
more likely is this duplication of effort. Therefore, devoting more effort to R&D will not generate a
proportional increase in the pace of technological progress, Weil (2009) concludes.
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Chapter 11

FINDINGS AND RESULTS

11.1 China’s Economic Growth Results
In this dissertation, we have investigated China’s fast economic growth. We focus on two factors:
investment and exports. In economic theory investment in fixed capital stock increase the quantity
of capital stock which in turn enhances total output. Similarly, exports earn foreign exchange for the
country and increases national income and employment. We have to analyze the role of these two
determinants in China’s economic growth and how these two factors explain China’s economic
growth. Right from the beginning China adopted the economic strategy of promoting industrialization
in the country through consistent investment. However, this investment was not made to enhance
productivity and produce surplus goods to enhance national income through exports. Before 1979
China’s economy was closed and whatever produced it was either for consumption or to meet
indigenous needs. The target for industrialization was to strengthen country military base vis-à-vis
rival western countries and the Soviet Union. There were less business motives behind that strategy.
The participation of foreign direct investment in industrialization process was either nominal or zero.
But China shifted its strategy of industrialization after 1979 and it gradually opened its manufacturing
sector to enhance industrial base particularly in that areas where it was backward or in the products
which had demand in international market. The underlying apparent objectives were to facilitate
technology transfer, to enhance productivity and made the country competitive in international
market as well as enhance economic ties with international community. But the Chinese policy
makers were very sensitive about their own market. They ensured that the foreign firms should not
be able to capture Chinese market and take money away but Chinese firms should capture foreign
markets and bring money into China for further investment, employment, innovation and poverty
alleviation. The Chinese economic policies after 1979 were carefully framed in the best interest of
country. Chinese allowed foreign investment to develop its economy and improve the living standard
of its people and not to exploit the Chinese market, extract money and run away. The analysis of
Chinese policy framework reveals that there is no difference in the intention and action of Chinese
leadership regarding giving supreme priority to the development of their own country rather than
following foreign dictation or serving foreign interest for personal gains. In earlier thirty years period
(1950-1980) the strategy was to develop infrastructure and in the next thirty years period (19802010) was to use and take benefits from this infrastructure by further updating it through latest
technology. So the investment has played a key role in enhancing economic growth and is a vital
determinant affecting growth process in the long run. Our research shows that investment has
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positively affected labour productivity, output and exports in the long-run. The objective foreign direct
investment in manufacturing sector was to produce goods with low costs by utilizing China’s cheap
labour and maximize level of profitability. But this investment positively affected the China’s
economy in such a way that it has enhanced its productivity, diversify its product range and improve
technological progress. China has made 40 percent of investment of GDP in fixed assets since 2000
by suppressing household consumption level to 35.6 percent. Kotz (et al, 2010) criticize China for
its excessive investment. According to his point of view, a simple model of investment and growth
that assumes a fixed capital-output ratio, a 10 percent GDP growth rate for China requires a 30
percent ratio of gross fixed investment to GDP and as such China is making 10 percent excess
investment to sustain 10 percent GDP growth rate. This statement suggests how China is focusing
on investment in capital formation. However, China decrease FDI in manufacturing sector from 11.19
percent in 1995 to 2.90 percent in 2008 and increases shares of self-generating funds (retained
earnings from 51.88 percent to 64.79 percent) in investment. Similarly the share of bank loans were
also reduced from 20.46 percent to 14.46 percent during 1995-2008. This is one of the causes of
less instability in industrial sector of China’s economy. Our empirical analysis shows that positive
relationship between investment in gross fixed investment and economic growth. More investment
in this sector means more output growth. In China’s case we find that one percent more investment
causes on average 0.26 percent increase in national income. Thus the logic of theory of investment
in capital formation for economic growth has proved significant econometrically because the model
is significant at 1 percent level as more investment in China causes higher incomes growth during
1980 and 2010. In other words, we can say that investment was a permanent source of growth in
Chinese economy during the study period.
International trade is assumed to be an engine of economic growth. Great Britain in 18th and the
United States in 19tth century and first half of 20th century accumulated huge wealth through
international trade and then spent it on raising the standard of living of their people. The same
strategy has been followed by China in the last decade of 20th century. China’s total exports in 1979
was only 14 billion and it was very small as compared to its size. But in later years the exports were
increased exponentially and reached 2.1 trillion in 2012. Its imports were 18 billion in 1979 and it
was suffering trade deficit of $4 billion. The imports were also sharply rose to $1.7 trillion in 2012
but it were $40 billion less than exports. The exports grew 18.1 percent per year while imports were
increased 17.1 percent during 1979-2012 and in this way China’s trade balance was remained
surplus during this period. China’s share in world trade in 1990 was only 1.8 percent and it was
reached 3.9 percent at the end of 2000. The annual growth was 0.21 percent during ten years
period. But during 2001 to 2012 China’s share in world trade was rapidly increased from 4.4 percent
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to 11.9 percent, about total 8 percent increased. The annual increase was 0.72 percent, which was
3.5 times more than previous decade. International trade. These statistics show a large impact of
international trade on the Chinese economy. When we analyze exports data empirically we find that
one percent increase in real exports causes 0.05 percent increase in the real gross domestic
product. This variable is statistically significant at 5 percent. We use employment as a proxy of
labour force, which is an important variable of Solo Growth Model. This variable also contributed
into the real gross domestic product positively but its impact was as low as 0.005 percent which is
insignificant statistically. The insignificant value of labour productivity variable reveals the fact that
Chinese uses maximum labour to increase output due to its abundant availability and not focused
on the improvement in the efficiency of labour.The objective was not to use existing employed labour
efficiently and take maximum output within given time but to bring unemployed people to underemployment so that the level of poverty might be reduced. China generated employment
opportunities for its labour by employing them in manufacturing sector. They paid less attention on
efficiency of labour and use of cutting edge technology that reduced the need of labour.
As Real exchange rate plays a significant role in international trade. In order to keep its currency
exchange with US dollar and other world currencies stable, China massively accumulated foreign
exchange reserves. Its total foreign exchange reserves in the end of 2012 were $3.31 trillion. In this
way China kept its exchange rate under value for a long period of time to maintain the
competitiveness of its exports.
Chinese Currency Renminbi (RMB) was pegged to the U.S dollar at 2.46 per USD during 1970s.
But 1980 it was appreciated to 1.5 USD. However, China depreciated the value of its currency after
opening the economy in order to improve competitiveness of its exports. The exchange rate
between US dollar and RMB was decreased to from 1.5 in 1980 to 8.62 Yuan in 1994. From 1996
to 2005 the parity of USD and RMB was remained around 8.27. China de-pegged its currency from
US dollar in 2005 and RMB was revalued to 8.11 USD. The United States and European Union
pressed China hard to over value its currency because RMB was 37 percent undervalue and the
two blocks had wide trade deficit with China. During 2008 global financial crisis, China again repegged its currency with the U.S. Dollar. In 2010 when global financial crisis was subsidized to some
an extent China announced to follow managed float exchange rate based on market supply and
demand in relation to a basket of foreign currencies. However the fluctuation in RMB parity with US
dollar was allowed to change within a narrow band of 0.3 percent. In 2007 this band was extended
to 0.5 percent and in 20012 it was extended to 1 percent. The change in this band from 2005 to
2012 overvalued RMB which reached 6.07 to US dollar in December 2013.
From 2005 to 2013 Chinese currency was overvalued by2.55 points or 27 percent. The economic
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theory postulates that exchange rate have negative relationships with GDP and increase in
exchange rate decreases the export. In Chinese case 27 percent overvaluation of Chinese currency
RMB would have 7 percent negative effect on real gross domestic products. The negative sign (0.07) explains this fact. As RMB was managed float its gradual overvaluation was not brought any
major negative impact on Chinese GDP and exports.
Thus, we conclude that trade, investment, capital accumulation and exports all positively impacted
output and productivity but overvaluation of RMB have a negative or transitory effect on the output.
Our finding also shows that capital accumulation have a visible effect on output than total factor
productivity. So the relevant channel of growth was capital accumulation and not total factor
productivity because consistent investment in capital stock causes constant increase in output.
Export, which is an exogenous variable have nominal effect on output and productivity.

11.2 US Productivity Slowdown Results
We summarize the findings as under:●

One of our most intriguing observations is that over the last half-century, the input into

technological progress-that is, the number of people engaged in R&D- has grown immensely, while
at the same time the pace of technological progress has remained relatively constant. This
observation suggests a negative effect of past R&D on current technological progress (that is,a
“fishing out” of good ideas) and decreasing returns to scale in the technology production function.
Thus, maintaining the current pace of technological progress will require ever greater input into
R&D. It appears not possible that input into R&D will continue to grow in existing speed in near
future due to slow population growth rate in advanced countries.
●

A second insight from our model of technological progress is that it is very important in which

sector such progress take place. To raise standards of living, technological progress has to occur in
sectors of the economy that represent a large fraction of total expenditure. Thus, a crucial question
is whether those sectors where progress is fastest will absorb a rising or falling share of spending
in the economy. It is historical fact that technological advancement was faster in manufacturing
sector as compared to services sector. Even today most of the services are being performed in
traditional way even today. Keeping this view in mind, we can say that future of technology will be a
mystery. The existing level of technology itself does not ensure the growth rate of technology but it
depends on the financial and human resources allocated to Research and Development. Thus, the
benefits of having better tools to work with exactly cancel out the negative effects of having already
made the easier discoveries.
● The evidence shows that number of researchers, equipment and amount allocated to R&D have
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been increased substantially but surprisingly technological advancement has either remained
constant or dropped. It is argued that now it is very difficult to make invention because all major
easy discoveries have already been made in recent past. These discoveries and more inputs to
R&D should have accelerated technological advancement. But this thing was not occurred. Young
(1993) answers the question why is the pace of technological advancement slow? He argues that if
the market size is small and resources needed for invention are large the pace of invention and
profitability will be lower and the speed of invention will be the restricting determinant in economic
growth. In contrast, if the market size is large and the quantity of resources required for inventions
is small as was in the past, the pace of invention and profitability will be higher.
● In 18th and 19th centuries major discoveries were made and these occurred by chance without
any prior planning. They were made without involving any formal tool and allocating required funds.
But these discoveries were made by those who worked in spare time on new things as hobby. They,
in fact, were lone scientists or informal researchers. In contrast, all inventions made in 20 th century
were made by teams of professional researchers employed in different research department or
organizations. So heavy cost was involved in 20th century inventions as compared to the inventions
of 18th and 19th centuries which were made on nominal cost but heavy personal efforts of individual
not teams of professionals.
● It is generally perceived that technological growth rate is proportional to the number of people
involved in research and development. If number of persons and other inputs needed R&D are
doubled the technological growth rate will also be doubled as is assumed under constant return to
scale in Cobb-Douglas production function. Is this perception is true? In manufacturing sector it may
be true but the assumption of the constant return to scale is not applicable to technology field
because technological production function is quite different from traditional production function.
Conversely, this production function has the characteristic of diminishing return to scale due to
spreading of the same knowledge among the members of team involved in research and
development. Once some new part of knowledge is produced and shared among different people
then it becomes non-rival and non-exclusive and the people having similar knowledge can take
benefit of it equally. Similarly, when different groups of researchers

having similar specific

knowledge and are trying to create new piece of knowledge or product and disclosed it to other
through patenting then the efforts of all other groups involved in similar activities will be go in vain.
The history is full of the examples of scientific and technological duplication of efforts. Charles
Drawin took the lead over Alfred Wallace by declaring his theory of natural selection in 19th century
although the latter worked on the same theory for many years. Similarly, Bessemer process used in
the steel production was developed by British engineer Henry Bessemer although US engineer,
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William Kelley also developed that process in the same period. Thus, efforts made at the same time
at the similar projects to solve some technological issue mostly create “patent competition” in which
leader gets a patent and loser gets nothing. Alexander Graham Bell ensured life-long earning by
filing his patent application of the invention of telephone only two hours before the filing of similar
application by his competitor, Elisha Gray. He made fortune But Elisha’a efforts were gone in vain
because she got nothing in return for her invention of phone.
● When the people conduct research on the similar problems they develop similar solutions and
similar products. The development of the HD DVD and Blu-ray formats of high-definition optical
disks are its best example. The duplication in technological advancement is very much common.
This discussion has proved the fact more resources and efforts devoted to research and
development will not result in proportional increase in the rate of technological advancement. At this
juncture, We that in the United States the productivity level of technological advancement is not
increasing as is desired in spite of devoting more resources and efforts to research and
development. The number of patents filing is increasing but their quality and originality is not
standardized. This is one of the main cause of U.S. slowdown.
●

We have learned two lessons from the above discussion. One is that as the number of

technologies increases the development of new technologies will be difficult. Next one is that as the
resources needed for research and development increase the quality of each new technology will
fall. It means that to maintain the existing level of technological advancement more and more inputs
are needed for research and development. The data proves this fact. The strength of the
researchers in seven advanced country was increased from 251,000 to 2.6 million during 1950 to
2005, a ten times increase in a period of 55 years. If this scale is applied to future then 26 million
researchers will be required in 2060 to maintain existing level of technological advancement. But
this is not likely to be happed in the G-7 countries because of constant population growth rate. When
the population growth rate remains constant how number of researchers will increase in million
number in future. It seems impossible to rise the number of researchers above hundred percent. In
such a scenario, how technological advancements will be speeded up.
Our empirical analysis made in chapter 10 on the enigma of US productivity growth slowdown
reveals that if we use 100 percent inputs into the production function, we will obtain 30 percent
output only because the true value of ʎ and ϕ is unknown and without additional data we cannot
calculated their separate value. In the preceding example, it is possible that ʎ = 0.2 and ϕ = 1, that
ʎ =0.1 and ϕ = 0.5 and so on. Thus, it has been proved that the growth rate of technology will not
increase in the same ratio of the increase in the number of researchers. In this scenario, the US
productivity slowdown is still a puzzle and need further research to dig out its exact cause.
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Chapter 12:

Conclusions & Policy Recommendations

For this dissertation, we selected the topic of “Changing World Economic and Financial Scenario:
Advanced versus Emerging Economies” The objective of selecting this topic was carry out
comparative analysis of the two groups of countries. The United States was taken as the leader of
the advanced economies while China was assumed to be the leader of Emerging Economies on
the basis of their size of economy and financial strength. The focus of our analysis was to compare
the economies of the United States and China in the context of changes being taken place during
2000-2010. It was in fact, a study of two economic system-free capitalism and state capitalism
because the two are competing in the world market.
For this purpose, we have taken a sample of 14 countries, seven advanced and seven emerging
economics. Among seven advanced countries we have included the members of G-7 countries such
as USA, Japan, UK, Canada, Germany, France, Italy while we have selected seven emerging
economies such as China, India, Indonesia, Brazil, Russia, Pakistan and Turkey.
In the first, second and third chapters, we have analyzed the objective of study, critical review of
literature and research methodology. In the fourth chapter, we studied the economic potential of G7 economies in which we first individually examined the economic profile of the United States,
Japan, and Canada. Germany, France, Italy and United Kingdom. Then we looked at the G-7
economies collectively and summarized its key economic and social indicators. In chapter 5 we
assessed the impact of 2008 financial crisis on G-7 economies. The impact has been measured
both at Macro and Micro level in order to understand the severity of the crisis. In chapter 6 we
examine the economic potential of E-7 countries. The same methodology of evaluation was followed
in this chapter. First, we review the individual profile of China, Brazil, India, Indonesia, Russian
Federation, Pakistan and Turkey and then we glanced at the total economy of these emerging
economies. The chapter 7 is interesting because in which we studied very tricky question whether
economic paradigm is shifting from western hemisphere to Asian continent and the United States
is losing world leadership status against China, which has been rapidly moving to catch it up. In
chapter 8 we compared G-7 and E-7 countries in terms of their structure of population, national debt,
budget deficits, corporate profits, etc. In chapter 9 we empirically analyzed China’s economic growth
puzzle in the light of its fast economic growth during last 32 years. Similarly, in chapter 10 we
analyzed the US economic slowdown puzzle in the light of its slow economic growth since 1970s in
spite of technological progress. The 11th and 12 chapters carry out findings and conclusions of this
research study.
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In the descriptive part of this dissertation, we used tables and graphs to explain the changes in
different variables such as saving and investment, demographic structure, GDP growth, output,
wage, income and poverty level. In empirical part, we used econometric and mathematical models
to derive the results. Secondary time series and panel data was used in this study. The data was
collected from different sources such as IMF, World Bank database, US Federal Reserves, Asian
Development Bank, Barro and Lee database, China Bureau of National Statistics, International
Labour Organization, US Bureau of Labour Statistics and relevant books and journals.
The conclusions drawn from our descriptive comparative analysis of G-7 and E-7 economies are
summarized in the followings:
The G-7 economies of advanced countries have a large stock of debt, which may further dampen
their growth in future. In contrast, the stock of debt of emerging economies is relatively moderate
and affordable.
The continuous budget deficit of the most of G-7 countries indicates that they are living beyond their
means and spending more than they are earning. The reason of continuous budget deficit is that
the scope of further taxation in these economies is not promising because tax rates are already
higher. Most of tax burden is being born by middle class while the wealthy class is enjoying many
tax benefits and is so much powerful to influence the policies. In such a situation the governments
of the most G-7 countries are borrowing from internal and external sources rather than generating
revenue through taxation.
The population of G-7 advanced economies is aging because of low population growth rate. Hage
Mann and Nicoletti (1988) have mentioned that population under 15 was 21.8 in the G-7 economies
in 1980 which has declined to 14.2% in 2010. The population over 66 year’s age in G-7 countries
was 12.52% in 1980 which has increased to 15.5% in 2010. The percentage of old population in the
USA and UK in 2010 was 12.6% and 14.5% respectively. The overall age dependency ratio in these
countries estimated to be 24.17% in 2010. It indicates the pension and health care spending in
2010, which is about 15% of the budget in advanced economies, may increase to about 23% in
2050.
In past, the immigrants coming from different parts of world into these economies played vital role
in their population growth rate and labor force participation. Since 2001 the G-7 countries have
tightened their immigration laws and deported thousands foreign illegal immigrants, who were
working in different industries and business firms under very low wages vis-à-vis local workers. Now
this cheap labor will no more be available to G-7 countries. This factor will also likely to affect the
G-7 economies negatively.
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In contrast, the emerging economies of E-7 possess abundant resources of young labor force, which
is the main contributing factor in their fast economic growth. This young labor force will continue to
grow even in future due to relative high population growth rate.
The emerging economies have substantially accumulated foreign exchange reserves as well as
capital stock. This process is continued. They are also increasing their spending on education to
improve the quality of human capital as well as their spending on research and development (R&D)
to augment their efficiency and innovation. It will help them transform their economies form efficiency
driven to innovations-driven economies in future.
The emerging economies of E-7 also have many challenges like low per capita GDP, high population
growth rates, high level of poverty, low level of social indicators, low level of high-tech capital sock,
scientific institutions and financial depth. These factors may create impediment in the way of their
fast economic growth. Thus, they must pay attention to improve these indicators to sustain their
economic growth.
The main challenge of emerging economies include low per capita income, high population growth
rate, income inequality, low technology, low human capital and poverty. The emerging economies
will have to adopt solid economic policies to manage these challenges.
In our empirical analysis, we draw the following conclusions:China’s economic growth model, which has brought tremendous development during last three
decades, is built on the basis of external demand of its goods and it has heavily invested in plants
and equipment to expand its production capacity. The contribution of exports and fixed investment
in total GDP growth is estimated

to be around 70 percent while share of total consumption, by

households and government, is around only 30 per cent of the growth in GDP during 2001-2010.
Our results show positive relationship between gross fixed capital formation and real gross domestic
product (GDP) of China. Theoretically and econometrically it is logical and significant because at 1
percent level and having more investment will cause higher income as is evident in China’s case.
Investment has been a source of higher incomes during the period 1980-2012. Our results also
show that about 1 percent more investment in China may raise incomes by 0.26 percent on average.
Real exchange rate is another important variable of higher incomes in open economy. As China is
regarded as an open economy and earning through exports. Negative and significant sign of this
coefficient is proof that whenever there will be any increase in real official exchange rate, real income
of China will decline. Our results show that due to increase in real exchange rate, the exports will
decline and it will likely adversely affect income. On average, 1 percent increase in real exchange
official exchange rate will lower real GDP by 0.07 percent. Although the negative impact is so small,
yet is very important for the country which has been generating its 70% income from exports.
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The economic theory says that real export always lead to higher real GDP. Our study also found
that the same relationship from the analysis. Real GDP will increase by0.05 percent due to one
percent increase in China’s exports. This variable is statistically significant at 5 percent level as well.
Autoregressive term is turned out to be positive with significant coefficient.
The results of Granger causality test applied explain the bi-directional causality between real GDP
and gross fixed capital formation. However, this is un-directional causality between real GDP and
official exchange rate. Our study also found un-directional causality that runs from real gross fixed
capital formation to real official exchange rate. It is also significantly proved that real gross fixed
capital formation doe granger cause real exports. Two-way granger causality is found among real
exchange rate and real exports.
We have analyzed US economic slowdown puzzle by studying technological progress function. The
main inputs of this function are the labour and human capital of researchers along with capital
(laboratories, computers, etc). According to Weil (2009) the number of R&D scientists increased by
a factor of 10 during 1950-1999 but the growth rate of technology has not increased in the same
ratio. Our study shows there are two problems with technology production function. (i) Negative
effect of the level of technology on the growth rate of technology (the fishing out effect); (ii)
Decreasing return to scale. We find that if we use 100% inputs in technology production function,
we will get only 40% of output because of the above two reasons: fishing out and decreasing return
to scale. The cause of low growth rate of technology is that although the numbers of R&D scientists
are increasing, yet they are not making radical inventions that bring revolution in the economy of
world. They are making only incremental innovation, just adding something to previous vital
inventions made during 19th and 20th centuries. Similarly, the standard of patents has also
dramatically dropped about 20% between 1990s and 2000s (OECD Report, Sept, 2011). Moreover,
all innovations made during last two decades are restricted to specific sector, information
technology, which does not constitute a very large fraction of the economy and spillover effects of
technology industries is only 12 percent and its effects on the rest of 88 percent economy is absent.
This is the reason that in spite of fast growth in technology sector the economic growth is very slow
in the United States. This country is a knowledge base economy and its economic growth depends
on new ideas, new products and new inventions in major sectors of the economy. Whenever the
US economy stops inventions its growth is slowed down despite the fact that the number of
researchers have increased as compared to past.
The important difference between the growth models of the United States and China is that the
United States has made heavy investment in information technology sector assets whose value was
dropped significantly during last two decades and growth revival in US economy was recorded only
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for four years 1995-1999). In contrast, Chine has made investment in industrial assets, which are
long-lived and has earned huge unending return since 1980. The Chinese economy has recorded
unprecedented economic growth during last 32 years. The Chinese growth model mainly depends
on the growth and efficiency of capital stock (AK) while US growth model mainly depends upon the
growth of the number of R&D research workers as well as Labs and other equipment they used.
The data shows that the market price of China’s manufacturing on a gross value added basis was
found 23.3 higher than that in the United States. The role of manufacturing in the Chinese economic
growth is more than the United States and Japan. In 2011, China was far ahead from the United
States and Japan in gross value added manufacturing that was equal to 32.3% of GDP, while it was
12.1% in the United States and 18.9 percent in Japan. China’s share of world GDP increased during
last two decades from 6 percent in 1990 to 15 in 2010. As a percentage of total GDP, the United
States, European Union and Japan each declined over the last two decades. US’s share fell from
23 percent in 1990 to 18 percent in 2010 while the share of European Union dropped from 25
percent to 20 percent during the same period. As many 2.7 million jobs were lost in the United States
due to decline of manufacturing sector and China gain was more than this number.
The poverty level in China was 30.7 percent in 1978 but it was drastically reduced to just 2.5 percent
in 2005 (See Table 6.5 chapter 6). It is unmatched poverty reduction in any country of the world.
The Chines policy of poverty reduction has proved very success when we compare it with other
developing countries. While the global poverty level (using one dollar per day poverty line)
decreased in 1990s by roughly 200 million. If China were not included, the number of people around
the world, in fact, was increased by 100 million (ESCAP, 2005).
However, China’s growth model is not perfect. Some economists express about its sustainability,
arguing that “While China's growth model has brought very rapid growth for thirty years; the direction
in which the model has changed over time has made it unsustainable. The current global recession
has already caused a sharp drop in China's exports, which was declined by 15.8% in the first 11
months of 2009 compared to the same period in 2008.” Another flaw in the China’s growth model
is overdependence on investment. After drop in the export and GDP growth during 2008 and 2009
the Chinese government announce to further increase investment in fixed investment.
As we have already mentioned that high volume of export and excessive investment has mainly
contributed into China's economic growth. The ratio of fixed investment has been exceeded 40 per
cent of GDP since 2005. According to an estimate, a 10 percent GDP growth per annum will need
30 percent of investment per year while China is investing more than 40 percent, which is too much
high and excessive.
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The reliance of growth on fixed investment may increase the speed of growth in short-term but in
long-term it may affect the growth momentum. For example, if consumption level is not increased
to speed up demand, then China’s fast growth will slow down in future. Therefore, it is suggested
that the direction of China’s growth model may be changed from investment-led growth to domestic
consumption-led growth. For increasing consumption, it is imperative to increase the income of
ordinary people and the wages of internal migrants, who are facing twin problems of low wages and
harsh working environment. Similarly, corrective measures should be taken to reduce income
equality. Taxes should be increased to generate surplus funds for transfer to low-income segment
of society. The government revenue share in GDP is still low as compared to world standards.
Proper measures should be taken to lower saving rate and encourage the people to consume more
by providing them safety net. For this purpose, social welfare, health care and education systems
should be decentralized. The increase domestic consumption will reduce dependence on external
source of income and keep the economy in balanced.
The existing problem of slow growth of advanced economies is due to their living beyond their
means. They will have to cut their budget and trade deficits to balance their economies. Similarly,
their taxation system is regressive and it gives incentives and exemptions to the rich class of society.
This approach must be abandoned by enforcing progressive taxation system. It will not only
generate sufficient financial resources but also reduce income inequality.
The population of advanced countries is rapidly aging and due to which the ratio of young to old
people is increasing. It will further dampen economic growth in these countries in future. In order to
attract young, educated and skilled workers, the advanced countries must relax their antiimmigration laws for the immigrants of developing countries.
The emerging economies must create consistency in their policies and continue to focus on job
creation in order to reduce unemployment and increase output, .increase spending on education
and Research & development, targeting pro-poor segment of their societies, increasing per capita
income, taking measures to distribute the benefits of economic growth horizontally and utilizing
women labour force for productive purpose are the demand for their sustainable economic growth
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